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Preface

From AIDS and influenza to smallpox and zoster (shingles), many of
the deadliest and most feared diseases—as well as some of the most
common—have been viral. AIDS and influenza also typify an
especially alarming aspect: the emergence of "new" diseases, often
manifested explosively as epidemics. Throughout history and up to
the present, such events seem to descend suddenly and unpredictably,
appearing as vengeful and capricious natural disasters.

Despite the obvious importance of such events to our lives, the
reasons for viral emergence have rarely, if ever, been systematically
explored. There have been no books addressing this question for
either the scientifically literate general reader or the specialist. This
book is an attempt to fill that gap. The contributing authors to this
volume are authorities in their areas who were selected both for their
expert knowledge and for their ability to define and elucidate the
fundamental issues (and sometimes to be provocative). They have
aimed at an accurate and accessible brief review of some
representative viruses and what is known about the factors
responsible for their emergence, including mechanisms of evolution.
The hope is thereby to encourage further thinking about this question,
and to inform the reader (whether a scientist or social scientist in one
of the fields represented here, a scientific generalist, or a general
reader possessing a basic biomedical vocabulary), who may be
daunted by the "new" diseases that now seem to appear in the news
on a regular basis, and would like to know what lies behind them.

I believe that finding answers to the questions posed by emerging
viruses requires attacking the problem from several different
perspectives, often crossing disciplinary lines. Of course, some
aspects are better understood or have been more thoroughly studied
than others, but I feel it essential to represent the state of knowledge
in each of these areas, even though some sections of the book may as
a result seem to have a more tentative or descriptive quality than
others. In science, stories are rarely complete, if ever, and an
appreciation of the scientific process is valuable in itself. It is also
useful in order to show where more information is needed.

This diversity of approaches also gives rise to a diversity of
vocabulary, level of detail, and style in the various chapters. While
many chapters presuppose some familiarity with biomedical
terminology and basic concepts of molecular biology and
immunology, an attempt has been made to accommodate those less
fluent by briefly defining some of these terms in parentheses
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wherever feasible. While this will seem unnecessary and repetitive to
technical readers, I hope it will encourage those who might otherwise find
the subject matter intimidating. Many of the methods used for studying
viruses, and associated terms, are also described in Richman's chapter.

In attacking the problem of emerging viruses, scientific knowledge
of the agents is essential, and the recent flowering of molecular
biology and molecular genetics has provided powerful tools for
analyzing and tracking viruses, and is yielding fresh insights into
viral evolution. But viruses are of necessity dependent on their
hosts, requiring us to have an appreciation of the factors that may
influence the interaction of a virus with a host. Although many of
these factors are molecular or cellular, when the host is human,
social factors can play a very significant .role in both dissemination
and expression of disease. On a larger scale, many epidemics can be
understood only in their ecological context.

Despite our wish to anticipate emerging diseases, we cannot
foretell the future. What we can do is to draw the best inferences
possible from past experience; for this, history can be a valuable
guide. The opening five chapters place emerging viruses within a
framework of both history and natural history, from several different
vantage points. Themes introduced in these chapters will recur
throughout the book. Some readers may prefer to read the subsequent
chapters in an order dictated by their own personal interests and
background. For them, the book has been organized into sections
and connecting material added where necessary to allow most
chapters to be read independently.

At the outset, the problem of emerging viruses may seem too
vast and too amorphous to tackle. That is probably why it has
remained largely unexamined in the past. However, as I discuss in
Chapter 2, there are often identifiable causes—such as the role of
human activities in the environment—that underlie most episodes
of viral emergence. A conceptual framework for infectious disease
emergence is formulated, and evidence is presented for a unifying
hypothesis of the origins of epidemics. William McNeill examines
both what history teaches us about new diseases, and the limitations
of the historical record. The remaining chapters of this section
provide overviews of two types of diseases that often make the news:
influenza, familiar but still dangerous, and viruses that cause
hemorrhagic fevers, a mixed bag of disparate viruses with remarkable
similarities in their natural history and pathogenesis.

Viruses are especially important to us because of their effects on
us as their hosts. The unique dependence of viruses on living cells
makes their relationship with the host an essential factor in their
behavior. This theme is introduced in Chapter 1 by Lederberg, who
states "the very essence of the virus is its fundamental entanglement
with the genetic and metabolic machinery of the host." The three chapters
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by May, Fields, and Shenk expand upon the interrelationship between virus
and host, moving in descending scale from ecosystem (May) to subcellular
(Shenk). Interactions at the whole organism level, which include important
constraints on viruses, are analyzed by Fields.

Because what we can study is necessarily determined by the tools
available, methods for detecting viruses—for seeing the unseen—are of
great importance. Many "new" viruses are only newly recognized. Recently
developed techniques, such as PCR (the polymerase chain reaction) for
amplifying DNA sequences, are making it possible to search for viruses that
have been undetectable until now. Using HIV as the main example,
Richman considers available methods, including PCR, while Ward discusses
some developing technologies, such as confocal microscopy and new light-
emitting compounds, that allow precise visualization of viral genetic
sequences inside the cell, or more sensitive detection of viral components.

Armed with these tools to study viruses, we now turn to the very
large question of what constitutes an emerging virus and where
emerging viruses come from. Viruses have no locomotion, yet many
of them have traveled around the world. Shope and Evans consider
this essential process in viral emergence, giving several examples to
illustrate their analysis. The subsequent chapters desc'ribe individual
examples of emerging viruses. In general (as is discussed elsewhere
in the book, and surveyed in Chapter 2), most epidemics are caused
by existing viruses acquiring new hosts. The worldwide epidemic of
HIV infection and the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
is, of course, the major emerging viral threat. The origins of HIV
have been the subject of considerable debate, and are still unresolved.
The chapter by Myers and colleagues discusses current views of how
HIV originated and evolved and illustrates how the tools of molecular
biology can help to track the origins and spread of HIV. Other
viruses may be introduced to humans in various ways, including by
mosquitoes and other arthropods (described and analyzed in the
chapter by Monath), or from contact with rodents (LeDuc and
colleagues) or other vertebrates (Peters and colleagues); the chapter
by Fenner on monkeypox is another specific example. Many
"emerging viruses" have crossed species lines, only to appear
suddenly in a new species (including man). However, as many of
these instances are recognized only long after the fact, such
interspecies transfers have been difficult to study and some key
steps must usually be inferred. In a few instances, it has been
possible to study this process as it was occurring or soon after it
began. A selection from the most instructive recent examples,
involving three different species, is presented here by Fenner,
Mahy, and Parrish. Fenner describes human monkeypox, an
interspecies transfer to humans which many feared would replace
smallpox after that virus was eradicated, and discusses why
monkeypox is not likely to become a threat to human health. Mahy
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and Parrish begin with the startling initial observations that brought
these new diseases to notice (dead seals washing up on the British
shore, puppies dying of a disease that "turns their hearts to sponges"),
go on to describe how the responsible virus was identified, and then
discuss how techniques of molecular biology were used to study the
new virus and define its relationships to known viruses. Both are
interesting glimpses into viruses that have emerged in populations
of nonhuman species.

The last 10 chapters involve possible futures, first from the
vantage point of the virus and then from our point of view as a
species. The genetic plasticity and variability of many viruses has
often been remarked on, and six chapters on mutation and evolution
(by Holland, Temin, Palese, Murphy, and Strauss, and on evolutionary
relationships between mosquitoes and viruses by Eldridge) explore
molecular mechanisms responsible for viral variation and some
possible implications for the evolution of "new" viruses. Holland
demonstrates, and subsequent chapters emphasize, that viruses are
not static and new variants often arise. This general tendency of
genetic sequences to show variability is especially pronounced in
many viruses. Largely because of HIV, retroviruses have received
particular attention recently. Their great genetic plasticity, and
issues raised by this variation, are considered by Temin. This
discussion of retroviral variation and the earlier chapter by Myers
and colleagues also complement each other. Palese examines
influenza, another virus that typifies constant variation, and offers
some comparisons of mutation rates for different RNA viruses. On
the other hand, as Brian Murphy explores in the case of influenza,
even at this level, the host imposes powerful constraints on viral
evolution. (Other constraints imposed by the host are discussed by
Fields earlier in the book.) Considering another mechanism of
genetic plasticity, evidence for actual genetic rearrangements in
RNA viruses is reviewed by Strauss. Finally, Eldridge considers
how identifying the associations between particular mosquitoes and specific
viruses can possibly shed light on the evolutionary origins of both.

If any of this knowledge is to be of value in preventing future
tragedies, it must lead to appropriate action. Ultimately, human
actions underlie many episodes of disease emergence, and our own
influence and responsibility may therefore be greater than we usually
suppose. The closing chapters (Lovejoy, Legters and colleagues, and
Henderson) address the future from the ecological perspective (some
possible scenarios of environmental change described by Lovejoy),
and the practical. The chapter by Legters and colleagues is written
in the form of a news story. (The episode, while fictitious, is loosely
modeled on an actual—and devastating—1976 Ebola epidemic in
Africa.) They question whether we have the resources to deal with
a major foreign epidemic. Henderson, who directed the successful
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world program to eradicate smallpox (he is now Associate Director
for Life Sciences in the White House Office of Science & Technology
Policy), then analyzes existing warning systems and offers his
suggestions for an international disease surveillance system that
could make a significant difference—at a surprisingly modest cost.
The final chapter, by Edwin Kilbourne, a pioneer in influenza vaccine
development, is a short reprise of the opening chapters, readdressing
and summarizing the major questions from his personal perspective.

This book does not attempt to be all-inclusive. Rather than
aiming at an encyclopedic approach, the emphasis is on trying to
elucidate some of the salient characteristics and underlying
mechanisms of emerging diseases and how this might inform
strategies for their control. To some extent, this involves comparative
and "case study"approaches. It is hoped that this organization of the
book will help to provide a framework for analyzing other examples,
including other known viruses as well as viruses that may come to
light in the future.

Although it has evolved considerably since then, this volume
has its own origins in a conference, "Emerging Viruses: The Evolution
of Viruses and Viral Diseases", sponsored by the Division of
Microbiology & Infectious Diseases of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases and the Fogarty International Center
of the National Institutes of Health in cooperation with The
Rockefeller University, and held in Washington, D.C., in May 1989
under the chairmanship of the Editor. As many of the authors in this
volume were speakers at that meeting, the first to consider the
question of emerging viruses, I hope that the book provides a useful
record, but I also hope that this book goes beyond that. Chapters
have been rewritten for this volume, some subjects not represented
at the conference have been added, and the content has been revised
(to 1991, and where possible updated while the book was in press in
1992). It is encouraging to see the exploration that led to this book
also continuing on several fronts as this book was going to press, in
the form of activities such as a Committee on Emerging Microbial
Threats to Health convened in 1991 by the Institute of Medicine of
the National Academy of Sciences in order to further address these
questions at the policy level.

The subject of emerging infectious diseases and the origins of
plagues is a vast one, spanning the biomedical sciences, molecular
biology, medicine, history, and the social sciences, and its study is
newly begun. It is hoped that this volume may help to answer some
questions about emerging viruses, and to stimulate further
exploration.

New York S.S.M.
May 1992
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Foreword

"Science knows no country because it is the light that
illuminates the world."

—Pasteur

Like science, emerging viruses know no country. There are no
barriers to prevent their migration across international boundaries
or around the 24 time zones.

The light of science must be focused on those forces that propel
the emergence and migration of virus diseases. These events stem
from attributes of microbes—either old ones that reemerge in new
settings or new mutations that arise from the old. Numerous ex-
amples of epidemics that occurred as a consequence of these changes
will be cited in the chapters that follow. There are, however, other
forces at play: social and economic change, changes in human behav-
ior such as sexual practices, and catastrophic events such as war and
famine that result in mass migration of armies and refugees. Mi-
crobes thrive in these "undercurrents of opportunity" that arise
through social and economic change, changes in human behavior,
and catastrophic events such as war and famine. They may fan a
minor outbreak into a widespread epidemic. One result of the
turbulence of World War I, for example, was the spread of malaria in
Europe as far north as Archangel above the Arctic Circle. The
ancient Mediterraneans said that malaria flees before the plow. We
might well add, it returns on the wings of war. The influence of
factors such as these on the course of epidemics of viral diseases will
also be discussed in the following chapters.

The microbial world is a boisterous place, and recent undercur-
rents of opportunity have occurred as this book goes to press. The
current epidemic of cholera in South America was propelled by the
consequences of progressive poverty and unsanitary dietary habits.
And since Desert Storm and its aftermath, diarrheal diseases and
respiratory infections in infants and children have reemerged with a
vengeance in the Tigris-Euphrates Valley. The World Health Orga-
nization warns that the number of deaths will be in the thousands.

Can the chronicle of such events be foretold? Efforts to predict
an epidemic arid prepare to forestall it came to a head in 1975 with
the occurrence of "swine flu" in a small number of soldiers at Fort
Dix, New Jersey. Serologic evidence suggested that the virus iso-
lated from these patients had the same antigenic components as the
flu virus that caused the pandemic of 1918. One or two unexpected
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deaths among those infected heightened the anxiety.
To forestall the possible repetition of the 1918 catastrophe, within

9 months a specially formulated vaccine was mass produced and
millions of Americans were immunized. For whatever reason, "swine
flu" did not go global. The same can be said for Ebola virus infection.
While deadly localized outbreaks occurred in Africa, it too failed to
go global. But AIDS did do so. This poses the practical question: Do
strategies exist to anticipate, detect, and then prevent future epi-
demics due to new viruses or the reemergence of old ones? Can we
devise countermeasures to forestall the emergence of new plagues?
These are among the issues to be addressed in this book.

All of these matters on emerging viruses are much more thor-
oughly reviewed here than I was able to do in a book published in
1981, The Restless Tide: The Persistent Challenge of the Microbial World
(Washington, DC: National Foundation for Infectious Diseases). It
was my purpose to inform the general public and the U.S. Govern-
ment that the threat of epidemics was real and that it would persist.
I warned that we had become complacent about such threats because
of the success of antibiotics for the treatment of common pyogenic
infections, and the success of vaccines for the prevention of common
childhood virus infections such as polio, rubella, and measles. But
this general optimism, I cautioned, overlooked the alarms offstage—
the rising tide of antibiotic resistance among microbes; the
undaunting genetic drift of microbes in the evolutionary stream; and
modifications of life style, commerce, agriculture, and war.

My book was, at best, a small factor that led to public and
scientific recognition in the last 10 years that infectious diseases are
a persistent challenge. Rather, it was microbial mischief that at-
tracted attention. They conspired with the changing circumstances
of our times and fomented a succession of unexpected events—
epidemics of genital herpes, Legionnaire's disease, toxic-shock syn-
drome, Lyme disease, and a surge in malaria that circled the globe.
And then came AIDS. All of these events were widely reported in the
popular press. "Has something new occurred?", asked Congress-
man Joseph Early during House Appropriation hearings for the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases in 1982. "Why
do we have so many new infectious diseases?" "No", I said, "noth-
ing new has happened. Plagues are as certain as death and taxes."
They will arrive with the spread of insect vectors into new locales or
as a consequence of migration of peoples. Plagues occur in the wake
of social and economic changes in crowded urban centers, or as a
consequence of new population patterns in rural areas where jungles
and primeval forests collide with cropland.

Sophisticated surveillance with clinical, diagnostic, and epide-
miological components on an international scale will be required to
make a plausible prediction about future epidemics and to take
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corrective action before a disaster actually occurs. The effort must be
broadly based: laboratory research on viruses and virus infections
and the immune response to them using modern techniques of
molecular biology and immunology; clinical research on pathogen-
esis; and field research on the etiology, epidemiology, and natural
history of infections and the ecology of insect vectors. To be success-
ful, an effort of this complexity must be dominated by a central
concern to curtail the nationwide, indeed worldwide, proliferation of
an epidemic from an unexpected origin. The work in this volume is
an important step in that direction.

Richard M. Krause
National Institutes of Health
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1
Viruses and Humankind: Intracellular
Symbiosis and Evolutionary
Competition

JOSHUA LEDERBERG

Some may say that AIDS has made us ever vigilant for new viruses.
I wish that were true. Others have said that we could do little better
than to sit back and wait for the avalanche. I am afraid that this point
of view is much closer to the reaction of public policy and the major
health establishments of the world, even to this day, to the prospects
of emergent disease.

A relatively small number of investigators have been preoccu-
pied with the biology of viruses and have a very personal and
intimate acquaintanceship with how they tick; these scientists are
therefore much more sensitive to the viruses' potentialities for evo-
lutionary change in the evolution of their symbiotic relations with
their hosts. Never has there been a more concentrated collection of intellect
devoted to that kind of question than is represented in this book.

However deeply gratifying this is, I do marvel that the present-
examination is virtually without precedent. Of course, many books
and symposia on viruses cover every aspect of their biology and
epidemiology. For the most part, these have been sharply focused on
particular categories, whether of the host, the vectors, or the taxo-
nomic location of the virus itself. But the historiography of epidemic:
disease is one of the last refuges of the concept of special creation-
ism, with scant attention to dynamic change on the part of the agents
of disease.

It is not hard to imagine the sources of resistance to these
evolutionary concepts. It is scary to imagine the emergence of new
infectious agents as threats to human existence, especially threaten-
ing to view pandemic as a recurrent, natural phenomenon. In
reaction to the daunting pace of technological change and the sud-
den alteration of balance, the natural has been extolled. In 50 years,
the earth has become so small on the scale of technological alter-
ations of the environment; the atmosphere, the oceans, our aquifers
are no longer infinite sinks. Many people find it difficult to accom-
modate to the reality that Nature is far from benign; at least it has no

3
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special sentiment for the welfare of the human versus other species.
Those who are horrified at any tinge of our "tampering with natural
evolution" need to be reminded that this has been intrinsic to human
culture since Prometheus: the invention of fire, of agriculture, of
language, of human settlements, of an overall peopling of the planet
perhaps a thousand-fold denser than we had been evolved for—not
to mention a sudden doubling of life span in our century that leaves
the latter half of it beyond the scope of what had ever been shaped
by natural selection. So contemporary man is a manmade species. In
a biological sense, we may achieve new genomic equilibria with
these radically altered environments; but the price of natural selec-
tion is so high that I doubt we would find it ethically acceptable: it
conflicts violently with the nominally infinite worth that we place on
every individual. So we have drastically tampered with human evolu-
tion, in large measure by suspending that process in favor of artifice.

That artifice has of course been the greatest threat to every other
plant and animal species, as we crowd them out in our own quest for
Lebensraum. A few vermin aside, Homo sapiens has undisputed
dominion—and we could, where we choose, even eradicate rodent
and insect pests in confined areas we chose to make oligoxenic at the
expense of some of the birds and the bees and some marginal
chemical poisoning of ourselves, and an irrevocable loss of evolu-
tionary diversity among the species, an eventual narrowing of the
options for our own survival.

Bacterial and protozoan parasites linger a bit longer; but they do
have distinctive metabolism, and our ingenuity in devising antibiot-
ics can be expected to outpace theirs in evolving resistance (albeit
not without some struggle) provided only that we apply the needed
technological resources. And for the most part, still more appropri-
ate technologies of hygiene and vaccination will do most of the job.
Our only real competitors remain the viruses; for it is by no means
clear that antiviral antibiosis can generally be achieved in principle:
the very essence of the virus is its fundamental entanglement with
the genetic and metabolic machinery of the host.

Our main recourse has been prophylactic vaccination; and for a
number of viruses this will surely work, though very few share the
idiosyncrasies of variola (smallpox) that made it the most rational
target for our initial effort at global eradication, at an evolutionary
victory of the first order. But as we find in abundance, many viruses
are more adroit than variola in antigenic evolution, and we shall
have to be very nimble indeed to keep up with the diversification of
influenza, particularly when we get recurrence of more lethal strains,
such as neurotropism already well known in bird strains.

Other viruses will adapt by changes of range of host or of
vector—the more threatening as we know so little of the biochemical
bases of that specificity. And some vector-borne agents will surely
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learn the tricks of direct aerosol transmission, as has been claimed
for pneumonic transmission of bacterial plagues. Why not? For the
few antiviral drugs now available, we are, of course, already seeing
the emergence of resistant viral strains, just as with bacteria. The
viruses I know best, the bacteriophages, are of course no threat to
public health. They may occasionally be pests in the fermentation
industry; D'Herelle (and Martin Arrowsmith, the hero of Sinclair
Lewis' novel) once thought they might have some merit in therapeu-
tics. They have conveyed to me dramatic images of the wipeout of
large populations, sometimes as the result of host range mutations.
They have also taught us a great deal about the basic biology of
viruses, lessons that can be extrapolated first hand—for example,
the transduction of host genes by viruses, and the integration of viral
genomes into the host chromosomes. The intrinsic hypervariability
of certain categories of viruses is often mentioned; and we know this
will be aggravated further in maladjusted genetic complexes. It is
after all genetic stability that has had to be meticulously evolved; we
will see mutation rates as high as are compatible with generational
viability when the regulatory controls are disrupted. The vertebrate
immune system illustrates how the hypermutability of immunoglo-
bulin genes is a trick relearned in evolution—and matched by the
trypanosome's versatility in varying its surface antigens.

Our view of virus as a parasite is complicated by that of a virus
as a genetic element, a two-way channel. The viruses are routinely
subject to phenotypic modification by the host cells and, from time
to time, the viruses incorporate host genes in their standard genomes
and vice versa.

This view still looks at host and parasite as independent and autono-
mous genetic systems. Let us examine their relationship still more broadly.

When we try to classify the genetic elements within cells we find
a continuum, with the nucleus and its macrochromosomes at one
pole, a range of other particles in between, and the frank extraneous
cytocidal and cytolytic viruses at the other. Even among the chromo-
somes, especially in plants, we find micro- or B chromosomal ele-
ments that share every attribute of a parasite except that they show
vertical transmission rather than routine lateral mobility; they also
differ in their highly attenuated pathogenicity.

Other particles occupy the cytoplasm. We know most of all
today about the mitochondria and the chloroplasts. The eukaryotic
cell is now recognized as a symbiosis, those elements very likely
having been evolved from what were once free living microbes.
Indeed, it is not difficult to cure yeast of their mitochondria with
acriflavine, and Chlamydomonas and other green plant cells of their
chloroplasts with streptomycin.

Conversely, we know of many "viruses" in plants and animals
that display vertical transmission. These include the rodent
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leukemogenic viruses and, close by, the mouse mammary tumor
milk factor (now called mouse mammary tumor virus), and abun-
dant examples in plants. It will be astounding if we were not to find
still other viruses that have become routinized as cytoplasm or-
ganelles in parallel with the mitochondrial and chloroplast systems,
like some of the endosymbiotic bacteria of insects that have become
indispensable to the normal economy of their specific host.

At one time much polemical energy was spent arguing whether
some of these entities were viruses, on the one hand, or cytogenes on
the other, as if these were disjunctive concepts. The word plasmid
was invented in 1952 to help moot a logically empty controversy
(Lederberg, 1952). The expression has come to be used mainly in the
narrower sense of the small circular DNAs that abound in bacteria (it
is hard to find bacteria that don't have them). However, it was
intended to apply as well to mitochondria and to temperate viruses.
We are going to discover many, many more entities like that in the
cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells as well (Gaubatz, 1990).

To look still more broadly, we discovered that terrestrial life is
a dense web of genetic interactions. The plant cell is an intracellular
symbiosis, the photosynthetic chloroplast fixing solar energy for the
benefit of the host. And I will not take time to articulate how the tree
repays that debt. Then, when I eat a green plant and sow its seeds,
our genetic systems are also interacting to mutual benefit. The
lichen is not much different: that the cell boundaries are likewise still
intact between algae and fungus. One can find intermediate interac-
tions, even across broad species lines, of hyperparasitism, the nuclei
of one fungus parasitizing the cytoplasm of another. This blends
into heterokaryosis within a species, with the regular dikaryons
(cells with two nuclei) of the Basidiomycetes, the mushrooms. In the
laboratory there is an easy and elegant demonstration of nutritional
symbiosis of complementary auxotrophic mutants in heterokaryons.
Each mutant separately is unable to grow because each requires a
nutrient that it cannot make; together, each of the two nuclei placed
into one cell provides the genetic information needed by the other,
and the hybrid cell can grow. In streptomycetes it is difficult to
distinguish these internuclear interactions from chromosomal ones.

We can thus see the continuum of interaction of genetic systems
we have coevolved (Fig. 1.1). There is a synecology at the very top
level that is absolutely undeniable, the exchange of what are ulti-
mately gene products, the metabolites, the energy that is fixed in
green plants. Syncytia—fused cells—form more abundantly than
most people realize where these interactions become possible at a
more intimate level, and one can see polymers, enzymes, RNA
messages, and so on as the units. And then synkaryosis, the primi-
tive step in sexual recombination, is a further step in that continuum.
Consider further the interrelationships of still smaller autonomous
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Figure I.I1 Interactions of genetic systems: a lesson in continuity.

Arranged in order of descending size. For each level of interaction, representa-
tive examples are indicated. A, B are genetic segments (complementary or
antagonistic).

1. Synecological interactions: E.g., bird eats plant cell. Interchange of
nutrients (ultimate gene products);

2. Heterokaryon: Anastomosis of hyphae, or cell fusion. Interaction of
metabolic systems, transfer RNA, messenger RNA, etc. (proximate gene
products);

3. Sexual fusion. Interaction (and recombination) of genomes;

4. Virus and cell: Integration of infecting virus into cell nucleus; conversely,
induction of latent virus. Interaction of genome segments. (Transition:
Virus free in environment, virus in cytoplasm, or virus integrated into
chromosome.)

7
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genetic elements like viruses and plasmids, and mitochondria, as
falling at different points on this spectrum with no sharp line be-
tween them (Margulis and Fester, 1991).

This pattern of mutualism must have prevailed from the very
earliest stages of biosynthetic evolution, perhaps even prior to the
organization of the cell as we now know it. The recombination of
self-replicating molecules to facilitate biosynthetic complementa-
tion would have accelerated primitive chemical evolution from the
earliest times.

Refocusing on the pathogenic interactions, we recall that since
Frank Macfarlane Burnet (Burnet and White, 1972), Theobald Smith
(1939), and others, we have understood that evolutionary equilib-
rium favors mutualistic rather than parasitic or unilaterally destruc-
tive interactions. Natural selection, in the long run, favors host
resistance, on the one hand, and temperate virulence and immuno-
genic masking on the parasite's part on the other. But I garner
limited assurance from those precedents. Yes, demographic oblit-
eration is not the most likely outcome of a novel introduction or the
emergence of a major new virus. Most likely, the outcome of those
exigencies will not be worse than what happened to the rabbits in
Australia after the introduction of myxoma virus.

But apart from the personal human catastrophe that such a
pandemic would entail (short of prompt species obliteration), I
would also question whether human society could survive left on the
beach with only a few percent of survivors. Could they function at
any level of culture higher than that of the rabbits? And, if reduced
to that, would we compete very well with kangaroos?

Let me summarize: the units of natural selection are DNA,
sometimes RNA elements, by no means neatly packaged in discrete
organisms. They all share the entire biosphere. The survival of the
human species is not a preordained evolutionary program. Abun-
dant sources of genetic variation exist for viruses to learn new tricks,
not necessarily confined to what happens routinely or even fre-
quently.

The first inklings that genetic recombination could occur at all in
bacteria, in F+ E. coli, were at a rate of 1O7, or one in ten million, and
one had to look very hard to have any evidence that they existed at
all. And some bamboo plants flower only once per century and the
careless observer might think that they never recombine. Some
generalizations to the limits of genetic change in viruses are equally
hasty.
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Examining the Origins of Emerging
Viruses

STEPHEN S. MORSE

The sudden appearance of the AIDS epidemic in our midst demonstrates once
again that infectious diseases can still be important causes of illness and death.
HIV (human immunodeficiency virus, the AIDS virus) has been front-page
news for so long that it is hard to remember that it first came to our notice just
over a decade ago. Influenza, one of our most familiar viruses, still periodically
causes massive epidemics (the most massive are called pandemics because the
entire world is usually affected), and another influenza pandemic is virtually
inevitable. There have been several influenza pandemics in this century alone,
the most severe being the notorious pandemic of 1918-1919 that resulted in over
25 million deaths worldwide. Lyme disease, although bacterial rather than
viral, is another infectious disease recently emerged to prominence in the
United States. From such regular experiences, it is easy to get the justifiable
impression that we are being inundated by infectious diseases.

These manifestations reinforce a general feeling that sudden disease
outbreaks will emerge in capricious ways as "acts of God." The factors
responsible for sudden manifestations of viral diseases such as AIDS or
epidemics of influenza have been poorly understood and therefore have
always seemed inexplicable. However, critical comparative examination
indicates that there are factors common to most, perhaps almost all, known
examples of viral emergence. In this chapter, I will summarize my own
views as to what these factors are, and formulate a conceptual framework
for disease emergence. Where it seems appropriate, I have included a few
examples involving bacterial diseases, as I believe many of the underlying
mechanisms are similar.

WHAT ARE THE ORIGINS OF EMERGING VIRUSES?

We may use the term "emerging viruses " to refer to viruses that either have
newly appeared in the population or are rapidly expanding their range,
with a corresponding increase in cases of disease (Morse and Schluederberg,
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1990). Table 2.1 lists some examples, including many of the human viruses
discussed in this book, with their conventional taxonomic classifica-
tion. (Some of the examples in this chapter are drawn from other
chapters of this volume, where additional information and refer-
ences may be found. Detailed information on the biology of many of
the viruses discussed here can be found in Fields, Knipe et al., 1990.
Brief capsule descriptions of many viruses can be found in Porterfield,
1989; arthropod-borne viruses are catalogued in Karabatsos, 1985.
Benenson, 1990, gives capsule summaries of both viral and nonviral infec-
tions, emphasizing epidemiologic and public health aspects.)

The Newly Recognized

Before considering these viruses, I wish first to mention another
group of potentially emergent viruses: those viruses that are already
widespread but, while not new in the human population, are newly
recognized. (Human viruses that are not yet widespread fall into
another category, discussed below.) A recent example is human
herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6). Although identified only a few years ago
(Salahuddin et al., 1986), HHV-6 appears to be extremely wide-
spread (Lopez et al., 1988), and has recently been implicated as the
cause of roseola (exanthem subitum), a very common childhood
disease (Yamanishi et al., 1988). Since roseola has been known since
at least 1910 (Zahorsky, 1910), HHV-6 is likely to have been common
for at least decades, and probably much longer.

A related category is the association of some infectious agents
with chronic diseases, such as the long established association of
chronic hepatitis B infection and hepatocellular carcinoma. The
most surprising recent example is infection with the bacterium
Helicobacter pylori as a probable cause of gastric ulcers (Peterson, 1991) and
possibly gastric cancer (Nomura et al., 1991; Parsonnet et al., 1991). As with
roseola, the disease (in this case, gastric ulcers) was known for a long time
but the identification of the putative cause is quite recent.

Conceivably, on occasion, a change in the microbe or (more
frequently) in host nutritional or immune status might result in a
new or more serious disease. But usually, although these diseases
(especially the chronic diseases) can be important causes of illness,
these newly recognized but common agents are not likely to emerge
suddenly or threateningly because they are already widespread and
are likely to have reached an equilibrium in the population: we have
lived with these diseases for a long time, although without knowing
their cause. Recognition of the agent may even be advantageous,
offering new promise of controlling a previously intractable disease.
If Helicobacter is a major cause of ulcers, a new and potentially promising
avenue of treatment, specific antimicrobial therapy, is now opened up.
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The Roles of Viral Evolution

Setting aside the newly recognized but ubiquitous, we might begin
an examination of emerging viruses by asking how a new virus
might originate. It must be noted that "newly evolved" viruses will
usually descend from a parent that already exists in nature. This is
a consequence of Darwinian evolution. Even HIV, the most novel of
recently described viruses infecting humans, has its relatives in
nature. Given these constraints of organic evolution, then, there are
fundamentally three sources (which are not necessarily mutually
exclusive): [1] evolution de novo of a new virus (more precisely
usually the evolution of a new viral variant); [2] introduction of an
existing virus from another species; [3] dissemination of a virus
from a smaller population in which the virus might have arisen or
originally been introduced.

It is often assumed that "new"diseases must be the result of the
evolution of new viruses. It would therefore seem useful to evaluate
the relative importance of viral evolution versus transfer and dis-
semination of viruses to new host populations (the latter being the
process I have called "viral traffic"; Morse, 1991) in the emergence of
"new" viral diseases. Both processes need to be better understood;
both surely are important, but perhaps in different ways. Many
viruses show a high mutation rate and have great evolutionary
potential. This continuing process has probably been important in
producing the great diversity of viruses recognized today. While
many viral variants can be identified both in nature and in the
laboratory, their significance as a source of new viral diseases is hard
to determine, and there appear to be relatively few documented
examples in nature. Undoubtedly more examples will be found as
further efforts are made using the more sensitive detection methods
now available. However, most variants that have been identified in
nature (e.g., Western equine encephalomyelitis, discussed by Strauss,
and the possible example of Rocio encephalitis, discussed by Monath)
often resemble the parental virus in the kind of disease caused,
although host range may differ. Canine parvovirus, for example,
discussed by Colin Parrish, represents a different host range. Some
exceptions are known, in which a new viral variant shows greatly
increased virulence or causes a different type of disease. Influenza,
which I will discuss again later in another context, provides some of
the most notable examples, including an H5 influenza variant in
chickens, discussed in Chapter 4 by Webster. It was also recently
suggested that a mutation in a viral gene is responsible for a fulminant
form of hepatitis B infection (Carman et al., 1989, 1991; Liang et al.,
1991; Omata et al., 1991). The conclusion from these data is that viral
variation per se undoubtedly plays a role in some situations, and
may be of greater importance over long time periods, but so far has
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TABLE 2.1. Some Examples of "Emerging" Viruses

Virus Signs/Symptoms Distribution Natural host

Family: Orthomyxoviridae (RNA, 8 segments)
Influenza Respiratory Worldwide

(often from China)

Family: Bunyaviridae (RNA, 3 segments)
Hantaan, Seoul, etc. Hemorrhagic fever Asia, Europe, U.S.

with renal syndrome

Rift Valley Fever*

Oropouche*

Fever, ± hemorrhage

Fever

Africa

Brazil, Trinidad,
Panama

Family: Togaviridae (Alphavirus genus) (RNA)
O 'nyong-nyong*
Sindbis*

Arthritis, rash
Arthritis, rash
Australia

Africa

Fowl (and pigs)

Rodent
(e.g., Apodemus)

Mosquito;
ungulates
Midge

Mosquito

Family: Flaviviridae (RNA)
Yellow Fever* Fever, jaundice
Dengue*

Africa, Europe, Asia, Mosquito; birds

Africa, S. America

Rocio*
Kyasanur Forest*

Mosquito; monkey
Fever, ± hemorrhage Asia, Africa, Mosquito; human/

S. America,Caribbean monkey
Encephalitis Brazil Mosquito; birds
Encephalitis India Tick; rodent

Family: Arenaviridae (RNA, 2 segments)
Junin (Argentine HF)t Fever, hemorrhage S. America
Machupo (Bolivian HF) Fever, hemorrhage S. America
Lassa fever Fever, hemorrhage W. Africa

Family: Filoviridae (RNA)
Marburg, Ebola Fever, hemorrhage Africa

Family: Retroviridae (RNA + reverse transcriptase)
HIV§ AIDS Worldwide

HTLVJ Often asymptomatic; Worldwide,
adult T-cell leukemia, with endemic
neurological diseases foci
(e.g., tropical spastic
paraparesis)

Calomys musculinus
Calomys callosus
Mastomys natalensis

Unknown

Human virus
(? originally from
primate)

Human virus
(? originally
primate virus)

Family: Poxviridae (DNA)
Monkeypox Smallpox-like Africa (rainforest) Rodent (squirrel)

[From S. S. Morse and A. Schluederberg (1990). Emerging viruses: The evolution of viruses
and viral diseases. J. Infect. Dis. 162:1-7. ©1990 by The University of Chicago Press.]

Transmitted by arthropod vector
t HF: Hemorrhagic fever
§ HIV: Human immunodeficiency virus
J HTLV: Human T cell leukemia /lymphoma virus (human T-lymphotropic virus) I,

II (types I and II)
Bold: Viruses with greatest apparent potential for emergence in near future
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not proved to be the major engine driving viral emergence. Ex-
amples of specific viral variants produced within different individu-
als during infection (Ahmed et al., 1991; Kilbourne et al., 1988;
Salvato et al., 1991), and the relative rarity of observing progressive
accumulation of mutations within an infected host over time (Rocha
et al., 1991) suggest stabilizing effects of natural selection on viruses.
Viral evolution is likely to be more important for increasing
adaptedness in a new host immediately after a virus is introduced

TABLE 2.2.
Some Emerging Viruses and Probable Factors in Their Emergence

Virus Family,
Virus

Probable Factors in Emergence

Arenaviridae
Junin (Argentine HF)

Machupo (Bolivian HF)

Bunyaviridae
Hantaan

Seoul

Rift Valley Fever

Oropouche

Filoviridae
Marburg, Ebola

Flaviviridae
Dengue

Orthomyxoviridae
Influenza

Retroviridae
Human immunodeficiency

virus (HIV)

HTLV

Changes in agriculture (maize; changed conditions
favoring Calomys musculinus, rodent host for virus)

Changes in agriculture (changed conditions favoring
Calomys callosus, rodent host for virus)

Agriculture (contact with mouse Apodemus agrarius
during rice harvest)

?Increasing population density of urban rats in contact
with humans; spread of rat hosts

Dams, irrigation

Agriculture (cacao hulls encourage breeding of
Culicoides vector)

Unknown; in Europe and U.S., importation of monkeys

Increasing population density in cities, and other factors
(e.g., open water storage) favoring increased
population of mosquito vectors

?Integrated pig-duck agriculture

Medical technology (transfusion); sexual transmission;
contaminated hypodermic equipment; other social
factors*

Medical technology (transfusion); contaminated
hypodermic equipment; other social factors
(virus is already naturally widespread in some
populations)

* Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C, in different viral families, have similar causes of emergence
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into a new species or population, as demonstrated by the coevolu-
tion of virus and host that followed the introduction of myxoma
virus in Australia (discussed by May in Chapter 6).

Human Viruses and the Zoonotic Pool

At least over the period of recorded history, then, "emerging vi-
ruses" have usually not been newly evolved viruses. Rather, they
are existing viruses conquering new territory (Table 2.2). The over-
whelming majority are viruses already existing in nature that simply
gain access to new host populations. The most novel of these
emerging viruses are zoonotic (naturally occurring viruses of other
animal species); rodents are among the particularly important natu-
ral reservoirs. This seems logical, considering that the total number
and variety of viruses in animal species is probably very large, and
hence offers a large pool of potential "new" virus introductions. In
such cases, introduction of viruses into the human population is
often the result of human activities, such as agriculture, that cause
changes in natural environments. Often, these changes place hu-
mans in contact with previously inaccessible viruses. The success of
a new virus then depends on its ability to spread within the human
population after introduction. A similar situation would apply to
viruses already present in a limited or isolated human population.
After all, the viruses best adapted to human transmission are likely
to be those that already infect people. Here, too, human intervention
is providing increasing opportunities for dissemination of previ-
ously localized viruses. The example of HIV demonstrates that
human activities can be especially important in disseminating newly
introduced viruses that may not yet be well adapted to the human
host and that do not spread efficiently from person to person.

Human pathogens, which may include agents currently in an
isolated human population, are often best positioned to cause future
epidemics, and bear careful scrutiny. But the numerous examples of
zoonotic diseases suggest that the "zoonotic pool"—introductions
of viruses from other species—is also an important and potentially
rich source of emerging diseases. Even if the odds of a randomly
chosen organism being a successful human pathogen are low, the
great variety of microorganisms in nature offers many chances. As
one example, field sampling and disease surveillance efforts over
the years have resulted in the identification to date of more than 520
arthropod-borne viruses (arboviruses) (Karabatsos, 1985). Most of
these are of unknown disease potential; Monath estimates in Chap-
ter 13 that about 100 of the known arboviruses cause human disease.
As shown by examples cited throughout this chapter, and through-
out the book, chance will also affect which zoonotic agents will make
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contact with humans. But historical examples of zoonoses that have
caused major outbreaks or epidemics, or become established as
human diseases, such as Hantaan (Korean hemorrhagic fever), yel-
low fever, Rift Valley fever, pandemic influenza (usually reassortant
viruses containing genes derived from avian influenza viruses), and
others, indicate that a large number of potential introductions exist
in nature and that some of them might become successful as emerg-
ing diseases given the right conditions.

Periodic discoveries of "new" zoonoses also suggest that the
known agents are only a fraction of the total number that exist in
nature. One example of an animal virus discovered only recently is
Guanarito, the cause of Venezuelan hemorrhagic fever (Salas et al.,
1991). The virus is rodent-borne and appears similar to other
arenaviruses such as Junin.

The zoonotic pool can also include organisms in environments
that have been little studied. In Chapter 17, Mahy discusses seal
plague, a virus that may well be a common infection in marine
mammals. Marine viruses may occasionally come ashore to cause
disease in terrestrial mammals or humans. Several diseases are
caused by members of the calicivirus family. It has been suggested
that vesicular exanthema of swine, a serious viral disease caused by
a calicivirus, was a virus of marine origin introduced into pigs by
feed containing material from sea lions, and that many caliciviruses
of terrestrial mammals may have been introductions from marine
sources (Smith and Boyt, 1990). Caliciviruses have been described in
humans; most recently, hepatitis E virus (the enterically transmitted
non-A non-B hepatitis that is usually water-borne and is widespread
in tropical areas including parts of South America) has been classi-
fied as a calicivirus (Reyes and Baroudy, 1991; Reyes et al., 1990).

Our knowledge of viral and microbial host range determinants
is too rudimentary to allow us to predict which agents are most
likely to emerge from the zoonotic pool as human diseases. Chance
and environmental factors will also play a part in that process. The
evidence indicates, however, that microbial pathogens of other spe-
cies have been an important source of new diseases in the past, and
this is likely to continue.

EMERGENCE AS A TWO-STEP PROCESS, AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF VIRAL TRAFFIC

Given this complexity, our approach to understanding emerging
infectious diseases should emphasize understanding the mecha-
nisms underlying emergence. Consideration of the above shows
that viral emergence is essentially a two-step process: [1] introduc-
tion of the virus (whatever its origin) into a new host, followed by
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[2] dissemination within that new host population. The two events
could occur almost simultaneously, or, more usually, be separated
by considerable periods of time. The second step might not occur at
all, for example if a virus is not able to transmit well within a new
host species or does not have sufficient opportunity to disseminate.
However, changing conditions might increase the chances of this
second step occurring.

I coined the term "viral traffic " for these movements of viruses to new
species or new individuals. To rephrase the conclusions stated above, we
can say that, with rare exceptions, most outbreaks of "new " viruses
appear to be caused by changes in viral traffic (Table 2.2; see also
Chapter 11). Changing environmental conditions are often responsible
for viral traffic. Because people are major agents of ecological change,
often these changes are brought about by human activities, so interspecies
transfers of infectious organisms are not nearly as random as they seem.

A variety of human activities can precipitate emergence, but some
types of activities appear especially likely to do so. Some of these are listed
in Table 2.2, and include specific types of agricultural practices, or changes
in agricultural practices. Hantaan virus, the cause of Korean hemorrhagic
fever, first came to Western attention when troops in Korea succumbed to
the disease, but it causes over 100,000 cases a year in China, and has been
known in Asia for centuries. The virus is a natural infection of the field
mouse Apodemus agrarius. The rodent flourishes in rice fields; people
usually contract the disease during the rice harvest, from contact with
infected rodents. Closely related viruses, Seoul virus and Seoul-like vi-
ruses, are found in urban rats worldwide; James LeDuc and colleagues
(Chapter 14) have found infection to be quite common among rats in inner-
city Baltimore. Junin virus, the cause of Argentine hemorrhagic fever, is an
unrelated virus with a remarkably similar history to Hantaan. Conversion
of grassland to maize cultivation favored a rodent that was the natural host
for this virus, and human cases increased in proportion with expansion of
maize agriculture. Other viruses with similar life histories are likely to
appear as new areas are placed under cultivation.

The most startling example is pandemic influenza, which also appears,
at least in some instances, to have an agricultural origin, integrated pig-
duck farming in China. This is startling because influenza has always been the
classic example of viral evolution at work, and scientists have long believed that
new epidemics are caused by mutations in the virus. Although this appears to
be true of the smaller annual or biennial epidemics we frequently experience,
influenza viruses that cause pandemics do not generally arise by this process.
Instead, genes from two influenza strains reassert to produce a new virus that
can infect humans. Pandemic influenza viruses have always come from China,
but the reason has been obscure. Evidence amassed by Robert G. Webster,
Christoph Scholtissek, and others, and discussed in this volume by Webster,
indicates that waterfowl, such as ducks, are major reservoirs of influenza
and that pigs can serve as "mixing vessels " for new mammalian influenza
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strains. Scholtissek and Naylor have suggested that integrated pig-duck
agriculture, an extremely efficient food production system traditionally
practiced in certain parts of China for several centuries, puts these two
species in contact and provides a natural laboratory for making new
influenza reassortants (Scholtissek and Naylor, 1988).

In the industrialized world, bovine spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE), known colloquially as "mad cow disease ", appeared in Britain
within the last few years. BSE is an impressive recent example of an
apparent interspecies transfer of an infectious agent, in this case the
apparent transfer of scrapie from sheep to cattle. The cattle probably
became infected after eating byproducts from scrapie infected sheep.
It has been suggested that changes in rendering processes, allowing
incomplete inactivation of scrapie agent, may have been responsible
(Wilesmith et al., 1991). The example is instructive, although fortu-
nately BSE is not likely to be a major threat to human health; the
human equivalent, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, is rare even though
scrapie has been known in sheep for at least two centuries and there
have presumably been many possibilities for human exposure com-
parable to the acquisition of BSE by cattle (Morse, 1990).

Viruses transmitted by arthropods, which include some of the most
notorious diseases such as dengue and yellow fever, are often stimu-
lated by expansion of stored water supplies, because many of the
arthropods (especially mosquitoes) that transmit these viruses breed in
water. There are many examples, most involving water for irrigation or
stored drinking water in cities. Japanese encephalitis in Asia is more
frequent around rice fields, which are flooded for cultivation. Out-
breaks of Rift Valley fever in some parts of Africa have been associ-
ated with dam building, as well as with periods of heavy rainfall. Thomas
Lovejoy mentions the example of Lake Bayano in Panama, whose cre-
ation as part of a hydroelectric project caused a local increase in cases
of Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis, another serious mosquito borne
viral disease with potential for reestablishment in the United States.

Dengue virus deserves special mention because it is also lapping
at our shores. A 1981 outbreak in Cuba involved over 300,000 cases,
and much of the Caribbean regularly experiences dengue outbreaks.
There are four known dengue viruses, or serotypes (Chapter 13). A
particular concern is the more severe form known as dengue hemor-
rhagic fever, which occurs in many areas where dengue is
hyperendemic, and has been postulated to result from sequential
infection with different dengue viruses that now overlap geographi-
cally in many tropical areas (Halstead, 1989). The frequency of
dengue hemorrhagic fever is increasing as several types of dengue
virus, extending their range, now overlap. Dengue virus is very
common in Asia, where the high prevalence of infection is attributed
to the proliferation of open containers needed for water storage as
the population size exceeds the infrastructure. In urban environ-
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ments, rain-filled tires or plastic bottles are also often breeding
grounds of choice for mosquito vectors. The resulting mosquito
population boom is complemented by the high human population
density in such situations, increasing the chances of transmission
between infected and uninfected individuals.

These problems can be exacerbated by many types of human
activities that may disseminate vectors as well as viruses. Both
yellow fever virus and its principal vector, the Aedes aegypti mos-
quito, are believed to have been spread from Africa via the slave
trade. The mosquitoes were stowaways in the ships, possibly in
containers that were kept to provide water for the slavers' human
cargo. In a repetition of history, although in a more benign pursuit,
another vector of dengue virus, Aedes albopictus (the Asian tiger
mosquito), was recently introduced into the United States in ship-
ments of used tires imported from Asia. From its entry in Houston,
Texas, in 1982, the mosquito has established itself in at least 18 states.
A previously unknown Bunyavirus, probably a virus native to North
America that was acquired by the mosquito after its arrival here, was
recently isolated from Aedes albopictus in Missouri (Francy et al.,
1990). This virus does not appear to be a cause of human disease, but
more recently, Eastern equine encephalomyelitis virus, which can
cause serious disease in both humans and horses, was found in Aedes
albopictus from Florida (Centers for Disease Control, 1992). The
Aedes albopictus mosquito has also been introduced into Brazil and
parts of Africa through the same trade in used tires that brought it to
the United States (Centers for Disease Control, 1991), and the mos-
quito appears on its way to becoming worldwide.

I will give only one more example of this sort of transport,
raccoon rabies in the United States. In the last few years, rabies in
raccoons has moved from the southeast, where it has been localized
for some time, to the northeast, and raccoons now seem well on their
way to becoming a major wildlife source of rabies. For the first third
of 1990 alone, New Jersey found 37 rabid raccoons, after identifying
its first rabid raccoon only in October 1989. The Centers for Disease
Control implicated sport hunting as the main factor in this explosive
spread of raccoon rabies. In order to ensure an adequate supply of
raccoons, hunters from Virginia imported Florida raccoons to the north.

Another factor in viral traffic is human traffic itself (some medi-
cal technologies, such as organ transplants and blood, could also be
considered as a surrogate, but this is now usually carefully con-
trolled in Western countries). Highways and human migration to
cities, especially in tropical areas, can introduce remote viruses to a
larger population. HIV, discussed in Chapter 12, is the most notori-
ous recent example, but it is not alone. There is evidence that
mosquitoes carrying dengue viruses in Thailand were spread along
railroads, a vehicle also previously suggested by McDonald from
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studies in Malaysia (Wellmer, 1983). On a global scale, similar
opportunities are offered by rapid air travel. The Public Health
Service reported 124 suspected cases of imported dengue in the
United States in 1988, of which 27 (in 17 states) were definite and
another 25 were uncertain. Lassa fever, a virus endemic to west
Africa, caused an unexpected death in Illinois just over 3 years ago:
a man who contracted the virus while visiting Nigeria for a funeral
became sick after returning to the United States.

FAILED PUBLIC HEALTH MEASURES

In 1991, epidemics around the world included dengue in Brazil and
yellow fever in Nigeria (some 600 deaths were reported in an out-
break lasting from April through July 1991). A classic bacterial
disease, cholera, has been raging in South America (for the first time
this century) and Africa. According to a report from the Pan Ameri-
can Health Organization, the rapid spread of cholera in South America
may have been favored by recent reductions in chlorine levels used
to treat water supplies (Anderson, 1991). Incidentally, the mystery
of why cholera suddenly appeared in South America after a lapse of
almost a century may also have been solved; the Pan American
Health Organization suggested that cholera was probably intro-
duced into South America when a freighter from China released
contaminated bilge water into a Peruvian harbor, from whence it
spread into local shellfish and later disseminated through contami-
nated water supplies (Anderson, 1991).

Yellow fever and cholera are not new diseases, and the reasons
for these outbreaks are similar to those we have already discussed.
However, many diseases gain a foothold because of inadequate
preventive measures, sanitation, or nutrition. Better water supplies
would have lessened the magnitude of the cholera outbreaks. Add-
ing yellow fever immunization to the worldwide Expanded Program
on Immunization of the World Health Organization (WHO), which
has been proposed by Monath, might well prevent further epidemics
like the one in Nigeria.

Several United States cities have experienced epidemics of child-
hood measles in 1990 and 1991. A recent government report attributes
much of the increase in measles cases to cutbacks in childhood vacci-
nation programs, with the result that some children were inadequately
immunized or immunized too late.

These examples emphasize the point that some effective weap-
ons already exist and are in use, but even the most powerful weapons
are useful only if properly deployed (this point is also made force-
fully by Karl Johnson in Chapter 5.) Much disease could be pre-
vented simply by consistent and universal application of traditional
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public health and sanitation measures. Conversely, as shown by
examples such as the resurgence of cholera, many disease outbreaks
follow the breakdown of such measures.

PRACTICAL ACTION:
SURVEILLANCE AND RESPONSE CAPABILITIES

I conclude that viral traffic, often abetted by human actions, is the
major factor in viral emergence. Because human activities are often
involved in emergence, anticipating and limiting viral emergence is
more feasible than previously believed. Basically, people are creat-
ing much of the viral traffic, even if we are doing it inadvertently. We
need to recognize this and learn how to be better traffic engineers.

Knowledge of viral traffic can help identify where to look and
what to look for, as I will briefly discuss later. At a practical level,
there must be mechanisms in place for recognizing disease emer-
gence and for initiating action, and I shall therefore discuss these
specific organizational aspects first.

Global disease surveillance is an essential first step. Weak-
nesses in vaccine development, production, and deployment also
need to be addressed. For surveillance, a promising start is the plan
described in Chapter 27 by D.A. Henderson, who spearheaded the
highly successful international smallpox eradication program and
therefore has both experience and insight into the realities of disease
surveillance and control. His proposal would establish a network of
international centers for disease surveillance and human health.
Centers would be located in tropical areas, especially near cities;
each center would include clinical facilities, diagnostic and research
laboratories, an epidemiological unit that could include disease
investigation and local response capability, and a professional train-
ing unit. Each center would be part of an international network,
which would also include academic and government laboratories, to
coordinate data collection and evaluation, conduct relevant research,
provide backup support, and activate an international rapid re-
sponse system when warranted.

There is no fully developed network for human health. The
closest parallels in human health are the polio surveillance network
of the Pan American Health Organization, and, with a more specific
focus but wider global reach, the WHO influenza surveillance sys-
tem. Henderson modeled his center concept on the network of
laboratories in the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR). The network proposed by Henderson could even
be interfaced with the CGIAR, which includes the International
Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases (ILRAD) in Kenya. A
joint network of animal and human health research centers, operat-
ing internationally and combining efforts when appropriate, would
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make great sense both scientifically and economically. Although
specific details need to be worked out, a proposal like Henderson's
is realistic and deserves enthusiastic support.

Surveillance must be linked to a proactive worldwide rapid
response system. There is at present no international system for
rapid response. The WHO provides an admirable vehicle for tar-
geted programs, and the smallpox eradication program and Ex-
panded Program on Immunization, among others, have been notable
successes. The WHO is also a superb forum for international com-
munication, but WHO's present limitations in budget and research
capabilities severely circumscribe its ability to respond quickly to
new diseases or to rapidly identify new priorities. However, any
network should function in connection with WHO as an umbrella to
establish international cooperation.

Henderson discusses the available agencies for response, and
concludes that the best current model for rapid response is the well
respected Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) of the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control (CDC), which uses mobile epidemiologic teams that
are sent to the site of a disease outbreak. CDC has at times offered
this assistance internationally, through a Division of Global EIS, and
many feel the most efficient measure would be to expand CDC into
an international resource, at least pending further development of
multinational response teams or of additional nationally based ca-
pabilities in other countries. The international system of Pasteur
Institute affiliates has also been effective.

In the United States, federal responsibilities for disease surveil-
lance and international health programs are fragmented and diffuse,
without clearly defined lines of cooperation or responsibility. While
the responsible agencies often cooperate well, this is not built into
the structure, and many things can fall through the cracks. There
may also be duplication of efforts. Therefore it would make sense to
coordinate federal efforts.

It is sobering to realize that good models for worldwide surveil-
lance and research networks have been tested, but promising first
attempts have not been further refined or expanded. The Rockefeller
Foundation program provides an effective model of how interna-
tional laboratory capabilities can be developed. In the 1950s and
1960s, the Rockefeller Foundation established a number of laborato-
ries worldwide, especially in the Third World. American experts
helped to set up each laboratory and to train local personnel. Other
professionals in the host country were sent to the United States and
Europe to be trained and were encouraged to return home afterwards to
direct the laboratories. Each laboratory was seen as a collaboration
between Western and Third World colleagues, with an emphasis on
developing local capabilities, local autonomy, and national pride.
Cooperation with host governments was actively encouraged, and
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the program was designed to make the host country feel an equal
partner in an important mutual enterprise. At the same time, there
were specialized laboratories in the United States for training and
support, such as what is now the Yale Arbovirus Research Unit.
Much of our present knowledge of viral ecology was acquired as a
result of this effort, and most of the over 500 known arthropod borne
("arbo") viruses were discovered as a result of this program despite
the comparatively primitive technology that was then available.

VIRAL TRAFFIC CONTROL

What would all these programs be looking for? Traditionally, sur-
veillance means identifying any unexplained disease outbreak in the
geographic area of the surveillance center or laboratory. In
Henderson's proposal, clinicians and diagnostic facilities would be
available to identify, treat, and follow up on all such outbreaks.
Improved local health would be a beneficial side product.

This is valuable in and of itself, but, in addition, our burgeoning
knowledge of viral traffic also makes more focused approaches possible.
Especially in tropical areas, ecological or demographic changes in-
cluding deforestation, dam building, changes in agricultural prod-
ucts or in land use, and major demographic changes such as population
migrations, often precipitate viral emergence. These are "traffic signals"
for viral traffic: we should see them as warning signals. Knowing
these viral traffic signals makes the surveillance task more manage-
able. We can emphasize watching for the traffic signals, and concen-
trate attention and resources where indicated by these traffic signals.

There is a need to recognize that the types of environmental
change I have mentioned and categorized as viral traffic signals have
often caused unanticipated health effects. The traffic signals should
alert people to the possibility of emergence, and therefore viral
traffic planning should be an adjunct to development plans. Devel-
opment agencies should automatically include these health consid-
erations in evaluating major land use or development decisions.

If one wished to formalize this, one could develop regular "viral
(or microbial) impact assessments", analogous to environmental
impact assessments, for all projects or events likely to involve such
changes. This could include evaluations of viral "fauna" in key local
vertebrate, biting arthropod, and human populations. I am not sure
such detailed assessments are necessary except as a reminder to
make us aware of the microbial traffic being created, but these
studies would yield considerable information on viral ecology, a
study presently in its infancy. Biotechnology actually makes this sort
of study technically possible now. Powerful detection technologies
such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) can be adapted to detect
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undiscovered members of given viral families rapidly and effec-
tively, so that even unknown viruses may be detected relatively
easily and selected for later detailed study. Additional basic re-
search would undoubtedly develop still easier methods.

For the future, in addition to paying attention to viral traffic signals, we
can begin developing a more systematic understanding of viral traffic. I
have sketched above in outline the state of the art of viral traffic. At present,
a major limitation of the approach suggested in the preceding paragraph is
that methodology for assessing the likelihood that a given animal virus
will emerge as a human pathogen is still rudimentary, even putting
aside the role of chance in this process, so that it is not yet possible
to know how best to make inferences, let alone use the information
for prediction. There are some obvious factors that potentially limit
the geographic range of a virus. For arthropod-borne or zoonotic
viruses, one of the best understood is the requirement for a suitable
vector or natural host. Hantaan virus, by and large, is limited by the
range of its major natural host, Apodemus agrarius. A similar require-
ment applies to an arthropod-borne virus.

Further research could greatly advance knowledge, leading to
more precise viral traffic analysis, a sort of "driver's manual" for
viral traffic. Because people are so important in traffic, close collabo-
ration between biomedical and social scientists will be indispens-
able, and interdisciplinary approaches should be encouraged. It
could be stimulated by additional funding for traffic research to the
National Institutes of Health and to interdisciplinary sources.

More immediately, we need better viral traffic engineering. Like
the famous gentleman who had spoken prose all his life without
knowing it, we are major engineers of biological traffic, but are
unaware of it. Mostly because we do not realize how important a
force people are in this respect, we do the job of traffic engineering
very poorly. There are many improvements possible, such as more
careful surveillance of viruses and vectors transported in commerce.
We can make more effective use of control measures we now have at
our disposal. Many control programs have failed because they were
scrapped after they alleviated the crisis they were designed to combat.
Mosquito control programs are notorious victims of their own success.

In this respect, local action is also valuable. We tend to think of
massive projects, but education and locally applied precautions,
such as mosquito or rodent control, can make a difference. With
economic assistance, it may be possible to move towards reducing
open water sources and improving water supplies on a large scale.
This can have a major impact on water-borne diseases, such as
cholera, and on mosquito populations, decreasing not only viruses
but also other major tropical killers such as malaria.

Many of these problems may begin in the tropical Third World,
but they are not localized to these areas. Most viruses that today are
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worldwide were once localized or "exotic". Yellow fever and den-
gue are two examples, but, again, AIDS is the most striking. If HIV
had been discovered in nature before it emerged to spread round the
world as a human disease, it would probably have seemed as "ex-
otic" to us as Ebola does now (the same observation is also made by
C.J. Peters). In fact, from all available data, it may well have had
much the same origin as Ebola.

In addition, not all emerging diseases are exotic. Consider Lyme
disease, which emerged in the northeastern United States. Even
though Lyme disease is bacterial rather than viral, its emergence is
another example of microbial traffic, and was very likely due to the
same sorts of environmental changes, such as increases in deer
populations and in amounts of forested land in proximity to human
dwellings, that we have been considering. This simply emphasizes
that emerging disease is a worldwide problem, with similar mecha-
nisms responsible all over the world.

AIDS was once an emerging viral disease. Like the other dis-
eases discussed here, it too could have been stopped at the precrisis
stage. It is therefore not surprising that the AIDS problem and the
emerging virus problem should be closely related.

It is a great irony that our efforts against AIDS are still weakened
by the same problems as those I have discussed here. Criticizing the
fragmentation of federal efforts, the National Commission on AIDS
recently concluded that federal AIDS policy was like "an orchestra
without a conductor" and that "coordination of these efforts is the
missing link to an effective national strategy." (The Commission
expands on these themes in National Commission on AIDS, 1991.)

What are the resources needed for anticipating and controlling
emerging diseases? Most of all, we will need trained people, and
active laboratory facilities and research programs in which training
can take place. Each year, there are fewer people available and
trained to do field virology and epidemiology. Physical resources
for studying these problems, and for identifying and controlling
them in the field, are now extremely limited. As pointed out by
several of the other contributors to this book, there are very few
laboratories anywhere in the world that are either funded or equipped
to do research on newly emerging or very hazardous viruses.

It is essential to strengthen research in relevant areas. These areas
include viral ecology, viral traffic analysis, driving forces and constraints
in viral evolution, technologies for detection, and increased understand-
ing of how viruses cause disease and how they interact with their
hosts and with host cells (viral pathogenesis and immunology).

he precipitating causes of viral traffic are often environmental
c ges, with emerging viruses yet another consequence of damage
to the environment. Emerging disease is another strong argument
for sensitivity to our environment. It is therefore a common ground
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uniting otherwise diverse environmental, agricultural, human re-
sources, economic development, and health interests. Only together
can a consensus for survival be developed. The environmentalists'
motto, "Think globally, act locally", also applies to strategies for
disease prevention.

I personally believe that science is now providing powerful tools and
approaches that can appropriately be used for better anticipating and
controlling emerging diseases. Despite our experiences with AIDS and
other recent epidemics, we are poorly prepared for viral emergence, and the
gap between science and practice continues to widen.

We now have the scientific information to design appropriate
programs. The more serious lag is therefore in mobilizing ourselves
to attack the problem with all the tools available and in organizing
effective systems for action. Experience with the AIDS crisis, and
major outbreaks of viral disease in the Caribbean and Central and
South America, should force the realization that new crises will
always be imminent, and, sadly, in the absence of effective action,
tragedies like the AIDS epidemic will be repeated. History has borne
this out too many times. The problem of emerging viruses is not
likely to disappear. If anything, it will increase; episodes of disease
emergence are likely to become more frequent as environmental
change accelerates. At the same time, rapid transportation and
increasing urban density will continue to enhance the dissemination
of previously localized viruses.

Constructive action has been paralyzed in the past by a combi-
nation of apathy and uncertainty. The AIDS epidemic is a powerful
reminder of the price of apathy. It is also a demonstration that
infectious diseases can still be a major threat to human life. Al-
though we cannot yet predict specific disease outbreaks, and may
never be able to, we now understand many of the factors leading to
emergence. More important, because we better understand their
origins, we should be in a position to circumvent emerging diseases
at fairly early stages. The major consequence of this knowledge is
that solutions are now within human ability to implement. In fact,
as I hope this essay has shown, human actions are themselves one
major factor in emergence. Part of the question therefore becomes
whether people will continue unwittingly to precipitate emerging
diseases and suffer the consequences, as has happened throughout
history, or will begin to take responsibility for these human actions.
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Patterns of Disease Emergence in
History

WILLIAM H. McNEILL

The sudden appearance of new infections, or at least of locally new
infections, previously unrecognized, has been very frequent in hu-
man history and sometimes of very great importance in affecting the
course of public affairs—that which we commonly think of as his-
tory. Among instances that can be reconstructed with a certain
degree of confidence, the really striking examples all come from
some new pattern of human movement, initiating new contacts
across what had previously been disease boundaries. This meant
that infections new to one partner in the encounter moved into what
the epidemiologists call a virgin population, sometimes with very
dramatic consequences indeed.

What got me started on writing my book Plagues and Peoples
(McNeill, 1976) was reading about Cortez and what happened to him
and his men after they had been attacked by the Aztecs and were
driven from Tenochtitlan in 1520. By all rights, they should have
been pursued the next day and had their hearts cut out on top of the
temple in the center of the city. Instead, there was almost no pursuit,
and in the weeks after the Spaniards had been defeated, the former
subjects of the Aztecs joined Cortez. Together they then besieged the
capital city of Tenochtitlan until Cortez marched in and destroyed
the temple instead of being destroyed on its top, as surely should
have happened. After all, there were only about 400 Spaniards left
after the retreat from Tenochtitlan and they were exposed in a big
open plain and absolutely vulnerable. But nothing happened, or
rather, the wrong thing happened.

When I read this story, I felt that it violated all ordinary canons
of human behavior. What went wrong? While puzzling over this, I
read an account of the noche trista, as the Spaniards called their defeat,
which mentioned the fact that smallpox had broken out in Tenochtitlan
on that same noche trista. The nephew of Montezuma, who had organized
the attack upon Cortez, died, and the historian mentioned this death
arid its cause to explain why the pursuit was so half hearted.
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I had enough general understanding of what an infection such as
smallpox let loose on a virgin population might do to be able to
imagine what was going on in Tenochtitlan that night. It wasn't just
the nephew of Montezuma who died. Aztec civilization died too.
Think of the confrontation. On the one hand were the Spaniards,
who grew up in a world in which smallpox was an endemic child-
hood disease, so that it would hardly be possible to become an adult
without having had smallpox in youth. Opposed to them, the Aztecs
were completely inexperienced. Then when they attacked the Span-
iards, the disease broke out and one side—the Spanish side—was
untouched while the other side died like flies.

After that, why do you think the Indian subject allies joined
Cortez? They had witnessed a divine demonstration. Something up
there said: "Don't attack Spaniards. Join Spaniards. We are showing
which side we are on in this contest." The consequence was victory
for Cortez, and persisting epidemiological disequilibrium assured
continuing victories of Europeans in encounters with the Indians for
the next three centuries. Indeed, the whole history of our country,
and of the Americas at large, centering as it does around the
repopulation of the land by immigrants from Europe and Africa, is
a function of the disease disequilibrium that existed after 1500
between the Old and the New World.

In contrast, consider what happened in Africa where the disease
balance went quite the other way. Europeans who went to Africa
died of fevers to which the African peoples were already acclimated.
So Africa remained African, except for the very southernmost parts
of the continent, because of the formidability of its diseases as
compared to other parts of the world. Incidentally, the variety of
human infections in tropical Africa is a powerful reason for thinking
that human evolution occurred in these lands, where the disease
elaboration is the greatest anywhere on the face of the earth.

Having realized how powerful and important disease inequali-
ties of this sort could be in human history, I began looking through
the whole recorded past. From these researches, I suggest to you that
the human encounters with disease may be schematized in the very
simplest fashion as follows: Our remoter ancestors evolved in Africa
where they established an ecological equilibrium with very numer-
ous infections and infestations. Then sometime not so very long ago,
by which I mean 50,000 to 100,000 years before our time, some
ingenious character decided that he could put a bear skin on his bare
back and then carry a tropical microenvironment with him into
temperate zones where it froze in winter. This allowed escape from
a whole host of tropical infections. After this extraordinary emanci-
pation, human beings expanded around the earth at a very rapid
pace. In terms of biological evolution, the time involved was like the
twinkling of an eye. Within a few thousand years, humans reached
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every habitable land except for a few small islands of the remoter
oceans. Humanity thereby launched itself upon its global career as
a predator upon other forms of life. In the process, humanity left
behind all but a few infections. It was probably the healthiest time
that human beings have ever experienced. The resulting ecological
disequilibrium assured population growth, which in turn impelled human
hunting bands to expand very rapidly around the whole earth.

Now the history of civilized times is the gradual rectification of
this initial disequilibrium. Bit by bit, disease organisms moved into
this temperate world-the world that human beings, tropical animals
outside their natural niche, had created for themselves. There
appear to be certain horizon points in this process. For example,
when human populations become large enough, they can sustain
viral infections that provoke lasting immunity among survivors.
These are the classic childhood diseases, such as measles, smallpox,
mumps, and two or three others. The point at which local human
populations become large enough to sustain such infections is a
distinct threshold. When it was crossed, exposed populations ac-
quired a very powerful epidemiological weapon in any contact with
smaller societies, that did not have such endemic infections. That in
fact is why there are so few civilizations in Eurasia, because a society
with that kind of epidemiological advantage, when encountering a
previously isolated population, almost but not quite destroys it. It
is rather like the process of digestion. The expanding endemically
diseased society breaks down the political and cultural structure of
peripheral, disease inexperienced populations, allowing survivors
to enter into the civilized body politic. What happened to the Aztecs,
when Cortez encountered them, is a case in point, for the resistance
to Christianity, along with resistance to wholesale incorporation
into the Spanish imperial system, was also destroyed by the discred-
iting that came to the political leadership and to the religious ideas
that had structured Amerindian life before smallpox hit.

The history of civilized disease is one of step-by-step intensifica-
tion of infection, perhaps approaching a stabilization analogous to the sort
of ecological stability, or near stability, that presumably had once existed in
tropical Africa. Then modern medicine came along and renewed ecological
disequilibrium all over again. It is rather like a reprise of the escape
from the burden of infectious disease that occurred when human
beings first left their tropical cradle land. For, demographically
speaking, medical intervention was scarcely significant before the 1880s
but then achieved a series of triumphs to 1968. The extinction of smallpox
in that year may turn out to be the apex of this process, allowing human
populations to experience again a situation analogous to the situa-
tion that our ancestors had known when they first left the tropics.

Disease organisms are now finding new avenues of ingress into the
mass of human bodies that has multiplied so extraordinarily in the
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recent past. AIDS is what we have principally on our minds at the
moment, but I must say that it is a poor country cousin in terms of the
slowness of its propagation and the obviousness of behavioral ad-
justments that would check its spread. Other kinds of infections go
much more rapidly and will be much more difficult to control by
behavioral adaptation. The historical parallel to AIDS is clearly
syphilis, which appeared abruptly in Europe in 1494 and had no
perceptible demographic impact anywhere in the world, presum-
ably because those who died of syphilis would have died from
something else at almost the same age. I also imagine that the
historical career of AIDS will be very similar in its demographic
impact; it is always worth reminding oneself that more people die in
automobile accidents each year than (I think it is still correct to say)
have yet died of AIDS in the United States. Demographically, in
terms of its effect on population, it is not yet a major phenomenon.
It may be in the future but it hasn't yet become so.

For syphilis, as far as I can understand from the historic record,
its major impact was a change in sexual manners, and the propaga-
tion of puritanism in the Christian churches. I have not been able to
find out whether there were comparable adjustments of sexual
practices in the Asian world because records of sexual behavior in
Asia have not been carefully studied. A similar sort of sexual
adjustment may well turn out to be the major impact of AIDS on the
human population as a whole.

Earlier, I mentioned the impor ce an infection may have when
it breaks across older geographical boundaries and hits a new popu-
lation with catastrophic consequences. This doesn't say anything
about the emergence of really new diseases-those not merely new to
a particular human population, but new to the world. Obviously
new diseases do arise, but I think I am on very firm ground in saying
that they are historically untraceable.

Ancient descriptions of an outbreak of some lethal epidemic are
completely inadequate to allow one to say,"Aha, this is the point at
which a really new disease first hit the human population." Decid-
ing the exact nature of recorded infections is usually impossible.
Even the famous plague of Athens in 430 B.C. described by Thucydides
with apparent precision, and with an elegant succession of symp-
toms, cannot be confidently identified with any modern infection.
There are almost as many diagnoses of that plague as there are
doctors who have addressed themselves to the page and a half of the
Greek text that describes it.

In addition, it is, I suppose, self-evident that no contemporary
observer, Thucydides or anybody else, could know that a particular
infection, hitting a particular population, was absolutely new, as
against something that came in from somewhere else. Thucydides
actually says that the plague probably came from Egypt. Given the
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limitations of human communications, no contemporary observer
can be in a position to say that any particular outbreak is in fact the
first time that a given disease ever affected a human population.
This is still the case. I doubt that the moment of mutation or transfer
when a disease organism first finds a new species of host is ever
going to be observed. Perhaps we now know enough to confine such
an event within certain geographical and time limits, say a decade or
so,, in a region of Africa, as is now believed about AIDS. But I don't
think anyone is ever going to get much more precise than that. There
are significant delays before a new infection is recognized. One has
to wait until cases of the new disease come to relatively highly
developed diagnostic centers, of which there is not an infinite num-
ber in the world. Even then, there are likely to be further delays in
recognizing it as due to some new, previously unrecognized form of
infection.

The case of AIDS here is quite instructive. It was first recog-
nized, I think, about 1978. But reconstructed cases suggest that it
had been around for maybe a couple of decades in the United States
before that time, and probably even longer in other parts of the
world, Haiti, or Africa. But who knows how far back into the human
past it goes, and behind that, very likely although this is not certain
either, to some kind of monkey population. Such history is terribly
vague, even though it happened, so to speak, under our eyes.

In most disease partnerships, a very rapid adaptation between
hosts and parasites occurs, and presumably this involves genetic
change, both on the part of the host and on the part of the infectious
agents. Perhaps adaptation may only select from an initial range of
variability, but sometimes an apparently new mutation is fixed or
alters its population frequencies drastically. Unfortunately, clinical
reports are likely to be more revealing here than the historical
record. Historical records are no help because the people who made
the records with which historians work did not move in a universe
of discourse that allowed for biological evolution through mutual
adaptation and mutation. I am not perfectly sure that test tubes will
take knowledge very much further because scientists are not going
to be able to replicate in their laboratories the ecological networks
and balances within which real disease changes occur.

Setting these theoretical questions aside, the possibility of really
drastic epidemiological disaster bringing a halt to the modern surge
of human population seems to me something we all should take very
seriously. To paraphrase Piers Plowman, What a fair field full of folk
waiting to be fed upon! If you look at the world from the point of
view of a hungry virus (speaking metaphorically of course)—or even
a bacterium—we offer a magnificent feeding ground with all our
billions of human bodies, where, in the very recent past, there were
only half as many people. In some 25 or 27 years, we have doubled
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in number. A marvelous target for any organism that can adapt itself
to invading us.

A question I thought about when I wrote my book Plagues and
Peoples is what is the expected frequency for a successful disease
transfer from one species to another? I have no light to cast, aside
from one simple observation. The appearance of viral diseases—
diseases I called diseases of civilization, and which we know as
standard childhood diseases—perhaps lagged not more than 1,000
years behind the emergence of human populations large enough,
and in sufficiently dense communication, one with another, to sus-
tain them. The horizon at which infections ancestral to the viral
childhood infections of historic times seem to be present is about
2000 B.C. in Mesopotamia. Now, the earliest emergence in Sumeria
of a dense population with a total number of perhaps half a million
came about 3000 B.C. By that time, there were about a dozen cities of
about 30,000-50,000 inhabitants in Sumer, and they were in commu-
nication with one another. And for about 1,000 years, between
approximately 3000 B.C. and 2000 B.C., we have no record of epidem-
ics that might signify the incorporation into that society of one or
another of these viral infections. Even after 2000 B.C., the best
evidence is merely an inscription that refers to epidemics and the
Goddess of Epidemic as an established and recognized phenom-
enon. The epidemics referred to might not necessarily be viral, and
they might have been enteric infections carried by water rather than
by droplet infection. One can't identify the infection clearly as one
of the later recognized childhood diseases. So I am jumping to a
conclusion in saying that 1,000 years separate the emergence of the
demographic possibility and the appearance of such diseases. Yet it
is the best estimate I can make of what may have happened.

It is ironical to suppose, as I do, that the brilliantly successful
elimination of most human infections in the last 100 years or so-it all
happened between 1884, when Koch discovered the bacterium of
cholera, through the 1960s when smallpox was eliminated-actually
set up the possibility of some new disease invasion.

The fate of the rabbits of Australia seems to me perhaps the
worst case one can imagine. When (deliberately, under Dr. Fenner's
jurisdiction) myxomatosis was introduced to Australia to control the
rabbits, Fenner and colleagues studied what happened with all the
sophistication of modern science (Fenner, 1983). Initially the lethal-
ity rate was 99.8 percent. But the rates of lethality diminished very
rapidly. Adaptation between the new virus and the rabbit popula-
tion of Australia occurred with a speed which, in a sense, is reassur-
ing. After 7 years the lethality rate was down to around 25 percent
and the number of rabbits in Australia had stabilized at about 20
percent of what it had been before myxomatosis was introduced.

Now this seems to me a very exact model of what might happen
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to human populations exposed to a new and very lethal virus in the
world today. The idea that the medical profession would constitute
an effective obstacle to the propagation of such an infection seerns
optimistic, to say the least. Doctors would simply be the first to go
with 99.8 percent lethality! Just think about it.

In general, let me leave you with the thought that perhaps what
we face as human beings is a conservation of catastrophe. I wrote an
essay about this, which was published in Daedalus recently (McNeill,
1989). It is sort of musing upon the limits of medical and other
dimensions of our human capacity to make things the way we want
them, and, by skill, organization and knowledge, to insulate our-
selves from local and frequent disasters. Every time we do this we
change natural ecological relationships, at the cost of creating a new
vulnerability to some larger disaster, which happens less frequently,
but is sure to happen sooner or later when that artificial system, for
whatever reason, breaks down.

An example that is most immediately obvious is what the Army
Corps of Engineers is doing with the Mississippi, and has been doing
since I was a child. When I was young, spring floods occurred
regularly on the Mississippi and there would be stories about how
much of Louisiana and Arkansas was under water each year. The
Corps of Engineers, beginning in the 1920s sporadically, and then
more systematically in the 1930s, began building dikes to hold the
Mississippi within fixed limits. The result of this is that the Missis-
sippi now deposits silt in its bottom every year. The dikes then have
to go higher, and the river goes higher, in response to which the
dikes go still higher, and the river goes higher, and so on. In
Louisiana, even at slack water the river is now flowing several feet
above the level of the ground. The Chinese did the same in the
Yellow River Valley beginning about 800 B.C. As a result, they have
had a series of vast catastrophes when the river broke its dikes and
took a new course to the sea. The same thing will happen with the
Mississippi. It has, in fact, chosen its new course to the sea, as was
explained in a very interesting article in the New "Yorker several years
ago (McPhee, 1987). It very nearly made it in 1973, during high water
season, when despite the most modern technology, the river came
close to breaking through. Well, the dikes can go still higher, but
everybody knows that eventually the system will topple over. One
can't have the Mississippi 800 feet above ground level. So some day
there is going to be a very big flood in the lower Mississippi,
wreaking much greater damages than annual floods ever did before
the dikes were built.

This is an easily graspable physical model of what human inter-
vention in the natural ecosystem does. We create new situations that
become unstable. Medical intervention, which has been so dramati-
cally successful in the last 100 years, is another example. It makes the
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situation unstable. And from what others have said, clearly viruses
are what is most likely to break those dikes and create some kind of
vast new catastrophe for humankind.

This is not a reason for holding back and not trying to under-
stand and remake natural balances; quite the contrary. But we
should also realize the limits of our powers. It is worth keeping in
mind that the more we drive infections to the margins of human
experience, the wider we open a door for a new catastrophic infec-
tion. We will never escape the ecosystem and the limits of the
ecosystem. Whether we like it or not, we are caught in the food
chain, eating and being eaten. It is one of the conditions of life.
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Influenza

ROBERT G.WEBSTER

Influenza is probably one of the oldest emerging viruses. It is still
emerging. Still the sixth most important cause of death in the United
States, it goes far back into ancient Greece and Rome, although the
ancient descriptions of influenza were so imprecise that we cannot
be sure that they were specifically influenza rather than some other
respiratory infection. However, we have reasonably clear records
beginning from the middle ages. Hirsch, in the last century, identi-
fied and tabulated reports of influenza outbreaks from the fifteenth
century onward, using as his criteria a respiratory infection with
sudden onset in the context of an epidemic lasting 2 to 3 weeks and
then disappearing, exactly like the pattern of modern influenza
epidemics (Hirsch, 1883).

There are three features of influenza that make us think that the
disease in all of the records collected by Hirsch really was influenza.
First, the epidemics occurred periodically. There was no set pattern
and, from time to time, they disappeared. The second point was that
some epidemics were much more severe than others and usually, as
now, affected the elderly people. Third, fairly frequently these
epidemics came from the east, spreading to Europe from Asia, across
Russia. These are still the hallmarks of influenza epidemics today.

For those not in the influenza field, a brief description of influ-
enza virus is in order (Murphy and Webster, 1990). The virus
contains RNA, in eight segments, each segment corresponding to a
gene of the virus. The segmented genome of the virus facilitates
genetic reassortment, or reshuffling, when different strains may
infect the same host. As with almost all viruses, the packaging of the
virus consists of various proteins. There are three major varieties of
the influenza virus, called A, B, and C. They look identical, but
influenza A is by far the most mutable, as Palese and Murphy will
describe in other chapters, and is responsible for almost all major
epidemics. For this reason, this chapter will deal with influenza A
exclusively. Two proteins on the surface of the virus particle, the
hemagglutinin, or H protein, and the neuraminidase, or N protein,
are of special importance. Seen as "spikes " in electron micrographs,
they are involved in the interaction between the virus and host cells.
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Each hemagglutinin molecule consists of three chains, like three
ropes coiled together, and is a glycoprotein, with sugar molecules
attached at specific places. The H and N proteins are major antigens
of the virus, which is to say that the immune system of infected
individuals actively responds to these proteins and makes antibod-
ies against them. In influenza A, there are numerous varieties, called
subtypes, of both the H and N proteins. Some 13 subtypes of the H
protein are known, designated by arbitrary numbers (we recently
described a fourteenth one; Kawaoka et al., 1990). Because of the
importance of the H and N proteins, influenza strains are often
designated by their subtype of each protein. When we speak of an
"H2N8" influenza, we mean a virus strain that possesses, as its
surface proteins, hemagglutinin of subtype number 2 (H2) and
neuraminidase of subtype 8 (N8). It is a kind of formula identifying
the virus strain. All of these are H and N subtypes of influenza A
virus.

If we use sero-epidemiology, that is, test for antibodies in the
blood in different populations, to look back at influenza strains that
have infected in the past, we can go back as far as 1890 by testing sera
of elderly people still living. We find an influenza epidemic about
1890 caused by an H2N8 virus, followed in 1900 by an epidemic
caused by an H3N8 influenza virus. Then in 1918 we had the virus
that we all know about, the so-called Spanish flu (H1N1 to virolo-
gists). The greatest natural disaster since the beginning of the
century, it probably influenced the ending of the First World War, at
least according to German historians, who attributed to it a vast
effect. It wasn't the Americans coming to Europe, it was the virus
they brought with them that actually did the job.

In recent times, after Richard Shope (the father of the Robert
Shope whose chapter appears elsewhere in this book) discovered
swine influenza, we had the human series of influenza pandemics.
Wilson Smith and his colleagues discovered and described the influ-
enza virus in 1933, making more accurate studies possible. After
that, we had the first change, H2N2, in 1957. This was the first major
change in human influenza since 1919. Then in 1968 H3N2 appeared;
more recently, in 1977, an H1N1 influenza virus reappeared. A
couple of points can be made from these facts. All human influenza
epidemics involved viruses with H subtypes 1, 2, or 3. We saw them
back at the end of the last century; we are seeing them again. Are all
human epidemics confined to HI, H2, H3? We still don't know.

Let us stop for a moment and consider the sorts of variation that
occur in influenza viruses. The first kind of variation occurs as a
result of accumulation of point mutations in those two spike pro-
teins, the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase, which we call anti-
genie drift. After the appearance of the Hong Kong flu in 1968, for
example, almost every other year we have another epidemic of
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influenza right up to 1992. This is due to accumulation of point
mutations driven by the immune response (Fitch et al., 1991). Point
mutations, substitutions in one or a few of the individual amino
acids making up the H protein, occur randomly as the virus is copied
in infected cells. The immune response takes care of some variants in the
hernagglutinin, but variants emerge that are not neutralized by the
antibodies that individuals have made in response to the original
infection and so the system goes on with an accumulation of point
mutations. From structural studies of the H protein, we know that
this accumulation of point mutations is in the top of the globular
head of the H protein molecule surrounding the region of the mol-
ecule that binds to the virus receptor on the cell surface. While
receptor binding is essential to allow the virus to infect host cells, the
head of the H molecule can accommodate a large number of changes
without affecting functions like receptor binding, which is hidden in
the center of the threefold molecule. Because there is a lot of
plasticity in this molecule, it can accumulate many changes to avoid
the immune response.

But there is another kind of change that represents the other
method of evolution of influenza. This is the so-called antigenic
shift, which has led to all the major pandemic strains, including the
1918 "Spanish flu", the Asian flu (1957), Hong Kong flu (1968), and
Russian flu (1977), which is really a misnomer because it occurred in
Anshan Province in northern China. The point to be made from this
is that they occur in China, just as I mentioned above for the epidem-
ics of previous centuries.

I am going to deal in some detail with the 1968 epidemic, because
this was when I joined the influenza community after leaving Canberra,
where I received my basic training in immunology and biology.

When the 1968 pandemic appeared, it swept around the world as
these pandemics always do. Martin Kaplan at the World Health
Organization in Geneva, workers at the National Institutes of Health
in the United States, and Edwin Kilbourne, along with many other
people, wondered where this virus came from. Very quickly, studies
by Walter Dowdle (at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control) and
others established that this virus had a hernagglutinin that was
related to viruses in ducks, and related to viruses in horses, and the
concept emerged that perhaps this virus, or at least part of it, came
from the lower orders, that is from animals.

At that stage, the National Institutes of Health decided it was
time to understand the reservoirs of influenza in nature, and we
were given this mission. A certain amount of information was
already known. Richard Shope had established influenza in swine in
the United States. Classical swine influenza is endemic to all hog
farms in the United States; the pigs get sick only in the fall but the
virus is always there. In 1968, it had become apparent that, in
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addition to this classical swine flu, the viruses from humans, such as
Victoria or Hong Kong, also spread back into the pig. Thus the pig
apparently plays an important role. Other animals were also known
to harbor influenza viruses. From 1968, for the next 10 years or so,
Virginia Hinshaw and I studied influenza in many exciting places in
the world. We looked at quite a number of possibilities. For
example, we considered the horse, although we eventually found
that it is not a major source of new influenza strains in humans.
However, it is an interesting situation. It was already known by 1968
that the horse has two subtypes of influenza, an H3 and an H7. It is
surprising to realize that one of these subtypes is now apparently
disappearing. So influenza is not only evolving; on the other hand
it is disappearing. H7 influenza viruses haven't been seen clinically
in the world for the last 10 years. We did a survey and we can find
some evidence in Outer Mongolia and Poland, but otherwise this
particular strain of flu has dissappeared from horses. The H3
subtype of influenza in horses, on the other hand, is evolving
(Webster and Guo, 1991). It was recently spread by airplane. In
1987, two American horses brought into South Africa infected local
horses. Instead of being a mild endemic disease, as it is in the United
States, when it got into a totally virgin population this virus killed 50
foals, and so on. The severity therefore depends a great deal on the
immune status of the host population.

What we eventually did find as a result of all these animal
studies surprised us. After studying all these other species, we then
made the mistake of studying the wild duck, and we found that all
subtypes of influenza, HI through H13, are present in the wild duck
population. The ultimate reservoir of influenza is in the aquatic
birds of the world.

In the wild duck, these influenza viruses cause no disease. They
probably ultimately are adapted to the duck because the virus
replicates a little in the respiratory tract, mainly in the intestinal
tract, and the birds spread their virus through the water systems.
Every August you can go to Canada and take samples from all of the
local lakes in the Canadian shield and you can isolate your own kind
of influenza virus, causing no disease at all in these species.

More recently, we have found that there is another reservoir of
influenza, the little shore birds that migrate north in the spring time
from South America, particularly the ruddy ternstone and red knot.
We believe that populations of these shore birds maintain the virus
in the spring and the ducks maintain the virus in the fall. Some of
these viruses are shared; some are not. Types H3, H4, and H6
predominate in ducks; types HI, H2, and H9-13 in shore birds. An
interesting point, also verified by more recent studies, is that the
avian reservoir in nature can be divided into two pathways, the New
World and the Old World, in which the influenza viruses belong to
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different lineages. That is probably because the migration of birds is
north and south, and there is only a limited amount of mixing across
the Alaskan Straits, so Old World and New World migratory birds
rarely cross paths.

In many ways the discovery of the avian reservoirs of influenza
was a big non-event because here we have all of these influenza
viruses and they are causing no disease. And in many senses the
scientific community considered this a bit irrelevant. But nature has
taken care to show us the potential. In 1980, Graham Laver, another
noted influenza virologist, sent me a cutting from the Canberra Times.
One hundred young seals had died in the Boston region, and the
cause was called seal flu. We followed this arid indeed the disease
was caused by influenza, in current terminology an H7N7 influenza,
isolated not only from the lungs but also from the brains of the seals.
Using the molecular genetic technology then current, RNA-RNA
hybridization to compare the genetic information of this virus with
that of other influenza strains, we found that the closest relatives to
this virus were viruses from ducks, gulls, turkeys and so on. We
concluded that the eight individual gene segments probably came
from viruses circulating in that aquatic bird reservoir. Incidentally,
laboratory workers who came in contact with the virus while taking
samples from infected seals got conjunctivitis, an eye inflammation
due to the virus (Webster et al., 1981). Although this was a very mild
consequence of infection, it indicates how easily an influenza virus
can spread. So, again, while these avian viruses are not serious in
their aquatic bird reservoir, when they spread into a susceptible
species, in this case the seal, they can be disastrous and could kill a
third of the population. Other viruses could be similar. More
recently we have looked at another virus that has spread into the seal
population, an H4 virus, and sequenced the hemagglutinins of influ-
enza viruses isolated from seals, turkeys, ducks, and chickens. To
define the evolutionary pathways, we mapped the sequence changes
in the hemagglutinin. From this analysis, we saw that this seal virus
hemagglutinin also belongs to a virus of the avian reservoir.

Another incident, that occurred in 1983, further proves that the
influenza viruses in the aquatic reservoir are not so benign. An
influenza virus was identified in chicken houses in Pennsylvania in
April 1983. We were very fortunate that ari astute veterinarian
isolated an H5N2 virus from a very mild respiratory infection. Then,
suddenly, in October, the virus became virulent. Every chicken in
the houses was killed. How do we cope with such an epidemic? The
Agriculture Department used the standard methods of eradication,
killing the infected chickens and exposed neighboring birds and
burying the carcasses. But we can't help asking ourselves what we
would have done if this virus had occurred in humans. We can't dig
holes and bury all the people in the world. It is a very serious
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situation. One antiviral drug that shows real promise in influenza
epidemics is an agent called amantadine. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture wouldn't let us use amantadine on the chickens, but we
tried it in the laboratory on the virus strain isolated from the out-
break. Strains of virus resistant to the drug developed within a
week. So we have to think of alternative strategies to cope with such
an emerging situation.

Where did this virus come from, and how did it get to be so
severe? When we looked at the various genes by nucleic acid
hybridization techniques, just as we did earlier for the seal virus, we
found that the eight genes of the chicken virus came from this
aquatic reservoir which we thought was rather benign: the genes
came from gulls, ducks, turkeys, and so on. The genetic information
suggested that it was just a mutation in the hemagglutinin gene that
was required for the change in virulence between April and October.
We confirmed this in the laboratory by making reassortants, in
which we introduced the new hemagglutinin gene with the other
seven genes all from the mild virus. When this reassortant virus was
tested in eggs, it killed all the embryos and was totally virulent, just
like the severe virus we isolated from the dying chickens. So the last
step in the development of that virus was something to do with the
hemagglutinin. That is not to say that the other genes are not
involved; they certainly are. But it was the replacement of the
hemagglutinin gene that made the difference. By mixing through
the aquatic reservoir, the formerly mild virus had picked up the
necessary genes, the last changes. The pivotal changes occurred in
the hemagglutinin. A single point mutation in that hemagglutinin
gene, indeed, was sufficient to change that benign virus into one that
was completely lethal (Webster et al., 1986). In fact, what happened
was surprising. There are two potential glycosylation sites (places
where sugars can be attached to the protein) in this region of the
hemagglutinin molecule. In the original H protein, only one of these
sites had sugar attached. In the H protein from the virulent virus,
this sugar was lost. This is because there was a point mutation that
caused the amino acid lysine to be substituted for the amino acid
threonine in that position. As a result, the site for attaching the
carbohydrate was lost. For virulence, the H protein needs to be cut—
cleaved—in that position, and the carbohydrate side chain in the
original virus shielded the hemagglutinin from cleavage. The change
allowed the new virus to spread through the tissues and kill (Kawaoka
and Webster, 1988). In summary, a virus evolved from this benign
reservoir, passaged and multiplied in the chicken population.

These two cases, the seal and the chicken, are very similar and
also relevant to human health. Historically, the chicken population
in Pennsylvania is like the world as it is at the moment. There are hundreds
of thousands, even millions of chickens just waiting to be infected. In fact,
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human agency introduced the virus into those houses and it was
disastrous. A single point mutation in a virus was enough to make
this evolutionary pattern take place.

Returning briefly to the pig and its role in the evolution of
influenza viruses, we now believe that the pig probably plays a very
important role. Back in 1968, when the Hong Kong virus appeared,
Kundin and others in Asia isolated the H3N2 viruses in pigs as well
(Kundin, 1970). Many countries in the world had them. Since then,
every few years, we find these H3N2 viruses in the pig population,
particularly in Asia (Kida et al., 1988). Are they coming from
hurnans or are they coming from the aquatic reservoirs? The answer
is that they are coming from both sources. Viruses are moving from
the aquatic bird population into pigs, and viruses from humans are
moving into pigs. Conversely, viruses in pigs are moving into
humans. Just a few years ago we had another "swine flu" incident
that went almost unnoticed. Investigators at the Centers for Disease
Control reported recently that a pregnant woman died in Wisconsin
in 1988 (Wells et al., 1991). The virus isolated was a swine virus, and
all the genes in that virus came from a pig. The indication is that,
periodically, these viruses do get transmitted to humans. Luckily,
they lack the gene composition that will allow virus to spread from
human to human. This lack is what also limited the spread of the
1976 Fort Dix swine flu isolate. We know very little about this
process. One piece of evidence comes from looking at the receptor
binding properties of the viruses that were in pigs. This property of
the H protein is required for infecting cells. The classical human
binding properties, at positions 226-228 of the H protein, are the
amino acids Leucine-Serine-Serine. We find that these swine viruses
we have tested that are circulating in Southeast Asia have the
sequence Glutamine-Serine-Glycine, which is also more typical of a
duck virus rather than of the human type. Thus, we find in the pig
population viruses with receptor binding properties typical of those
in duck; they also appear somewhat as though they are on the way
to becoming human viruses. The concept is emerging that the pig is
the mixing vessel.

To return to the human situation, it is now apparent that the
Asian strain that occurred in 1957 acquired not one gene from pigs.
The virus probably emerged by reassortment between the viruses in
humans at that time, and the virus from some aquatic reservoir. And
the human viruses acquired three genes, PB1, H and N, from this
avian reservoir. This was a pandemic strain that caused high mor-
tality around the world.

In 1968 the Hong Kong virus did the same thing. It acquired the
hemagglutinin and the FBI gene. The FBI gene didn't come from the
Asian strain then circulating. Again, based on sequence analysis, we
think that the FBI came in from the avian reservoir. So the transfer
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of information resulting in the last two pandemic strains has come
directly from the avian reservoir (Kawaoka et al., 1989).

The conclusion can be stated simply: All the genes of the
influenza viruses of the world are being maintained in the aquatic
bird population, in gulls and ducks, and periodically they are trans-
mitted to other species, including humans, usually after reasserting
(Webster et al., 1992).

In closing, I would just like to return to the 1918 catastrophe. The
influenza pandemic of 1918-1919 caused a greater number of mor-
talities than any other single event, including the Civil War, World
War I, World War II, or any war. The same influenza viruses are still
maintained in the aquatic bird reservoir. Even though influenza is
very ancient, it still has the capacity to evolve, to acquire new genes,
new hosts. The potential is still there for a pandemic like 1918-1919
to happen again.
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Emerging Viruses in Context: An
Overview of Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers

KARL M.JOHNSON

Viral hemorrhagic fever is itself an emergent concept: a product of
events of the twentieth century, albeit some of the diseases we
recognize as such today were clearly known to man many centuries
ago (Gajdusek, 1962). They were all zoonotic infections and this fact,
together with the violent ongoing ecological change that has oc-
curred on this planet since the end of World War II and the emer-
gence of modern virological science, has led to a perception that
these are "emerging" diseases. If this is true in one sense, it is
important to realize that from the viewpoint of the agents them-
selves, it is plainly not so. The viruses almost surely antedate our species.

I confess to some difficulty in understanding what was meant by
"emerging". Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, as usual, came to the
rescue. The word is from the Latin emergere. Definitions cited
include "to reveal itself to notice so as to call for immediate atten-
tion", "to issue from an inferior or obscure condition." On the same
page I found another word, a deletion mutant, if you will, emerere,
whence emeritus, "To serve out one's term." Thus, you confront
here emergent viruses surveyed by an emeritus virologist.

Still searching for a way to present the subject of emerging
hemorrhagic fever viruses, I noted that the first dictionary definition
for emerge was "to rise from, or as from, an enveloping fluid." For
a Montana trout fisherman the simile was irresistible. Compare
these diseases to the life cycle of the mayfly. Mayflies spend most of
their lives underwater as egg and molting nymphs. One to three
years may be required. Finally, there comes a magic moment when
the nymph comes to the surface, sheds its skin and becomes an
emerger. Rapidly, it unfurls its wings to dry and the insect, now
called a dun, drifts with the current. Shortly the dun flies off to the
shrubs or trees lining the river and molts a final time to become the
imago or spinner. Hours to a few days later, after mating, the
spinner deposits eggs in the water and dies. Even in Montana,
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fishermen find that it is much easier to work with emergers, duns,
and spinners if they want to catch a trout than to try to do it with the
nymph. To become a nymph expert is considered by some to be the
highest art in trout fishing.

Can we, with all of our history, ever recognize "new diseases"
while they are still in the nymphal stage before they have emerged
to become duns and go through their life cycle? Viral hemorrhagic
fevers have surely spent most of their life cycles "underwater". They
are zoonotic diseases, that is, are naturally occurring viruses of other
animal species. In the historical sense man has corne to know them
only as emergers, duns or, in rare instances, as spinners. I have
selected several of these viruses as examples to illustrate when, how,
and why these diseases emerged, where they stand today, and where
they are going. This discussion is designed to allow us finally to ask
whether there are other metaphorical mayflies yet to rise to the
surface and how we might seek and identify them as nymphs.

What we know today about the viral hemorrhagic fevers is only
a tiny drop compared to what we have learned about many other
viral infections. For example, we have not had available for these
viruses the kind of resources that it took to identify CD4 as the
receptor for the AIDS virus, HIV, and there are very few places
where any work is going on with these viruses. There are several
reasons for this. First of all, these diseases generally occur or
originate in parts of the world where technology is usually not
available to study them in great detail. Secondly, although most of
these viruses have not frequently been transmitted from person to
person by aerosol, they do have the capacity to infect man that way,
as we have learned to our sorrow through a number of instances of
hospital- and laboratory-acquired infections that resulted in serious
disease and even death. This means that for serious microbiological
work one has to have maximum containment facilities, so-called P4
or BL (Biosafety Level) 4 laboratories, which are expensive to equip
and maintain. To my knowledge, there is no university in the world
that has such a laboratory. In the United States and in a few other
countries, suitable facilities can be found only at a handful of special
national laboratories. Therefore, if research programs with these
viruses continue at all, which is unfortunately itself questionable in
these days of budgetary constraints, they will continue to be funda-
mentally organized at a national level.

GENERAL CLINICAL FEATURES OF HEMORRHAGIC FEVER
AGENTS

With this prologue, let us consider the viruses and their diseases. Although
caused by many different RNA viruses, with corresponding variations in
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the specific manifestations of disease, the pathogenesis of viral hem-
orrhagic fevers appears to have certain common threads. One key
theme, at least in man, is the importance of cells of the monocyte-
macrophage lineage in these infections. The circulating monocyte
and the tissue macrophage serve as essential first line of defense in
many infections. The ability of a virus to replicate in these cell types,
with a variety of possible consequences, is intimately linked to host
resistance and to expression of disease. Certain manifestations of
hemorrhagic disease are probably induced by the response of the
macrophage to infection. In contrast, when it comes to parenchymal
disease (liver, kidneys, etc.), these agents tend to sort out in different
subsets. The reasons for this, for example in terms of virus-receptor
interaction, are virtually unknown.

In general, infection in humans with any one of these agents
frequently causes serious disease and, in many instances, a tremen-
dous lethality. There are exceptions. One of the most interesting is
Lassa virus, the cause of Lassa fever in West Africa. It now appears
that in terms of infection rates, probably less than 1 percent of all
infections of Africans with Lassa virus will eventually result in
serious and fatal disease. In contrast, fatality rates appear to be far
higher in people of non-African stock.

"CLASSIC" HEMORRHAGIC FEVERS: YELLOW FEVER,
DENGUE, AND HANTAAN

To go from the general to the specific, let us examine three "classic"
hemorrhagic fevers, in terms of their emergence. These diseases
were recognized, in varying degree, long before their causative
agents were identified, before the advent even of the science of
virology. These "classic" diseases are yellow fever, dengue, and
hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome.

The prototype is yellow fever. It has been said, rightly I think,
that the history of yellow fever is, in many important ways, the
history of the New World. In its natural state, in Africa, the yellow
fever virus is propagated in a sylvan cycle involving monkey-
mosquito-monkey. We now know that the critical event in the
emergence and maturation of this disease was most likely the acci-
dental, selection by humans of a variant of Aedes aegypti, an African
rain forest mosquito that breeds in tree holes. The selected variant
was one that bred in horizontal tree holes, and was therefore able to
thrive in a rather similar structure, the water containers of ships
used to bring slaves from Africa to the Americas.

Thus domesticated, Aedes aegypti and yellow fever wrought havoc in
the New World for more than 2 centuries wherever humans gathered,
whether in cities or in the armies attacking the gates of those cities.
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After the recognition of the essential mosquito-human-mosquito
virus cycle, yellow fever was rendered a sterile spinner in our cities
within 20 years, not by virologists but by sanitarians who imple-
mented vigorous and successful mosquito control programs.

A vaccine was shortly developed to deal with the original sylvan
cycle, which man had robbed for its unknowing destiny. Unfortu-
nately, having a vaccine is one thing and using it is quite another. The
current trend of the smoldering"spinner" in South America, and especially
in Africa, is not auspicious for man (World Health Organization, 1987).

Dengue hemorrhagic fever, the second classic disease, is the
hemorrhagic form of dengue fever. Dengue hemorrhagic fever
effectively became an "emerger" in 1949 although, in retrospect, it
probably occurred at least 100 years ago and clinical dengue fever, in
its nonhemorrhagic form, was described long before that. Dengue
virus, like its viral relative, yellow fever, is usually transmitted by
the mosquito Aedes aegypti. Dengue hemorrhagic fever is a tropical
urban disease of childhood. After several decades of work and
considerable controversy, it now seems clear that the odds for devel-
oping dengue hemorrhagic fever increase manyfold in secondary, as
compared to primary, dengue virus infection (Burke et al., 1988).
The macrophage appears to be the only human cell type capable of
supporting dengue virus replication and there is convincing experi-
mental evidence that virus-antibody complexes actually enhance
such replication by promoting cell infection via macrophage recep-
tors for the Fc portion of the antibody molecule (Brandt et al., 1983).

There are four recognized dengue virus immunotypes (varieties
that are recognized as distinct by the immune system), and two of
these were first isolated during a hemorrhagic fever epidemic. Were
they recent mutants? Unlikely, in my opinion. Elegant retrospective
detective work has produced serological evidence that volunteers
infected with dengue virus in Army sponsored studies in the Philip-
pines, more than 60 years ago, had received a type 4 dengue virus as
the infecting agent. Type 4 is one of two that were "new " viruses at
the time of the recognition of the hemorrhagic syndrome.

What then was the basis for the explosive emergence of dengue
hemorrhagic fever shortly after the end of World War II in the
Philippines, in Thailand, and elsewhere in Southeast Asia? We
cannot be sure, but I share the belief of many who, much closer to the
problem, cite a number of recent changes in distribution of human,
virus, and mosquito populations that allow people to come in con-
tact with successive immunotypes of dengue virus. These factors
include radical change in infant mortality due to the advent of
antimalarial and antibiotic drugs; rapid inward migration to cities
without access to closed water systems, which led to large popula-
tions of Aedes aegypti; and the endemic presence, finally, of three or
four dengue immunotypes.
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This mayfly is an expanding "dun", not likely to be rendered a
"spinner" until effective vaccines are available. I wonder if it will
happen even then. Dengue hemorrhagic fever has begun to appear
in tropical America and the ecological parameters involved are
disturbingly similar to those in Asia: an expanding, degrading,
urban environment. Today, dengue hemorrhagic fever is the leading
viral hemorrhagic fever in the world.

Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS), the third clas-
sic disease, is a clinically distinctive syndrome now known to have
worldwide distribution. The prototype is Korean hemorrhagic fe-
ver, caused by the virus now called Hantaan. Modern description of
the disease dates to about 1913 in what is now Siberia, but there is
Chinese literature to suggest that it was recognized at least a millen-
nium earlier. This is not unlikely in view of the Asiatic source of the
causative Hantaan virus.

The aptly named striped field mouse, Apodemus agrarius, is both
reservoir and primary vector of this agent in eastern Asia. Chronic
infection of the mouse with persistent viruria represents the core of
virus maintenance and transmission to humans. In other words,
many of the mice are chronically infected, usually without overt
illness, and chronically shed virus in their urine. People become
infected through contact with virus that is shed in the urine or other
secretions of infected mice. Unlike yellow fever and dengue, but
similar to several of the examples I will provide later, arthropods-
insects or ticks-are not involved in transmission.

Korean hemorrhagic fever has undoubtedly impacted agricul-
tural man in Eurasia for many centuries. Rice culture in this part of
the world is still done by the same methods that have been used for
centuries. Planting is in the spring, harvesting in the fall, and much
manual labor is involved. Most cases of the disease occur in the fall
of the year, when people go into the rice fields to harvest. At that
time, both the Apodemus population and the prevalence of chronic
infection in the mice reach annual peaks.

The long sought agent, now called Hantaan virus, was identified
in rodents by applying convalescent human sera to rodent tissue
sections and then identifying infected cells with fluorescent antihu-
man conjugate to show where the patients' antibodies bound to the
infected cells (Lee et al., 1978). This finding led to "emerger" status
of at least three related viruses, and the recognition of a unique
genus in the family Bunyaviridae, the Hantaviruses. The
Hantaviruses are vigorous "duns". More than 100,000 cases of HFRS
occur in China annually, and the incidence of the seasonal and
harvest disease will surely increase with that of rural human popu-
lations either until agriculture is mechanized, in which case some-
thing else will probably happen, or until a vaccine is available.
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"NEW" HEMORRHAGIC FEVER AGENTS:
ARENAVIRUSES AND OTHERS

As distinct from these classic diseases, there have been a variety of
newly recognized hemorrhagic fevers. Omsk, Kyasanur Forest, and
Crimean-Congo hemorrhagic fevers are examples I will mention
only in passing. Each of these diseases was recognized during or
since World War II. These three are tick borne diseases, and Crimean-
Congo in particular is notorious for causing lethal hospital-acquired
outbreaks, by aerosol transmission, in regions as far flung as Pakistan and
South Africa (Burney et al, 1980).

The "new" viruses I will focus on for the rest of this chapter are three
members of the arenavirus family, namely Junin, Machupo, and Lassa;
Marburg and Ebola viruses, the members of a unique family, the Filoviridae;
and Rift Valley fever. The names of the viruses, in general, match the disease
names except in the case of Junin and Machupo viruses, which are respec-
tively the causative agents of Argentine and Bolivian hemorrhagic fever.

The syndromes caused by arena viruses illuminate many of the factors
which have contributed to the emergence of "new" zoonotic viral diseases
in the past 50 years. Rather like the unrelated Hantaviruses, each of
these is caused by an agent that is host-specific for a rodent species
that has recently come into close contact with large numbers of
humans. Chronic viruric infection of the rodent, that is, chronic
shedding of virus in the urine of infected animals, provides the
means for transmission to man, resulting in a variably immunosup-
pressive and hemorrhagic illness with about a 20 percent mortality.

Intraspecies virus maintenance in the rodent involves interaction be-
tween the agent and the rodent reproductive system. The biology of these
viruses served as a model for the strategy used to eventually recover
Hantaan virus, which is totally unrelated but biologically similar in
its ability to chronically infect specific rodent species. Two of these
diseases, Argentine hemorrhagic fever (Junin) and Lassa fever, are
stable or enlarging "duns"; one, Bolivian hemorrhagic fever (Machupo),
is a relic "spinner", at least for the present, for reasons I will explain shortly.

The emergence of each of these diseases was the direct result of
major manmade ecologic perturbation. For millennia, the Argentine
pampa was a fertile temperate grassland populated in more recent
times by cattle and a rich wild fauna. The dominant rodent was
Akodon azarae. Between the great wars of this century, however,
plowing of the land for production of maize began. The pace of this
process rapidly accelerated during World War II as Argentina be-
came bread basket for both sides in the conflict. The pampa did not
give in easily, however. Yields of maize were often low because
prolific annual grasses and weeds had to be battled by hand. At the
end of the war, however, herbicides were introduced and agriculture
was immediately, and I mean immediately, transformed on the
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pampa. Now the grasses were controlled until the maize plants
reached nearly full height. An understory of shade tolerant, rather
than solarphilic, grasses was also selected for. The altered ecology
produced a new dominant mouse, Calomys musculinus. This small
cricetine rodent had always been there, but only in small numbers.
Now this species was selected to become the dominant animal
because a mainstay of its diet is seeds of shade tolerant grasses. In a
given year, Calomys populations in maize fields may average more
than 20 times those in adjacent cultivars of alfalfa or soy beans (de
Villefane et al., 1977). It transpired that Calomys musculinus is (and
surely long has been) the natural reservoir and vector of Junin virus.
By 1953 Argentine hemorrhagic fever, the disease caused by Junin
virus, was clinically described and the virus was isolated about 5
years later. The disease is still increasing its geographic range.

Farther to the north, on the tropical plains of eastern Bolivia, a
different story unfolded at almost exactly the same time. Beni
province of Bolivia was frontier country, reminiscent of our own dry
west 150 years ago. Sparsely populated and unfenced, it contained
thousands of stringy beef cattle. Everything was owned by a Brazil-
ian family called Casa Suarez, the House of Suarez. This company
had German meat processing facilities and a fleet of ships that took
beef down the Amazon river system and then to Europe and the
Americas. These ships brought back the rice, maize, beans, and fruit
to feed the cowboys of the Beni. The Casa Suarez suddenly disap-
peared, however, when a major social revolution in Bolivia resulted
in the return of the land to the citizens in 1952. No more rice boats
arrived, so the people had to resort to subsistence agriculture. The
sites that the people selected to grow their food were small forested
outcrops in the prairie where the soil was much better than on the
leached and alternately flooded sun baked grasslands. Phosphorus
content, for example, was fiftyfold higher in the ground of these
"alturas" than in the adjacent lateritic flats. At the forest-grassland
edge lived a small mouse called Calomys callosus, a relative of the
Argentine Calomys. Although we don't know how or why, this
mouse was somehow quite well adapted for living in the houses and
gardens of man. Much as with its Argentine cousin, it therefore
flourished and shared its virus, in this case Machupo virus, with its
new human hosts. As a consequence, beginning in 1960 outbreaks
occurred of a type of hemorrhagic fever never before seen in the
region. This story ends a little more happily, perhaps, than the
others. Recall that this one is a "spinner". By 1964 the virus was
isolated, its epidemiology was elucidated, and the disease was effec-
tively controlled (Johnson et al., 1967). Let this be a lesson for all
who desire to build a research program on a single new disease! Less
than 100 cases of Bolivian hemorrhagic fever have been recognized
in the past 20 years in that region. The reason is that highly viruric
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Calomys also experience virus-induced hemolytic anemia and have
grossly and chronically enlarged spleens. Teams on horseback make the
rounds of the towns and ranches, trap a few mice, open them up, and where
large spleens are found, carry out an intensive trapping campaign. Thus,
this disease has become a mayfly "spinner". Whether that will hold forever
remains to be seen. The virus is not gone, by any means, from the region.

Lassa fever and the virus of the same name emerged suddenly in
1969 as the result of a chain of nosocomial infection in nursing staff
at a mission hospital in Nigeria. A clinical description of this disease
in Sierra Leone had been published more than a decade earlier, but went
completely unnoticed. This disease involves another rodent. One genotype
of the rodent Mastomys natalensis, notable for its proclivity to invade
and reside in houses, proved to be the major Lassa reservoir vector.

Lassa fever is distributed focally over much of West Africa
(World Health Organization, 1975). A hyperendemic focus of Lassa
fever now exists in eastern Sierra Leone and is directly related to
discovery and rather chaotic development of surface diamond mine
deposits in that area. The diamond fields produced mass human
invasion and the kind of ecology where money is used, leading to
boom towns with plentiful food scattered around, at least from the
rodents' point of view, instead of the traditional ecology of the area,
in which food is scarce and Mastomys makes little headway, which
has been the classical rural pattern of man in West Africa for a very
long time. In contrast to the Bolivian Calomys, this mouse is expert
at avoiding traps. So rodent control is not an effective solution for
disease control. Antiviral therapy is effective where available (McCormick
et al., 1986), and a Lassa vaccine is now struggling to emerge.

Marburg and Ebola viruses were recently elevated to family
status as the Filoviridae. The name, "thread viruses", is based on
their morphology. These viruses made their appearance in the 1960s
and 1970s in the form of frightening nosocomial and occupational
outbreaks, initially among polio vaccine production workers in
Germany in contact with Ugandan green monkeys and their kidney
tissues, then in independent hospital epidemics of devastating pro-
portions during 1976 in the Sudan and Zaire (Pattyn, 1978). Mortal-
ity from these infections can range to nearly 90%, and that is 90% of
infections, not just clinical illnesses. I can report, from personal
experience, that in Zaire in 1976 an international team of investiga-
tors spent approximately 3 weeks collectively holding its breath.
The reason was that the hospital in question that had been the
epicenter of this epidemic had been wiped out. Thirteen out of 17 of
the doctors and nurses there were dead. A real question was: Had
we finally run into the Andromeda strain, like the deadly virus in the novel?

It turned out not to be the case. In general, this virus is not
transmitted by aerosol from man to man. But it certainly has that
potential and one wonders what might happen if and when the day
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comes that an agent of this degree of lethality obtains the right kind
of receptors, or whatever is needed, to replicate in the respiratory
tract and be transmitted. This would be, I think, the most lethal of
influenzas. Is there an uneasy, even if unlikely, parallel here to the
still unclear emergence of the human immunodeficiency lentivirus?

These diseases, therefore, are true "emergers", still waiting to
rise from the enveloping fluid. The reason is that even today we do
not yet know anything regarding their "nymphal" stages, namely
their zoonotic reservoirs and possible vectors. Man has truly
stumbled onto these agents. We know they are in Africa; we don't
know where. I am personally not happy to report that there is hardly
anybody trying to find out.

Finally, a few words about Rift Valley fever. This agent has a
unique history of emergence as a hemorrhagic disease. The virus
was first recovered in 1931 in East Africa during major epizootics of
lethal or teratogenic disease in sheep and cattle of European origin.
So the recipe, 50 years ago, was foreign animals, local virus, new
disease. For several decades associated human disease, principally
noted among veterinarians and slaughterhouse workers, was de-
scribed as brief and influenza-like with occasional occurrence of
sight-threatening retinitis. In 1977, however, shortly after a
nosocomial outbreak of Marburg disease that made physicians and
virologists in South Africa more aware of new hemorrhagic fevers,
several cases of fatal hepatitis and hemorrhage were recorded dur-
ing an epizootic of Rift Valley fever on the plateaus surrounding
Johannesburg. During the next year the virus somehow reached, by
uncertain means although almost definitely not directly from South
Africa, immunologically virginal domestic animal and human popu-
lations in the lower Nile delta of Egypt. Several million human
infections and thousands of hemorrhagic deaths ensued. The exact
mode of virus entry into this region is still unclear, but changes in
patterns of human and animal intercourse between Saharan and sub-
Saharan Africa, which were significantly altered by construction of
the Aswan Dam, were almost certainly responsible. In the mean-
time, the virus lies patiently for years in drought resistant mosquito
eggs over much of the continent, waiting for rain and new opportunity.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

What do these experiences offer in the context of considering disease
emergence? In the first place, I think it is clear that in each case,
medical and scientific energy was reactive, not proactive. Modern
communications, the intercontinental airplane, liquid nitrogen, and
now largely post modern technology were responsible for the rapid
recognition and partial elucidation of these diseases. That energy, in
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turn, was fueled by the intellectual and economic hegemony enjoyed
by our country during a 40-odd year period after the end of World
War II. Those days are over.

Second, but perhaps of primary significance, most of the "new"
hemorrhagic fevers emerged only because of large and often still
accelerating ecologic changes made by a burgeoning Homo sapiens.
After nearly 3 decades of personal experience in field and labora-
tory, I find it difficult not to adopt the burden of Rene Dubos who
more than 25 years ago described himself as a "despairing optimist".
Long before the greenhouse effect became an "emerger", these hem-
orrhagic fevers foretold that our earth is, in fact, a progressively
immunocompromised ecosystem.

Are there any more hemorrhagic "nymphs" out there waiting to
emerge? Can we grab them before they become airborne? I person-
ally doubt that there are many left. We have hacked and slashed our
way into just about all of the unique ecologic niches on the globe.
Perhaps ironically, the year 1976, taken by some as the emergence
year of modern biotechnology, is also the year that marks the emer-
gence of the last new hemorrhagic fever.

This is not to say that we now know the names of all potentially
virulent zoonotic viruses on earth. There may well be more trouble
ahead as progressive stages in manmade ecologic degradation select
infected wild vertebrates and invertebrates for population growth
and proximity to the primary human instrument of change. We
might anticipate such events by paying attention to details of this
evolutionary cataclysm in a macro-sense, and use new micro-sense
tools, such as the polymerase chain reaction. We should not forget
that the viral hemorrhagic fevers have given us two new families, the
Filoviridae and the Arenaviridae and a biologically unique genus,
Hantavirus, which belongs to the largest animal virus family of all,
the Bunyaviridae. Genetic materials of these virus taxons are pro-
gressively available. Furthermore, the latter two families have
multipartite genomes and are perhaps likely to be more busily
engaged in natural recombinant evolution than agents with
nonsegmented nucleic acid.

Hantaviruses, in particular, intrigue me. Does the divorce of
these agents from requirement for a biologically functional arthro-
pod host signify recent evolution? If so, might we not search our
own species and other primates for Hantaviruses? I think here of
agents that have nothing to do with hemorrhagic fever, but which
may cause subtle chronic, noninflammatory infection of the sort we
observe in rodents in the models of similar phenomena elucidated
for arenaviruses. Such speculative viruses might be nonzoonotic
new human pathogens, new in the sense of previously unrecog-
nized. We have many new tools. Do we have the creativity and
courage to know where to fish?
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Finally, a word about we. Who is going to be working on
zoonotic viruses, the diseases they cause, and their possible human
counterparts in the next century? A past generation of leaders of the
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) closed
NIAID's own laboratory of tropical virology 25 years ago, and its
principal field station a few years later. The Centers for Disease
Control program, long squeezed into a semiportable module to
provide maximum or BL4 containment required for work with many
of these agents, now has a greatly expanded facility, but not the fiscal
support to staff it. Finally, the U.S. Army program, clearly the last
and best funded operation of its kind in the entire world, has
recently come under increasing and misguided fire, in my opinion,
over the largely dead horse issue of biological warfare. Surely, a
better consortium of national effort and communication is needed or
we shall soon add zoonotic medical virology to the growing list of
earth's extinct species. I hope that this book will stimulate a growing
awareness of this danger. Please know, in any case, that as an
emerging yet evanescent historian, I am deeply concerned.
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6
Ecology and Evolution
of Host-Virus Associations

ROBERT M. MAY

The first question that ecologists ask of a virus, as they would ask of
any other organism, is what is its basic reproductive rate, what is its
fitness? What, on average, are the number of offspring, as it were,
that each infected case produces?

Viral, bacterial, and protozoan infections—microparasites—can
be grouped together as infections in which it is usually necessary just
to distinguish uninfected, infected, and immune people (Anderson
and May, 1979), as opposed to what might be called macroparasites,
such as most helminth infections, where one really has to deal with
the number of worms in a given individual. For microparasites,
which include most viruses, the basic reproductive rate (R0 in the
mathematical notation I shall use) is essentially the average number
of secondary infections produced when you put one infected host
into a wholly susceptible population. It is important to know the
basic reproductive rate, R0, because if RQ is greater than 1, then if you
put a handful of infected people into a population, there will be an
exponentiating chain of infection, until eventually it will be brought
to a halt when some of the secondary candidates for infection have
already experienced infection.

In short, if RQ is bigger than 1, the situation exists where the virus can
invade, persist, maintain its population, and, as it were, emerge. Whereas,
if R0 is less than 1, then though you may introduce the entity, and though
it may produce secondary infections, it will not be self-sustaining.

HIV is one example that we have examined. For HIV, in some
rough intuitive sense that can be made precise, the basic reproduc-
tive rate (Ro, the number of secondary infections produced early in
the epidemic by each infected individual in a particular risk cat-
egory), is clearly proportional to the average probability (P) that a
susceptible partner will be infected over the duration of the relation-
ship, multiplied by the average number of partners acquired over
the course of infectiousness which, in turn, will be the average rate
of acquiring new partners (c) times the average duration of infec-
tiousness (D).
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where (3 is the average probability that a susceptible partner will be infected
over the duration of the relationship, c is the average rate of acquiring new
partners, and D is the average duration of infectiousness.

Clearly, there are, of course, a lot of sins and complexit smuggled
into this blithe use of average. Some of these things, the duration of
infectiousness D for example, primarily depend on the biology of the virus.
Some are a mixture of biological and social variables, such as the probability
(3 of infecting a partner, which clearly depends, to some extent, on such
biological factors as the number of viral particles needed to infect, and
possibly the genotypes of the transmitter and transmittee. But it also
depends on social variables such as, for example, the use of condoms and
the type of sexual act. Finally, the average number of partners per unit of
time, c, is essentially wholly a behavioral variable that can change markedly
from time to time or group to group. There are many uncertainties sur-
rounding the estimation of the average number of partners, but I wish only
to make the point that if we look at the kind of inadequate and woefully
slowly mounted surveys of sexual behavior in developed, much less
developing countries, there are many differences between groups. Not the
least of these is that in a British survey of some 1,000 homosexual and
heterosexual men in 1986, if you ask how many sexual partners each man
had last year, there is a wide distribution but the average for homosexual
men is somewhere in the neighborhood of 10 partners per person. For
heterosexual men, there is also a wide distribution, but the average is about
an order of magnitude less, which means that the quantity c will also be
about an order of magnitude less, at least insofar as the other variables
remain roughly the same for the two groups, with a resulting reduction in
RO by a factor of about 10 (Anderson and May, 1988).

There has been a good deal of confusion about this. It is important to
distinguish clearly between P (average probability that a susceptible part-
ner will acquire the infection from his or her infected partner) being bigger
than 0, meaning that the overall transmission is probable or possible, and RQ
being >1, which is the actual criterion for, as it were, emergence in sustain-
able epidemic form. A sustainable epidemic requires not merely that
transmission be possible (P>0), but that the entire combination of characters
that go into characterizing the reproductive rate of the virus (Ro) be
effectively greater than 1.

In passing, for the mathematically inclined, I will add to my
earlier remark that a lot of sins are swept under the rug when I talk
about averages. For example, the average rate of acquiring partners
isn't simply the arithmetic mean of the distributions, but rather is a
more complicated moment of the distribution involving both the mean and
the variance-to-mean ratio. There are many other complexities that
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Translating these terms into an equation (May and Anderson, 1988):
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require one to go beyond intuitive ways of thinking, which are a
helpful guide in order to get things started, onto more precise analytic
models. This point will be reiterated throughout this chapter.

THRESHOLDS AND THE DYNAMICS OF HOST-PARASITE
ASSOCIATIONS

Many others have considered threshold phenomena, such as mini-
mum population sizes required before a disease becomes self-sus-
taining, and the way threshold phenomena can depend upon host
density as well as behavior. For example, Bartlett (1957) and others
have shown, I think fairly well, that to maintain measles endemically
you need something like a population of 300,000 or so. It is a disease
that wasn't with us in hunter-gatherer days, and many of the other
directly transmissible viral infections—with their high threshold
host densities—were probably also absent.

There is the flip side to that, thinking about the disemergence, as
it were, of viruses. When we try to eradicate an infection by vacci-
nating, we don't have to vaccinate everybody. We simply have to
vaccinate a sufficiently large fraction to drive the remaining suscep-
tible population, the candidates for spreading infection, below the
critical threshold (or, mathematically, reduce RQ to <1). For small-
pox, this threshold may correspond roughly to vaccinating some-
thing like 80 percent of many populations, rather than 100 percent.
It is a story that has been documented in beautiful detail in a review
article by Arita et al. (1986) relatively recently. For a more detailed
discussion of these questions, see Anderson and May (1985; 1991).

After these general remarks, I wish to focus, admittedly in a
slightly abstract way, on more analytic ways of thinking about this.
For this purpose I want to go from the complex world of humans to
a much simpler world. In fact, I will begin with an imaginary world
of an insect population that has discreet, non-overlapping genera-
ions and whose population is regulated by a lethal pathogen that

spreads in an epidemic fashion through each generation before
reproduction. So the number of adults in the next generation (Nt+i)
is the number in the present generation (Nt), multiplied by their
intrinsic capacity for increase in the absence of infection (we usually
label this rate X), but then discounted because that fraction that are
infected in generation t die and do not reproduce.

I can calculate what the fraction is, as a function of the host
density in generation t, from the simple Kermack-McKendrick epi-
demic relationship, or more complex realistic variants of it, which
say essentially if N is below a certain threshold the epidemic doesn't
take off, corresponding to R0 below 1. If N (that is, Nt) is above
threshold the epidemic does sweep through the population, the
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fraction affected increasing as the population density increases.
The resulting map that carries me from the number of creatures

this generation to the number next generation shows a simple propensity
to increase at the normal reproductive rate, A,, when the population number
is below the threshold needed for the virus to emerge in those generations;
once the population size goes above the threshold, the virus emerges and
kills a larger and larger fraction.

The reason I bring this up is partly to emphasize, yet again, this
threshold concept but partly, also, to say something about the com-
plexity of the dynamics of the host-virus association. You may think
that with a relationship like this (increase at low density, decrease at
high density), the population would settle to the point where this
density dependent relationship intersects the nirvana of zero popu-
lation growth, upon which the population of each generation is
unchanging, equal in number to that of the last. But, in fact, if I
iterate that simple deterministic relationship, that simple difference
equation with its one constant parameter (the reproductive rate A,),
setting a fixed value for A, and plotting the values of population
density in successive generations, I don't get things settling to a
point, or even to a simple cycle, but rather to some fuzzy probabilis-
tic looking distribution. For low values of A,, the graph tends to
oscillate somewhat above and below the threshold, depleting
susceptibles and then bouncing back above threshold. At higher
densities, or at higher values of A,, but not very high values, we see
wider oscillations, a more boom-and-busty population. That simple
deterministic relationship gives me something that looks, for all of
the world, like random noise. This phenomenon of deterministic
chaos, of simple trivial Newtonian clockwork models that generate
unexpectedly the illusion of randomness is, of itself, fascinating. But
I also believe that one cannot really conduct a good analytic discus-
sion of the population biology and population genetics of host-viral
associations without this awareness, because it is intrinsic in the
nature of most host-parasite relations that one is easily swept into
this domain of nonsteady cyclic or chaotic behavior. For a more
detailed discussion of this example, see May (1985).

This, to me, seems relevant to the 2-year interepidemic cycles of
measles before the advent of vaccination, and the more raggedy
cycles of many childhood diseases that one saw in both Britain and
the United States in the days before vaccination. These are begin-
ning to be understood better as transmogrified versions of the
dynamical complexities that I have just discussed in a deliberately
oversimplified example.

The emergent moral is that the threshold relationships that
govern the ability of viruses, as any other organism, to invade and
persist, themselves change from time to time and from place to place
in response to changing environmental settings as host density and
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host behavior change. If we do not conduct our understanding and
discussion of these phenomena within an analytic framework of the
kind I have sketchily outlined, we are reduced to the kind of vague
waffle of ecological niches and so on, of which I believe we already
have too much.

I am afraid, and I say this constructively, there is a sad tendency to feel,
when it comes to evolutionary questions, that the kind of rigor one brings
to the laboratory bench, or to many other enterprises, is somehow not
necessary and one can read two graceful essays by Stephen Jay Gould and
one elegant book by Dawkins, and then everybody can be an evolutionary
biologist. My point is that the dynamics of these things are complex, and
these discussions, if not conducted within an appropriate, carefully thought
through analytic framework, are likely to be vacuous.

COEVOLUTION OF HOSTS AND PATHOGENS

Once a virus has emerged, as it were, in the sense that it has become
established or is spreading in epidemic fashion, how do the relations
between host and pathogen tend to coevolve? Is it true, as so widely
asserted, particularly in medical texts, that there is a tendency to
evolve toward avirulence?

Again, I want to begin with a deliberately oversimplified math-
ematical model which, for all of its simplicity, might look a bit
complicated. We will use this to consider the real-life situation with
many strains of a pathogen co-occurring rather than the simpler
single-pathogen model we used before.

Levin and Pimentel (1981) at Cornell University developed a
very simple model for this. In their model, there is a host susceptible
to two strains of pathogens. The number of susceptible hosts is
replenished by births; the number is depleted as susceptible hosts
are infected either by strain 1 or strain 2 of the pathogen, or by hosts
simply being run over by a bus and killed. Hosts infected by strain
1 move into the infected Class 1; they can move out as a result of
natural deaths (at a rate designated by b) or of disease induced
deaths (at a rate designated by the symbol a^). Similarly for those
infected in Class 2, at a disease-induced death rate 0,2- The final kink
is that strain 1 is nastier: it kills hosts at a faster rate. Therefore, cc^
is bigger than c^: the virulence of strain 1 is greater. But strain 1 is
also more transmissible, in the sense that all hosts infected with both
strains manifest the pathogenicity of strain 1. That is to say, strain
1 takes over infections with strain 2. So strain 1 is both more
transmissible and more virulent.

The question is: How does this system move? Does it move
towards selecting the avirulent strain, the nicer strain 2, or does it
move towards selecting the more transmissible strain 1? And the
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answer is, there is no general answer. It depends on the ratio of
virulence in relation to the transmission advantage. If strain 1 is
much nastier, and kills much faster in relation to a modest transmis-
sion advantage, then strain 2 emerges victorious. Conversely, if the
transmission advantage of strain 1 is large in relation to the viru-
lence difference, strain 1 wins. There is also a narrow window of co-
occurrence.

Mpre generally, we can define, as before, RO as the basic repro-
ducti  rate or Darwinian fitness of the pathogen or parasite strain,
but in these kinds of simple models RO is essentially the rate at which
new infections are produced, which often will depend on host den-
sity, multiplied by the length of time over which infections are being
produced. This latter factor is the reciprocal of the rate at which
infected hosts move out of the infected classes; recall that they can do
this either by dying as a result of the infection (at a rate a), by dying
of other causes such as being run over by a bus at a rate b (assuming
that the probability of this occurrence is not enhanced by being sick,
as it may well be in the real world), or simply and more cheerfully,
by recovering (at a rate i)). One can find the total rate at which
infected hosts move out of the infected classes by taking the sum of
the rates of these separate events. Hence we have

Here A.(N) represents the transmission rate, or rate at which an
infected individual produces new infections, and a,b, and 1) are
respectively rates of death (a, b) or recovery Cu).

Since RQ is basically the measure of Darwinian fitness of the
pathogen, it should be no surprise that, in general, the strain with the
largest value of RQ will tend to win.

Now, if virulence were completely unconnected with transmis-
sion or recovery, then indeed, one would maximize RQ in Equation 2
by having cc=0, and one would get the most avirulent strain. But, of
course, most of the nasty things that pathogens do, most of the
causes of virulence and disease-induced death, are associated with
the production of transmission stages and are entwined with recov-
ery rates, and there are various constraints that vary with different
viruses and hosts. These complexities mean that there is no general
statement that can be made. What we need to do, and what so rarely
has been done, is to evaluate the relations among virulence, recovery
rates and transmissibility; that is, to evaluate the interdependencies
of a, A, and v.

Frank Fenner is the real hero of this part of my essay. His classic
studies on the introduction of myxoma (rabbitpox) virus into Aus-

(Eqn. 6.2)
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tralian rabbit populations could give us data to begin to approach
the task defined above. With typical Australian percipience, refer-
ence strains of the rabbits were kept in the laboratory and used
continually to evaluate field strains of the virus. From the initial
very nasty strain of myxoma virus, highly virulent with essentially
no recovery in infected rabbits, one found in the field progressively
less and less virulent grades of virus, with faster and faster recovery
rates of infected rabbits. One can plot that relationship between
virulence and recovery rate (between a and \)), and then whack it
into the sort of deliberately oversimplified formula I discussed
earlier (Equation 6.2). Unfortunately, it is much harder to get a
handle on another parameter, the way transmission depends on
virulence (A, as a function of a), because the nastier grades tend, on
the one hand, to be more transmissible, with larger lesions, but on
the other hand, they also drive rabbit populations to lower density,
which is a complicating factor. Just as an approximation,/ignoring
such complications for which decent data are lacking anyway, one
can calculate the dependence of RQ on virulence grade using only the
empirical relation between recovery and virulence. The result is that
RO has a peak. The really nasty strains kill the rabbits too fast to do
well, but the really avirulent strains allow rabbits to recover too fast
to permit effective transmission, and one has the suggestion from
this model of settling to an intermediate grade of virulence. Simple
statements in introductory texts to the contrary, this also appears to
be roughly what fairly quickly happened in the field. The same
fairly fast shift to an intermediate grade of virulence also occurred
with myxoma virus in Britain, a very different ecological setting
with a different vector, fleas, rather than mosquitoes as in Australia.
A more detailed discussion both of the basic issues, and of the rabbit-
myxoma example, is in May and Anderson (1983).

The moral is that the coevolutionary trajectories pursued by
virus-host associations, and more generally by most pathogen-host
associations, involve complicated tradeoffs between virulence, trans-
missibility, and host resistance (this last including a factor I haven't
discussed, the cost of resistance on the part of the host). Those
tradeoffs will be constrained in different ways by the natural history
of particular associations and may obey complex or chaotic dynam-
ics. Let me just emphasize once more that an analytic framework
must be used to discuss these things. In the absence of it, one tends,
even in excellent books touching on evolutionary virology, to get
naive group selection statements that say parasites evolve to
avirulence because that is for the good of the group, as if they were
some marvelous, ideally communistic society that had subjugated
all Darwinian notions of selection acting on the individual, just for
the good of the group.
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GENETIC DIVERSITY AND THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
HOSTS AND PATHOGENS

Which brings me to part three of this chapter. If I were a more
disciplined individual there would be no part three, because it is
very much to my own enthusiasms. I want to go a bit more widely
and come back to this theme of the complexity of the dynamics of the
associations between host and parasite. If we really want to understand
host and parasites, we have got to put the genetics in, as I have not yet done.

As a very simple caricature of the problem, we could imagine
one locus, two allele models, with two genotypes, A and a. The gene
frequency of A in generation t+1 will be its frequency in the previous
generation, t, times its relative success (the fitness of genotype A
divided by the sum of that same fitness plus the frequency of the
other genotype times its success). For those fitnesses, instead of
doing what population geneticists usually do and just calling them
constants or making something up, we can actually go further. In
case you were wondering why there was all that stuff earlier about
insects, note that that model calculated the fitness of something with
a pathogen specific to each genotype sweeping through it. The
model shows how useful even a simple analytic framework can be.
Now, if the genotype A is rare, the pathogen of this particular strain
doesn't propagate, but as A becomes more common the pathogen
starts killing the host off and the fitness falls, depending on what
fraction the pathogen actually kills.

Conversely, for the genotype a, which is rare when A is common,
up to a certain point a is more fit than A and its frequency increases.
Above this, a is less fit than A, and the frequency decreases. A purely
static analysis would suggest a nice balanced polymorphism here.
But, as you know by now from our earlier experience with this
model,.this relation actually gives a very kinky map. It won't
surprise you, on the basis of what I said earlier, that that map, for
quite modest values of the reproductive rate of a pathogen, can give
us cycles or chaos. If I let the pathogen regulate the population, not
merely determine gene frequency, I get completely chaotic fluctua-
tions in gene frequency (May and Anderson, 1983).

I want to conclude with something that is on the boundary
between this notion of the complex dynamics of host-parasite sys-
tems and purely aesthetic considerations. It is a bit of a swindle.

A fully coevolutionary genetical host and pathogen model has
dynamics very similar to those of a forced pendulum, substituting
more appropriate host-pathogen parameters, such as initial gene
frequency of the host and the parasite, for pendulum parameters
such as initial angular position and the initial angular speed. I think
one gets rather similar conclusions from both situations, except that,
unlike me, people who work on pendulums have the patience and
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money to plot the results, which takes an entire night on a Cray
supercomputer. Such plots show various paths to several alterna-
tive possible orbits, including a sort of overhead clockwise orbit, and
an overhead counterclockwise orbit, as well as two other defined
final states that are not overhead orbits, and a number of places in
between where the pendulum is never settled. The different initial
conditions that carry us to these different end states are interwoven,
with more and more detail and more and more fine structure the
closer we look at it. Indeed, the regions of initial conditions that lead
to different end states are interwoven in such a way as to exhibit
fractal geometries.

So too with the host-parasite interaction. There are various
alternative states. The essential point is not merely that they are
complicated, but that the broad boundaries of initial conditions that
attract to one state rather than the other completely defy our intu-
ition about simple deterministic clockwork systems. There is not
just one broad band of initial conditions, with one specific outcome
leading to another, but rather, as we look at this on finer and finer
scales, we find that the initial conditions that give us the different
final states are interdigitated, woven together like fine layers of
pastry on ever finer scales, finer and finer. Even if we knew all of the
parameters, and even if we could trust a simple model, prediction is
essentially impossible because of the sensitivity to initial conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

I conclude by summarizing this essay in essentially three categories
of morals. Cardinal Newman once said, "No souls are saved after the
first 20 minutes", but he was talking about a more trivial topic. You
will be saved if you understand the following:

All viral host associations have thresholds that govern the pos-
sibility of the virus invading or persisting, and thus, in whatever
sense we mean this, emerging in the population. These thresholds
depend on host density and behavior, and they will change from
time to time and from place to place as the ecological setting, host
behavior, and host density change.

If we ask, can we foresee patterns of future emergence, the
answer will necessarily be that any such foresight must be embed-
ded in an analytic discussion that recognizes the way changing
threshold parameters will depend on the "lifestyle" of the virus in
relation to its changing setting.

Second, coevolution of virus and host, like other such associa-
tions, can exhibit many patterns. There is no generalization. The
virus may become less virulent, more virulent, or exhibit unchang-
ing virulence; the virus may become less transmissible, more trans-
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missible, or show unchanging transmissibility. All of this depends
on the tradeoffs among virulence, transmissibility, and the cost of
resistance, which are also constrained by the nature of the host-
pathogen association. If transmission of a virus is enhanced by
modifying behavior, as in rabbits and many other things, then the
virus might not have the option of becoming less virulent. But one
has to think about it analytically.

Finally, and perhaps more loftily, threshold phenomena and coevo-
lutionary phenomena, the population biology and the population genetics
of host-virus associations, are typically more complex than has been gener-
ally recognized. The associations can, of course, easily maintain poly-
morphisms, but those polymorphisms can as easily as not be main-
tained by fluctuating in a cyclic or chaotic way. This conclusion is
supported by some recent work on plant populations, and even some
work on malaria in New Guinea, with suggestions that we are beginning
to observe this type of fluctuation. It is the sort of thing we didn't look for
as long as we were still embedded in the Newtonian paradigm that
simple deterministic things would be steady. But cyclic or chaotic
changes in gene frequency (or other characteristics of the associa-
tion) are the rule as much as the exception and they form the theater
against which this play on thresholds and coevolution is acted out.
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Pathogenesis of Viral Infections

BERNARD N. FIELDS

Many virologists, including John Holland, Peter Palese, and Howard
Temin among the contributors to this volume, have noted the enor-
mous capacity for viruses to change. If we are faced with the fact that
viruses can do virtually anything, why hasn't this enormous diver-
sity wiped out the earth? One of the major issues facing us is why
this extreme catastrophe hasn't yet happened.

I think the answer has to lie in the fact that there is an enormous
difference in the selective pressures faced by a virus growing in the
relatively undemanding environment of cell culture, which illus-
trates the capacity of a virus to change, and life in the real world,
where the virus must survive in a specific environment and as well
as within a host, providing the virus with a series of constraints and
selective pressures (Tyler and Fields, 1991). When the virus enters
a host, there are a series of sequential steps within the host, each of
which places further constraints on the virus (Sharpe and Fields,
1985). Because of these constraints, at many points in the life cycle of
the virus, much of the potential of the virus to change results in
viruses that cannot survive since it will be missing critical proper-
ties. We are dealing with a constantly shifting interaction between
the virus in the host and its own intrinsic capacity to change.

The viral lifestyle thus places constraints and selective pressures
on viral evolution. This lifestyle involves infecting host cells, then
using the viral genetic information to direct cellular machinery to
make viral products. Unlike other organisms, viruses reproduce
themselves or make viral products only when a host cell can do this
for them under the genetic control of the virus. Because of this, the
host-virus interaction is key to many aspects of viral disease.

Important interactions occur both at the cellular level and at the
level of the host organism. The host organism has defense mecha-
nisms including the natural barriers to infection and its immune
system. At the cellular level, the capacity of a virus to enter the body
by a particular route and to infect a specific cell type will influence
the kind of disease caused. Important viral properties include the
physical properties of the virus that make it able or unable to infect
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by a given route, as well as the presence of the appropriate receptors
on the cell surface that are needed for the virus to enter the cell
(Knipe, 1991). For example, as I will discuss later, a virus must be
capable of physically surviving the harsh conditions present in the
lumen of the digestive tract and of infecting intestinal epithelial cells
in order to infect by the oral route and initiate an infection in the
intestine. Factors such as these affect viruses that are extracellular.
Other factors, such as those discussed in Chapter 8, can affect
expression of a virus inside cells. In addition, host defenses provide
major selective pressures on the virus (Murphy and Chanock, 1991).
A virus needs to circumvent or subvert host defenses if it is to be a
successful pathogen. In some cases, the host immune response can
also contribute to disease by causing damage to the host.

Thus when a virus infects a host cell, there are restraints and
constraints put on a virus at various levels. At a molecular level, one
constraint is whether the proteins that make up the viral structure
can assemble, or whether a polymerase needed to copy the viral
genetic information can work. At a different level (that of the host),
there are constraints such as whether or not the virus is stable
enough to pass through the fluids in the stomach or pass through the
mucus of the respiratory tract.

Viral virulence—the relative capacity of related viruses to cause
disease—therefore involves a few very important features. First, the
interplay between a virus, or any microorganism, and a host in-
volves a complicated but relatively ordered series of events. These
events are somewhat predictable, depending on the specific envi-
ronment of the microorganism.

It is somewhat reassuring that although the interplay between
virus and host is complicated, it is also ordered. By dividing the
series of steps into their components, it is possible to obtain insights
into each step and to identify the functions of each component of the
virus. Ultimately, when we talk about viral virulence, we need to
understand exactly where in their life cycle (i.e., at which step)
viruses of different virulence differ among themselves causing them
to be more or less virulent.

Because the terms involving viral-host interactions are used in
different ways by different people, I would like to define two terms
as I (and, I think, most virologists) would use them. These terms are
pathogenesis and virulence. Pathogenesis is the interaction of a
microbe with a host resulting in an outcome whereby disease occurs.
The major point is that it is really the interaction of a microorganism
with a host that leads to some kind of tissue injury, in an overt or
subtle way leading to disease. Virulence is a more specific term, at
least as I think of it. Virulence is relative, and represents the degree
of a microbe's capacity to produce disease. Because different viruses
can cause different types of disease, I believe that the term virulence
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should only be used to compare closely related viruses. Giraffes and
zebras differ, but it is hard to compare them in a single term. Is HIV
more virulent than measles or less virulent than flu?

Why do we rarely talk about viral virulence factors as_opposed to
bacterial virulence factors? With bacteria, we talk about virulence
factors, those properties of the microbe that confer ability to cause
disease. The reason is that bacterial virulence is a well-established
field with many established terms. There are such factors as adhesins
or colonizing factors; there are bacterial toxins; there is the ability of
bacteria to inhibit phagocytosis by cells involved in host defenses,
mediated by specific bacterial products such as surface polysaccha-
rides; there is the ability of bacteria to change and avoid host
defenses. These bacterial virulence factors are well defined entities,
so why haven't virologists focused more on viral virulence factors?

One major reason is viruses are simpler. Viruses don't make
extracellular proteases, or send out extracellular toxins. The virus
virulence factors, in essence, are factors that influence parts of the
viral life cycle in the host or the host cell. In that sense, viruses are
quite different. On the other hand, when a virus infects a cell and the
cell sends out a product, whether it be tumor necrosis factor or
interferon, maybe we should start thinking of that as the analogy of
a bacterial virulence factor, in a sense, if the virus has the capacity to
cause a cell to generate a product which itself could cause disease.

Thus when I refer to viral virulence factors, what I mean is
factors that influence the relative capacities of virus to produce
disease. It is important to note that this capacity is not simply the
ability to replicate in a cell, although factors that influence replica-
tion may influence virulence. This is worth noting because, classi-
cally, viruses often are thought to cause disease by killing cells.
While cell killing is an important factor in viral disease, this is not all
there is to it. The capacity to cause disease also resides in the
capacity of the virus to successfully survive the environment of the
portals of entry, to enter cells and undergo primary replication, to
spread either to adjacent cells or to distant sites in the host (such as
the nervous system), and to enter those distant sites (cell and tissue
tropism). Throughout this process, the virus must overcome early
host defenses (interferon, macrophages, natural killer cells) to rep-
licate and allow viruses to eventually leave the host to continue its cycle.

Viral infection is complex. Thus, viral virulence is multigenic,
which means that the spectrum of changes in a virus influencing
differences in viral virulence can't be completely tied to a single gene
in the virus. You have to have a "normal" virus in order to undergo
all of the various steps involved in the ability to produce disease.
However, the inverse, that certain genes do not play specific roles in
virulence, is not true. Some genes may play a particular role in
virulence, while all the other genes in a particular virus are often
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important in some other way. Thus by saying certain genes are
"virulence determinants" or "virulence genes" does not mean that
the others are not important, although sometimes, again, that termi-
nology gets us into trouble.

Defects in virtually any viral gene, under the right circum-
stances, can weaken, or attenuate, the capacity of the virus to cause
disease. There is an enormous literature on attenuation of viruses
(Murphy and Chanock, 1991). Strains of viruses used for live virus
vaccines are attenuated. Many live virus vaccines are multiple
mutants that were generated by continued growth, or passage, in
cell culture, and that have genetic lesions of various types. In
addition, a variety of viral mutants generated for other purposes are
often attenuated in their capacity to produce disease. Examples of
two classic vaccines include Sabin polio vaccine, which was gener-
ated by passage in cell culture and lost the capacity to spread into the
central nervous system and kill neurons, and the Pasteur rabies
vaccine, which was passaged in animal brains and can grow in the
brain if injected to CNS directly, but cannot spread from the periph-
eral nerves into the brain to cause disease.

In spite of these examples of the effect of viral mutations causing
attenuation, it is worth noting that just because a genetic defect
attenuates a virus doesn't necessarily make the affected gene a
virulence determinant. We can divide the functions of viral genes
into those genes that are specific for replication and transcription,
functions that the virus needs to reproduce itself within the re-
stricted intracellular environment ("payload"), versus those genes
that are involved in delivering the virus to the host cell ("delivery
system"). Certainly, if the virus makes a polymerase that is defec-
tive, this wi  influence virulence. Conversely, something that en-
hances viral replication, as described by Shenk in Chapter 8, can

Table 7.1. Steps in Virus-Host Interaction

1. Stability in environment

2. Entry into host—portal of entry
3. Localization in cells near portal of entry
4. Primary replication

5. Non-specific immune response
6. Spread from primary site

Blood
Nerves

7. Cell and tissue tropism
8. Secondary replication
9. Antibody and cellular immune response

10. Release from host
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make the virus more virulent, but these "payload" properties are
very different from these properties involved with the mechanistic
ability to deliver a virus ("delivery system") into the nervous system,
for a virus where getting into the nervous system may lead to
encephalitis. Hence, the delivery system and trafficking is a viru-
lence component.

I would like now to examine specific aspects of how viruses
cause disease and how they are controlled. The simplest place to
begin is to look at the viral life cycle step by step, at those complex
but ordered steps I mentioned earlier (Table 7.1).

A special aspect of viruses is that many viruses persist after
entering the host. During persistent infection some of the selective
pressures seen in acute infections are not present. But in some of
these instances, such as the severe neurological disease SSPE (sub-
acute sclerosing panencephalopathy), caused by a defective variant
of measles virus, although the virus is now quite defective and no
longer able to initiate an important part of its life cycle, there is
certainly a striking impact on the host.

Using the steps outlined in Table 7.1 as a guide, I would like to
review briefly the early events of viral entry, into the host and into
host cells. What are the selective pressures, based on the few well-
studied examples? I will cite a few examples where the causes of
virulence, as I have defined the term, have been determined, then
briefly mention primary replication, and then briefly consider spread
and tropism as other sites in the life cycle that illustrate how viral
virulence factors can be expressed.

PORTALS OF ENTRY

Even though there are hundreds or thousands of viruses, there are
only a few ways they can enter the host. Therefore, what a new
emerging agent would require in order to be able to enter the body
through a particular site is almost predictable. The normal portals
for viral entry are most commonly the respiratory tract or the gas-
trointestinal (GI) tract. If a virus is able to bypass these normal sites
(for example if it is injected through hypodermic needles), the virus
is bypassing what are normal barriers at each portal of entry. For
instance, intravenous injection introduces viruses directly into the
bloodstream so some of the primary defense mechanisms, the host
barriers, are bypassed totally. Similarly, artificially putting viruses
into a different portal of entry can bypass a barrier that may nor-
mally act as a barrier preventing the virus from entering the host.

The respiratory tract and GI tract have their own microenviron-
rnents. And, again, diverse viruses with enormous differences can
enter through the same route, but there are some common features.
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In infection via the GI tract, a virus must pass through the low pH of
the stomach, then encounter the detergent action of bile salts with-
out being dissolved, and then have to infect in tissues where diges-
tion is the rule of the day, where the intestinal contents are designed
to break down proteins in order to allow the proteins to enter the
circulation.

In general, viruses are not capable of entering the host by the
enteric route if they have a lipid envelope, which would be dissolved
by the detergent action of bile salts, or if they are sensitive to acid,
and would thus not survive the stomach acid.

In the respiratory tract, there is a different microenvironment.
There are goblet cells secreting mucus, ciliary motion, and secretory
factors present, all creating a very complex mixture that the virus has
to adapt to in order to infect respiratory epithelium. In this site,
enveloped viruses, such as influenza, fare much better.

What virulence factors affecting sites of entry have been best
defined?

Proteases

I have described certain environmental factors that can influence
route and type of infection. Other viral factors have been defined.
R.G. Webster and colleagues have shown that with a chicken strain
of influenza A virus, a single change in the cleavability of the
hemagglutinin, one of the viral surface proteins, is associated with
an increased capacity for this flu strain to produce pandemics within
the avian population (see Chapter 4). The relative susceptibility for
specific cleavage in the hemagglutinin protein is necessary for in-
creased virulence. Thus the parent strain is not efficiently cleaved by
host proteases and is therefore not very virulent, but a mutation that
allows the cleavage to occur results in a highly virulent virus. I
consider this one of the best natural examples of how a single amino
acid change in a viral protein helps explain differences in virulence
between different strains of a virus and why one strain was involved
in a pandemic.

There are other instances where viral responses to host proteases
act as virulence determinants (Tyler and Fields, 1991). Rotaviruses
infect by the GI tract and require cleavage by host proteases in order
to activate the rotavirus in the GI tract. The adaptation in response
to proteases plays a striking ability in getting rotavirus infection
started.

Similarly, proteases have been shown to play a critical role in the
activation of reoviruses in the gut, and this property has been genetically
mapped to a specific viral determinant (Tyler and Fields, 1991).

In these infections, adding protease inhibitors has an antiviral
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effect, further providing evidence of how important this response to
proteases is in initiating infection. Thus the response of viruses to
proteases is one of the most important virulence determinants. It
illustrates the close interplay between the microenvironment and
ability to initiate infection. It is also true for a number of viruses as a
general principle, such as the example I mentioned earlier with influenza.

Spread Beyond the Primary Sites of Replication

Following primary replication, viruses may spread beyond their
primary or initial site. The pathways used after entering the host are
not well defined for many viruses. Often, viruses enter epithelial
cells where they may bind to specific receptors. Epithelial cells line
and cover most surfaces of the body, so their proximity and ubiquity
to the portal of entry make them a frequent target. Sometimes, a
virus may bypass epithelial cells and move in special pathways, such
as the intestinal M cell pathway, where some viruses (reovirus,
poliovirus) bypass intestinal epithelial cells and move into a type of
mononuclear cell in the Peyer's patch of the intestine, where primary
replication may take place.

This brings me to the next virulence determinant, interaction
with macrophages (Mims, 1987). The type of leukocyte known as the
macrophage (its precursor in the circulation is called a monocyte) is
ubiquitous in many tissues. Many viruses following entry into the
host come in contact with macrophages, in the respiratory tract, in
the GI tract, or elsewhere. This cell is increasingly recognized as an
important early site of growth for systemic viruses, and the capacity
of virus to grow in the macrophage, or at least to survive its interac-
tion with the macrophage, may be central in the life cycle of a virus.
There are a number of examples, largely descriptive, where the
capacity to grow in macrophages in different sites is clearly a viral
virulence determinant. For example, with the JHM strain of mouse
hepatitis virus, virulent strains are able to grow in macrophages and
kill them, but avirulent strains are killed by macrophages. Summa-
rizing a large and sometimes confusing literature, none of which has
yet given us a specific mechanism, suffice it to say that macrophages
are a key early component in the host defense to many viruses, and
the interaction of viruses with macrophages is a critical determinant
of the outcome of infection.

Although we do not know what mechanisms determine this
outcome, it is likely that, at least in part, the outcome is related to the
generation of interferon or other mediators. In addition, macrophages
have proteases inside the cell that may inactivate viral particles. This
is an important area that needs to be studied at mechanistic levels.

Just as there are a limited number of entry portals, there are also
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a very restricted number of ways that viruses spread in the host. One
way is through the bloodstream, either free in the blood, as in
poliovirus, or in association with cells such as mononuclear cells.
Hematogenous spread is common for many viruses. The growth in
white blood cells may again play a key role, just as it does at primary
replication, in regulating spread. We really don't have many in-
sights into genetic determinants of this facet of the life cycle.

The second major pathway of spread for virus is that they can
enter nerves, if they have appropriate receptors. Within nerves,
viruses enter and move along a physiologic pathway, such as the
microtubule based fast axonal transport system used by herpesvi-
ruses and reoviruses, or as in the case of rabies, perhaps moving in
association with the slow axonal transport pathway (Tyler and
Fields, 1991). Such pathways allow neurotropic viruses to enter into
the nervous system after infecting a peripheral nerve cell.

The capacity to spread is a critical viral virulence determinant.
I have cited the attenuated vaccines against rabies, as one example,
and polio as another. These are viruses that can replicate outside the
CNS but can't spread very well in the host and have lost the capacity
to enter the central nervous system (Murphy and Chanock, 1991).
Rabies virus can grow very well in muscle and peripheral tissue, but
the rabies vaccine virus has lost the capacity to enter and move
through neural pathways, a necessary property to cause the neuro-
logic disease we recognize as rabies. Similarly, we have studied a
reovirus mutant that has the same phenotype. It grows peripherally,
but it can't penetrate the CNS. This loss of the capacity to move into
a target tissue, like the nervous system, or to spread throughout the
host, is a very important virulence determinant and is an important
property for live attenuated vaccines.

CELL AND TISSUE TROPISM

The next step is a central issue of viral infection, tropism, the predi-
lection of virus for specific tissues (see Chapters 8 and 18). There are
at least four different types of factors associated with tropism (Tyler
and Fields, 1991). The first type is host factors; and clearly age,
nutrition, and immunity all play critical roles in the tissue specific
injury of viruses.

Second, route of entry is also absolutely critical. If you inject a
virus, for example, into the brain it produces lesions in a certain
distribution. Put into the mouth, the same neurotropic virus enters
different pathways. Put into the lower extremity, it goes up the
spinal cord by still different pathways. The importance of route of
entry is particularly true for viruses that move through nerves, but
also is true for viruses that infect systemically.
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The third factor is virus attachment proteins and receptors. A
number of virus receptors have recently been identified and this is
clearly a field that is just burgeoning. I will address the virus part of
it in a moment, but first let me caution you that my saying that
receptors and attachment proteins are important does not mean that
tissue specific regulatory proteins (discussed in Chapter 8) are not.
I cite HIV as one of many examples to point out a virus has to bind
to the right receptor, but when it gets into the cell it still has to meet
the right environment, and will have to deal with cellular regulatory
systems. Both receptors and intracellular environment play critical roles.
And again, it points out the problem faced by a hypothetical newly devel-
oping agent that may not yet have adapted to meet each of these steps.

Lastly, cellular factors like proteases are importa t not only at
the portals of entry, but also later in the life cycle.

To illustrate these general points, I will discuss a specific ex-
ample, reovirus, dealing with the issue of tropism (Sharpe and
Fields, 1985). There are strains of reovirus that are highly lethal in
mice and other strains that are not. A number of years ago we
showed that some strains of reovirus, such as Type 1, target to cells
in the brain, the ependyma, that are not lethal sites of infection; such
strains do not enter or grow efficiently in neurons. The opposite
occurs with the much more virulent reovirus Type 3 strains. Reovi-
rus Type 3 is neuronotropic, producing encephalitis. With reovirus
Type 3, there is viral antigen in neurons, and there are inflammatory
cells, but sparing the ependyma.

This difference of tropism is associated with a striking difference
in lethality. With reovirus Type 3, inoculation of one infectious virus
particle causes virtually 100 percent mortality in infected mice,
while for reovirus type 1,108 infectious particles are not lethal. The
reovirus genome is segmented RNA (RNA is separate pieces or
segments corresponding roughly to individual genes), and the SI
gene is the determinant responsible for the difference in cell tropism
(neurons or ependyma) and hence lethality. The SI gene codes for
the viral hemagglutinin, the viral surface protein responsible for
attachment to cells. We know that this is the critical gene because a
reassortant virus we made in the laboratory combining nine genes
from Type 3 with the SI gene encoding the hemagglutinin from Type
1 is basically nonlethal, but the reciprocal reassortant that has nine
genes from Type 1 with the hemagglutinin gene from Type 3, cases
a lethal encephalitis like regular Type 3 virus.

By using resistance to antibody neutralization in cell culture as
a selective device, we were able to select mutants that differed from
the regular virus by one antigenic site (epitope) in the hemaggluti-
nin. Those mutants grow beautifully in mouse cell line (L cells) in
cell culture, so there is nothing wrong with their capacity to enter
mouse cells and replicate totally normally. When put into the
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mouse, in contrast to the wild type which grows to high titer and kills
mice, the mutants are strikingly attenuated for lethality, although totally
non-defective in cell culture. Thus if certain hemagglutinin functions
are mutated, it has no effect on the outcome in cell culture, yet it is
strikingly attenuated in the animal. Even more interestingly, a series of
mutants of this type showed a fine tuning of tropism; different mutations
genetically determine different extent of tissue injury. These mu-
tants differ in single amino acids in certain regions in the attachment
region of the hemagglutinin protein (reviewed in Tyler and Fields, 1991).

Let me close by mentioning a few additional factors influencing
viral virulence. First of all, interaction with the immune system is
likely to include very important additional factors of virulence. The
viral equivalent of the toxins produced by pathogenic bacteria are
the mediators released by infected cells, compounds like tumor
necrosis factor, leukotrienes, and interferons. They produce tissue
injury and, to me, they are analogous to what the bacteria can do by
themselves when they produce toxins.

Second, avoidance of host defense is important for all pathogens. I have
mentioned the macrophage, but it is not the only determinant of host
defense. One can avoid host defense in a variety of ways. Without
reviewing all virus life cycles, I will mention removing or changing T-cell
epitopes (antigenic sites recognized by T lymphocytes), which prevents
recognition by T cells in the immune system and thus prevents killing of
viral infected cells by T cells, and viruses that become latent after getting
into cells, thereby not producing viral products that allow the host to
recognize the cell as infected.

Finally, aspects of how viruses kill cells are certainly important viru-
lence determinants, but are in general poorly understood at the present. All
these areas will offer plentiful research opportunities for the future.
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Virus and Cell:
Determinants of Tissue Tropism

THOMAS E. SHENK

A number of viruses exhibit a predilection, or tropism, for certain
tissues or cell types, sometimes demonstrating considerable selec-
tivity. After infection, the expression of some viruses can also be
related to state of the host cell. Anecdotal accounts suggest that
some viruses that persist in the body can be influenced by host state,
the classic example being cold sores, which are reactivations of
latent herpes simplex virus, in synchrony with the menstrual cycle
or stress.

While we do not yet have precise answers to the reactivation of
herpes, or the events in HIV infection that lead to AIDS, the mecha-
nisms of cellular regulation underlying the tissue tropism and ex-
pression of several viruses are beginning to be elucidated. Among
the best studied examples to date are several small to medium size
DNA viruses, which this chapter will review as a model for under-
standing the complex interactions between viral regulation and
cellular regulation.

TISSUE TROPISM IN SMALL DNA VIRUSES

I will consider primarily two DNA virus families, the papovaviruses
and the adenoviruses. The term "papova" refers to the subfamilies
of viruses included within the family, namely the papilloma viruses
(the "pa" portion of the family name), which cause warts and similar
growths and are factors in human cervical carcinoma (zur Hausen,
1989), and the polyoma viruses, named for a virus that causes many
different types of tumors in mice. The polyoma subfamily also
includes a number of well-studied viruses such as SV40 and several
related viruses (JC and BK) that were isolated from humans. (The
"va" in the family name is from so-called vacuolating viruses, named
for the characteristic effect of SV40 and similar isolates in cell
culture; SV40 is now classified in the polyomavirus subfamily.) All
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papovaviruses are nonenveloped and possess a small DNA genome,
which is in a circular form in the virus particle and ranges in size
from about 5,000 nucleotides for polyoma to about 8,000-10,000
nucleotides for the papillomaviruses. The adenoviruses, which will
be discussed following the papovaviruses, constitute a separate
family of DNA viruses. Adenoviruses are considerably larger, pos-
sessing a linear DNA genome of about 30,000-40,000 bases, but, like
the papovaviruses, the virus particles are also not enveloped.
Adenoviruses are very common human pathogens and are frequent
causes of conjunctivitis and respiratory infections.

The papillomaviruses exhibit very definite tissue tropisms, be-
ing specifically associated with certain types of epithelial cells of the
skin and mucous membranes. By contrast, another member of the
same family, polyomavirus, gives the appearance of replicating and
inducing tumors in virtually every organ of the mouse, and persists
in the kidney. A wide variety of tissues of both epithelial and
mesenchymal origin is involved, and in fact the name "polyoma"
refers to this, poly meaning many and "oma" deriving from the
suffix for tumor used in pathology. When further analyzed, part of
this diversity is actually due to the fact that various studies have
used many different wild type strains of polyomavirus. Individual
wild type strains show greater tissue specificity.

SV40 (simian virus 40, originally a monkey virus as the name
indicates), is another relative of polyomavirus. While its tissue speci-
ficity is unknown, it is known to persist in the kidney in infected
monkeys. Because there is extensive information on the molecular
biology of SV40, studies on the genetic basis of tissue tropism using
SV40 have provided some valuable insights.

All of these viruses possess specialized enhancer-promoter se-
quences in their DNA. Enhancers are DNA sequences that activate
or increase transcription, usually (but not necessarily) at a nearby
promoter. A promoter is a sequence in the DNA that is located
before the coding information for a gene and functions like a switch.
When the gene is activated, the host cell RNA polymerase, which
will transcribe the DNA into a messenger RNA (mRNA) copy of the
coding information, binds to the promoter to begin transcription.
Additional proteins, transcription factors, many of cellular origin,
may join in binding at the promoter and help to regulate the process.
Activation of a gene is thus often controlled by "turning on" the
promoter, which results in transcription from the gene. Regulation
of transcription is therefore an important mechanism of gene regu-
lation. A role was demonstrated for the SV40 enhancer-promoter
sequences in tissue tropism by testing transgenic (genetically engi-
neered) mice containing the gene for the SV40 tumor (T) antigen,
under control of the SV40 enhancer-promoter for that gene. These
mice developed tumors in the choroid plexus of the brain, suggest-
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ing that this combination of genetic elements conferred a predilec-
tion for this cell type (Brinster et al., 1984). This specificity required
both of the enhancer-promoter sequences that are located inside the
T antigen coding region.

There is clearer evidence for tissue specificity with other pa-
povaviruses. One papovavirus isolated from monkeys, the
lymphotropic papovavirus (Brade et al., 1981), was originally iso-
lated from B cells. It has been shown to be able to propagate in both
B and T lymphocytes, but in no other cell type. JC virus, a human
papovavirus that is the causative agent of PML (progressive multi-
focal leukoencephalopathy), a rare demyelirtating disease of the
central nervous system, replicates primarily in oligodendrocytes of
the brain.

The adenoviruses replicate in a variety of cells including the
epithelium of the respiratory tract, lymphoid cells, conjunctival
tissues of the eye, and the gastrointestinal epithelium. Not every
adenovirus will replicate in all of these locations. Of the numerous
varieties of human adenoviruses, each has its own spectrum of
tropisms for some of these locations.

WHAT ARE THE DETERMINANTS OF TROPISM?

The known mechanisms causing viruses to have a predilection for a
specific cell or tissue type can be divided into three areas. The first
is the site of entry. For a virus to move beyond the site of entry, it will
require strategies to evade host defenses and to gain access to
channels allowing further dissemination within the body.

A second factor affecting tissue tropism is the role of cellular
receptors. In order to infect a cell, a virus needs to be able to get into
the interior of that cell. This usually involves a cellular receptor to
which the virus can attach to accomplish adsorption. The best
known example, of course, is HIV, which attaches to CD4, a surface
protein on certain T lymphocytes and other cells. After this step,
there are also presumably cellular factors involved in the early
intracellular steps, penetration and uncoating of the virus inside the
cell.

The third major mechanism encompasses tissue specific cellular
factors that are required for transcription (expression of viral genes)
and the overall replication of the virus within a cell. The first two
mechanisms are discussed in the preceeding chapter, while this
third area will be the focus of this chapter. I will concentrate on
tissue specific cellular factors required for efficient transcription of
these viruses, because this is a promising newly burgeoning area of
research.
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION AS A DETERMINANT

There are numerous examples in the literature demonstrating that
tissue tropism, at least for some viruses, is often dependent on
transcription factors. It has been known for quite a few years that
polyomavirus cannot replicate in undifferentiated teratocarcinoma
cells, but can replicate in differentiated cells (Fujimura et al., 1981).
Considerable evidence indicates that this is due to enhancer se-
quences (Katinka et al., 1981; Campbell and Villarreal, 1988). Sev-
eral mutants of polyomavirus are known that can replicate in the
undifferentiated cell (Sekikawa and Levine, 1981; Vasseur et al.,
1980). When analyzed, these mutants were found to possess an
altered enhancer-promoter region; this region of the viral genome
controls expression of the polyomavirus genes. Recent work has
provided the key to these observations. Undi f ferent ia ted
teratocarcinoma cells, in which polyomavirus cannot propagate,
have very little of a transcription activity known as AP-1, a host
protein that acts in regulating transcription (Kryszke et al., 1987;
Wasylyk et al., 1988). In addition to binding to host genes, AP-1 can
bind to the polyomavirus enhancer to activate it (Martin et al., 1988;
Rochford et al., 1990). The mutant viruses that can replicate in the
undifferentiated cell line have in their enhancer regions either addi-
tional copies of the binding site for AP-1, enabling the mutant to
compete more effectively for the very small amounts of the factor, or
multiple copies of other binding sites within the enhancer, presum-
ably so that other transcription factors can be used instead of AP-1
to drive expression of the viral genome. This is a very clear example,
identified at the molecular level, of a specific tropism exhibited by
polyomavirus.

There has also been some very interest ing work on
lymphotropism, predilection for lymphocytes, in polyoma and the
lymphotropic papovaviruses. Enhancer variants have been shown
to determine the ability of polyomavirus to replicate in lymphoid
cells. In work by Luis Villarreal and colleagues, the virus acquired
lymphotropism when several of the enhancer regions within the
polyomavirus genome were amplified and rearranged (Campbell
and Villarreal, 1986,1988). Lymphotropism is not expressed by wild
type virus. With the lymphotropic papovaviruses, it has been dem-
onstrated that the enhancer activity of these viruses is restricted to
B and T cells. To study a promoter, a reporter gene, such as cat, can
be appended to a known promoter. The cat gene (a bacterial antibi-
otic resistance gene, but the key point is that its activation can be
assessed) causes a detectable product to be made when it is turned
on, thereby serving as a "reporter" to indicate when transcription
regulated by the promoter it has been attached to has been activated.
The monkey lymphotropic papovavirus enhancer-promoter region
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was appended to the cat gene, the construct was introduced into
cells, and cat activity was tested. Activity was expressed efficiently
in B and T cells, but only poorly at best in other cell types (Mosthaf
et al., 1985; Erselius et al., 1990). This again leads to the conclusion
that this enhancer-promoter combination largely accounts for the
infection of B and T cells by the lymphotropic papovavirus.

This line of reasoning is also supported by several experiments
inserting recombinant or "foreign" transcriptional regulatory sites
into viral genomes. An artificial enhancer, combining components
of polyomavirus and Moloney murine leukemia virus, dramatically
changed the tissue specificity of polyomavirus (Rochford et al., 1987;
Rochford et al., 1991). The recombinant virus replicated specifically
in the pancreas, an organ that neither of the parent: viruses infected
at all. The new enhancer had completely changed the specificity of
the polyomavirus.

Similar mechanisms can explain the brain predilection of JC
virus. As shown by the late George Khoury and his colleagues at the
National Institutes of Health several years ago, activity of the JC
virus enhancer is restricted to cells of nerve tissue origin. They were
also able to show that a brain cell specific factor, not present in other
cultured cells, binds to the enhancer (Feigenbaum et al., 1987). So a
number of instances of tissue tropism in DNA viruses can be attrib-
uted, at least in part, to the enhancer-promoter region.

It should be noted that this mechanism is not limited to DNA
viruses, as there are several examples involving retroviruses. For
example, Nancy Hopkins and her colleagues showed that the en-
hancer domain of a retrovirus can contribute to tropism (Chatis et
al., 1983; Speck et al., 1990). Friend murine leukemia virus causes
erythroleukemias, affecting the stem cells of both red and white
blood cells. Moloney murine leukemia virus, on the other hand,
causes T-cell lymphomas. The enhancers of retroviruses are the long
terminal repeats (LTR) at the ends of their genomes. A recombinant
virus that included elements of the Friend murine leukemia virus
but with the LTR sequences of Moloney virus had the tissue tropism
of the Moloney virus, causing T-cell lymphomas and not
erythroleukemias (Chatis et al., 1983). So retroviruses, as well as
DNA viruses, have a component of their tissue tropism determined
by their transcriptional signaling apparatus.

ADENOVIRUS TRANSCRIPTION

Some recent work in my own laboratory concerns regulation of
transcription in adenoviruses. It illustrates the role of cellular
transcription factors in viral transcription and replication, and also
shows how factors involved in viral transcription can tie the virus
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into a key cellular signaling system, specifically the cyclic AMP
response system.

Adenoviruses are DNA viruses with genomes considerably larger
than those of the papovaviruses. The linear double stranded DNA
genome of adenovirus codes for a number of different mRNA tran-
scripts that are made at various times after infection. One key
product is the so-called E1A mRNAs that are encoded from a tran-
scription unit at the extreme left end of the viral genome. It has been
known for several years that expression of the E1A gene is required
to activate transcription from all the other genes. In technical terms,
the E1A gene encodes for a transcriptional transactivating polypep-
tide.

Two principal mRNAs are produced from the E1A gene region
(they are actually alternative versions made from a single precursor
RNA), encoding proteins of 243 and 289 amino acids each. These two
proteins differ in an internal region of 46 amino acids, called con-
served region 3, which is absent from the smaller protein. The
terminology arose from comparing amino acid sequences of the
larger (289 amino acid) E1A protein from a variety of distantly
related human adenoviruses. Comparisons revealed that the protein
is comprised of portions that differ from virus to virus, and which
show only 8 to 10 percent similarity, interspersed with regions that
are highly conserved, showing about 50 percent identity between
distantly related virus strains. These interspersed regions are desig-
nated conserved regions 1, 2, and 3. Each of these conserved regions
seems to coincide with a domain on the protein that carries out a
specific function, as determined by mutational analysis. Conserved
regions 1 and 2 are involved primarily with stimulating DNA repli-
cation within the infected cell, causing quiescent cells to be stimu-
lated to undergo cell division. A cell that is actively moving through
the cell cycle and is geared up for copying DNA can probably
replicate the virus more efficiently; among other things, as will be
seen, the virus can utilize the cellular transcription factors.

Conserved region 3 seems to be involved primarily with the
activation of transcription of all the other viral genes on the viral
DNA. Conserved region 3 has certain interesting features. It con-
tains a single zinc finger, a structural feature of some types of DNA-
binding regulatory proteins including several transcription factors.
One might speculate that the zinc finger is involved in interaction of
the E1A protein with DNA, and, in fact, the protein does seem able
to bind to DNA. Also in conserved region 3 is a highly charged
portion that has the characteristics of transcriptional activators.
These structural features suggest a role for this protein as a tran-
scriptional activator.

As further confirmation, Maurice Green has synthesized the
peptide corresponding to conserved region 3. This peptide can
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transcriptionally activate an E1A responsive gene if gene and pro-
tein are microinjected into the same cells (Green et al., 1988). There-
fore, conserved region 3 contains all the information necessary for
transcriptional activation.

El A synthesis in the infected cell is carefully controlled, and we
therefore thought it would be instructive to examine the El A control
region itself. This region not only has to work inside the cell before
E1A protein itself is present, but it is also known that this control
region responds to E1A. When the infected cell begins to make El A
protein, this product feeds back on its control region and causes
much more of the protein to be made, an apparent transcriptional
self-activation. Our strategy for analyzing this process was to look
for cellular transcription factors, or other cellular factors, that will
bind to the DNA sequences in front of the E1A coding region. We
found quite a few; in fact, we stopped when we got to seven.

Focusing on the factor that seemed most abundant, that factor
was partially purified and biochemically characterized. Armed with
this information, we conducted a computer search for other possible
binding sites on the viral DNA. It turned out that there were binding
sites for this factor in front of all of the early adenovirus genes with
only one exception, the so-called E1B gene (Hardy and Shenk, 1988).
The factor itself was identified as a well known cellular factor
(Hardy and Shenk, 1988), called the cyclic AMP response element
binding protein (CREB). Its binding site on DNA is called a cyclic
AMP response element (CRE element). Thus, there are CRE elements
in front of E1A and all the adenovirus early genes except E1B. This
was exciting because it provided an explanation for how the E1A
gene can transcriptionally activate all those other genes, by binding
a common factor.

CYCLIC AMP SIGNALING SYSTEMS IN CELLS AND VIRUSES

CREB are considered to be a part of the cellular signaling system
involving cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cyclic AMP), which is
widely considered one of the central control mechanisms of the cell.
Various stimuli, such as the binding of certain hormones to the cell,
cause increased intracellular synthesis of cyclic AMP, a famous
"second messenger " (the "first messenger " is the original stimulus).
Cyclic AMP activates a variety of responses, but the enzymes called
protein kinases are thought to be of particular importance. The
activities of many key proteins in the cell are regulated, turned on or
off, by protein kinases (PK), which regulate them by attaching
phosphate groups to certain sites of these proteins. Cyclic AMP
activates a specific set of protein kinases, including one known as
cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase (PK A). PK A has been shown
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to phosphorylate transcription factors, such as CREB, which can
then activate genes that contain binding sites for those factors.
Intracellular cyclic AMP can be increased artificially by treating cells
with dibutyryl cyclic AMP, a derivative that enters the cell and
causes the same effects as cyclic AMP, including activating PK A.

Given the finding that the viral DNA has binding sites for
proteins related to the cyclic AMP cell signaling system, can these
viral genes be activated by dibutyryl cyclic AMP in infected cells?
The S49 lymphocyte-like cell line is highly responsive to cyclic AMP.
These cells can be infected with an adenovirus, and levels of E4
mRNA (mRNA coding for the E4 protein), an adenovirus product
whose gene is activated by E1A, can be assayed 24 hours after
infection. When levels of E4 mRNA produced in the absence of
added cyclic AMP were compared with E4 levels in cells treated with
dibutyryl cyclic AMP for 1 to 5 hours before testing, treated cells
showed a considerable increase in the level of E4 mRNA (Engel et al.,
1988). Further confirmation was obtained with a mutant line de-
rived from these cells, which does not respond to cyclic AMP be-
cause it lacks the PK A activity necessary for many of the actions of
cyclic AMP. As expected, adding dibutyryl cyclic AMP to infected
cells of this cell line has no effect on the amount of E4 mRNA
produced.

What about El A, which is important in regulation of adenovirus
transcription? Is the E1A gene important for this response to cyclic
AMP? Treating infected cells with dibutyryl cyclic AMP increased
amount of El A gene transcription. This was confirmed using a virus
mutant with the E1A gene deleted. Cyclic AMP treatment of cells
infected with this mutant causes an increase, but of considerably less
magnitude than if the E1A gene were present. One can calculate
relative levels of E4 mRNA, arbitrarily setting the amount produced
in the absence of both cyclic AMP and E lAto l . E1A protein by itself
can induce the E4 gene, with a tenfold increase in expression, while
cyclic AMP alone causes a fivefold increase. The two together
induced a 200-fold increase, an apparent synergy. Unfortunately,
unlike what would have been expected, activity of CREB, which
should be regulated by the cyclic AMP system, did not change
coordinately in treated infected cells. However, another factor, AP-
1, was markedly activated (Muller et al., 1989).

The activation of AP-1 is thought to be regulated not by cyclic
AMP but by a different protein kinase, protein kinase C (PK C),
which normally acts independently of PK A as part of another major
cellular regulatory system. The effect of viral E1A with cyclic AMP
would appear to be a case of cross talk in which cyclic AMP is
causing the activation of AP-1, perhaps indirectly. The data indicate
clearly that, whatever the pathway, the end result is activation of
AP-1. With S49 cells, we performed an assay to detect the binding of
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AP-1 to a small piece of DNA that contains the binding site for the
transcription factor. As cells are treated with cyclic AMP, in the
absence of E1A, AP-1 binding activity gradually increases to a
modest level. Infecting cells with wild type virus, so that E1A is
present, greatly enhances the activation of AP-1 binding activity.
Several experiments indicate a role for elements of the cyclic AMP
response pathway. A compound that inhibits PK A prevented
activation of AP-1 in infected S49 cells (Miiller et al., 1989). The
mutant cell line that lacks PK A gave similar results (Miiller et al.,
1989).

RELATIONSHIP OF VIRAL ACTIVATION TO HOST CELL
STATE

Adenovirus is therefore interacting very closely with the cellular
signaling system to regulate activation of all the early viral genes,
required for the virus to begin replicating, as well as activating
several important cellular genes. Adenovirus tissue tropism is also
influenced by the cyclic AMP response system. Cells with high
cyclic AMP levels are likely to be more permissive for adenovirus
transcription, because they have greater quantities in active form of
a key transcription factor that the virus also requires. This increase
would presumably lead to enhanced replication of the virus, al-
though I should caution that it is not definitely known in this case
that more is better, that more transcription by the virus necessarily
translates into enhanced yield. Further study is required on this
question.

It is possible to speculate, too, that the relationship of viral
expression to the cyclic AMP response system might be especially
relevant to adenovirus growth in lymphoid cells, in which the virus
has been suggested to establish a persistent infection lasting for
months after primary infection. The speculation is based on recent
suggestions that lymphocyte activation, for example by interleukin-
1, may involve an increase in cyclic AMP. If adenovirus were present
in a lymphoid cell undergoing activation, it is conceivable that, as
cyclic AMP levels increase, the level of AP-1 would also increase,
causing a concomitant enhancement of adenovirus transcription.
Speculatively, other stimuli that increase cyclic AMP could have
similar effects. In general, since levels of cyclic AMP or of similar
mediators can be affected by many different stimuli, such mecha-
nisms could serve to link viral regulation to the state of the host cell.

In conclusion, let us return to the bigger picture. In response to
the initial question I posed, "Are interactions with cellular transcrip-
tion factors an important component of tissue tropism?", the answer
is clearly that they are. Evidence includes the inability of polyoma
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virus to propagate in undifferentiated teratocarcinoma cells that
lack the cellular transcription factor AP-1. Further evidence is that
one way of overcoming this limitation was by the selection of viral
variants that could either compete better for limiting levels of AP-1,
or utilize different transcription factors.

These transcription factors are clearly not the only intracellular
component to tissue tropism, and the viral enhancer is not the only
determinant of tissue specificity, albeit an important component.
Thomas Benjamin demonstrated that the variety and locations of
polyoma induced tumors in infected mice were determined by two
viral factors (Eckhart and Benjamin, 1989). One of these was the
enhancer domain, while the other was the coding region for specific
polyomavirus gene products. So other viral products are important
as well. The various host factors discussed by Fields in Chapter 7,
including receptors, proteases, and so on, are clearly operative as
well and are important at different levels.

The mechanisms described should give a new appreciation of
some of the ways that viruses can link their fate to that of the host
cell. It nicely exemplifies Joshua Lederberg's statement, in Chapter
1 of this volume, that the essence of viruses is their entanglement
with host cell metabolism. The examples presented here are clear
cases of entanglement between the virus and its host cell.
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Virus Detection Systems

DOUGLAS D. RICHMAN

The presence of a virus in an infected host can be ascertained either
by detecting the virus particle (virion) itself or its components.
Detection methods can be classified as open minded (not requiring
advance knowledge of the kind of virus sought) or as probe specific
(using reagents designed to detect specific viruses) (Richman et al.,
1984).

Detection of the virus is open minded when its success is not
restricted to any single class or family of virus. Open minded
methods include virus isolation and electron microscopy.

Methods to detect viral components or immunity to viral compo-
nents, in general, are probe specific. There are a few exceptions that
I will mention later. To detect antigen or antibody or nucleic acid,
one needs to have a specific probe for each, which requires knowl-
edge, specific reagents and methods, before one can detect the
desired viral component. For a completely unknown agent this
approach obviously has its limitations.

An additional component of viruses that one could look for is
virus specific enzyme activity. There are, in fact, some examples of
virus specific enzyme activities that can be detected directly in
clinical material, the DNA polymerase of hepatitis B, for example. In
general, however, detecting activities like reverse transcriptase,
viral protease, or neuraminidase has not matched the sensitivity of
the other approaches.

An important point to make at the outset is that no positive assay
for the presence of the organism proves causality. Disease cannot be
attributed to the circumstantial evidence of the organism being
present.

Virus isolation became the "gold standard" of virology. It has
several limitations. Besides the fact that it is expensive, cumber-
some, and requires a certain amount of laboratory expertise, it has
the limitation that it will not succeed without a "substrate", namely
a permissive host cell. It also requires an effective detection method;
one has to be able to know that the virus is in the host cell. One
classically looked for cytopathology, virus-induced cell damage,
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although the detection of HIV was made using the appropriate
substrate of peripheral blood mononuclear cells, and a reverse tran-
scriptase assay, with the assumption that a retrovirus was the likely
etiologic agent.

Viral isolation in cell culture will not work well if a virus cannot
readily be grown in a known or readily available cell type. Examples
of this limitation are hepatitis viruses, and most of the gastroenteritis
viruses, in which cell culture systems have not been useful in iden-
tifying the etiologic agents. Although some agents that fail to grow
in cell culture can infect animals, isolation in animals has obvious
limitations as well, and even this approach does not work for all
human viruses.

When a suitable system is available, virus isolation offers sev-
eral benefits. First, if it does work, one needs only a single infectious
particle, in theory, to be able to detect infection. This amplification
of infectivity confers high sensitivity, theoretically surpassing any
other method. Isolation also provides specificity; only the virus is
amplified. Another benefit is that isolation of the agent permits its
characterization and preservation, and it provides reagents for all of
the other assays.

Electron microscopy, the other open-minded assay system, is
limited by the fact that it is cumbersome, expensive and subject to
artifact, but it does have some benefits and it has had utility. It is
rapid and it works directly with clinical material if the sample has a
relatively high concentration of virions. Examples of new etiologic
agents identified this way include many of those agents that could
not be identified by cell culture. The gastroenteritis agents, such as
Norwalk agent and rotavirus, were first detected by electron micros-
copy. Hepatitis A was also discovered using immune electron
microscopy.

The probe specific methodologies have different limitations and
advantages. Antigen or antibody detection methods have been very
successful for known agents. However, with the few exceptions that
I will mention shortly, the utility of these methods to detect new
agents is limited by the fact that success requires either good luck
and lots of antigen, examples of this being hepatitis B and the B19
parvovirus, or cross reactivity with a related known agent. Because
one has to have a specific probe, either the antigen or the antibody
beforehand, antigen or antibody detection is useful only for identi-
fying new agents that are antigenically related to known agents, and
one needs either insight or luck to identify what these might be. In
the characterization of seal plague virus, Mahy identified the seal
virus using antigens for distemper and rinderpest viruses to detect
the serologic response in the seals and showed that, in fact, an agent
closely related to those viruses was causing the disease in the seals.
This success was based on insight into the types of possible agents
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that could be responsible for the disease.
There are, in fact, some ways in which antigen or antibody

detection can be open minded, in which one can look for an antigen
or an antibody to an agent without having a specific probe. One
useful way is by detecting an unknown antigen in a specimen with
convalescent serum. There have been some successful examples of
identification of new agents with this approach. The classic one is
the Australia antigen in which antigen in the serum of Australian
aborigines was discovered by Baruch Blumberg to immunoprecipi-
tate with serum antibodies. It took others to appreciate the fact that
this reaction was due to the virus of hepatitis B. Sufficient quantities
of antigen were present in the serum for detection without the prior
existence of a specific antigen as a probe. A similar phenomenon
occurred with the identification of the B19 parvovirus, a very inter-
esting agent which, for very short periods of time, is present in high
enough concentrations in serum to be detectable. A third example is
rotavirus, which is present in such high concentrations in the stool
of children with gastroenteritis, that one can detect the presence of
this virus in the stool, by immunoprecipitation or complement fixa-
tion using convalescent serum, without having a specific antigen
preparation as a probe.

Immunofluorescence or immunohistochemical detection in tis-
sues has been performed in an analogous manner in which acute and
convalescent serum are taken, and one looks for antigen detected by
the convalescent serum in tissue sections. Notable examples of this
are the detection of Hantaan virus, by the Lees and Karl Johnson,
using immunofluorescence in the kidneys and other tissues of the
infected rodent vectors. Mario Rizzetto in Torino identified the
delta antigen, now known to be associated with the delta hepatitis
agent (hepatitis D virus), and began to characterize this agent using
this technique by examining liver tissue of patients with hepatitis.
This approach, of course, is fraught with all of the potential artifac-
tual problems that one can get using uncharacterized reagents, but
it has been useful. Immune electron microscopy is an analogous
approach in which acute and convalescent sera are used to detect the
agglutination of virus in virus-containing samples, usually the stool,
by electron microscopy. The identification, in Robert Chanock's
laboratory at the National Institutes of Health, of the Norwalk
gastroenteritis agents and the hepatitis A virus (by Stephen M.
Feinstone) were classic successes with this methodology.

The final example, from Houghton's work with hepatitis C
virus, may become one of the more commonly used future ap-
proaches to identifying new agents without the prior existence of
specific antigen or antibody as a probe. In this method, nucleic acid
is isolated from infected patients. DNA clones are prepared from the
total nucleic acid extract and introduced into bacteria or cells using
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a vehicle that allows expression in vitro of any protein products
encoded by the DNA. Convalescent serum from the patients is then
used to screen for any clones that encode viral antig  s Choo et al.,
1989). The DNA clone identified in this manner can  be used to
produce both viral antigens for serologic testing (Alter et al., 1990; Kuo et
al., 1989), and probes for nucleic acid analysis of the virus (Choo et al., 1989).

The detection of virus specific nucleic acid has been used exten-
sively only in the last decade or so (Richman and Wahl, 1986). It has
several potential benefits. For many known viruses and virus fami-
lies, there is considerable information regarding their nucleic acid
sequences. These sequence data permit the design of probes with any
desired specificity, ranging from strain to species to genus to family,
depending upon the sequence that one selects. Secondly, technologies for
molecular cloning and oligonucleotide synthesis permit preparation of
unlimited amounts of standardized reagents.

The limitation of this approach, at least at present, is an appropriate
assay format. Standardization is still difficult. Slight modification of the
conditions can yield great increases in signal for which proper quantitative
controls may be difficult to establish. This is probably true with almost any
assay, but despite these limitations, with nucleic acid detection techniques
a lot of people have been able to design experiments to detect almost
anything they wanted to for any disease.

Using HIV as the example, I will now discuss approaches to detection
of nucleic acid. In general, at least three approaches have been used for
detection. The first is in situ hybridization. This has not been very useful,
to date, for primary detection and diagnosis of new agents, but it is useful
for studies of pathogenesis. The second method is the detection of nucleic
acid extracted directly from clinical specimens. As described elsewhere in
this volume, Mahy used this technique with seal plague virus. The third
approach is detection of nucleic acid extracted from clinical specimens
following genome amplification. This has been the subject of considerable
recent interest, especially methods involving amplification of the nucleic
acid by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). I will now describe some
examples of each.

Several examples with HIV demonstrate the utility of immunohis-
tochemical staining for viral antigen and in situ hybridization to detect viral
nucleic acid. The pathogenesis of the dementia in HIV infection has been of
great interest. By histopathology, all that was originally seen were vague
inflammatory cells or occasional multinucleated giant cells, without any
clear mechanisms of disease. Several groups, beginning about 5 years ago,
have demonstrated that the only cells consistently infected in the central
nervous system are macrophages. These cells comprised the multinucle-
ated giant cells; by various immunohistochemical staining or in situ hybrid-
ization techniques, the cells in the brain that were infected with HIV were
shown to be almost exclusively macrophages. I should mention that Ashley
Haase, using the related animal lentivirus visna as an example for HIV,
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established a lot of the standards for this art form. I am afraid that in many
ways it is still more a form of art than science.

The detection of nucleic acid by extraction and detectio f nucleic acid
in nitrocellulose or in other solid phase assays, reacti with a known
nucleic acid probe, is one approach people have found more useful for
diagnosis. If one extracts nucleic acid from peripheral blood mononuclear
cells, or if one examines HIV infected cultured cells, there are over a
thousandfold more copies of viral RNA than DNA; this result implies that
for HIV, detection of RNA is going to prove more sensitive than detecting
DNA (Richman et al., 1987). In fact, the direct detection of DNA in tissues
is very difficult with HIV, requiring the extraction of extremely large
quantities of tissue. But in about 70 percent of seropositive patients
it is possible to directly detect viral RNA extracted from a sample of
peripheral blood mononuclear cells containing about a million cells,
while controls remain negative (Richman et al., 1987). With infected
cell lines one can detect between 10 and 100 infected cultured cells.

This is not particularly useful since the serologic test detects 100
percent of these same patients, and so people have gone on to consider
amplification by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for greater sensitivity
(Guatelli et al., 1989). Using these enzymatic DNA amplification tech-
niques, one can almost double the quantity of target sequences with each
round of amplification, this successive doubling leading to tremendous
increases, typically a millionf old to a billionf old over the course of the 30 to
35 rounds of amplification usually used. There are number of variants of
this approach with different formats, but all employ the same principle,
using a bacterial DNA polymerase to enzymatically amplify target DNA
sequences, such as a viral DNA, in a clinical sample. For viruses whose
genomes are DNA, such as parvoviruses or herpesviruses, PCR would
therefore work with the viral genome directly. For most RNA viruses, one
first has to convert the viral RNA genome to a DNA copy, termed comple-
mentary DNA (cDNA), before amplification. This conversion is carried out
in vitro using the enzyme reverse transcriptase, which is purified from a
retrovirus. Retroviruses, like HIV, are RNA viruses that have their own
reverse transcriptase and use it during their life cycle in the cell. For PCR
detection of these viruses, there is a choice: you can use as the target for PCR
the viral DNA forms found in infected cells, or can perform the cDNA in
vitro before beginning the amplification.

With HIV, if one uses a reverse transcriptase step before the amplifica-
tion, one gets significantly more signal than if one just amplifies the DNA
directly. So the reverse transcriptase step is useful in detecting HIV nucleic
acid in cells. This is a corollary of something I mentioned earlier, that there
are a lot more copies of RNA sequences of the retroviruses present than
there are copies of their DNA sequences. One has a prior amplification, if
you will, of RNA in infected cells. This is true in both culture and in patients.

This is useful for retroviruses, but for most other viruses discussed in
this book, an initial reverse transcription step is going to be essential because
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most of the viruses we are interested in have only RNA copies represented
in infected cells.

A second point is that one can take either a host cell DNA that exists in
a single copy in the cell, such as the gene for (3-globin, or an RNA, such as
the messenger RNA from p-actin or HLA genes, and use these as a standard
by co-amplifying. This has two purposes. First, it serves as a control to show
that, in fact, the extraction and amplification are working. Second,
it can potentially be used as a denominator to quantitate nucleic acid
by determining ratios. This may have some utility in the future,
since one limitation of PCR right now is that it isn't quantitative.
However, for both RNA and DNA, it has recently been possible to get
almost straight line standard curves with cell culture material, quan-
titating the number of copies, or the number of infected cells, using
a ratio of HIV to globin copy number (Guatelli et al., 1989).

This quantitative approach works consistently with cell culture
material. As soon as one examines clinical material with similar
methods, the relative efficiencies of coamplifications become so var-
iable that the reliability of this methodology has not yet been proved.

In addition to quantitative PCR using coamplification of (3-
globin or other genes, quantitative methods have been developed in
which radiolabeled PCR primers are used; incorporated radioactiv-
ity is then counted to provide a measure of product produced (Daar
et al., 1991; Pang et al., 1990; Zack et al., 1990). Another method,
limiting dilution, has also been used to quantify PCR, for example to
determine copy number of HIV provirus in infected cells
(Psallidopoulos et al., 1989; Schnittman et al., 1989). Quantitation is
performed by making serial dilutions of the DNA sample, perform-
ing the PCR on all of these samples, and determining the greatest
dilution that will still give a PCR product. Quantitative endpoint is
determined by comparing results with dilutions of standards con-
tai ing known copy numbers of HIV DNA.

Many modifications have been developed to enhance the capa-
bilities of PCR for various applications (Erlich et al., 1991). Addi-
tionally, methods have recently been published for PCR in situ,
potentially combining the sensitivity of PCR with the ability of in
situ hybridization to allow visualization of the cells harboring the
target nucleic acid sequence (Haase et al., 1990; Nuovo et al., 1991a;
Staskus et al., 1991). PCR is performed on the intact tissue or cell
sample, followed by in situ hybridixation to detect the desired
nucleic acid sequence. The PCR amplification prior to in situ detec-
tion could greatly increase the sensitivity of the latter (Haase et al.,
1990; Nuovo et al., 1991a; Staskus et al., 1991). The method could be
combined with cytochemical techniques for further identification of
the positive cells by additional markers.

I will conclude by summarizing the potential applications of
PCR to human retroviruses and, by extrapolation, to other new and
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emerging viruses. The potential uses of PCR are many. With regard
to HIV, using the methodologies of today, virtually 100 percent of
individuals who are infected can be detected with antibody assay,
with culture of peripheral blood, or with PCR. However, the use of
PCR to detect infected people is limited, since it is very much more
difficult to perform than ELISA, the standard test for antibody.

With the current methodology, the use of PCR is restricted to a
small subset of people, antibody negative subjects. Who are these
people? Clearly, the most important subgroup is perinatally in-
fected children because many of them may be seropositive on the
basis of passive maternally acquired antibody, and to discriminate
which infants are truly infected among offspring of seropositive
mothers has some real utility. In that case, for identifying either
antibody positive subjects who may not be infected, or to identify
those belonging to a subset of perinatally infected children who
never develop an antibody response, PCR may be very useful.

Are there adults who are antibody negative? There are two
possible situations where this may be of practical use. One is for
people in that short window between infection and antibody re-
sponse. The second is that very small subset of people who, for other
reasons, have not developed an antibody response. Although the
publicity about it far exceeds its practical importance, it is neverthe-
less of some potential interest.

I think PCR will find more general use as more convenient
quantitative PCR assays are developed. Then it will be extremely
useful in measuring nucleic acid load or quantity in clinical material,
to help to characterize changes during therapy or change of disease
status, and to assess amounts of virus in different cells and tissues to
help explain pathogenesis and transmission.

PCR would probably be more useful in other retrovirus infec-
tions, such as HTLV. One purpose for which PCR has already
proved useful is to demonstrate the presence of virus, especially in
certain diseases in which detecting the antibody response, or isolat-
ing the virus, is much more difficult to document than it is with HIV.
For example, in HTLV-associated myelopathy, or tropical spastic
paraparesis, PCR has been useful in characterizing people with this
sort of disease who are HTLV infected and discriminating these
conditions from other diseases.

Another example with HTLV comes from work by at least two
groups, Beatrice Hahn and George Shaw at the University of Ala-
bama and Irvin S.Y. Chen and his group at the University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles. These groups have shown that of the fairly large
numbers of HTLV-I seropositive people in the United States, there
are some populations that have relatively high seroprevalence rates
when tested by ELISA tests containing HTLV-I antigen. These
assays were thought to identify fairly large pockets of HTLV-I infec-
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tion in certain subsets in this country, most of whom are primarily
injectable drug users, but including people identified through wider
serosurveys in the southeastern United States. However, these
researchers have shown, by using PCR, that at least 90 percent of the
drug users who are positive by those serologic assays are, in fact,
infected with HTLV-II and not HTLV-I. This was documented by
using PCR with probes that could distinguish these two agents.

A final example shows the potential of PCR for identifying
unknown viruses, and also illustrates the need for caution in inter-
preting results. Multiple sclerosis has been a candidate viral disease
virus for over a generation. Various investigators have identified
several viruses for this, none of which has conclusively proven to be
the etiologic agent. A recent candidate has been HTLV-I or an
HTLV-I related agent. Several groups have used PCR to try to
identify HTLV-I sequences in the brain tissue of people with mul-
tiple sclerosis. One group published a positive result using PCR. A
second group has asserted that the same primer pair used by the
other group to identify HTLV-I in the brain specimens from patients
with multiple sclerosis, in their hands gives consistently positive
results with all specimens. They believe that endogenous sequences
are probably present and cross react with the primer pairs that were
identified.

This case exemplifies both the benefits and the limitations of
new approaches for new agents. The potential application of PCR
for the identification of new agents is just beginning. But this case
also demonstrates the potential for pitfalls and problems. I think that
rigorous scientific method, requiring independent confirmation of
results and multiple analytic approaches, is the only way it will be
possible to get true answers, to separate fact from artifact.
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10
New Technologies for Virus Detection

DAVID C. WARD

In the previous chapter, Richman has given an overview of the
various methods for viral detection that are available, ranging from
the immunological to nucleic acid hybridization. Apart from the
"gold standard" culture methods, it appears at the moment that the
most sensitive methods are based on nucleic acid hybridization for
detecting viral genetic sequences, particularly with the application
of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify target sequences.

I will discuss here three other emerging techniques that could be
applied to the analysis of viral infection. One of these methodolo-
gies involves fluorescent optical imaging, particularly using confo-
cal microscopy, with the idea of obtaining information on virus
integration, viral latency, and, in general, for detecting within intact
cells a single copy of a viral genome. One often desires quantitative
data (a plaque assay, for example, is quantitative and not merely
qualitative), and fluorescent optical imaging techniques have this
advantage.

The second methodology is chemiluminescent enzymology, the
development of substrates for enzymes that can be detected by the
emission of light and are linear over a 10 millionfold range. Such
methodology can be used to amplify the detection signal in enzyme
immunoassays.

Third, I will then describe briefly another method for increasing
the sensitivity of detection, based on amplification of specific se-
quences by the RNA replicase (RNA copying enzyme) from the
bacteriophage QP. In distinction to PCR, which is a target amplifi-
cation system, the Q(3 system is a signal amplification system with
the potential to amplify the detection signal attached to a particular
target sequence about a billionfold in 30 minutes or less. This
methodology was originally developed by Fred Russell Kramer at
the New York Public Health Research Institute and Leslie Orgel at
the Salk Institute (Kramer and Lizardi, 1989; Lizardi et al., 1988;
Lomeli et al., 1989). We have been experimenting with some of these
methodologies in our laboratory, and I will briefly summarize some
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of our experience and point out some of the relative advantages and
disadvantages of these methods.

Other than viral isolation in culture, and because of the poly-
merase chain reaction, one of the most sensitive methods for detect-
ing a viral entity is by hybridization based assays. All these hybrid-
ization assays are based on the "double helix", the strong ancl
specific attraction between a given nucleic acid sequence and an-
other piece of nucleic acid containing a sequence of bases comple-
mentary to the first sequence. Forming the double helix in this way
is called hybridization. The nucleic acid sequence we want to detect
is usually called the "target" sequence; the piece of nucleic acid,
usually DNA but sometimes RNA, that we use to detect the target is
called the "probe". A viral probe can be made from a known viral
nucleic acid extracted from infected cells, or it can be a viral DNA
cloned in bacteria or yeast cells, or, once the nucleotide sequence is
known, may be made synthetically. As Richman mentioned in his
chapter, by varying the conditions of hybridization, what we call the
stringency of the reaction, one can detect either highly specific
individual viral entities or whole families or genera of viruses.

In theory, the sensitivity of a technique like in situ hybridiza-
tion, in which individual cells are examined microscopically for the
presence of the target nucleic acid as detected by hybridization with
probe, is to the level of a single infected cell. Ashley Haase and
others have in fact managed to use hybridization methods for detect-
ing single infected cells in tissues.

Another type of nucleic acid hybridization technique is the filter
based assay, in which nucleic acids are extracted from the poten-
tially infected cells, immobilized on a solid support such as nitrocel-
lulose filter paper, and reacted with the probe on this solid support.
Common formats include the Southern blot and hybridization dot
blot; the level of sensitivity with existing methodologies is between
100,000 and 500,000 target molecules. Solution hybridization meth-
ods, carrying out the reactions in liquid medium instead of on filter
paper, have similar sensitivity in the absence of an amplification
step (in the range of 100,000 or more target molecules). With an
amplification reaction, such as PCR, to increase the number of target
molecules before detection, sensitivity is 10 to 100 target molecules
or an equivalent number of bacterial or viral genomes. The ability to
amplify specific genes from a single sperm cell has been reported, for
example. So this methodology has the potential to detect single viral
genomes.

Partly because of the Human Genome initiative and partly be-
cause of our longstanding interest in nuclear topography and struc-
ture, my own laboratory has been interested recently in developing
methods for the detection of single copy genes, genes present in one
set per cell. Our major approach, confocal microscopy, is the high
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tech approach; I will discuss it first. The two others will be lower
tech, more easily applied in the field.

The high tech approach uses a laser scanning confocal micro-
scope to detect fluorescent labeled hybridization probes. The instru-
ment is a highly modified version of a regular epifluorescence
microscope, which is standard equipment in most diagnostic labora-
tories for techniques like immunofluorescence. The microscope is
equipped with a suitable laser (in our instrument, an argon ion
laser). The laser will fire a beam into a black box, a piece of
equipment known as a wobbler laser scanning head, which takes the
laser beam and scans it across the specimen on the microscope stage.
Scanning times are typically fractions of milliseconds for most speci-
mens. One is looking for a fluorescent signal in the specimen;
typically this would be a probe with a fluorescent dye attached to
visualize the probe. One can scan a sample very rapidly to detect a
fluorescent signal; filtered photomultiplier tubes are used to detect
the emitted light. The signal from the detector goes through a
computer, which digitizes the signal and visually displays the fluo-
rescence on a video screen.

Aside from the speed of scanning a sample—it can scan a sample
for the fluorescent probe much faster than is possible by eye—the
advantage of this type of instrumentation is that it can perform
direct photon counting, counting individual photonic events of light
emitted from the fluorescent probe. This provides quantitative data
on the hybridization. The word confocal in the description of this
system means that the emitting light and the detector system are at
the same focal plane, which provides a method of optically section-
ing cells or tissues without having to physically slice them for
examination. The equipment allows the operator to optically cut a
cell into 100 pieces, look at the fluorescence in each of the 100 pieces,
and then reconstruct the whole cell in three dimensional space by
computer.

Its initial use, in our own laboratory, has been to map genes. It
has been a powerful technique for gene mapping, and has potential
application for defining virus integration sites in various latently
infected cells. By hybridizing probes with any suitable label, to
metaphase chromosome preparations, for example, from human or
mouse cells, almost any desired gene can be identified. Biotin is a
very useful label. The protein avidin binds tightly to biotin. Thus,
probes labeled with biotin can be detected directly by adding avidin
that has been tagged with a fluorescent dye and looking for the
fluorescence of the bound avidin. The chromosomes are counter-
stained by the DNA binding dye propidium iodide, which makes the
rest of the DNA appear red, in contrast to the yellow or green of the
specific fluorescent signal.

One can use this method for any genetic sequence that has been
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cloned. One does not have to worry about repetitive sequences,
which are generally present in probes, or, if one is using viral
sequences, about a viral sequence that may cross hybridize to human
DNA, because these signals can readily be suppressed by the addi-
tion of normal human DNA as a competitor for nonspecific binding.
We have used this method to detect several genes, including single
copy genes on human chromosomes 11 and 21, and the gene for the
mouse T cell marker Thy-1. In each case, not only can you see this
particular clone on the chromosome, but you can see the two fluores-
cent dots on the interphase nuclei indicating the two single copies of
these genes, one on each chromosome. They look like worms with
glowing eyes.

A major advantage of confocal microscopy is that all of the
information is digitized and can be displayed on the video screen. In
addition, calculations are possible. With a computer mouse cursor,
touching the ends of the chromosomes or the sides of the chromo-
some on the screen will immediately cause the computer to display
numbers for the length and width of the chromosome in microme-
ters. You can draw a line through a chromosome, passing the cursor
through a signal, and the computer will instantly plot on an insert
the number of photons at each pixel, or position, along this line. One
can directly quantitate the number of photons in each pixel. The
computer calculates intensities and gives the map coordinates on the
chromosome.

We have been using this to make physical linkage maps of the
human genome, using cloned genes obtained from various collabo-
rators. Testing different clones, randomly hybridized, but localized
to known chromosomes, we can very easily walk our way down and
look at genes that span the entire chromosome. This is good for high
resolution mapping. Some of the genes we have mapped this way on
chromosome 11 include various oncogenes such as H-ras and the ets-l
oncogene, and a variety of other specifically known genes, as well as
random cloned genes (Lichter et al., 1990).

Although all we have here are banded chromosomes, one could
easily identify chromosomes by coupling fluorescent hybridization
with various fluorescent banding techniques used in classical cyto-
genetics, such as chloroquine banding or DAPI banding. One can
also do banding by hybridization.

One can score, literally, hundreds of chromosome spreads. The
overall hybridization time is 3 to 5 hours, or overnight if one feels
lazy. So as many as 20 or 25 samples can be processed overnight,
making it possible to screen fairly large populations of cells. We can
do about 50 of these a week. In a matter of about 2 months, Peter
Lichter, working in my laboratory, has mapped about 250 gene
sequences on various human and mouse chromosomes using this
optical method.
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More recently we have begun to look at some virus integration
sites. Marcello Siniscalo, at the Sloan-Kettering Institute, provided
us with a variety of human cell lines that have been transformed by
adenovirus. Probing with adenovirus 5 (Ad 5) DNA and looking at
hybridization of the Ad 5 DNA to chromosomes, we find a signal at
the telomeric region of the short (p) arm of chromosome 1, at region
Ip3,5. A second preferential site for adenovirus integration into
human DNA is at lpl,3 region.

Classically, chromosome spreads are done on cells in the
metaphase stage of the cell cycle. Similarly, we can quantitate viral
integration directly in cells during interphase. For example, in an
interphase cell that contains adenovirus integrated into the cellular
DNA, one can often see two copies (one per chromosome) of the
adenovirus integrated into the cell nucleus. Using a different label-
ing strategy, one can also see some cells that have four copies of
adenovirus integrated into the nuclei, showing very early events in
viral infection. In similar studies with C127 mouse cells that were
transfected with bovine papilloma virus and have become trans-
formed as a result, we can see individual viral genomes in the
nucleus of each cell and can quantify as well as analyze the distribu-
tion of individual viral genomes.

We have also examined various human cell lines that have been
transformed by adeno-associated virus (AAV), a parvovirus. Ken-
neth Berns' group at Cornell University Medical College had exam-
ined integration of AAV into chromosomal DNA by cloning junction
regions around the integration site, and found that the flanking
sequences were different in each of the half a dozen or more clones
that they obtained. That is, the human DNA flanking the AAV
integration site had different sequences in each of the transformed
human lines. However, taking a larger piece of flanking DNA, in this
case about 5 to 8 kilobases, and mapping those larger pieces on
human chromosomes by this method, we find that in each case all of
the AAV is integrated at a unique site on chromosome 19 (Kotin et
al., 1991). So the virus, although it does not have a unique sequence
adjacent to its integration site, uniquely integrates in a small region
covering a few kilobases on a specific region of chromosome 19. We
can see this also by probing with the flanking sequence.

Now this technique is not yet a standard or routine laboratory
test. But the idea is to develop a technology that can be used to
study, for example, retroviral integration sites. We are in the process
of building piezoelectric optical scanners, which are very fast, and
which could optically section a cell in a tenth of a second, and with
x-y coordinate movers be able to detect a single cell infected with an
integrated HIV provirus by scanning 105 or 106 cells in real time
analysis. Although this is too specialized and expensive to be a run
of the mill laboratory technique, this technology could be applied to
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the analysis of very rare events, particularly as more sophisticated
computer and optical analysis systems are developed. We would
hope eventually to be able to analyze viral genomes in cells in the
same way that a laboratory currently uses rapid blood screens for deter-
mining white blood cell or platelet counts.

Since this is a fluorescent detection method, one can go trough
multiple fluorochromes with different colors to analyze several
different things simultaneously in the same sample. We are in the
process of scaling up to distinguish eight different fluorescent dyes
simultaneously. We have already managed to differentiate four
such probes to physically order various genes on human chromo-
some 11, distinguishing the (3-globin gene, which is near the
telomere, at the end of the p arm of chromosome 11, and three other
randomly selected genes for which we have cloned DNA probes and
which we can physically link by these measurement methods (Lichter
et al., 1990). By going to multiple fluorochromes, it potentially
becomes possible to look at the relationships between viral genes, or
expression of viral gene transcripts, or interrelationships between
helper viruses and dependent viruses, as with adenovirus and AAV,
or many other parameters that govern gene structure and expression.

So much for high tech. However, there are other types of new
methodologies for amplifying the signal in a detection assay, and
some are more accessible. As one example, I would like to mention
another quantitatable methodology based on chemiluminescence,
which was published several years ago (Coyle et al., 1986; Matthews
et al., 1985). This luminescent method uses Luminol and rate en-
hancers such as p-phenylphenol to amplify the standard ELISA
detection system, which often uses the enzyme horseradish peroxi-
clase, by turning it into a photon emitter. Usually, such enzymes are
detected by a color reaction, but, in the presence of these com-
pounds, the horseradish peroxidase reaction causes light to be emit-
ted. The detection sensitivity, at least by luminometry, which counts
photons, was a reasonably good comparison with the standard
colorimetric or radioactivity measurements of approximately 105 or
106 molecules. Detection times were also relatively short. Besides
ELISA detection, applications for this technology include detection
systems for the sorts of studies done by in situ, dot blot, or filter
hybridization methods.

For this type of application, one often uses film to detect the
signal. We found that the method as published by Matthews was not
readily adapted to detection using conventional films in place of a
luminometer. While we could get very rapid detection to an accept-
able level, about one picogram of target, representing approximately
200,000 molecules, increasing exposure time, even by twentyfold,
did not give a signal for a sample that was just half as concentrated.
This is due to a film phenomenon called low light intensity reciproc-
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ity failure, which prevents any image from forming if photon flux is
too low. More recently, commercial suppliers such as DuPont-New
England Nuclear have developed other enhancers and films that do
not suffer the same degree of reciprocity failure. Without advocat-
ing any particular product, the point is that such methods can lower
the minimal detectable signal in a hybridization assay to below 0.1
picogram, approximately 10,000 target molecules or less, increasing
detection sensitivity between fifty- and onehundredfold. This opens
up new applications for sequencing and other molecular biological
tools.

A second and more recent approach is a different kind of chemi-
luminescent emitter, based on dioxetane chemistry, which was origi-
nally developed by investigators at Wayne State University (Pol-
lard-Knight et al., 1990), and is now under commercial development
by companies called Lumigen and Tropix. Chemically, these emit-
ters are very restricted dioxetane rings, using an adamantyl group to
stabilize this four-membered ring. These compounds can be modi-
fied to detect directly specific enzymes used in ELISA systems. For
detecting alkaline phosphatase, a derivative of adamantyl dioxetane
has been synthesized that contains a benzoid ring with a phosphate;
the phosphate is removed by the alkaline phosphatase, yielding an
unstable hydrolysis product that gives off light in the 480 to 500
nanometer range as it decomposes.

This methodology, like the peroxidase detection system men-
tioned previously, can give approximately a one hundredfold in-
crease in sensitivity of detection compared with presently used
enzyme substrates. Other enzyme substrates based on dioxetane
derivatives are being developed. All of these should provide linear
detection over six to seven orders of magnitude, and with sensitiv-
ity, in standard research assay formats, down to approximately
10,000 molecules.

Another, entirely different kind of signal amplification system is
based on QP replicase. We have been working with this system for
bacterial detection, but it is equally applicable to viral detection and,
indeed, viral applications are being developed commercially. Fred
Russell Kramer had worked on the RNA replicase enzyme of the
bacteriophage QP (Kramer and Lizardi, 1989). This remarkable viral
RNA polymerase rapidly and faithfully copies the Qp genomic RNA.
However, there are various smaller RNA molecules that are also
replicated by the enzyme. One such RNA, 220 nucleotides in length,
is called the midi-variant (MDV) QP molecule. It has a high degree
of secondary structure because portions of the 3' and 5' ends of the
molecule are base paired to each other. More important for us, it
contains two sequences, which are the only two signals that are
required for recognition of an RNA by QP replicase. QP replicase
will replicate this molecule or QP RNA, but no RNA molecule
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lacking these recognition sequences. The doubling time of this RNA
by Qp replicase is 13 seconds. So one can exponentially amplify this
molecule very quickly by incubation with Qp replicase. In work by
Leslie Orgel, seeding a reaction with 1,000 molecules (10-20 moles) of
RNA recognized by the replicase, the enzyme can build up to 200
nanograms within 30 minutes, an astounding amplification of well
over a billionfold.

The original QP enzymes that were used in Orgel's and Kramer's
studies were contaminated with a trace amount of midi-variant
RNA. This trace contamination caused background that limited the
detectability because, over time, the trace RNA was amplified so
much it began to show. This endogenous background has now been
eliminated by using a pure cloned QP replicase. The corresponding
DNA sequence for the QP MDV RNA has been cloned, again in
Kramer's laboratory, in appropriate vectors, and with various link-
ers to allow attaching specific DNA probe sequences to this clone of
the midi-variant RNA (Kramer and Lizardi, 1989; Lizardi et al.,
1988). QP replicase will recognize these chimeric molecules and
make copies of them. Different probes that have been inserted include
one for Plasmodium falciparum, the cause of falciparum malaria, and
viral probes for HIV and cytomegalovirus. We have also used
probes for the bacteria Hemophilus influenzae and Neisseria meningitidis.

A company called Gene-Trak Systems is developing this tech-
nology commercially, with probes for HIV and cytomegalovirus. To
take advantage of this particular amplification system, we have
combined different approaches. Basically, after hybridizing the
target DNA or RNA and the probe, there are various hybridization
and washing steps to cleanly separate the input DNA or RNA from
the probe; after this, the remaining probe, with the QP signal at-
tached, is then amplified by the enzyme. The amplified RNA can
readily be detected colorimetrically or fluorometrically, quantita-
tively if desired. Using this approach, we have been able to detect
between 50 and 100 Hemophilus influenzae per ml of cerebrospinal
fluid in real life experiments.

This is a signal amplification method, rather than a target ampli-
fication (PCR is an example of a target amplification system). Be-
cause it is a signal amplification method, it is subject to background,
and various background reduction methods, involving cycles of
hybridization, washing, and separation steps, are necessary to keep
background low. However, this method also is applicable to stan-
dard immunoassays, such as an indirect immunoassay using a
biotinylated second antibody. One can then incubate with avidin-
Qp RNA to bind the biotinylated antibody, add the replicase nucle-
otides, and achieve amplification that reflects the binding of the
secondary antibody.

There are therefore a variety of ways, of which these are a
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sample, whereby one can use light emission or amplifiable mol-
ecules to increase the detectability of viral or bacterial pathogens in
diagnostic applications. With further refinements such methods are
useful to many broader applications, including the sensitive and
rapid detection of new and emerging viruses.
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Assessing Geographic and Transport
Factors, and Recognition of New
Viruses

ROBERT E. SHORE AND ALFRED S. EVANS

Twenty-three years ago one of us wrote a paper called "The instant-
distant infections" (Evans, 1966). It was concerned with many of the
same issues we are considering here—namely the geographic emer-
gence of new or unusual organisms, usually in some distant area,
and new instant transport, often via modern jets, to susceptible
persons in our country.

We shall discuss the assessment of geographic and transport
factors at five levels involved in the emergence of viruses and
subsequent host-virus interactions. These are shown in Table 11.1.
The first level is the evolution of the virus in nature. In the second
level, the agent has evolved, but effective human contact has not yet
occurred. Usually we do not know about the agent at this point, with
some exceptions. The third level is the effective exposure, leading to
human infection and resulting in a new disease. This is termed "new
disease; new agent." A fourth level, which we are not sure exactly
fits in this sequence, involves viruses that are previously latent, or
nonpathogenic agents that produce disease in compromised hosts.
This has been termed "old agent" disease. Finally, we shall discuss
more extensively the known viruses in search of diseases or known
diseases in search of viruses, or the "accidental tourist," that is,
unknown viruses in search of unknown diseases.

Agents evolve in geographic and ecologic isolation and then
they are transported to human communities when humans enter the
habitat of the virus, or by vertebrate or arthropod vectors that move
into the human community. One of the concepts we need to keep in
mind is that viruses evolving in indigenous hosts often cause art
inapparent infection. There are some exceptions to this, but it is a
good general rule. When the viruses are transported to the new
ecosystem, or to the new geographic area, or to the new host, they
often then appear as new diseases. The corollary is obvious, that in
order for these diseases to appear, we need receptive soil; we need to
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have the appropriate transport mechanism and an appropriate por-
tal of entry into susceptible hosts, to receive the virus.

In 1969 we were stimulated by some electron micrographs of
F.A. Murphy to recognition of a set of viruses that caused severe
encephalitic disease in Africa. One of the set was Mokola virus
(Shope et al., 1970) associated with fatal human encephalitis in
Ibadan, Nigeria (Familusi et al., 1972) and first isolated in a virus
search program of the Rockefeller Foundation and the Nigerian
Government. Later, Mokola virus was again associated with en-
cephalitis in cats and a dog in Zimbabwe (Foggin, 1982). Another of
the set was Duvenhage virus from the brain of a farmer in South
Africa bitten on the lip by a bat (Meredith et al., 1971). Murphy's
pictures said these were rabies virus, but our serologic evidence told
us otherwise. These were viruses that had evolved with rabies virus
in Africa in shrews and bats respectively; they were related to rabies,
but different enough to emerge as new agents.

We were concerned that these agents might appear as pathogens
outside of Africa. Our concern was reinforced in 1981 with the
report of a Duvenhage-like virus in bats in Europe. (Schneider and
Meyer, 1981), and the death in 1985 of a Finnish bat researcher after
being bitten by a bat. The Duvenhage-like virus was isolated post-
mortem. This may be an example of a virus that evolved in Africa
and was transported to Europe, perhaps by bats on boats from
Africa. The transportation may have been recent or in the more
distant past.

We want to emphasize that the recognition of the cause of death
in the Finnish bat researcher depended on prior studies in Africa.
The ability to make rapid identification was a direct result of the
foresight of programs such as those of the Rockefeller Foundation in
collaboration with foreign governments in establishing virus search
projects in tropical Africa, and an indirect result of the reference

Table I I.I
Levels of Virus Emergence and Interaction Between Host and Virus*

Level 1: The virus evolves in a natural ecosystem

Level 2: The virus has evolved; contact between virus and human has not
effectively been accomplished

Level 3: The virus contacts the host, causes infection resulting in disease (new
virus, new disease)

Level 4: A virus that was previously latent or nonpathogenic causes disease in
compromised host (old virus, new disease)

Level 5: The known virus is in search of disease; or the known disease is in
search of a virus; or the unknown virus is in search of the unknown
disease (accidental tourist)

^Modified from Evans, 1990.
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Table I 1.2 Concepts of Virus Geographic and Transport Factors*

1. Viruses evolve in isolated ecosystems and focal geographic areas, and are
transported by arthropods, and wild and domestic animals to human
communities, or humans travel to the isolated ecosystems

2. Viruses evolving in indigenous hosts usually cause inapparent infection

3. When viruses enter new ecosystems, new geographic areas, or new hosts, they
often cause newly recognized diseases

4. Receptive soil (nonimmune host) and appropriate transport are needed for viruses
to emerge

5. Virus diseases are often missed because of the umbrella of malaria

6. New viruses should be sought in old diseases

'Modified from Evans, 1990.

functions at the Centers for Disease Control and universities sup-
ported by the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
the Department of Defense, and the World Health Organization.

Once a new virus has emerged, a number of factors are involved
in its transport and subsequent host interactions. Some of these
principles are shown in Table 11.2. Their transport to local
susceptibles in urban areas can be by several routes to which we shall
return later.

Viruses that cause only inapparent infection in their indigenous
host may result in new diseases in a new host from which epidemics
can start. There are three ingredients needed: a new agent, a group
of susceptibles, and effective transport. As W.G. Downs has so well
emphasized (Downs, 1975) in his paper "Malaria: the great um-
brella", the presence of the malaria parasite in a febrile patient does
not always indicate a causal relationship. Some other virus or
microbe may be the true cause of the fever. "Challenge the diagno-
sis," he says, and in his days in Trinidad this philosophy and
vigorous laboratory studies led to the identification of several agents
new to that area such as Oropouche virus, dengue and yellow fever.
Similarly in Africa, French workers at the Institut Pasteur and others
have recognized Tataguine, Ilesha, Zika, and even Lassa fever vi-
ruses from febrile patients, the viruses often hiding under the um-
brella of malaria, since all patients also had malarial parasitemia.

Table 11.3 summarizes factors involved in the transport of emerg-
ing or new viruses to susceptible hosts. Tourist travel, and explora-
tion into the air, soil, and ocean involve possible exposure to new
infectious agents. Secondly, the great human migration from rural
and remote areas into larger communities and urban settings brings
with it new infectious agents that can then spread into susceptible
human populations. Similarly, wild mammal, bird, or insect spread
to more crowded areas results in the introduction of new agents.
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Some human change in a local setting such as a new dam, water
storage containers, or the collections of old tires can provide the
means of amplifying the growth of an arthropod vector. The increas-
ing use of animals or animal organs in the laboratory can introduce
a new agent into susceptible laboratory personnel as occurred with
Marburg virus infection (Martini and Siegert, 1971); the use of donor
organs such as dura mater or corneas can lead to Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease or rabies in recipients of these donor tissues. As the demand
for such donor organs increases, the "organ hunter" may venture into
remote sources where nondetectable agents, such as non-A-non-B
hepatitis, slow viruses, and new retroviruses may lurk. Finally, new
routes or portals of entry of infection, either by invasive procedures
or by behavioral changes may lead to new clinical syndromes.

Some recent examples of new or recrudescent viral diseases and
possible reasons for their emergence are listed in Table 11.4. The
human immunodeficiency virus and its devastating clinical result,
AIDS, is the most striking example and probably a major motivation
for this conference. While the origin of HIV is not clear, a zoonotic
origin, migration from rural to urban areas, prostitution, and return
of infected travelers to more developed areas such as the United
States is a possible scenario. Here, from its presumed beginning in
Africa, the spread of the virus was enormously enhanced by homo-
sexual and intravenous drug activities in settings that involved
multiple partners. Spread by venereal means and by dirty needles
created rapid vectoring of the virus through new portals of entry.
These factors, plus an incubation period of some 11 years to clinical
disease resulted in wide seeding of the infection before it, and its
methods of transmission were recognized. The behavioral patterns
of its unfortunate victims and a political environment in which

Table I 1.3 Some Contact Factors Favoring Emergence of Viruses*

Factor Examples

1. Exploration Tropics, ocean depths, space, archeological diggings

2. Human travel Migration from rural settings to cities

3. Animal movements Transport to new ecological situations;
contact with new susceptibles

4. Transport of arthropods Flight, by wind, by birds or airplanes, on people or
domestic animals, in food, as eggs in tires

5. Organ movement Organs for human transplant or for tissue culture

6. New entry portals New or old viruses enter by new route of inoculation
because of alterations in human behavior or
invasive medical procedures

'Modified from Evans, 1990.
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Table 1 1 . 4
Examples of New, Transported, or Recrudescent Virus Diseases*

Disease Area (Year) Risk Factors

AIDS

Argentine hemorrhagic
fever

Bolivian hemorrhagic
fever

Ebola hemorrhagic
fever

Epidemic polyarthritis
and rash (Ross
River disease)

Lassa fever

Marburg disease

Rift Valley fever

Yellow fever

USA (1981 on)

Argentina (1958)

Bolivia (1959)

Zaire and Sudan
(1976)

Pacific Islands
(1979)

Nigeria (1969)

Liberia, Sierra
Leone (1970 on)

Germany,
Yugoslavia (1967)

South Africa
(1975)

Egypt (1977)

Mauritania (1987)

Nigeria (1986 on)

Introduction of HIV-1;
homosexual and IV spread

Rodent exposure, corn harvest

Rodent exposure in houses

Patient contact; needle spread

Introduction of viremic human;
exposure to mosquitoes

Hospital exposure

Rodent exposure

Monkeys imported from Africa;
exposure to monkey organs

Exposure to index case

Unexplained spread from Sudan
(wind, imported camels,
sheep?); exposure to mosqui-
toes, contact with sheep and
cattle blood

Opening of dam; mosquito exposure

Introduced from sylvan source;
spread by viremic travelers;
mosquito exposure

'Modified from Evans, 1990.

prompter action for its recognition and control were not taken were
certainly factors enhancing the spread of the epidemic.

The other examples shown in Table 11.4 represent much more
local outbreaks such as Argentine and Bolivian hemorrhagic fevers,
in which exposure to infected rodents in the fields or the homes was
a critical factor in their emergence. Ebola fever spread via contact
with infected patients and use of unsterilized needles.

Epidemic polyarthritis and rash, a mosquito-borne illness more
recently called Ross River disease, was known in Australia for
decades; in 1979 it spread like wildfire through the Pacific Islands.
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Both exposure to hospital patients and to rodents were involved
in Lassa fever outbreaks. Marburg disease has already been men-
tioned and emphasizes the cautions that must be observed in a
vaccine production facility and in the laboratory. The appearance of
Rift Valley fever in Egypt in 1977, presumably transported from the
Sudan, seems due to a number of possible factors originating in a
local Sudanese outbreak, and carried either by wind (Sellers et al.,
1982), mosquitoes, or infected sheep or camels to the north. Ten
years later, another epidemic of Rift Valley fever presented in
Mauritania. This time, the Diama Dam was opened at the mouth of
the Senegal River in an area where the virus was present, but the
disease was not encountered often enough to be recognized. The
completion of the dam created conditions for mosquito propagation
that probably accounted for the epidemic.

Yellow fever during the past several years has occurred in
Nigeria and probably represents the biggest epidemic in recent
history, with case fatality rates over 50%. The population at risk is
over 20 million in the epidemic area. About two million of these have
been vaccinated, but presumably either not enough vaccine was
available, there was a break in the cold chain, or the logistics did not
permit reaching a larger population.

Sometimes we are fooled into thinking a virus has been intro-
duced into a new area, only to find an indigenous virus is causing a
newly recognized disease. This happened recently when we were
called upon by the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) of the U.S. Department of Agriculture to help investigate
outbreaks suspected of being foreign animal diseases. In January
1987, we were notified (G. Combs and W. Garnett, personal commu-
nication) that there was a massive epizootic in sheep in Texas and
Nebraska. The disease was arthrogryposis and hydranencephaly
(AGH) in which the lambs are born dead and/or malformed.

In other parts of the world this condition is known to be caused
by Akabane virus, a virus originally isolated from mosquitoes by A.
Oya in Japan 30 years ago (Oya et al., 1961), and identified in our
laboratory as a Simbu group virus in the family Bunyaviridae. It was
a virus in search of a disease for a decade until it was shown to cause
AGH in Japan, Australia and Israel. The virus infects the ewe during
the fifth week of gestation, passes the placenta and damages the
embryonic tissue. Infection at any other period of gestation does not
cause disease.

The APHIS scientists suspected that Akabane had been intro-
duced to Texas by sheep imported from Australia or New Zealand,
and that it had then spread to Nebraska. The USDA had placed the
affected areas in quarantine.

We received sheep sera from Texas and Nebraska and, with R.
Yedloutschnig of APHIS at Plum Island, tested for Akabane and the
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other Simbu group viruses in the United States, Buttonwillow and
Mermet. These tests were negative, but we also tested for Cache
Valley virus, a virus in the same family as Akabane, and which was
known to cause fever (but not known to cause AGH) in sheep and
cattle in Texas.

By now you have guessed the result. The ewes giving birth to
AGH lambs were positive to the Cache Valley antigen. This finding
led to an extensive investigation of the relationship of Cache Valley
virus to the outbreak (Chung et al., 1990). We now know that the
entire outbreak in both Texas and Nebraska was associated with
Cache Valley infection, not the exotic pathogen, Akabane. The
USDA was able to lift the quarantine because Cache Valley virus is
an indigenous agent distributed from Canada to Mexico.

This was the first recorded widespread AGH epizootic in the
United States as far as we know, although sporadic AGH attributed
to toxic plants or to bluetongue virus infection has been recorded
frequently. The Cache Valley virus is neither new, nor transported.

What happened in 1987 to cause the outbreak? The virus is
present every year in mosquitoes. The rains were heavy in 1986 and
the mosquito population was abundant. The sheep were probably
mostly nonimmune. The high prevalence of mosquitoes coincided
with the fifth week of gestation (August or September 1986) and
Cache Valley virus infection of large numbers of ewes at just the
right time led to disease the following January.

Not only are new viruses or new diseases emerging, but also the
tools are emerging to recognize them. Candidate diseases are shown
in Table 11.5. Of the acute diseases, we think that Kawasaki disease
presents the most interesting challenge (Kawasaki et al., 1974).
Some aspects of this syndrome, such as the immune response, sug-
gest a retroviral etiology; others such as the leukocytosis and peeling
rash suggest a bacterium or toxin; while the coronary artery aneu-

Table I 1.5 Diseases and Syndromes Seeking a Virus Etiology

Disease Possible Candidate Virus

Alzheimer's disease ? Slow virus

Insulin dependent diabetes ? Coxsackie B7

Kawasaki disease ? New retrovirus

Multiple sclerosis ?? HTLV-I

Rheumatoid arthritis ? EBV

Sarcoidosis ?

Systemic lupus erythematosus ?
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Table I 1.6 Early Detection of New Viruses and New Diseases*

• Establish sentinel surveillance and serological units in high risk areas for
emerging viruses (these units should be supported, if possible, by a high
level laboratory, or at least a rapid transport system to one); monitor and
collect blood samples and secretions from febrile illnesses

• Prepare a mobile team and laboratory under the Centers for Disease Control
or the World Health Organization, staffed by highly trained microbiologists,
epidemiologists, entomologists, and other scientists, prepared to leave on a
moment's notice to investigate an outbreak of disease anywhere in the
world

• Set up a "red alerf'reporting system for hospitals, especially in high risk
areas, to report unusual cases or epidemics

'Modified from Evans, 1990.

rysms found in some 15-20% of the cases resemble an autoimmune
phenomenon. Among central nervous syndromes, multiple sclero-
sis and Alzheimer's disease remain major etiological challenges. But
virologists in search of the agents, beware! The pathway in the past
has been strewn with false leads and disappointed hopes.

Let us give two examples from the research of one of us (ASE) of
how seroepidemiological studies led to new observations. In the
first, a health survey of 1,000 persons in Bridgetown, Barbados was
carried out in 1972. The sera were stored until 1986, when HTLV-I
tests became available. Testing in conjunction with the National
Cancer Institute revealed that 4.2% of the population had already
been infected with HTLV-I (Reidel et al., 1989), 8 years prior to the
discovery of the virus. VDRL reactions had been determined in 1972;
comparison of HTLV-I reactivity with the previously done VDRL
showed an association, and suggested sexual transmission of HTLV-
I virus.

In the second example, a serological survey had been done on
637 persons with varying degrees of exposure to zoonotic agents
(Thompson and Evans, 1965). One of the antigens that was included
in the Wisconsin survey was California encephalitis virus. In 1943,
W.McD. Hammon and W.C. Reeves had discovered the virus in
mosquitoes of California and associated it with three cases of en-
cephalitis in children (Hammon and Reeves, 1952). Since then, no
further human cases had been found in California or elsewhere.

Antibody to California encephalitis virus was found in 26% of
the Wisconsin sera. There was an unusually high prevalence in sera
of young men working in forestry camps, and in persons who
recovered from CNS infections.

A 4-year-old girl had died of encephalitis in a LaCrosse hospital.
An initial attempt to isolate a virus from her brain failed. The
following year, now with the knowledge of the association of Call-
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fornia encephalitis antibody with CNS disease, Thompson and his
colleagues tried again to isolate the virus. This time they succeeded.
Isolation of the LaCrosse virus led to development of a diagnostic
test, and subsequently to recognition of the importance of LaCrosse
encephalitis as perhaps the most common endemic arboviral CNS
disease in the United States. This example shows how results of a
serological survey can lead to the discovery of a "new" disease
(although the disease is not really new, only newly recognized).

Finally, some of the approaches to the surveillance of new
viruses and virus/host interactions are shown in Table 11.6. The
recognition and reporting of unique febrile diseases and of disease
outbreaks is a crucial first step. From a laboratory standpoint the
continual investigations of disease in sentinel individuals and in
high risk populations in sentinel geographic areas is important. The
establishment of an ongoing virological investigation of all febrile
disease in a few selected areas of Africa, Latin America, and Asia,
preferably through a sophisticated on-site laboratory, is highly de-
sirable. This might be a study of febrile disease in a well-equipped,
mobile laboratory. The resources of such a laboratory should be
available at all times for the Centers for Disease Control and/or the
World Health Organization and laboratories of other nations to
investigate outbreaks of infectious disease wherever they occur. The
field sites should be staffed with virologists, bacteriologists, parasi-
tologists, epidemiologists, entomologists, and a veterinarian who is
a specialist in infectious disease. A red alert reporting system
should be established for health centers in high risk areas, where
unusual epidemics or individual cases would be reported.

In the United States a cadre of well-trained infectious and tropi-
cal disease physicians is needed to recognize and study severe
febrile diseases occurring in travelers returning from high risk areas.
This need has been documented by a recent study (Institute of
Medicine, 1987). The recent death from Lassa fever in a U.S. citizen
returning from Nigeria highlights this need (Holmes et al., 1990).
The routine serologic monitoring of groups such as missionaries, the
Peace Corps, and the military prior to and after assignment to remote
areas may reveal emerging new viruses and diseases.

In overseas settings the United States already has the tools
available for the surveillance and identification of new viruses and
new diseases, but we have lost some of our valuable overseas labo-
ratories. The U.S. Public Health Service closed the NIH Middle
America Research Unit in Panama followed by closing the NIH
Pacific Research Unit in Hawaii. The U.S. Army has closed its field
facility in Malaysia. After debate, Congress failed to include funds
for the Gorgas Memorial Laboratory in Panama in its 1992 budget.
This historic listening post for virus diseases now appears doomed.
What is required are continuing virus studies in tropical and sub-
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tropical areas. These in the past have usually been justified on the
basis that they were contributing knowledge on known problem
diseases, but future investigators should be indulged, and better yet,
encouraged to survey for baseline virus spectra and investigate new
syndromes that might be viral. We must know what diseases and
pathogens are there. Our national policy for two decades for at least
one disease, yellow fever, has been surveillance in the United States
to recognize the first imported case (Sencer, 1969). We need to
rethink our policy. If we wait for the diseases to come to our own
shores, that will be too little and too late.
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Phylogenetic Moments In the
AIDS Epidemic

GERALD MYERS, KERSTI MaclNNES, AND LYNDA MYERS

INTRODUCTION

By 1983, several laboratories had identified and isolated the etio-
logic agent of AIDS, the retrovirus now denoted HIV, and by 1985
nucleotide sequences derived from those early isolates were re-
ported. This molecular information was available in time to address
a flurry of speculations and allegations concerning the sudden emer-
gence of the AIDS virus. In 1986, two avirulent strains of herpes
simplex virus were discovered to have generated a lethal recombi-
nant in vitro (Javier et al., 1986), and this quickly touched off
speculation that the AIDS virus may have been similarly generated
in nature or in a testtube. Such speculations contributed to a world-
wide climate of anxiety and created a potential for dissemination of
false and misleading information. In light of this, we at the HIV
Sequence Database and Analysis Project (an NIH-funded project at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory), recognized the immediate need for
an investigation of the molecular facts pertinent to the origin of AIDS.

Of the many ways to inquire into the evolutionary origins of an
organism or pathogen, a comparative study of genetic sequences is
the most incisive, since the sequences constituting the genome are
unique for each species and, in some cases, for each individual in a
species. The HIV genome, which consists of a single molecule, is
approximately 9,700 nucleotides in length, a length more than ad-
equate for precise identification of the virus. Thus in 1985, we set out
to classify the newly determined nucleotide sequences of HIV by
performing a computer search of all known genetic sequences that
were stored in international databases. The sequences of HTLV-III
and LAV, as they were called then, were compared to approximately
six million bases of mammalian, plant, and viral sequences with the
result that no similarity could be found. The search for close relatives
was repeated again in 1986 when there were nine million bases in
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libraries and again in 1988 when there were over fifteen million
bases. This inquiry has shown that if HIV arose in recent time as a
recombinant of two or more viruses, naturally or through human
agency, it came from viruses that have not been characterized, that
is from genetic sequences that are not in the international databases.
A growing body of circumstantial evidence—outlined below—ar-
gues that HIV has not arisen in recent decades as a recombinant of
any viruses, known or unknown.

An equally provocative early speculation about the origin of
AIDS was that it arose from a monkey virus that had recently crossed
species lines. Unfortunately, this possibility was brought forward
more than once in terms that were unnecessarily offensive to Afri-
cans, on the one hand, and not helpful to AIDS researchers on the
other hand. In what follows we will present what we believe to be
a more informed hypothesis positing a simian origin of AIDS. Argu-
ments for this hypothesis will entail tracking HIV and SIV (simian
immunodeficiency viruses) nucleotide sequences into the past, but
before we turn to that project, we will mention some features of the
onset of the AIDS pandemic which are of central importance for any
discussion of the origin of AIDS.

EPIIDEMIOLOGICAL SNAPSHOTS

Early seroepidemiological and clinical data reveal two especially
perplexing features of the onset of the AIDS pandemic:

First, all available evidence suggests that AIDS appeared sud-
denly and concurrently in the United States and Africa, the two
major centers of the pandemic. AIDS was first recognized in the
United States in the spring of 1981. The retrospective examination of
sera collected in the late 1970s in association with hepatitis B studies
in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York City, suggests that for
the most part HIV-1 entered the U.S. population sometime in the
mid-1970s (Jaffe et al., 1985; Stephens et al., 1986). Thus, for ex-
ample, stored sera of nearly one thousand Los Angeles patients
having either acute or chronic hepatitis were examined for HIV
antibodies and the earliest sample in which antibodies were detected
was from 1979 (DeCock et al., 1987). Although there is the intriguing
report of a young man from St. Louis who presented AIDS-like
symptoms in 1968, and whose tissues, stored upon death in 1969,
have tested positive for antibodies, confirmation of HIV infection by
PCR analysis and sequencing has not been possible up to now. A
review of serosurveys associated with dengue fever in the Caribbean
likewise found that the earliest evidence of HIV in Haiti comes from
1979 samples (Pape et al., 1987).

A similar and virtually concurrent epidemi ogical record is
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found in the other large center of the pandemic, Africa. While the
seroepidemidemiologic and clinical data are limited, the available
facts, summarized in Figure 12.1, also point to a relatively recent
eruption of AIDS there (Piot et al., 1988).

In Africa, just as in St. Louis, there is evidence of an exceptionally
early case of AIDS: a 1959 seropositive sample from Kinshasa that was,
unfortunately, never tested for virus (Nahmias et al., 1986). How-
ever, sera sampled in 1970 that were taken from 805 healthy women
in the same city revealed only two positives, while the 1980 sampling
of a smaller group revealed fifteen (Desmyter et al., 1986). Sera from
659 persons examined in connection with a 1976 outbreak of Ebola
fever in rural Zaire produced five HIV positives. Of these, the one
confirmed positive (it is well known that false positives increase
with time of storage of serum samples) was known to have recently
lived in Kinshasa where she may have worked as a prostitute (Getchell
et al., 1987). The HIV-1 virus isolated from that stored 1976 sample
is the oldest molecular specimen that we have (Srinivasan et al., 1989).

From nearby Congo, sera of 340 pygmies were collected between
1975 and 1978. These people are in direct contact with monkeys,
which they hunt and eat. None of the sera from these pygmies has
been confirmed HIV positive (Rouzioux et al., 1986). And in South
Africa, 3,500 samples were taken from the black miner population
between 1970 and 1974 as part of a pneumococcal vaccine study. At
most, two of these (both unconfirmed) were HIV positive. Yet by
1986, nearly four percent of the subpopulation of miners from Malawi
were found to be positive (Sher et al., 1987). In urban Somalia to the
north, there is no evidence of HIV prior to 1983 (Titti et al., 1986).
And an extensive study of prostitutes and patients at STD clinics in
Nairobi revealed low prevalence of HIV positives in 1980 that rose to
60% in some groups by 1985 (Piot et al., 1986). By 1991, the World
Health Organization estimated that six million adults were HIV
infected in Africa, with some countries showing seroprevalence
rates of greater than 10% (Palca, 1991).

These serological studies all point to a sudden recent spread of
HIV by travelers and prostitutes in central Africa that was undoubt-
edly facilitated by the road running from outside Kinshasa, Zaire to
Mombasa, Kenya (Fig. 12.1; Conner and Kingman, 1988). Thus,
AIDS appeared suddenly and concurrently in the United States and
Africa, the two major centers of the pandemic.

The second feature of the AIDS epidemic that is especially
intriguing is the fact that two major foci of AIDS are manifest in
Africa: HIV-1 disease in central and southern Africa and HIV-2
disease in West Africa. Although there is a paucity of retrospective
data pertaining to HIV-2 that would show how closely the onset of
the HIV-2 epidemic coincided in time with that of HIV-1, available
evidence suggests that the temporal onset of the two epidemics may
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Figure 12.1 A computer-generated map of Africa showing sites for which
retrospective serosurvey data, discussed in the text, are available. The main
highway connecting Kinshasa, Zaire (in the west) to Mombasa, Kenya (in the east)
is shown as pointed out by Conner and Kingman (1988).

have been separated by years but hardly by several decades. Through
review of serological samples from an investigation of Lassa fever in
Guinea Bissau, Fultz and coworkers concluded that the
seroprevalence of HIV-2 in West Africa, which was 6% in 1986, could
have been no higher than 1% in 1980 (Fultz et al., 1987). There was no
evidence of HIV-1 in West Africa until recently when a case of dual HIV-1 /
HIV-2 infection was reported from Ivory Coast (Rayfield et al., 1988).
Without evidence to the contrary, we may assume for the sake of inquiry
that AIDS has been a "twofold epidemic," that HIV-1 disease and HIV-2
disease came forward at about the same time.

This brief epidemiological snapshot of theearlyyears of theAIDS pandemic
leaves us with two major questions: (1) What is implied by the suddenness and
virtual simultaneity of onset of the epidemics in the United States and in Africa?
(2) Under what presumption can the twofold (HIV-1 and HIV-2) epidemic in
Africa be understood? We will turn to these questions now.
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EVIDENCE FOR THE SIMIAN ORIGIN OF AIDS

In a succinct review entitled "The simian-human connection",
Doolittle (1989) has summarized two recently popular hypotheses
concerning the origin of HIV. The first is that HIV-2 (the second type
of human AIDS-causing virus discussed above) derives from the
mangabey virus. In support of this hypothesis is the fact that the
nucleotide sequence of the mangabey virus proves to be closely
homologous with HIV-2 sequences (Hirsch et al., 1989; Marx et al.,
1991), and the fact that the natural habitat of the mangabey overlaps
West Africa, the region of the HIV-2 epidemic (Hirsch et al., 1989;
Marx et al., 1991; Johnson et al., 1991). The second currently popular
hypothesis presented by Doolittle, which we shall see is less likely,
is that the other type of human AIDS-causing virus, HIV-1, recently
arose from viruses expected to be found in an extensive population
of SIV-positive green monkeys inhabiting sub-Saharan Africa
(Hendry et al., 1986; Kanki et al., 1985; Johnson et al., 1991). How
plausible are these hypotheses taken together? They require at least
two distinct accidents of cross-species transmission over apparently
the same time period.

Duesberg's challenge to the conclusion that HIV is the cause of
AIDS raises precisely this problem: "It is highly improbable that
within the last few years two viruses that are only 40% sequence-
related would have arisen that could both cause the newly defined
syndrome AIDS. ... [S]ince viruses, like cells, are the products of
gradual evolution, the proposition that within a very short evolu-
tionary time, two different viruses capable of causing AIDS would
have evolved or crossed over from another species is highly improb-
able" (Duesberg, 1989).

While Duesberg's conclusion that HIV is not the cause of AIDS
seems unwarranted for many reasons that we will not explore here,
the logical improbability that he mentions must be faced. In order to
do this, we shall make use of phylogenetic trees constructed from
homologous gene sequences with the help of a computer. Figure
12.2 presents an example of a phylogenetic tree that has been built
from representative gag gene sequences of the now known five types
of primate immunodeficiency viruses, namely HIV-1 and the related
SIV from a chimpanzee (IV); HIV-2 and its close relatives SIV-
macaque and SIV-mangabey (I); SIVAGM (African green monkey)
(III); SIVmnd (mandrill) (V); and SIV-Sykes (II). Only a few represen-
tatives of the first three types are shown for sake of simplicity. Some
very interesting SIVAGM sequences from West African green mon-
keys, as well as some HIV-2 sequences from rural Liberia, cannot be
included because they have been sequenced over only a small por-
tion of the pol gene (Allan et al., 1991; Hahn, 1990). Their relevance
to this inquiry will be discussed below.
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Figure 12.2 Molecular phylogenetic analysis of representative primate immu-
nodeficiency viral gag p24 gene sequences: I, HIV-2 and related SIV's, in particular
SIV-smm from the sooty mangabey; II, SIV-Sykes; III, SIV-AGM's (grivet, vervet,
and tantalus species); IV, HIV-1 and the closely related SIV-cpz from a Gabonese
chimpanzee; V, SIV-mnd (mandrill isolate). For the sake of clarity, only a small
number of the known HIV-1 and HIV-2 sequences are shown; these are high-
lighted. The phylogenetic tree was generated from 648 homologous nucleotide
sites (of which 416 were variable), as described in Hirsch et al. (1989) and Myers
et al. (199 I). Only the horizontal branch lengths should be used with the bar scale
to estimate percent differences. The tree was rooted at the midpoint of the
greatest patristic distance (PAUP, version 2.4.2).

The tree analysis begins with alignment of homologous nucle-
otide sequences. By restricting attention to just single-base changes
in a relatively conserved coding sequence such as the retroviral gag
gene, we can be reasonably confident about an unambiguous align-
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ment. The cluster analysis program takes as input the alignment and
infers the minimal evolutionary path for the set of sequences. The
"parsimony" assumption (that the minimal evolutionary path has
been followed) is appropriate for conditions of rapid mutation and
recent divergence from some common ancestry. By conducting
similar analyses for the several major genes of these primate immu-
nodeficiency viruses, we can corroborate the results. That is to say,
in absence of genetic recombination, a phylogenetic tree for the pol
gene sequences will be congruent with a tree for gag gene sequences.
Branch lengths will vary, of course, because differing selective forces
are at play, but the overall topology of the trees should be invariant
(excepting recombination). The branching order can be further
evaluated by a statistical procedure known as "bootstrap" analysis
(Felsenstein, 1988).

As is apparent from Figure 12.2, phylogenetic tree analysis of the
five known types of viruses causing human and simian AIDS implies
a common ancestor for these viruses and strongly supports the
hypothesis of the simian origin of AIDS. Particular attention is
called to the HIV-2 and related SIV sequence group, or clade. Re-
cently, a viral sample taken from an asymptomatic person living in
rural Liberia has been found to map with the pol gene sequences of
the mangabey (not shown in Fig. 12.2; Hahn, 1990), providing strong
evidence that immunodeficiency viruses can be transmitted to hu-
mans from nonhuman primates. In light of this molecular evidence,
the theory of a simian origin of AIDS has been gaining widespread
acceptance (Daniel et al., 1988; Hirsch et al., 1989; Doolittle, 1989;
Doolittle et al., 1990; Huet et al., 1990; Desrosiers, 1990; Gilks, 1991;
Karpas, 1990; Johnson et al., 1991; Myers et al., 1992).

Although the overall picture presented in Figure 12.2 agrees in
general with the cluster analyses of other investigators, some of
which have been based upon a different algorithm, or even upon
amino acid rather than nucleotide sequences (Smith et al., 1988;
Yokoyama et al., 1988; Sharp and Li, 1988; Tsujimoto et al., 1989;
Doolittle et al., 1990; Gojobori et al., 1990; Miura et al., 1990; Johnson
et al., 1991), the exact branching order of the various types of primate
immunodeficiency viruses whose sequences have been analyzed
through cladistic analysis has encountered some ambiguities, de-
pending upon the mode of analysis and the coding sequence under
investigation. For example, the tree presented in Figure 12.2 links
the SIVAGM sequences more closely with the HIV-2's than with the
HIV-1 's, while only the chimpanzee viral sequence is closely linked
to the type 1 HIV sequences. Furthermore, the chimpanzee viral
sequence is not so closely related to the type 1 human virus as the
mangabey virus is to the type 2 human viruses. Interestingly, one
human viral isolate, an HIV-1 from Cameroon, is known to be more
divergent from all other HIV-l's than is the SIVcpz in Figure 12.2
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(DeLeys et al., 1990; Vanden Haesevelde et al., 1991).
Doolittle's results (Doolittle, 1989; Doolittle et al., 1990), on the

other hand, suggest a closer relationship between S!VAGM sequences
and HIV-1, and he has taken this result (as noted above) to support
the hypothesis of an origin of HIV-l's from the green monkey
reservoir. Tree analyses are typically performed on gag and pol
coding sequences or amino acid sequences. Other modes of cluster
analysis based upon envelope and regulatory protein sequences
argue for a closer relationship between the AGM's and the HIV-2/
SIV's (Gojobori et al., 1990; Myers et al., 1992). With the recently
discovered SIV-Sykes and SIV-AGM tantalus and sabaeus variants
available for reevaluation of this question, not to mention the ba-
boon and chimpanzee viral isolates now being sequenced, it should
soon be possible to resolve much of this ambiguity.

A "BIG BANG" OF AIDS?

Attention should be drawn to the fact that phylogenetic tree analysis
seems to suggest that there was a single point of radiation for the
SIVs and thus ultimately for the HIVs that emerged from them. This
may imply a special and decisive phylogenetic moment in the his-
tory of AIDS, what might be called a "big bang": it is as if several
major types of the primate immunodeficiency viruses represented in
Figure 12.2 emerged simultaneously and perhaps recently from a
common ancestor. Most analyses to date, irrespective of the exact
branching order of the primate immunodeficiency viruses, have
implied this single point of radiation. This has been schematized in
Figure 12.3 (Sharp and Li, 1988; Tsujimoto et al., 1989; Doolittle et al.,
1990; Johnson et al., 1991).

Is the "big bang of AIDS" real or merely an artifact of the
sequence analysis? Is the single point of radiation shown in Figure
12.3 actual or virtual? There is some reason to believe that the
convergence of the evolutionary lines on a single point could be
merely a consequence of "mutational saturation," or "noise accumu-
lation" (Kirchhoff et al., 1990). The high rate of nucleotide substitu-
tion documented in Table 12.1 (below) implies that multiple events,
creating so-called "character-conflict", and back-mutation are likely
to be complicating the computer analysis, thereby casting a shadow
over the distal evolutionary record of the primate lentiviruses. The
unusual base composition—high adenine, low cytosine content—of
HIVs and SIV's further complicates phylogenetic analyses of the
"deep branches" (Sidow and Wilson, 1990). The situation has some
formal parallel with the current uncertainty surrounding the theory
of a cosmological big bang: radical homogeneity (mutation rates and
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Figure 12.3 Hypothesis of a single nonhuman primate ancestral virus for four
of the currently recognized five types of immunodeficiency viruses. The results
shown in Figure I 2.2, as well as results based upon several different analyses (see
text), are suggestive of a common point of evolutionary radiation, that cannot be
more recent than 50 years ago, the minimum lookback time for HIV-1 divergence
from HIV-2. Alternatively, this point of radiation may be merely virtual, the
consequence of mutational saturation and/or nonhomogeneous rates of nucle-
otide substitution (as discussed in the text).

energy radiation) and radical heterogeneity (different genomic fea-
tures and galactic distributions) are both observed, and the final
interpretation of the respective first moments awaits some definitive
insight or discovery. Fortunately, viral relics are easier to come by
than cosmic relics, and for this reason a reasonably complete under-
standing of the evolution of AIDS viruses may be imminent.

While it cannot be said yet whether or not all AIDS-related
viruses have a single common ancestor, there is evidence that their
emergence was, on an evolutionary timescale, sudden and dramatic,
a first decisive moment in the emergence of AIDS. For instance,
descendants of African green monkeys brought to the Caribbean as
early as the sixteenth century are not seropositive (Hendry et al.,
1986). To our knowledge, no feral hosts for the simian immunode-
ficiency viruses have been found in South America or Asia. Only
captive macaques, for example, have been found to be infected, and
these undoubtedly contracted the virus from captive mangabeys. At
least eight infected African nonhuman primate species are known to
exist for which sequence data is still to be obtained and analyzed,
among which are the baboons, colobus monkeys, guenons, and
talapoins (Johnson et al., 1991).

In the third section of this paper we concluded with some
certainty that the human AIDS-causing viruses have a simian origin,
and in this section suggested with less certainty but significant
probability that the first simian AIDS-causing viruses emerged some-
time within the last few hundred years, that is quite suddenly on the
scale of evolutionary time. If this is the case, what light does it shed
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upon the two questions that we posed at the end of the second
section, namely the suddenness and virtual simultaneity of the onset
of the AIDS epidemic in its major centers less than 2 decades ago, and
the apparent simultaneity of the emergence of HIV-1 disease and
HIV-2 disease? In order to address these questions more precisely,
we will turn our attention in the next section to the time frame for the
recent evolutionary development of the human AIDS-causing vi-
ruses.

DATING THE PHYLOGENETIC TREE

Tree analyses, such as Figure 12.2, do not provide explicit informa-
tion about the time required for the evolutionary process being
mapped by the molecular sequences. Additional hypotheses are
needed. One way to estimate the time implicit in a tree is to assume
a representative mutation rate, for example, a typical retroviral rate
(known to be at least a millionfold higher than the rate for mamma-
lian nuclear genes). Alternatively, the tree can be calibrated or
"resolved" through the inclusion of samples acquired at different
times. Both strategies have been adopted by various investigators,
and a brief summary of the findings as they pertain to the divergence
of HIV-1 from HIV-2 are given in Table 12.1.

The analytical results of sequence analysis performed by several
groups using different strategies and different viral sequences have
been in remarkable agreement. All of the estimates in Table 12.1,

Table 1 2 . 1 HIV-1/HIV-2 Divergence Time Estimates

Base Substi-
tution Rates
(per site per
year)

Basis HIV Divergence Time Reference
(minimum years)

0.0005

0.0116

0.001

Murine retroviral 280
gag genes

HIV-1 /2 env genes 40

HIV pol genes 150

Yokoyama et al,
1988

Smith et al.,
1988

Sharp and Li,
1988

0.0008 Ovine lentiviral
pol genes

203 Querat et al.,
1990
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however, presuppose a molecular clock: reasonably uniform rates of
nucleotide substitution observed over a relatively short time pe-
riod—5 to 40 years, approximately—are assumed to apply in the
more distant past. There is some reason to think that this assumption
may not be valid in relation to some of the feral SIV's (Allan et al.,
1991; Myers et al., 1992). Moreover, if the phenomenological rate
constant is a function of the number of infected individuals—"epi-
demic-driven variation"—then the actual divergence time could be
much further back in time. In fact, by almost every other assump-
tion, the divergence time will be greater than the estimates summa-
rized in Table 12.1. On the other hand, even the radically lower
estimate for the minimal divergence time—40 years (Fig. 12.3)—for
the simian ancestors of HIV-1 and HIV-2 does not help us under-
stand why these viruses first appeared in humans only within the
last 2 decades (as discussed in the section Epidemiological Snap-
shots, above). Furthermore, the phylogenetic record does not pro-
vide a satisfactory explanation for the enigma of two virtually
simultaneous cross-species transmissions.

DUAL CROSS-SPECIES TRANSMISSION

Can any more be said at this time about the second decisive moment
in the AIDS pandemic, the twofold introduction of virus into human
hosts? Assuming (with greater confidence now) a simian origin for
the AIDS viruses, and acknowledging the improbability that the two
independent and virtually simultaneous cross-species transmissions
took place naturally (i.e., without human intervention), we will
consider several contexts in which human accients might have oc-
curred and that could explain the coincidence that we have been
calling, for lack of better description, the twofold epidemic. First,
there was a sharp increase in the exportation of monkeys from Africa
in the 1960s, largely for purposes of medical research. This entailed
extensive handling of captured animals (Conner and Kingman, 1988).
Second, there was also in the 1960s a valiant push to vaccinate Third
World populations. In particular, many countries began using live
polio vaccines in the spring of 1960, creating some small but finite
opportunity for introduction of passenger viruses through contami-
nated vaccine lots, as in fact happened with SV-40. A great potential
for amplification of infections, natural or accidental, exists in the use
of contaminated needles.

Short of discovering SIV-infected lots of vaccines prepared in
the 1960s, it seems unlikely that a clear verdict regarding these
possible modes of transmission will ever come forward. Blomberg
and coworkers (1990) have recently documented cross-reactivities of
normal human sera with capsid proteins of diverse simian
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retroviruses, suggesting a way to evaluate some of these potential
modes of transmission. Such antibodies probably have arisen as a
result of accidental exposure to simian retroviral antigens, although
molecular mimicry cannot be ruled out. To the extent that the
putative twofold cross-species transmission resulted from increased
handling of animals and use of unsterile needles, there exists the
disturbing prospect of future transmissions out of the large, qualita-
tively diverse pools of simian immunodeficiency viruses that are
now being discovered.

There is, to keep the record straight, no evidence supporting any
of the human accident hypotheses beyond the circumstantial evi-
dence outlined above. And the possibility of uncovering long-
established but highly isolated endemic sources in humans—the so-
called "lost tribe" hypothesis—for which Hahn (1990) has provided
a bit of evidence in relation to the HIV-2 epidemic in West Africa,
cannot be dismissed at this time.

MOLECULAR EPIDEMIOLOGY

Sampling and sequencing of HIV-1 up to the present has provided a
surprisingly coherent geographical picture of the viruses respon-
sible for the major part of the pandemic: envelope gene sequences
from Zairean samples have been clustering together and sequences
from U.S. isolates have been clustering together. This neat segrega-
tion of viral forms, which is testimony to the "newness" of AIDS, is
doomed to be transitory. By 1992, at least 5 distinct subtypes of HIV-
1 could be identified, based upon gag and env coding sequences, in
major centers of the pandemic. At least 2 of these 5 forms of HIV-1
are now known to be cocirculating in Thailand, and another two
forms in Brazil; thus, it is only a matter of years, at most a decade,
before a redistribution of HIV-1 variants is achieved. In the face of
the extreme diversity of HIV-1 and HIV-2, and because of the limited
sampling thus far (until recently all African HIV-1 samples had been
taken from Kinshasa), several international programs of molecular
epidemiology have been mounted; now we have sequenced samples
from Gabon, Cameroon, Uganda, Kenya, and South Africa, to name
some of the sites under study. The results of these programs will be
especially important for the vaccine trials that are anticipated.

The random sampling and sequencing to date—molecular snap-
shots so to speak from HIV-1 samples representing some of the
earliest infections—presents a sobering picture of what has to be
expected in the future from these emerging viruses. These sequence
studies have revealed that viruses with envelope gene sequences
differing by 0% to 6% are typical of clones from a single patient
(intrapatient variation), while viruses with sequences differing by
6% to 12% have been characteristic of samples from different pa-
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tients (interpatient variation) in the United States up to 1985. In the
1990-1991 investigation of a Florida dentist and the patients to
whom he apparently transmitted virus in the course of invasive oral
procedures (Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report of 18 January,
1991, published by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control), viral
samples at large in the Florida population were found to differ by up
to 19%(Ou et al., 1992).

This more recent sampling of descendants of the earlier forms in
the United States (there is little evidence of significant migration of
new forms into the United States between 1985 and 1990) implies
that the average interpatient distance appears to be increasing at
approximately 1% per year. This rough calculation is in fairly good
agreement with the envelope nucleotide substitution rates reported
in several recent studies involving other cohorts as well as single
individuals (reviewed in Myers and Pavlakis, 1992). Since it is
inevitable that both viral migration and recombination will be mak-
ing significant contributions to the total diversity over a longer
period of the pandemic, the value of 1% per year for single base
changes should be regarded as a minimum rate.

There is no clear evidence to date that individuals can be dually
or multiply infected with the same type of immunodeficiency virus;
if superinfection can naturally occur, it should soon become appar-
ent with the Thai and Brazilian samples that are now under investi-
gation. HIV-1 envelope gene sequences that differ by 40% are
known to exist for highly divergent viruses found in the United
States and Africa. The extraordinary variation of AIDS viruses,
observed especially in human and captive animal populations, may
be a paradigmatic example of non-steady state evolution, or "bot-
tom-heavy cladism" resulting from a recent ecological breakthrough
(as stated by Gould et al., 1987, "Clades diversify rapidly in ephem-
eral times of unusual opportunity").

Tracking human immunodeficiency viruses is not a futile task.
Precisely because these retroviruses vary so rapidly, we discover all
the more quickly the conserved and invariant properties of their
genes and proteins (Myers et al., 1991). The design of antiviral
agents will be enormously facilitated by the fact that these viruses,
unlike more conservative microbes, are unable to keep the essential
elements of their genomes a secret.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The preceding discussion has suggested the following results:

1. Phylogenetic tree analysis points strongly to a simian origin of
the human immunodeficiency viruses. This conclusion is cor-
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roborated by cluster analyses done by many other investigators.

2. The five (or more) major types of viruses that infect simians
and cause AIDS in humans may have emerged from a common
ancestor at about the same time. This arguably first phyloge-
netic moment of the AIDS epidemic, which may be likened to
the "big bang", cannot explain the sudden and concurrent ap-
pearance of human AIDS in the known centers of the epidemic,
beyond accounting for a very large and diverse reservoir of
nonhuman primate immunodeficiency viruses present in Af-
rica at the onset of the pandemic.

3. The divergence of the type 1 and type 2 human AIDS viruses
may have taken place as recently as 40 years ago, though most
estimates would place it at 150 to 250 years ago. While this is
a relatively short time on an evolutionary scale, even the mini-
mum 40-year figure is too long to explain the sudden and
concurrent emergence of the epidemic in its major centers only
as recently as the late 1970s.

4. In brief, neither the hypothetical "big bang" nor the range of
possible dates for divergence of HIV-1 from HIV-2 accounts for
the "improbable" simultaneous cross-species transmission of
both HIV-1 and HIV-2 that apparently occurred.

5. These perplexing facts might be explained by two possible
avenues of cross-species transmission that occurred in the
1960s: the widespread use in Africa of needles in association
with vaccination programs (and possibly of live virus vaccines
cultured on monkey tissue), and the sharp increase in exporta-
tion of monkeys from Africa, largely for medical research,
which entailed extensive handling of captured monkeys. There
is no direct evidence for either of these possibilities, however
the transmission of virus in 1988 from an infected dentist to
five of his patients painfully reminds us that human accidents
can be primary avenues for viral emergence.

6. Sampling and sequencing projects now underway will provide
additional information about variations in the nucleotide and
protein sequences of the AIDS-causing viruses and their rate of
change. This will throw light not only on the evolutionary
history of these viruses, but on their likely future.
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Arthropod-Borne Viruses

THOMAS P. MONATH

There are now over 520 registered arthropod-borne viruses ("arbo-
viruses") (Karabatsos, 1985). Of these, approximately 100 cause
disease in humans and another 25 are pathogenic for domesticated
animals. At least 20 of these viruses fulfill the criteria for "emerging
viruses", in the sense that they appear in epidemic form at unex-
pected times or at periodic and generally unpredictable intervals.
Each of these diseases, of which I will discuss only a few examples,
presents very interesting epidemiological and ecological features.

Two patterns of emerging arboviral diseases may be defined.
One pattern has been the appearance of a hitherto undescribed virus,
a novel agent, which first appears in epidemic form. In this case we
may presume that an evolutionary change was responsible for this
emergence. Kyasanur forest disease, Rocio encephalitis, and o'nyong-
nyong represent possible examples. In another section of this book,
James Strauss discusses the example of Western equine encephalitis,
a virus that also appears to have arisen this way. However, most
examples of emergence really are explained by increased geographic
distribution, frequency, size, or severity of epidemics of viral dis-
eases that have been around for a long time, rather than by newly
evolved viruses. In order to understand why these diseases emerge
we need first to consider their ecology and epidemiology.

FACTORS INFLUENCING ARBOVIRUS TRANSMISSION

A unique feature of arbovirus infections is their multifactorial epi-
demiology (Monath, 1988/1989). At least five variables directly or indi-
rectly influence the rate at which arboviruses are transmitted in nature and
thus underlie the emergence of epidemic spread. These are virus, vector,
wild vertebrate hosts, humans, and environmental factors. The interactions
between these elements of arbovirus transmission cycles are complex.
Environmental factors profoundly influence cycles of transmission, mostly
by effects on the vectors themselves, as will become apparent later.

138
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Arboviruses have natural enzootic maintenance cycles involv-
ing one or more species of blood-feeding arthropod vector and
vertebrate host that develop viremic infections and serve to amplify
transmission. Depending on the virus, the vector may be either a
mosquito, other biting flies, or ticks, and vertebrate hosts wild
mammals, birds, or even reptiles. Maintenance cycles are generally
silent in the sense that the hosts themselves rarely demonstrate any
signs of illness. This fact makes surveillance of these infections and
prediction of epidemics a very difficult challenge.

The maintenance cycle is usually fairly stable and involves
horizontal spread of virus between vector and host in the mainte-
nance cycle. However, in addition to this cycle, many viruses are
also adapted for survival over periods that are adverse to activity of
the arthropod vector itself, such as tropical dry seasons or temperate
zone winters (Reeves, 1979). Vertical transmission, in which the
virus is carried transovarially, through the eggs or larvae of infected
vectors, is the most notable of these mechanisms. If the rate of transovarial
transmission is high, or if a large population of female mosquitoes
contribute infected ova at the end of a transmission season, emer-
gence of epidemic transmission may be favored in the succeeding year.

Under circumstances of amplified transmission in the primary
enzootic cycle, viruses may spill over to humans or domesticated
animals, the clinical hosts for these agents, with an ensuing epidemic
or epizootic (an epizootic is the same as an epidemic, but among
animals rather than people). The vectors responsible for spread to
humans or domesticated animals are often different from those
involved in the primary enzootic maintenance cycle. In certain circum-
stances infected humans themselves, or domesticated animals, may
have enough virus in their blood to infect mosquitoes or ticks or
other arthropods with the result that there is interhuman spread by
the agency of still other vector species. The term "viremic host"
refers to any host species that maintains sufficient virus in the blood
to infect a blood-feeding arthropod belonging to a competent vector species.

I mentioned the five principal elements involved in arbovirus
transmission. Alterations in one or more of these principal elements
of the arbovirus transmission cycle can have dramatic effects.
Changes in the viral genome induced by intramolecular events, or
gene reassortment, can result in virus strains capable of producing
increased virus levels in the blood, or increased disease expression
in the host, or antigenic variants that escape herd immunity, or even
increased infectibility for arthropod vectors. Although there are
many examples of genetic variation among the arboviruses, the
epidemiological significance of these changes remains largely ob-
scure. To my knowledge there is no clear, documented example of
the emergence of an arbovirus epidemic that has been the result of a
mutational or recombinational event. However, we are only now
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beginning to use tools of molecular biology to address these impor-
tant questions.

In the case of the arthropod, alterations in a variety of biological
attributes of the vector may be responsible for the emergence of
epidemic disease. They include increases in the vector population
density or the proclivity of a vector to bite hosts; increased move-
ment or dispersal such that a virus is spread over long distances; or
an increase in the genetically determined competence of the vector
for transmitting the agent. Rapid fluctuations in vertebrate host
populations (seen in some rodents and other species with high
population turnovers), long-range dispersal (typical of migrating
birds), and changing levels of population immunity may profoundly
affect arbovirus transmission and favor virus amplification and
emergence of epidemics.

Environmental changes influence arbovirus transmission by their
effects on vectors and hosts. Those that increase the opportunity for
breeding of insects with aquatic larval stages, such as increased
rainfall, flooding, snow melt, irrigation practices, and so on, are
obvious factors in the occurrence of arbovirus outbreaks. But other
environmental and climatic changes are less readily understood. In
the case of St. Louis encephalitis at northern latitudes in the United
States, epidemic years are characterized by low temperatures during
the spring, and by high persistently elevated temperatures during
the summer months when the epidemics occur (Monath, 1975). The
elevated temperatures may shorten the reproductive cycle of mos-
quitoes, as well as decrease the extrinsic incubation period. But it is
not at all clear how low temperatures during the spring contribute to
transmission of this agent. In another example, dengue fever, el-
evated temperature greatly shortens the extrinsic incubation period
of dengue virus in the mosquito, increasing the rate of arbovirus
transmission. In fact, high temperatures seem to be the predominant
factor for the emergence of dengue epidemics in Southeast Asia
(Watts et al., 1987).

Some environmental factors are even more obscure. The appear-
ance of St. Louis encephalitis epidemics in the United States follows
approximately a 10- or 11-year cycle, which seems to correspond
with the nadir of sunspot activity and very little else that can be
definitely identified. There underlying factors responsible have not
been identified.

APPEARANCE OF NOVEL VIRUSES

There are three principal examples of arboviruses that first appeared
in the setting of an epidemic disease: Kyasanur Forest disease,
o'nyong-nyong, and Rocio encephalitis.
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Kyasanur Forest disease (KFD) is a severe hemorrhagic disease
that first appeared in 1956-1957 in southern India in the form of an epizootic
affecting monkeys, followed by human cases. At first it was feared that
yellow fever had invaded Asia, but a series of classical investigations
revealed that a new flavivirus transmitted by ticks was responsible (Work,
1958). Did KFD emerge as a mutant or recombinant virus? If so, were
potential precursor viruses, related agents, present in the same geographic
area where this disease first occurred? The answer to that is no, although
there are some antigenically related agents some hundreds of miles away,
but not in the same area. Ecological factors, including deforestation, cattle
grazing, and an increased opportunity for tick density were probably
responsible for the appearance of this disease, which has persisted as an
endemic infection since that time. The virus was probably circulating
silently in ticks and rodent hosts; ecological changes provided an opportu-
nity for amplified transmission, and human encroachment in this altered
environment led to the emergence of epidemic disease.

O'nyong-nyong, an alpha virus, appeared in epidemic form in Uganda
in 1959, and rapidly affected millions of people over a wide area extending
south to Malawi (Haddow et al., 1960). The disease is characterized by
fever, lymph node swelling, and severe joint pains, hence the name, which
means "swelling". There was a potential precursor virus, an antigenically
closely related alphavirus called chikungunya, which was endemic (and
occasionally epidemic) in East Africa. Unlike KFD, there did not appear to
be major ecological or demographic changes that could explain the emer-
gence of o'nyong-nyong, and the virus persisted for a relatively brief period
of time. If o'nyong-nyong arose from chikungunya, the genetic change may
have altered the vector specificity, favoring transmission by the ubiquitous
malaria vector, Anopheles (chikungunya is transmitted by Aedes mosqui-
toes), while retaining the ability to produce high viremias in humans, the
host for both viruses. The origin of this outbreak is a question that could
now be addressed by molecular biology.

The third example, a flavivirus named Rocio, seems even more plau-
sible as a newly evolved virus. Rocio emerged in 1975 in an epidemic of
encephalitis in Brazil (Iversson, 1989). There were suitable precursor
viruses in the same area in which Rocio arose. The virus has not persisted,
which lends further support to the hypothesis that Rocio represented the
evolution of a novel agent.

Rocio virus appeared in the Santista lowlands just south of Sao Paulo
in the Ribeira Valley, and caused an epidemic that persisted over a 2-year
period, 1975-1976. There were no precedents and the disease has not
appeared since. The presumed transmission cycle involves wild and
possibly domestic birds as the viremic vertebrate host, and mosquitoes,
principally Aedes scapularis and possibly Psorophora ferox. Humans were
infected and became ill with encephalitis. There were about 1,000 cases, of
which approximately 10% were fatal, but humans did not take part in
perpetuating the transmission cycle.
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What about precursor viruses in this environment? The
flaviviruses are grouped on the basis of reactions in classical sero-
logic tests, which involve antibody reactions. The most closely
related viruses are cross-reactive in neutralization tests, so that
antibodies to one virus will also inactivate a closely related virus.
There is a complex of flaviviruses that includes many important
human pathogens, such as St. Louis encephalitis, a virus that occurs
in this area of Brazil. Rocio virus itself is related by other tests to St.
Louis encephalitis, but antibodies do not cross-neutralize. Rocio is
also related to Ilheus virus, another virus that has long cocirculated
in the same region, which is a rare cause of human disease. Both St.
Louis encephalitis and Ilheus viruses were known to be associated
with the same species of mosquitoes and vertebrate hosts (birds) that
were responsible for the spread of Rocio virus during the outbreak
in 1975-1976, so that there may have been opportunities for genetic
interchange. In addition, there did not appear to be any clear envi-
ronmental change, and no human-, vector-related or wild verte-
brate-related factors that could have explained the emergence of this
epidemic. We may hypothesize that this virus arose, possibly from
one or both of these precursor agents, but this question, too, needs to
be addressed by molecular biology.

EMERGENCE OF VIRUSES DUE TO EPIDEMIOLOGIC AND
ECOLOGIC CHANGES

Other examples illustrate a far more frequent situation: emergence
of diseases that have been around for some time, but are increasing
in distribution, frequency, or severity. A number of possibilities
may explain such events, including introduction of the virus from a
distant focus; the introduction of an exotic, more efficient vector
species; the introduction of immunologically susceptible animal or
human hosts into an endemic area; altered environmental conditions
in the endemic area that favor an increased rate of virus transmis-
sion; and, finally, the emergence of altered virus strains.

Consider a disease called Oropouche fever, which produces a
nonfatal but incapacitating illness with fever, headache, muscle
pains, and occasionally meningitis. The virus is a member of the
genus Bunyavirus of the family Bunyaviridae. The virus was first
isolated in Trinidad in about 1957, but since the early 1960s has been
the cause of intense outbreaks involving tens of thousands to hun-
dreds of thousands of cases in the Amazon region of Brazil, includ-
ing some rather remote areas (LeDuc and Pinheiro, 1989). A 1980
outbreak, with over 200,000 cases, was typical. Incidentally, the
virus has recently surfaced elsewhere, with the first epidemic of
Oropouche outside Brazil identified in Panama in late 1989.
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What are some of the factors responsible for these outbreaks? An
important element in Brazil is the opening of the Amazon region to
colonization. Human populations have increased dramatically and
with human populations comes both subsistence and cash crop
agriculture. A prominent cash crop is cacao, the hulls of which are
deposited in piles outside buildings. These piles and other vegeta-
tional detritus associated with human habitation provides breeding
sites for the vector, a biting midge called Culicoides paraensis. In the
epidemic transmission cycle of this virus, humans are effective
viremic hosts and Culicoides gnats are the principal vectors. This
vector and human hosts have been recently superimposed on the
primordial and as yet undefined forest cycle of the virus involving
possibly mosquitoes as vectors and monkeys and sloths as verte-
brate hosts. The appearance of epidemics is thus related to coloni-
zation of the Amazon region, the cultivation of cacao, and environ-
mental changes that increase the density of the Culicoides and their
interaction with humans. Increased communication and movement
of viremic humans may also play a role in spread of the virus and
emergence of epidemics.

In Chapter 5, Karl Johnson mentioned Rift Valley fever. This
virus is a member of the Phlebovirus genus of the family Bunyaviridae.
It produces a lethal infection of cattle and sheep, high rates of
abortion, 90% lethality in newborn lambs, and also a severe illness of
humans, in many cases characterized by hemorrhagic fever, hepati-
tis, encephalitis, and retinitis. The distribution of Rift Valley fever
is confined to sub-Saharan Africa, epizootics occurring in associa-
tion with periods of high rainfall having been described throughout
much of this region. There have been two human epidemics, one in
1977-1978 in Egypt, which is outside of the endemic region, and the
other more recently in Mauritania. Work by Davies, Linthicum and
their colleagues has shown a clear association between periods of
elevated rainfall, and the appearance of Rift Valley fever epizootics
in East Africa (Davies et al., 1985). They showed that the ecological
basis for these outbreaks was related to a curious geological forma-
tion, shallow depressions in the ground called dambos, which are dry
throughout much of the year, but fill with water during periods of
extended rainfall and produce large numbers of flood water Aedes
mosquitoes. Linthicum artificially flooded a darnbo of about 1,800
square meters and out of this little patch of land was able to find over
two million pupae and nearly a million adult mosquitoes belonging
to the principal vector species of Rift Valley fever. Moreover, Rift
Valley fever virus was isolated from both male and female mosqui-
toes reared from larvae from both naturally flooded and artificially
flooded dambos. After many years of speculation and unrewarding
study, the maintenance mechanism of this virus was elucidated: The
virus was shown to persist by vertical transmission of the agent in
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flood water Aedes mosquitoes. During periods of extended rainfall,
Aedes vectors reached sufficient population density to infect viremic
hosts, cattle and sheep. Under appropriate circumstances this could
lead to a vector-borne epidemic with ancillary spread of the virus by
many other mosquito species, as well as by contact and aerosol
between animals and humans. Linthicum is now using remote
sensing by satellite photography and radar as a surveillance tool to
define the distribution of dambo breeding sites and to predict Rift
Valley fever epidemics. Indeed, the most recent episode of Rift
Valley fever, in Mauritania in 1987, was predicted by remote sens-
ing. Construction of a dam there resulted in the emergence of flood-
water and irrigated rice fields producing high densities of vectors.

Could a new property of the virus itself have been responsible
for epidemic Rift Valley fever? There has been considerable research
on the antigenic and biological properties of a large number of Rift
Valley fever virus strains isolated in Africa. Rift Valley fever virus,
like other Bunyaviridae, has a genome in three segments that can
reassert genetically. The strain of Rift Valley fever virus isolated
from the 1978 epidemic in Egypt (responsible for several hundred
thousand human cases and much serious disease) did appear to have
unique biological properties. For example, unlike other strains of
the virus isolated elsewhere and usually associated with less severe
disease, the Egyptian strain appeared more virulent; it could infect
and kill rat liver cells (hepatocytes), was lethal for laboratory rats
and, most remarkably, was resistant to the actions of interferon, a
natural antiviral agent produced by the infected host (Anderson and
Peters, 1988; Peters and Anderson, 1981). This suggests the possibil-
ity that the virus itself may have been an important additional factor
in the emergence of this epidemic disease in Egypt.

My final example is dengue virus. It has already been mentioned
as an important disease. Dengue, which is caused by one of four viruses
or serotypes, designated dengue 1, 2, 3, and 4, belonging to the
family Flaviviridae, occurs in two clinical forms: classical dengue fever,
a self-limited febrile disease with joint pains, rash and fever, and dengue
hemorrhagic fever, a more severe and potentially lethal form.

The transmission cycle of dengue includes principally
interhuman spread by the agency of several Aedes vectors, but most
importantly Aedes aegypti, which breeds in water containers in close
association with humans. There is also a natural forest cycle, the
epidemiological importance of which is presently unknown, involv-
ing monkeys and treehole-breeding mosquitoes.

Dengue fever is an expanding or emerging disease. If one charts
the distribution of epidemic dengue fever in 1979 and in 1989, one
readily appreciates its expansion throughout much of Central and
South America, Australia, southern China, and East Africa during
that decade.
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In the Americas, the interval between dengue epidemics has
gradually shortened to the point where, since the late 1970s, there
are major epidemics every year. Moreover, a cocirculation of mul-
tiple serotypes of the virus has appeared for the first time in this
hemisphere. This pattern is reminiscent of the situation that pre-
ceded the appearance of dengue hemorrhagic fever in Southeast
Asia.

Dengue hemorrhagic fever in Asia, an emerging disease, oc-
curred for the first time in the late 1950s, and now epidemics of large
size are an annual event. Thousands of cases are officially reported
annually in Thailand, Vietnam, Burma, and elsewhere in Southeast
Asia (Gubler, 1991).

What are the factors responsible for this emergence? Has the
virus changed? Is there any evidence to support the notion that
virulent strains of dengue virus are emerging and could explain
these events?

There has been considerable effort in recent years to examine a
large library of dengue viruses by oligonucleotide fingerprinting
and now some limited gene sequencing is being done. Indeed, there
is great genetic variation in dengue virus, and evidence for genetic
drift in individual countries over time. In some cases, identical
genetic variants have appeared in different widely dispersed loca-
tions, suggesting an original source of introduction. Unfortunately,
because of the absence of an animal model to study virulence,
genetic variation cannot, at present, be associated with the emer-
gence of epidemic disease or severe (hemorrhagic) forms of dengue.

Human (host) factors are more apparent determinants of the
emergence of dengue and dengue hemorrhagic fever. Acquired
immunity seems to be an important element because it has been
repeatedly demonstrated that individuals who have sustained one
dengue virus infection, and who were later superinfected with a
heterologous serotype, are at higher risk of developing dengue
hemorrhagic fever and dengue shock syndrome. The present
cocirculation of multiple serotypes in the Caribbean, which results
in immunological sensitization and increases the risk of severe
disease, mimics events in the 1950s when hemorrhagic dengue
emerged in Southeast Asia. Indeed, major outbreaks of dengue
hemorrhagic fever have recently emerged in the Americas (in Cuba
in 1981, in Venezuela in 1990, and in Brazil in 1991).

Urbanization, with great concentration of people in close asso-
ciation with the Aedes aegypti vector, is a very important factor in the
emergence of this disease. Water storage practices are largely re-
sponsible for dense populations of the mosquito. Throughout the devel-
oping world, where dengue is a major problem, water is stored in open
vessels, where Aedes aegypti lays its eggs and undergoes larval
development. The superimposition of disposable containers (bottles,
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tires, and other receptacles that hold rainwater) in expanding urban
environments greatly increases the opportunity for vector breeding.

Dengue virus is spread by viremic humans. The dramatic in-
crease in air travel since the 1960s, counted in billions of passenger
miles, is a factor in the emergence of outbreaks and in the spread of
this virus around the world.

Another very important factor in the emergence of dengue epidemics
has been the reinvasion of tropical America by Aedes aegypti, which had
been eradicated from much of South America due to intensive vector
control efforts earlier in this century. Efforts up until the early 1970s
by the Pan American Health Organization and member countries
maintained that Aedes aegypti-free status, which has been dramati-
cally reversed in the 1980s, with recolonization of coastal Brazil,
Paraguay, central Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador, and parts of Colombia.
This has been followed by large dengue epidemics in these same locations,
with several million cases occurring during the 1980s. An important
point, that has also been noted by Shope, is the potentially increased
hazard due to urbanization of yellow fever in these areas (Monath, 1991).

Another factor that has not yet been responsible for the emer-
gence of dengue, but may well be important in the future, has been
the invasion of an exotic vector Aedes albopictus, the so-called Asian
tiger mosquito, into the Americas (Craven et al., 1988; Gubler, 1991).
This species is involved in the spread of dengue epidemics in parts
of Southeast Asia, China, and the Seychelle Islands. Since 1985, it
has mounted separate invasions and colonizations of the United
States and Brazil. From an original entry point near Houston, Texas,
Aedes albopictus has now spread throughout 18 states in the United
States. In many parts of the United States this mosquito is now
displacing Aedes aegypti in our cities.

Aedes albopictus invaded the United States by means of containerized
cargo ships, which were used to import used automobile and truck tires
from Asia, many of which contained rainwater prior to loading. Millions

a rather dramatic increase in this trade about the time of the invasion. Aedes
albopictus larvae were discovered in tires coming into the United States, with
about 20 tires infested per 10,000. These tires are transported around
the United States where they are recapped, but about 20 percent are not
recappable and wind up in enormous storage piles, mostly outdoors.

The Aedes albopictus strains in the United States and Brazil have
been tested for their vector competence. Experiments were con-
ducted at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) laboratory in Fort
Collins, Colorado, at Notre Dame University, and at the U.S. Army
Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases. Although differ-
ences were observed between mosquito strain and virus pairs, Aedes
albopictus proved capable of transmitting dengue, yellow fever, Mayaro,
Venezuelan equine encephalitis, and other pathogenic viruses.

of used tires are imported into the United States each year,but there was
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Recently, several viruses have been recovered from wild-caught Aedes
albopictus in the United States. The most important of these from the
standpoint of human and veterinary health is Eastern equine
encephalomyelitis (EEE), a severe disease of low incidence in the United
States. Human infections with EEE virus are relatively rare, in part because
the enzootic vector (Culiseta melanura), responsible for transmitting the
virus between wild birds, is not attracted to humans as a source of blood.
Multiple strains of EEE virus were recovered from Aedes albopictus in central
Florida in 1991 (Niebylski et al., 1992), raising the fear that involvement of
an avid human-biting mosquito in virus transmission could increase the
risk of human (and equine) infection.

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF ARBOVIRUS EPIDEMICS

What are the prospects for prevention of these emergent epidemics?
The risk of introduction of certain viruses from distant foci has dramatically
increased with the expansion of air travel. Those viruses that cause viremias
in human beings at levels high enough to infect mosquito species of
worldwide distribution (e.g., Aedes aegypti, Culex pipiens) are the
agents likely to be spread by this means. These include dengue,
yellow fever, chikungunya, Mayaro, and possibly Rift Valley fever and
Oropouche. Even the most optimistic of us who think about the
public health implications realize that interceding in the movement
of viruses by limiting movement of people is an unrealistic possibility.

I have not really discussed transport of infected vectors, but there are
examples in which this may occur by natural means that would be very
difficult to interdict. The movement of African horse sickness and West-
ern equine encephalitis viruses by long-distance transport of vectors
caught in high-altitude wind currents has been postulated to explain
outbreaks of these diseases (Craven et al., 1988; Gubler, 1991).

Introduction of exotic vector species, especially those whose breeding
sites are artifacts moved around by humans, such as automobile tires and
plants, is theoretically preventable by public health measures, but once
introduced such exotic species may be very difficult to control.

Altering the immune status of the human population or domes-
tic animals seems to be a realistic goal, and considerable effort is
being expended on the development of appropriate vaccines. It
should be mentioned, however, that yellow fever is still an important
epidemic disease with hundreds of thousands of cases occurring in Africa
in intermittent outbreaks, despite the availability of a very effective, safe
vaccine. The public health commitment to preventive immunization has
often lagged far behind technical successes in vaccine development.

Altered environmental conditions in the endemic area, which
favor increased rates of virus transmission and emergence of epi-
demics, may be under human control, such as the construction of
wetter resource projects and irrigation schemes. More attention is
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required in the assessment of environmental impacts of such projects
on the potential for vector-borne diseases.

Finally, we clearly need to understand much more about the role
of molecular variation in viruses and to build surveillance systems
that examine and understand the possible significance of changes in
viral genomes.
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Hantaan (Korean Hemorrhagic Fever)
and Related Rodent Zoonoses

JAMES W. LeDUC, J.E. CHILDS, G.E. GLASS, AND
A.J. WATSON

Human disease due to hantaviral infections first came to the atten-
tion of western medicine during the Korean Conflict, when a myste-
rious "new" disease, Korean hemorrhagic fever, was seen among the
United Nations forces. Over 2,000 U.S. troops were infected, and
many deaths occurred (Earle, 1954). In spite of intense investiga-
tions by some of the most prominent medical scientists of the era, the
causative agent could not be identified, and it wasn't until 1976, just
over a decade ago, that the etiologic agent was finally discovered.

Dr. Ho Wang Lee and his colleagues, working in Seoul, Korea,
was the first group to isolate the virus that causes Korean hemor-
rhagic fever (Lee et al., 1978). They named it Hantaan virus in
recognition of the Hantaan River, which transects the endemic re-
gion of Korea near the demilitarized zone. The virus was isolated
from lung tissues of the striped field mouse, Apodemus agrarius. This
very common animal is now recognized as the major rodent host of
that virus.

Within a year or two of its initial isolation, Hantaan virus was
adapted to growth in cell culture, allowing development of an indirect
immunofluorescence (IFA) test for serologic testing and laboratory
investigations (French et al., 1981). Infected cells, stained with fluorescent-
labeled antibodies and examined microscopically, show a character-
istic cytoplasmic stippling, common to all Hantaan viruses.

This IFA test is part of the real history of the virus because there
is a significant cross-reactivity using that test between all of the
recognized Hantaan-related viruses, which we now know are dis-
tinct viruses in themselves. These viruses collectively form the
genus Hantavirus of the family Bunyaviridae. During the past de-
cade we have witnessed a dramatic increase in our understanding of
this group of viruses, leading to recognition that they are very
widely distributed and likely to be responsible for human disease in
many parts of the world where they are not now recognized.

149
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The availability of both the virus and the serologic test allowed
experimental infection of natural rodent hosts to be undertaken.
And through these studies, one of the key characteristics of the
Hantaan viruses was discovered. When Hantaan virus is experi-
mentally inoculated into seronegative (uninfected) Apodemus agrarius,
a brief viremia ensues. Subsequently, however, Hantaan viral anti-
gen is detected for weeks to months in many major organs, but most
importantly, infectious virus is shed in saliva and feces, and espe-
cially urine, perhaps for the duration of the rodent's life (Lee et al.,
1981). This virus shedding occurs in spite of the presence of anti-
body in the serum, which can be detected by both IFA and virus
neutralization tests. Thus, the infected rodent becomes a persistent
source of infectious virus and we suspect that most human infections
occur through aerosolized virus excreted in infected rodent urine
and feces.

Human disease in Asia is closely associated with the basic
biology of the rodent host Apodemus agrarius. Because of this, there
is a marked seasonal distribution of cases. Most cases occur during
the late fall and early winter and this temporal pattern is seen
throughout Korea, China, and into the eastern portions of the former
Soviet Union.

Hantaan virus accounts for over 100,000 cases of disease in
China alone, and its incidence is probably underreported. Several
regional names have been proposed for human disease due to
hantaviral infections. In the case of Asian forms, Korean hemor-
rhagic fever and epidemic hemorrhagic fever have been used most
often. Recently, however, the World Health Organization has en-
dorsed a single name, hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome (HFRS),
to be used as a generic term to cover all forms of hantaviral disease.

The typical clinical HFRS in Asia generally progresses through
either a moderate or severe picture, with relatively well defined
successive stages. These are, in order, the febrile, hypotensive,
oliguric, diuretic, and convalescent stages (Earle, 1954). The major
signs and symptoms typically seen in each stage are, respectively,
fever, shock, renal impairment, relative hypervolemia, and fluid and
electrolyte imbalance. Most patients also have a characteristic facial
flushing, especially visible along the neck. A petechial rash is
usually seen, but it is often limited to the axilla. As an additional
hemorrhagic sign, ecchymosis is frequently seen among the severely
ill patients. Scleral injection, bloodshot eyes, is also not uncommon.

Most of the clinical characteristics of the disease, however, are
due to the marked kidney damage, which may progress to complete
renal failure and death. This includes unique and characteristic
damage to the renal medulla.

We have recently completed a two-year double-blind, placebo-
controlled efficacy trial of the antiviral drug Ribavirin for the treat-
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ment of epidemic hemorrhagic fever in China. This study offered us
the opportunity to examine nearly 300 acutely ill patients, and to
optimize our diagnostic techniques as well as to evaluate the drug
(Xiang et al., 1988). For this study we selected enzyme immunoassay
(ELISA) as the most appropriate technique to yield a rapid diagno-
sis, and we tried to measure specific hantaviral antigen as well as
IgM and IgG antibody to Hantaan. We were uniformly unsuccessful
in our attempts to detect Hantaan viral antigen in serum from
acutely ill patients. But we did find that virtually all patients had
high titers of IgM antibody on admission. Since IgM is the first class
of antibody made during an infection, followed later by an IgG
antibody response, these findings indicate that infection was recent.
Consequently, we have targeted our diagnostic test development on
efforts to measure Hantaan viral specific IgM antibodies. This has
proved successful, not only with the disease due to prototype Hantaan
virus, but also to the other forms of HFRS.

Without going into a great deal of detail about the drug trial
itself, let me just say that Ribavirin appears to be efficacious in
preventing death due to Hantaan viral infection if it is administered
early in the course of disease, with best results obtained among those
whose treatment is started on or before day four. Fifty-seven pa-
tients were enrolled in the first year of the study, and 187 in the
second year. Pooling the results from the 2 years, 10 deaths occurred
among the 108 patients receiving placebo, while only 3 died among
123 patients treated with the drug. This difference is statistically
significant (P<0.04).

The drug also appeared to markedly reduce morbidity and
frequently decreased the time patients spent at each stage of illness.
As one example, treatment substantially reduced levels of serurn
creatinine (an indication of kidney damage) among treated patients,
as compared to those receiving placebo. Ribavirin clearly has a place
in the treatment of HFRS, especially if patients can be diagnosed and
treatment initiated early in the course of their illness (Xiang et al.,
1988).

Nephropathia epidemica is a less severe form of HFRS that is
found in Scandinavia, the western part of the former Soviet Union,
and Europe. This disease was first described in the medical litera-
ture during the 1930s, at least in the Scandinavian medical literature,
and the similarities between it and the Asian forms of HFRS have
also been known for some time (Gajdusek, 1962).

Consequently, in the context of our theme on emerging viruses,
this is not a new disease. It was, however, a direct result of the
successful isolation of Hantaan virus that the causative agent of
nephropathia epidemica, Puumala virus, was identified. Clinically,
without going into detail, nephropathia epidemica is very similar to
the Asian forms, with renal dysfunction a prominent characteristic,
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but without the serious hemorrhagic manifestations and marked
mortality characteristic of Hantaan viral infections in Asia.

Some hantaviruses do, indeed, represent emerging virus dis-
eases. An apparently new virus, at least new in terms of our
recognition, was recently discovered in the Balkans. For the past
several years we have been collaborating with Dr. Tony Antoniadis
in Thessaloniki, Greece, to investigate HFRS. Although the disease
was not recognized in Greece prior to our studies, we now know that
there is a very severe form of the disease in the northwestern
provinces. This form has a significant renal involvement which
often leads to death (LeDuc et al., 1986a).

For the 27 Greek patients studied in detail, the disease was very
severe and more closely resembles the disease due to Hantaan virus
seen in Asia, rather than the milder nephropathia epidemica found
in Scandinavia and other parts of Europe. The bottom line is that the
mortality rate here is about 15 percent versus 1 percent for
nephropathia epidemica in Scandinavia and around 5 to 10 percent
for Hantaan induced infections in Asia.

We have succeeded in isolating a hantavirus from a sick Greek
patient and have shown it to be antigenically similar to prototype
Hantaan virus, although sufficiently distinct to allow specific recog-
nition (LeDuc et al., 1986a; Antoniadis et al., 1987). We proposed the
name Porogia virus for this particular agent. Recent studies in
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Albania suggest that this virus, or closely
related viruses, occur in these countries as well and are probably
responsible for major outbreaks of HFRS that were recorded over the
past several decades.

Unlike the late fall-early winter seasonality typical of both
Hantaan and Puumala viruses, most cases seen in Greece occur
during the warmer months of the year; cases peak around August.
Investigations of the natural host of this virus indicate that the
rodent Apodemus flavicollis (the common yellow-necked field mouse)
is the most likely reservoir for Porogia virus.

To summarize briefly, then, with regard to the hantaviruses
discussed so far, three distinct hantaviruses are recognized, which
are regionally associated with HFRS. Hantaan virus is found in Asia
and is responsible for a moderate to severe form of HFRS locally
named Korean hemorrhagic fever or epidemic hemorrhagic fever.
Puumala virus, found in Scandinavia, the western Soviet Union, and
much of Europe, causes a less severe form of HFRS called
nephropathia epidemica. Porogia virus, and perhaps some other
closely related viruses, are found in the Balkan Region and these
cause a very severe form of HFRS.

Seoul virus, another distinct hantavirus that is associated with
domestic rats, adds another dimension to the picture. The story of
Seoul virus begins in the early 1980s and, again, Ho Wang Lee and
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his colleagues in Korea played a prominent role in its discovery.
With the aid of the IFA test developed for Hantaan virus, they
diagnosed HFRS among patients who resided in the urban centers of
Korea, far from the recognized endemic region of Korean hemor-
rhagic fever (Lee et al., 1982). The patients were city dwellers,
people with no history of travel outside the city. When attempts
were made to collect small rodents around patients' houses, no
Apodemus could be found. However, domestic rats were present.
Captured rats were examined and both viral antigen and antibody to
what appeared to be Hantaan virus were detected using IFA tech-
niques. Both Rattus norvegicus and R. rattus, captured in a variety of
different neighborhoods in Seoul and other Korean cities, were
positive. For example, of 477 captured R. norvegicus tested, 63 were
antibody positive and 37, or about half of these, were also antigen
positive.

Subsequent study with more specific techniques, namely neu-
tralization tests, however, showed that the virus in domestic rats
was, in fact, an agent closely related to prototype Hantaan virus, but
distinct. This virus was named Seoul virus after the Korean city
where it was first isolated.

Soon thereafter my own group, in collaboration with several
others, began a global serosurvey of domestic rats to determine the
distribution of this newly recognized virus. Antibody positive rats
were found in many parts of the world, suggesting that the virus
itself was not new, but rather our ability to detect it had changed
(LeDuc et al., 1986b). Many antibody positives were found in North
America and South America, as well as in Africa, Australia, Asia,
and Europe.

We then focused our efforts locally to investigate the mainte-
nance of this virus among domestic rats in the United States. Many
of our studies were conducted in inner city neighborhoods in Balti-
more, although similar conditions exist in any number of cities in the
United States. In the alleyways of the inner cities, litter and trash
abound; rat burrows are associated with these piles of litter. We
have studied hantaviruses in the rat populations in these neighbor-
hoods of Baltimore for several years now, and we have found Seoul-
like viruses especially common among rats in this environment
(Childs et al., 1987). We have used the name Baltimore rat virus
(BRV) for the local Seoul-like hantavirus.

We have isolated strains of Seoul-like virus from rats captured
there, and we have monitored the hantaviral antibody prevalence
rates in these populations. Tabulating percent seropositive by body
mass groupings, which is a good estimator of rat age, about a third
of the animals in the lowest mass group, that is, the youngest age
group, have antibody to hantaviruses (Childs et al., 1985; Childs et
al., 1987). We suspect that this is maternal antibody, which is lost
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over the next several weeks. There is a dip in prevalence rates, to
about 10% in rats weighing about 200 grams, which are slightly
older. As the rats age, the prevalence rates increase until virtually all
(>80%) are seropositive in the largest rats, which represent the oldest
age group. Male and female rats follow virtually the same track.

With such an abundance of infected rats coexisting with the
resident human population, and recognition in Asia that Seoul virus
is capable of causing overt human disease, 2 years ago we began a
study to attempt to document acute hemorrhagic fever with renal
syndrome in Baltimore residents. In a prospective study from
January 1986 to October 1988 with inpatients and outpatients at the
Johns Hopkins Hospital, patients were tested for quantitative 24-
hour urine protein, as an indicator of kidney damage, and had a
blood sample drawn, to test for prior infection. All patients with
proteinuria greater than 250 milligrams per 24 hours were selected
for further study. As a control, we also included two patients per
week who had proteinuria of less than 150 milligrams per 24 hours
and had blood work done on these patients. Patients were excluded
if they were actively undergoing chemotherapy for cancer or treat-
ment of HIV, although a history of either of these alone was not a
basis for exclusion. Sera were screened by ELISA for both IgM and
IgG antibodies to hantaviruses. Suspect positives were confirmed
by Western blot and the identity of the infecting virus was deter-
mined by virus-specific plaque reduction neutralization tests in
tissue culture. Although we examined a total of 1,669 sera from 1,148
individuals, we failed to identify any with evidence of acute
hantaviral infection. We did, however, find 15 patients with anti-
body to the local strain of hantavirus, the Seoul-like virus, that we
had isolated from captured rats in Baltimore. Let me emphasize that
these people had antibody to the same virus that we have isolated
from the domestic rats captured in the same neighborhoods in
Baltimore (Childs et al., 1988; Glass et al., 1990).

While we were disappointed in not being able to document acute
disease in that study, we were struck by the fact that many of the
seropositive persons suffered from chronic renal disease or hyper-
tension, or both. Consequently, we went back to this same study
population and conducted a type of case-control study (Glass et al.,
1990). For purposes of this study we called all of those serologically
positive for virus as cases. We then randomly selected 5 seronegative
patients from the same patient population, to serve as controls for
each case. Controls were matched for age to within 3 years, and also
for sex. The medical records were then reviewed by a nephrologist
without prior knowledge of the patients' serologic status. Based on
clinical records, the nephrologist made a clinical diagnosis. Again,
there were 15 seropositives, all of whom were infected with the local
strain of rat associated hantavirus, and none of whom had a history
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of foreign travel. The seropositives represented 10 women and 5
men; 13 were black and 2 were white. We found no significant
differences between the seropositive cases and the matched
seronegative controls with regard to race, age, occupation, location
of residence, or clinical measurement such as blood pressure, serum
creatinine, or proteinuria. We did, however, find significant differ-
ences in the prevalence of chronic renal disease, including hyperten-
sion and a history of cerebral vascular accident. These conditions
were significantly more prevalent among those seropositive to
hantaviruses as compared to their matched seronegative controls.
This was not due just to differences in health. Rates of diabetes, for
example, were not significantly different. When we looked closely
at the specific causes of chronic renal disease, we found that the
association was specific for hypertensive renal disease, but not for
the other common causes of chronic renal disorder.

When we originally set up this study, we did not specifically
control for race. And even though the final matching did not differ
significantly between the seropositives and the seronegatives with
regard to race, there was a larger percentage of blacks among the
seropositives than among the seronegatives. Realizing the known
increased frequency of hypertension and cerebral vascular accidents
among blacks, we conducted a substudy in which only black
seropositives and seronegatives were considered. The study was
exactly as outlined initially, but only 3 seronegative controls were
used for each seropositive case.

The association originally detected in the initial study was still
evident when only blacks were considered. As mentioned earlier,
these results are very preliminary and still under analysis. How-
ever, the results, if confirmed, have some startling implications,
since they could well represent the first recognition of what might
appear, to the general public, to be a new emerging virus disease.

Some obvious questions immediately come to mind. Could
hantaviral infections account for a portion of the chronic renal disease
and hypertension so well known among inner city populations? And
why were we unable to detect acute disease? Is it possible that
subacute infections could actually lead to chronic renal disease?
These observations may also rekindle the debate whether hyperten-
sion leads to chronic renal disease, or as we might suspect here, that the
renal insult due to hantaviral infection may actually be the precursor
of subsequent hypertension. Clearly there is much more to be done
before any of these questions can be answered definitively. But at
least we are now in a position to develop some testable hypotheses.

Subsequently, 3 patients at the Johns Hopkins Hospital have
been identified who have seroconverted to the local Seoul-like
hantavirus (Baltimore rat virus, BRV). Each of the patients resided
in areas where infected rats had been collected. In all 3 cases the
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illness was characterized by acute onset of nausea, vomiting, fever,
epigastric pain, proteinuria, and the development of hypotension,
and variable renal and liver involvement. The course of illness for 2
of the patients was well characterized. The acute onset of illness
with a febrile phase, followed by 1-2 days of hypotension, and renal
failure with liver enzyme derangements is similar to rat-associated
HFRS in other parts of the world. Two of the patients later devel-
oped chronic renal disease.

These data indicate the HFRS does occur in the United States at
low levels but goes unrecognized. The development of chronic
disease in 2 of the patients is consistent with our earlier observation
that exposed individuals were more likely to suffer hypertensive
renal disease than uninfected controls, and suggests hantaviral in-
fection may be responsible for some portion of hypertensive renal
disease, in endemic areas. This interpretation is supported by a case-
control study of end-stage renal disease patients using hemodialysis
clinics in inner-city Baltimore. Exposure to BRV was found only
among patients with a primary diagnosis of hypertensive renal
disease. Seroprevalence in this group was 7.0%.

I have purposefully concentrated on the epidemiologic aspects
of the hantaviruses, but I would be remiss not to at least mention the
significant advances that have been made in understanding the basic
virology of this group of viruses. Very impressive strides have been
made in taking a group of viruses, which only a decade ago could
barely be grown in cell culture, to the point today where we recog-
nize these as a complex of distinct viruses that form a new genus
within the family Bunyaviridae (Schmaljohn et al., 1985). We have
a firm grasp on their molecular characteristics and the prospects of
a modern vaccine are well in sight.

In summary, although hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome
was well known for many years in Asia and parts of northern
Europe, it was not until the isolation of Hantaan virus that a specific
virus could be associated with the disease. The availability of
Hantaan virus for use in diagnostic testing, and the fact that this
virus is especially cross-reactive in the IFA test, led to the recogni-
tion and subsequent isolation of several other rodent-borne
hantaviruses that appear to also be associated with human disease.
Of these, one of the most intriguing is the Seoul-like viruses that are
associated with domestic rats. Studies in Asia have clearly associ-
ated this virus with human HFRS. Very preliminary results suggest
that prior infection with strains found here in the United States may
be associated with an increased risk of chronic renal disease, hyper-
tension, or cerebral vascular accidents. Our most recent data, men-
tioned above, provide additional evidence for both acute and chronic
effects of infection in the United States.
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Filoviruses
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The viral family known as the Filoviridae is unique among animal
virus families: we understand virtually nothing about the natural
history and maintenance strategies of any member of the family, yet
Marburg and Ebola viruses are highly pathogenic for man and are
capable of epidemic transmission (Table 15.1). Surely they are a
fitting subject for a book on emerging viruses.

DISCOVERY OF MARBURG VIRUS

Filoviruses first came to medical attention in 1967 when a lethal
epidemic of viral hemorrhagic fever occurring in Marburg, Federal
Republic of Germany (FRG); Frankfurt, FRG; arid Belgrade, Yugosla-
via (Serbia), was traced to a shipment of vervet or African green
monkeys imported from Uganda (Martini and Siegert, 1971; Siegert,
1972). The causative agent was cultivated from the blood of sick
humans and, as customary for arboviruses and other zoonotic vi-
ruses, was named Marburg virus after the site where the viral samples
were obtained. The bizarre morphology of the virion, as well as its
virulence and potential for human to human transmission, caught
the imagination of virologists. Although there was some superficial
similarity to rhabdoviruses (particularly plant rhabdoviruses), most
scientists remained unconvinced that Marburg virus was just an-
other rhabdovirus. Eventually, Marburg virus became the first mem-
ber of the filovirus family (Kiley et al., 1982).

The impact of the 1967 Marburg virus epidemic went far beyond
that of a rare disease, dangerous to a few people. Nonhuman
primates are a vital resource to the biomedical community. They are,
even today, essential to the development, safety testing, and produc-
tion of viral vaccines. The fundamental biological similarities be-
tween these animals and man has made them an essential element of
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biomedical research programs in many areas, including simian
lentiviruses that produce syndromes strikingly resembling human
AIDS. Those concerned with the importation and use of nonhuman
primates realized the potential disaster that could result from an
introduction of Marburg virus into the primate user community and
quarantine procedures were recommended for imported animals to
prevent the dissemination of Marburg virus to vaccine facilities and
biomedical research institutions. These precautions seemed par-
ticularly important, since ecological investigations failed to clarify
any African fount of infection.

Marburg virus remained an obscure medical curiosity until
1975, when a naturally acquired human infection was recognized in
South Africa. A young man traveling through Zimbabwe arrived in
Johannesburg and was hospitalized with a viral hemorrhagic fever
syndrome due to Marburg virus infection (Gear, 1989). After his
death, two people who had cared for him during his illness, a
traveling companion and a nurse, developed severe but nonfatal
disease from Marburg virus. Epidemiologists retraced the travels of
this young couple in an attempt to identify the source of infection.
As with the original Marburg incident, these attempts failed. Inter-
estingly, the publicity surrounding this episode in South Africa had
important secondary consequences. Clinicians were alerted to the
hemorrhagic fever syndrome and their interest led to the viral
studies that first implicated Rift Valley fever virus as a cause of this
same syndrome. Further studies in South Africa centered around
the clinical complex also resulted in the recognition of Crimean
Congo hemorrhagic fever virus as a significant public health prob-
lem in southern Africa.

AFRICAN EBOLA EPIDEMICS

The next indication of the existence of filoviruses came from an
extraordinary pair of epidemics in 1976. Foci of disease appeared in
southern Sudan and 600-700 km away in northern Zaire (Pattyn,
1978). Both epidemics were in clusters of small African communities
situated in similar ecologic zones and lying along rural communica-
tion routes. The Zaire epidemic was clearly dependent on unsterilized
needles and syringes for its major dissemination between villages,
although multiple later generations of cases occurred among family
contacts without any defined parenteral exposure. In the Sudan the
initial focus was a cotton factory in Nzara, and several of the earliest
recognized cases worked there in a single room. Travel to nearby
Maridi introduced the virus into the medical care system, with
subsequent iatrogenic dissemination that devastated the Maridi
hospital.
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Table 15.1 Filovirus Isolates

Year
Number of cases

Virus* (Percent mortality) Comments

1967 MBG 25 (28) from monkeys
6 (0) from man

Imported African green monkeys presumed to have been
infected in Uganda transmitted virus to European
laboratory workers, particularly those exposed to blood and
tissues. Secondary cases in medical personnel and family
members.

1975 MBG 1 (100) primary
2 (0) secondary

Traveler infected in Zimbabwe transmitted disease to
companion and nurse.

1976 EBO-Z 85 (100) injection
43 (91) injection/contact
149 (89) contact

Index case apparently introduced disease into Yambuku
Hospital in Zaire. Secondary transmission occurred by
injection from unsterilized equipment and contact with sick
people.

1976 EBO-S 280 (53) An independent epidemic from that in Zaire arose in Nzara,
Sudan, with a distinct EBO strain. Earliest cases were
traced to cotton factory in Nzara. Transmission was both
nosocomial and by contact in homes. Spread to adjacent
towns, including Maridi, Sudan.

1977 EBO-Z 1 (100)

1979 EBO-S 34 (65)

Child in Tandala, Zaire, died with hemorrhagic fever.

Recurrent disease in Nzara, Sudan; the index case worked
in same room in textile factory identified in 1976 epidemic.

1980 MBG 1 (100) primary
1 (0) secondary

French engineer in Nzoia, Kenya; he infected physician
caring for him in ICU.

1987 MBG 1 (100) Danish man visited parents living in Kisumu and traveled
in western Kenya.

1989 EBO-R 4 (0) Reston, Virginia: infected cynomolgus macaques imported
from Philippines. Subsequent studies established Asian
origin of virus. All 4 documented infections of man were
subclinical. (Also identified in monkeys of same origin in
Siena, Italy, 1992, and in Alice, Texas, 1990 and 1996.)

1994 EBO 1 (0) C6te d'lvoire, November: researcher became infected after
necropsy on chimpanzee following a chimpanzee dieoff in
Tai Forest; distinct EBO strain.

1995 EBO-Z 315 (77)

1995 EBO 1 (0)

Epidemic in Kikwit, Zaire, January-July; index case
identified as a charcoal vendor who lived in Kikwit but
regularly collected wood in rainforest. As in the 1976
epidemics, most cases were nosocomial, also family
contacts (caregivers).

Liberia; 25 year old male, in area of Liberia near C6te
d'lvoire.

1996 EBO-Z 37 (57) Gabon, January-March; initial cases had contact with a
chimpanzee carcass. Cases included a 7 month old child.

*MBG = Marburg virus
EBO-Z = Ebola virus, Zaire strain
EBO-S = Ebola virus, Sudan strain
EBO-R = Ebola virus strain isolated in Reston, Virginia
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Isolation of apparently identical viruses from the two epidemics
led to the christening of "Ebola virus," named for a local river.
Subsequently it has become apparent that the two viruses are not
identical, but that they have significant antigenic, RNA sequence,
and biologic differences (Buchmeier et al., 1983; Cox et al., 1983;
Richman et al., 1983). Nevertheless, there were important similari-
ties in the natural history of the two epidemics: needle/syringe
transmission played a catalytic role in dissemination; person-to-
person contagion occurred in 5-10% of household members, but
generally only after close contact with desperately ill patients under
conditions of primitive hygiene; and mortality was high. Human
disease declined as hospitals were depopulated, less intimate asso-
ciation with sick persons was practiced, and increased use of modern
barrier nursing practices was instituted by international assistance
teams. Notable biosocial correlates included (1) the altruistic and
effective international response to define the nature of these fright-
ening threats to human health, and (2) the role of unsterilized
injection equipment in disseminating disease. The introduction of
sterile disposable needles and syringes has been of enormous benefit
to the developed world, but these articles are by their nature not
adaptable to preparation for safe reuse. Plastic syringes do not
withstand even boiling and other simple methods applied in many
third-world settings that might provide some measure of protection.
This also has enormous implications for diseases with extraordinar-
ily long viremic incubation periods, such as observed with AIDS.

The clinical disease observed in these Ebola epidemics resembled
that described for Marburg (Pattyn, 1978; Peters et al., 1991). After
an incubation period lasting 3 to 16 days, sudden fever and malaise
developed followed by prostration, sore throat, chest pain, abdomi-
nal pain, skin rash, and diarrhea. Within a week to 10 days those
destined to survive began to improve, even though recovery from
the severe debilitating effects of the disease often required weeks.
Patients with severe infections often experience diffuse or extensive
hemorrhage, coma, and convulsions before death. The exact mecha-
nisms by which filoviruses cause such serious disease are not known,
but there is extensive viral involvement of liver, lymphoid organs,
and kidneys. In experimental monkey Ebola infections, virus has
been identified in vascular endothelial cells, suggesting at least one
mechanism for the coagulopathy that occurs in a diffuse fashion in
these animals as well as many filovirus-infected patients
(Baskerville et al., 1985). Humans convalescent from Marburg or
Ebola infection have had virus isolated up to 3 to 4 months later in
semen or, in a uveitis patient, anterior chamber fluid. No evidence
of long-term persistence, latency, or late degenerative disease has
been adduced from the small number of patients under continued
medical observation.
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FURTHER VIRAL AND EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES

Both Marburg and Ebola viruses once again largely disappeared
from mainstream medical interest. Isolated human cases were con-
firmed by virus isolation (Table 15.1), and occasional patients were
presumptively diagnosed by serological means. A small outbreak
occurred again in Nzara, Sudan, and the index case worked in the
same small factory where the 1976 epidemic apparently originated.
Retrospective epidemiologic investigations failed to find a source
for either Marburg or Ebola virus in spite of attempts that included
collection of ecologic samples for virologic tests. Bats, monkeys,
spiders, and ticks were among the species suspected to be animal
reservoirs of filoviruses on circumstantial evidence, but no definitive
data were obtained. Some common factors emerged. The source of
these viruses was embedded deep in rural African life. Casual
visitors to cities were not at risk; expatriate cases had traveled in the
countryside, had close contact with local people, and often had interests
in local ecology. One particularly fertile area was recognized in the
Mt. Elgon region on the Kenya-Uganda border. The 1980 and 1987
Marburg virus isolates came from Europeans traveling in nearby
Kenya and visiting the Kitum cave atop Mt. Elgon. The 1967 ship-
ment of African green monkeys, which resulted in recognition of the
virus family, originated in Uganda within 100 km of Mt. Elgon. Facts
surrounding the 1967 monkey collections were suppressed in the
repressive political atmosphere of the time, but it now appears that
there may have been monkey disease in the Ugandan exporting area
(Johnson et al., 1982).

A major impediment to Ebola virus research has been the lack of
a neutralizing antibody response in convalescent sera from patients
or experimental animals surviving infection with filoviruses. This
has worked in two ways, neither of which is necessarily obvious to
the general scientific reader. First of all, to the virologist concerned
with the biology of hemorrhagic fever viruses, virus neutralization
is the basic tool for classifying related viruses, and the lack of access
to this comfortable modality of established relevance makes it ex-
traordinarily difficult to decide such questions as whether the Zaire
and Sudan strains of "Ebola" are two different viruses. Second, the
extent of in vitro virus neutralization often correlates with the ability
of convalescent sera to protect against or treat disease from hemor-
rhagic fever virus infections. The lack of in vitro virus neutralization
from filovirus antisera, not unexpectedly, is accompanied by a lack
of protective capacity on passive transfer to infected experimental
animals. This rather arcane point becomes particularly relevant to
researchers who, in spite of the best containment technology, may be
accidentally exposed to Ebola or Marburg viruses. Neither the
antibodies in convalescent plasma nor other antiviral modalities
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such as drugs or alpha interferon have been shown to exert a protec-
tive effect in experimental animals (Peters et al., 1991).

The lack of a sensitive, specific neutralization test has also
hampered researchers in their attempts to unravel the natural his-
tory of filoviruses. This test has served as the "gold standard" for
seroepidemiological studies of most viruses until recent introduc-
tion of more sophisticated approaches. Large numbers of residents
in central Africa have been found to have antibodies to Ebola virus
by the widely used indirect fluorescent antibody (IFA) test. These
tests are not simple false positives. Many IFA positive sera also react with
Ebola virus by Western blot or radioimmunoprecipitation tests. The
reactivity is reproducible on serial sampling and varies from village to
village. Yet, based on the experience in Sudan and Zaire in 1976, the number
of antibody positives observed should be reflected in the common
occurrence of severe viral hemorrhagic fever. Even in the remote regions
studied, these patients should have come to the attention of the medical
profession and be remembered by local people; however, there are no
recollections of such vivid and severe clinical syndromes. We have
speculated that there may be other strains of Ebola-like filoviruses of
lesser pathogenicity for man circulating in these regions.

It does seem that filoviruses are not common causes of serious
human disease in Africa. Several attempts to isolate Ebola and
Marburg viruses from putative viral hemorrhagic fever cases in
West Africa (Liberia), East Africa (Kenya), central Africa (Central
African Republic), and southern Africa (South Africa) have been
largely unsuccessful. This does not exclude the possibilities that
filoviruses kill a significant number of humans by their sporadic
activity in Africa, that they may be more important in rural areas not
yet tested, or that lethal epidemic disease may occur from time to
time and not be recognized and reported.

In spite of dead ends in the epidemiology and therapy of
filoviruses, progress was made in the molecular biology of these
agents. Painstaking studies by Kiley, Regnery, Sanchez, and others
at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) led to our understanding of
the filoviruses as a group of enveloped viruses with a single nega-
tive-polarity RNA strand, which is transcribed into monocistronic
mRNA coding for the virion proteins (Kiley et al., 1988; Sanchez et
al., 1989). The detailed findings and the lack of sequence homology
with other virus families when combined with the detailed ultra-
structural observations of Almeida, Peters, Muller, Murphy, and
other workers led to the acceptance of the filovirus family (Kiley et
al., 1982).

Thus, our attitude toward filoviruses in 1989 was highly ambiva-
lent. These agents were capable of causing human disease with high
mortality and with person-to-person spread, yet they seemed to be
sufficiently uncommon that they presented no major health threat to
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Figure 15.1 "Reston" strain of Ebola virus. Cultured MA-104 cells 2 days after
inoculation with serum from an imported cynomolgus monkey dying of hemorrhagic
fever. Arrows indicate array of viral nucleocapsids, which would appear as magenta
inclusions on routine histopathological stains. Mature virions seen in vacuoles. Magnifi-
cation, X 28,000. Courtesy of Mr. Tom Geisbert, USAMRIID.

residents or travelers in Africa. Indeed, disease from these viruses was
so infrequent we had difficulty finding cases to study. Clearly there were
other viral hemorrhagic fevers causing obvious health problems, either
endemically, such as Lassa fever in West Africa, or epidemically, such as
Rift Valley fever throughout sub-Saharan Africa, which seemed to call for
a shift in resources away from Ebola virus. Yet it seemed unwise not to
pursue more understanding of such a lethal viral disease when we had no
real knowledge of its natural history or of the ways in which its activity was
controlled. These considerations were preempted by an unusual series of
events.

MONKEY EPIDEMICS IN THE U.S., I989

In November 1989 we received samples for viral studies from cynomolgus
macaques (Macacafascicularis) recently imported from the Philippines. The
veterinary clinician was aware that we had studied an epidemic of simian
hemorrhagic fever (SHF) among imported M. fascicularis in April 1989 and
suspected that this virus was causing an epidemic among a cohort of 100
monkeys housed in one room (Room F) in a quarantine facility in Reston,
Virginia. Tissues taken from dead or moribund euthanized monkeys were
inoculated into a cell line derived from rhesus monkey kidney (MA-104),
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and three animals were readily confirmed as having SHF viral infection;
fluorescent antibody (FA) tests detected SHF antigens, and typical particles
could be found by electron microscopy to confirm the infecting virus.
Tissues from a fourth monkey, however, induced a different cytopathic effect
in MA-104 cells and did not result in expression of SHF viral antigens. To our
surprise, examination of these cell cultures with the electron microscope
showed abundant filovirus particles (Fig. 15.1). Working into the evening and
the next morning, we identified the filovirus to be not Marburg as suspected,
but rather Ebola virus or a relative by its reaction with human and animal
polyclonal Ebola viral antisera and several Ebola-specif ic monoclonal antibod-
ies (Jahrling et al., 1990). By that evening the management of the quarantine
facility, as well as state and national health authorities, had been notified of
these findings. Because of spreading disease within the room all monkeys had
already been euthanized, but more stringent precautions were instituted
among the animals in other rooms and exposed personnel were placed under
surveillance by the Virginia State Health Department and the CDC.

Two laboratory techniques developed for use in experimental infec-
tions of monkeys proved to be invaluable in reconstructing past events and
monitoring ongoing animal disease: (1) Immunoperoxidase staining of
formalin-fixed tissues had been valuable for studying the distribution of
virus in animals inoculated with the Zaire strain of Ebola, and proved
equally adaptable to retrospective examination of earlier monkey deaths
within the building (Zaire strain antigen can be detected in paraffin-
embedded tissue blocks from monkey necropsies performed more than 7
years previously); and (2) A rapid ELISA was also developed and applied
to detect antigen in serum or tissues from infected animals, allowing a
diagnosis of Ebola infection to be made within 4 hours (Ksiazek et al., 1992).

Events unfolded rapidly. A second room began to experience an
unusually high mortality with ELISA antigen positivity in most dying
animals, and at least one other room had Ebola involvement. One of the
animal technicians then developed a febrile illness with digestive symp-
toms; he later proved not to have Ebola, but the event certainly helped
crystallize thinking on potential lines of action. Because of the probability
that the infection was spreading within the building, the remaining pri-
mates were euthanized. Since the monkeys were potentially infected with
a lethal human pathogen, veterinarians, animal technicians, and other
scientists with experience in working with dangerous organisms under
high containment conditions were organized into teams to provide safe,
humane euthanasia. Nursing personnel, specially trained in the use of self-
contained protective gear to provide medical care to hemorrhagic fever
patients, provided the training and support to utilize flexible plastic hoods
with battery-powered blowers providing filtered sterile air. These head
coverings interdigitate with impermeable overalls to give a high degree of
protection against fomites, droplets, and aerosols. To assure that the
building was safe for reuse, critical contents were surface decontaminated
with hypochlorite or incinerated, followed by treatment of the entire
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structure with paraformaldehyde vapor. Tissues from animals outside the
two heavily involved rooms, when tested by antigen ELISA, showed a very
low prevalence of infection. Fortunately, clinical arid serological surveil-
lance by public health authorities of quarantine facility workers, veterinary
personnel, and clinical laboratory technicians handling blood from infected
animals revealed no signs of infection.

The mode of transmission within the quarantine facility could not be
confidently established from an analysis of the initially collected data
(Centers for Disease Control, 1990a). Disease first appeared in Room F and
was probably introduced with that shipment. The second involved room
could have become infected from Room F or have been infected before
arrival. Because of the high susceptibility of Macaca to tuberculosis, arriving
animals are tuberculin tested, with repeats at 2-week intervals. Many
animals develop illness after shipment and receive injections of antibiotics
and vitamins. Syringes (but not needles) were used for multiple animals,
raising the possibility that parenteral transmission was largely responsible
for spread. In any case, the quarantine procedures that had been put in place
as a consequence of the 1967 Marburg episode had served to limit infected
monkeys to the involved facility. Other factors also favored containment of
the infection. Concern for herpes B virus (a natural infection in Macaca
species, but potentially lethal for humans who may contract it from the
monkeys) in the veterinary and HIV-1 in the medical communities has led
to improved practices among those working with nonhuman primates and
clinical laboratory samples. An alert veterinary clinician seeking laboratory
confirmation of the monkey deaths brought samples to the microbiology
laboratory where classical virology was critically important in identifying
Ebola virus in the material (Jahrling et al., 1990).

The role of SHF virus was also unclear. This spherical, positive-
stranded RNA virus has no antigenic or genetic relationship to the filovirus
family (Gravell et al., 1986; Trousdale et al., 1975). It was first discovered as
a lethal epidemic disease of captive Macaca, an Asian genus (Tauraso et al.,
1970). However, SHF strains have been recovered from apparently healthy
but chronically viremic patas monkeys (Erythrocebus patas, an African
species). After some of the rare macaque epidemics of SHF were traced to
cross-contamination from patas monkeys by unsterilized tatoo needles or
injection equipment, it was hypothesized that patas monkeys were the true
reservoir of SHF virus and that the macaques were only incidentally
infected during captivity (London, 1977). Because no human disease has
been observed in laboratory workers or animal handlers exposed to SHF,
and because it is a relatively difficult virus to manipulate in the laboratory,
the research effort on it has been modest.

Most animals tested from the first room, and some from the second
room, had SHF in addition to Ebola virus detectable in serum or organs.
Classical strains of SHF virus are virtually 100% lethal for macaques, as are
previous Ebola isolates. Which was the primary pathogen and what was the
interaction between the two viruses? We have begun to answer these
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questions in the laboratory. One of the Ebola isolates (H28) from Reston has
been plaque-cloned and tested exhaustively to assure its freedom from SHF
virus. This virus killed two of three cynomolgus macaques inocu-
lated intramuscularly with 500 plaque forming units. Ebola antigen
was present in the serum of all three infected monkeys; antibodies
developed in all three as well. The simultaneous presence of Ebola
antigen and antibody in serum from the two dying monkeys prob-
ably represents an ineffectual immune response occurring too late to
mediate recovery from critical organ damage. It does contrast to
most laboratory inoculations of macaques with Marburg, or with
Sudan or Zaire strains of Ebola virus; antibody rarely appears in
these animals, and they usually die.

FURTHER U.S. EPIDEMICS AND THE LINK TO ASIA

Of course the potential scientific payoff in this epidemic was the
tracing of the source of filovirus infection in the monkeys and the
opportunity to identify the elusive reservoir of Ebola virus. Collabo-
rative international studies examined the ports of call of the cargo
airplanes bringing the crucial shipment to the U.S. The first hypoth-
esis was that these two known African viruses (SHF and Ebola) had
been introduced into the Asian macaques during shipment. Careful
shoe-leather epidemiological studies failed to find a direct link to
monkeys or other animals from Africa during shipment. Of course,
viruses can persist in injection apparatus, multidose medicine vials,
or in dried material in the environment long after an infected animal
has departed. However, this was not the explanation in this case; it
appears that both Ebola and SHF strains also are present in Asia. The
CDC had requested tissues from cynomolgus monkeys dying in
quarantine facilities as part of a comprehensive effort to protect
importers from Ebola virus. They succeeded in isolating another
strain of Ebola virus from a cynomolgus monkey succumbing in
Pennsylvania and the circumstances suggested an independent in-
troduction of virus. Emerging serological data using the IFA test
also pointed to widespread previous infection of macaques arriving
from Indonesia and the Philippines, and indeed in several Old
World species including rhesus macaques, Cercopithecus species
(African green monkeys and their relatives), and Papio species
(baboons).

Collaborative investigations in the Philippines (Dr. Betsy
Miranda, the Philippine Department of Health; Dr. Mark White, the
CDC Field Epidemiology Training Program consultant assigned to
Manila; and Dr. Curt Hayes and LCDR James Burans, the U.S. Naval
Medical Research Unit No. 2) confirmed the presence of antibodies
in Asian macaques, found seropositives among monkey handlers,
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Figure 15.2 Lung from a rhesus monkey infected with the Zaire strain of Ebola virus by
the aerosol route. Courtesy of Dr. John White, USAMRIID. a. A large number of virions
(V) and some macrophages are shown in an alveolar space. Magnification, X 7,200; b.
A large cytoplasmic inclusion in an epithelial cell (Ep) contains viral nucleocapsids (I). Note
the extracellular virions (V) in the adjacent alveolar space (AS). Magnification, X30.000.

and also identified Ebola-related deaths among monkeys held in an
export compound near Manila on Luzon Island. IFA test suggested
past infection among humans and monkeys on Mindanao, the island
where wild cynomolgus monkeys were trapped for later export.

While data on infection in the Philippines were being developed,
interesting findings were once again emerging from Reston, Vir-
ginia. Importation of macaques resumed in January 1990 and the
first two shipments entered without apparent health problems. The
few monkeys that died were tested by antigen capture ELISA and no
positives were found. However, the next three shipments, arriving
in February and March, yielded animals dying with Ebola virus
infection. These deaths occurred in the first few days of arrival, were
clinically and pathologically typical of the spectrum of primate
Ebola infection previously seen at Reston and in the experimentally
infected monkeys, and were associated with exuberant expression of
Ebola virus (electron micrographs of tissues, immunohistochemical
staining of antigens in fixed tissue, high-titered antigen present by
ELISA, virus isolation). These data left little doubt that monkey
infection occurred in the Philippines before or at the time of ship-
ment and was highly suggestive that Ebola virus infection was the
major factor in the monkey deaths. Furthermore, spread to addi-
tional monkeys in each of the involved rooms was progressive, with
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most inhabitants dying or being sacrificed when ill. More than 90%
of the sick or dead animals tested during these room epidemics were
positive by ELISA for Ebola antigen. The mortality in involved
rooms was approximately 80%.

During this period of massive spread, disturbing clinical and
pathological observations were made. Monkeys were noted to have
extensive clinical evidence of respiratory involvement often with
copious nasal discharge. High concentrations of viral antigen were
detected by antigen ELISA and staining of smears from nasal and
oropharyngeal swabs. The presence of virus in these samples was
confirmed by electron microscopic visualization (Fig. 15.2) and by
culture. Viral antigen was found in both upper and lower respira-
tory tracts and pneumonia was evident, both grossly and micro-
scopically, in many animals.

The continuing spread of infection within the quarantine facility
may be explained by these pathogenetic findings. The two ship-
ments admitted in January had remained apparently healthy until,
during March 1990, Ebola-specific deaths were found in the first
arrivals and eventually deaths reached a level that required sacrifice
of the entire room. By April 1990, virus was circulating in still another
previously uninvolved room, this time involving the second January
shipment and leading to elimination of the room's inhabitants.

The mechanism of cross-contamination between rooms is un-
known. Infectious secretions may have been carried from one of the
heavily involved rooms by animal caretakers in spite of quarantine
precautions, but it is also possible that small particle aerosols may
have circulated through the ventilation system. The most alarming
finding was the development of serological evidence of infection in
four of the five regular workers in the quarantine facility (Centers for
Disease Control, 1990b). One was probably infected when he cut
himself while performing a necropsy on an infected monkey; how-
ever, the other three had no defined exposure to virus. Fortunately,
none of the workers experienced significant symptoms during the
period while antibodies were rising. The seriousness of the efficient
spread of a filovirus by such mechanisms cannot be overestimated;
however, the context of the exposure must be borne in mind: literally
hundreds of monkeys had died from infection within the facility,
providing an enormous potential source of infectious material. The
high incidence of acute infections at Reston contrasts markedly to
the findings from surveys of others involved in the transport chain
of the infected shipments as well as workers exposed to nonhuman
primates for years (Centers for Disease Control, 1990c). CDC has
found no seroconversions, a seroprevalence of around 1%, and no
history of classical hemorrhagic fever. These IFA results, although
confirmed by Western blot, represent a very low incidence of infec-
tion and require comparison to background serological findings in
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the general population.
Laboratory evidence for the extensive presence of virus in pul-

monary secretions and the relentless spread within involved rooms
(even in the absence of needle or syringe use) clearly established the
ability of this filovirus strain to spread from monkey to monkey and
even from monkey to man by droplets and/or small particle aero-
sols. This should be contrasted to the Marburg and African Ebola
epidemics in which sick humans appeared to transmit virus prima-
rily to those in close contact with their blood or secretions. Further-
more, even in the original Marburg epidemic, human disease ac-
quired from monkeys only occurred in those exposed to blood,
organs, or tissue cultures. However, before rejecting the possibility
of occasional spread of Marburg or Ebola (Zaire and Sudan strains)
by droplet or aerosol mechanisms, one must also consider the field
observations that indicate a minority of Ebola secondary infections
did not have close contact with patients' blood or body fluids, the
primate studies in which monkeys housed in the same room (but not
necessarily in adjacent cages) occasionally become infected, and a
formal aerosol experiment in which as little as 500 PFU of the Zaire
strain of Ebola virus fatally infected rhesus monkeys.

While these and similar observations on the pathogenesis and
epidemiology of primate filovirus epidemics were being made in the
United States by concerned scientists from industry, state health
departments, CDC, and the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of
Infectious Diseases, new data on the geographic distribution of
filoviruses in nonhuman primates were rapidly accreting. Cyriomol-
gus macaques from the Philippines, Indonesia, and Thailand were
found by IFA to have antibodies to filoviruses. As a matter of fact,
monkey sera from numerous species, includingMacaca mulatta (rhesus
macaques) and several Cercopithecus species (particularly C. aethiops,
also called African green or vervet monkey), have been positive by
IFA. Thus, nonhuman primates seemed to be an important indicator
species for filovirus infection. The findings of antibodies in monkey
populations transplanted to different geographic areas suggested
the possibility that Ebola virus might have a broad geographic
distribution or perhaps an even closer relationship with the mon-
keys. The size of the populations that apparently sustained virus
circulation is too small to imagine simple monkey to monkey trans-
mission as the sole mechanism unless prolonged virus shedding
occurred. Alternatively, one could envisage a mechanism of long-
term infection with reactivation, similar to varicella and zoster or
typhus and the Brill-Zinsser phenomenon. Another speculative
possibility would invoke long-lived arthropods as mediators of
infection. Some species of mites or lice could easily accompany
monkeys on their journeys and be quite difficult to detect.
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SOME CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

What then have we learned about filoviruses from this episode? It
now seems likely, based on serological information from the IFA
test, that filoviruses circulate in Asia. Furthermore, an epidemic in
a monkey facility in the Philippines led to multiple subsequent introduc-
tions into U.S. quarantine facilities. Available data do not permit a conclu-
sion as to whether the monkeys are only incidentally infected or may
play a more integral role in virus maintenance. Interestingly, anti-
bodies that react with the Reston isolate imported from the Philippines
are not the only ones found. Many Asian monkey sera react only with the
Sudan or Zaire Ebola strains, and positive FA tests with Marburg virus
antigen also occurs. The significance of this is unknown, but the findings
certainly complicate simple hypotheses about strain antigenicity and
geographical distribution. They also emphasize the need for additional
serological tests for confirmation of seroepidemiological studies of
filoviruses. The potential of filoviruses for droplet/aerosol transmission
in appropriate circumstances has also been well established.

Are the Asian monkey isolates "Ebola virus?" The answer to the
question as posed is clearly "yes." Morphology, cross-reactions with
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies, and the early biochemical data
developed by A. Sanchez at the CDC support this classification. The Reston
isolate does differ from the two African isolates in some significant ways:
(1) Some polyclonal antisera react solely or significantly better with indi-
vidual strains and one monoclonal antibody that reacts with Sudan and
Zaire viruses fails to stain Reston virus-infected cells, (2) There appears to
be less endothelial cell involvement in Reston virus-infected monkeys, and
(3) Pathogenicity for man seems to be less than observed in the
African epidemics. However, one could also ask, "What is Ebola
virus?" For example, the IFA tests such as those applied to the Ebola
strains might not clearly separate the highly pathogenic arena virus, Lassa,
from its much less dangerous relative, lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus.
In fact, one must await additional serological and molecular data to
understand the degree of taxonomic relatedness among the three isolates
from Sudan, Zaire, and Reston, Virginia, called "Ebola virus."

What was the origin of the multiple introductions of this strain
of Ebola virus in 1989-1990? The proximate cause seems to be an
increased circulation of virus in holding facilities overseas, and the
emerging evidence suggests that acutely infected animals were
concentrated at a single exporter. It is possible that ordinary secular
variations in filovirus transmission in nature may have led to intro-
duction of active virus transmission into the exporter's facility,
possibly with subsequent amplification by animal husbandry and
injection practices. More speculatively, a variant virus with in-
creased transmissibility may have arisen in nature or in the primate
population destined for export. We are also pursuing the possibility
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that some interaction with SHF virus may have been responsible for
the emergence of this Ebola strain as an epidemic pathogen; SHF has
been coisolated from at least some sick animals in all the epizootics
from which we have received samples. Other intercurrent infections
with viruses such as hepatitis A, simian lentiviruses, or type D retro viruses,
could also be involved. Regardless of the root causes of the epidem-
ics, we now have knowledge and tools that did not exist in Novem-
ber 1989 and which permit a reasoned response to the threat. The
high degree of transmissibility among monkeys housed in a single
room dictates early identification of infected animals, both to protect the
monkeys and to minimize risk of human infection. The antigen-
detection ELISA appears to be a test that can accomplish this reliably
in sick or dead animals and be readily applied to large numbers of
samples. Testing serum samples for Ebola antigenemia or ribo-
nucleic acid (A. Sanchez at the CDC has a sensitive polymerase chain
reaction assay) will also identify many infected monkeys before they
become ill. Although it seems likely that elimination of animals early
in the infectious process should prevent continuing spread within mon-
key cohorts housed in the same room, this critical point remains to
be established. The potential threat from imported antibody-posi-
tive animals also deserves further exploration. In our experience, IFA
antibody titers in recently convalescent monkeys are considerably
higher than those in most survey sera from healthy animals and
animals with exceptional titers may form a special category. In
general, however, there is no evidence that latent or chronic infection has
played any role in the 1967 Marburg incident or in the last years'
cynomolgus monkey epizootics, and the past record of safety in use
of monkeys (many of which were IFA positive) and their tissues
argues against any serious danger. However, a systematic explora-
tion of latency seems particularly relevant in light of our ignorance of the
mechanisms of filovirus maintenance in nature (Peters et al., 1992).

How dangerous are filoviruses from primates for man? Consid-
ering the experience since 1967, it would seem that the probability of
significant disease is small, but that if an epidemic occurred it could
be nasty. We were fortunate that the high infectivity of the Reston
Ebola strain was not combined with the human pathogenicity of the
1967 Marburg virus. The only two recognized episodes have been in
imported wild-caught monkeys and improved quarantine proce-
dures are being implemented in the U.S. to further protect against
this eventuality. An important aspect of any quarantine should be
etiologic diagnosis of deaths. Improved use of pathological and
microbiological diagnostic modalities in this country should mini-
mize both primate loss and human risk. Increased concern for
wildlife conservation and foreign licensing of exporters will further
decrease the risk of filovirus spread to man.

What are the lessons for an "emerging virus" book? The obvious
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answer is that we must have some flexibility in our research pro-
grams to explore some of the enigmas that may only give hints
regarding their possible future importance. Any "realistic" admin-
istrative review in 1989 could have established that filoviruses were
of little significance for human health and that scarce research funds
should not be allocated to expensive BL4 laboratories and overseas
field programs to study them. I imagine similar opinions would
have been proffered if a lentivirus had been isolated from a handful
of immunosuppressed people in Zaire in the mid-1970s.
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Human Monkeypox, A Newly
Discovered Human Virus Disease

FRANK FENNER

MONKEYPOX IN CAPTIVE MONKEYS

In 1958, Dr. P. von Magnus and his colleagues at the State Serum Institute
in Copenhagen recovered an orthopoxvirus from the skin lesions of a
cynomolgus monkey during an outbreak of a pox disease in their laboratory
monkeys. They noted that the pocks it produced on the chorioallantoic
membrane were very similar to those produced by variola virus (although
subsequently differences were found), but unlike variola virus, the new
virus produced large lesions in rabbit skin. It was a new orthopoxvirus,
which they called "monkeypox virus". Over the next 10 years nine more
outbreaks were recognized in captive primates in North America and
Europe, all in monkeys shipped from Asia, except for a case in a chimpanzee
very recently imported from Sierra Leone and a large outbreak in the
Rotterdam Zoo in 1964-1965 which was introduced by two South American
anteaters. No cases occurred in animal handlers, and no cases were
reported in captive monkeys after 1968.

Retrospectively, the occurrence of these outbreaks, except the case in a
chimpanzee from Sierra Leone, which was incubating the disease when
captured, must have been due to infection of susceptible Asian monkeys,
and the South American anteater, in transit. During the period 1958-1968,
large numbers of monkeys were being imported into laboratories in Europe
and North America for polio vaccine production and testing. Initially the
conditions for shipping and handling in transit were deplorable, all kinds
of animals from different places being crowded together. Presumably
during this period Asian monkeys were in close enough contact with
infectious African monkeys to contract the disease from them.

THE DISCOVERY OF HUMAN CASES OF MONKEYPOX

When the Intensified Smallpox Eradication Programme of the World
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Health Organization was launched in 1967, the Chief of the Smallpox
Eradication Unit, Dr. D. A. Henderson, recognized that it was essen-
tial to establish whether there was an animal reservoir of variola
virus. Since primates were the most likely reservoir host, special
attention was given to the only known orthopoxvirus of monkeys,
monkeypox virus. A committee of poxvirologists was established
and first met in Moscow in 1969. The meeting focused on monkeypox
virus, and the committee agreed that it was definitely a species
distinct from variola virus.

By 1970 smallpox was well on the way to eradication from West
and Central Africa, but in August 1970 a "sporadic" case of "small-
pox" was reported from a village in the tropical rain forests of Zaire,
in a district where the last outbreak of smallpox had occurred in
1968. Scabs were collected and sent through WHO Headquarters to
the WHO Collaborating Laboratory in Moscow, where Dr. S. S.
Marennikova recognized that this case of "smallpox" was caused by
monkeypox virus, and informed Henderson by telephone. Henderson
immediately got in touch with colleagues in the other WHO Collabo-
rating Laboratory in Atlanta, and told them of Marennikova's find-
ing, for they had received some puzzling specimens from Liberia.
The virus from Liberian specimens, and from specimens received
shortly afterwards from Sierra Leone and Nigeria, also turned out to
be monkeypox virus.

THE ORGANIZATION OF FIELD RESEARCH

In the early 1970s the eradication of smallpox remained the highest
priority of the World Health Organization, but by 1976 global eradi-
cation was sufficiently well advanced for the Smallpox Eradication
Unit to try to determine the public health importance of this newly
discovered disease. A Coordination Meeting was held in the WHO
Regional Office in Brazzaville, at which it became clear that the best
surveillance program for human monkeypox was that operating in
Zaire. Four years later, when the General Assembly of WHO de-
clared smallpox to have been eradicated, it endorsed a proposal for
further research on monkeypox, and a WHO-supported program
was set up in Zaire. This program, planned by Dr. I. Arita and
carried out under the direction of Dr. Z. Jezek of WHO Headquarters
and Dr. Kalisa Ruti of the Zaire health services, operated until 1986.
With laboratory assistance supplied by the WHO Collaborating
Centers in Atlanta (chief, Dr. J. H. Nakano) and Moscow (chief, Dr.
S. S. Marennikova), this program obtained a wealth of information
that has been assembled in a monograph (Jezek and Fenner, 1988), in
which a detailed account of the disease and all relevant references
can be found.
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Figure 16.1 Monkeypox recognition card. Adapted from the smallpox recognition card
used for surveillance during the Intensified Smallpox Eradication Programme of the World
Health Organization, this card, in color, illustrates the clinical features of a typical case.
It helped greatly in surveillance for cases of human monkeypox in Zaire. Courtesy of the
World Health Organization.

THE INCIDENCE OF HUMAN MONKEYPOX

Table 16.1 sets out the geographic and annual incidence of human
monkeypox over the period 1970-1986. Although occurring in sev-
eral countries in West Africa, by far the highest incidence was in
Zaire. This was partly due to the better surveillance in Zaire, which
was based in health institutions and supported by experts from
WHO, but is also a reflection of the much more extensive rain forests
in Zaire, and the fact that such rain forest areas as are present in West
Africa have been extensively cleared in the last 20 years.

CLINICAL FEATURES OF HUMAN MONKEYPOX

Clinically human monkeypox is very like smallpox (Fig. 16.1), and
because of the importance of ensuring that smallpox cases were not
still occurring after 1976, all suspected cases were subjected to
laboratory confirmation. One clinical feature that occurred in most
cases of human monkeypox but not in smallpox was gross
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Table 16.1
Human Monkeypox Cases Reported in Western and Central Africa,
1970-1986*

Countries Reporting Cases of Human Monkeypox

Cameroon
Central
African
Republic

Cote
d'lvoire

Liberia Nigeria Sierra
Leone

Zaire Total

Population in
thousands
(1980)* 8,554 2,290

Rain forest area
(1980)
(thousands of
hectares) 17,920 3,590

8,247 1,871 80,555 3,296 28,532 124,791

4,458 2,000 5,950 740 105,650 140,308

Number of
monkeypox
cases

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979 2
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Total no. of cases 2

4 - 1 1
1

5
3
1
3
5
6

1
8
4

1 ... 7
40
84

6
62
59

6 2 4 3 1 3 8 6

6
3
5
3
1
3
5
6

13
10
4
8

40
84
92
62
59

404

*From Jezek and Fenner, 1988.

lyrnphadenopathy, sometimes localized but often generalized. In
the 404 cases that were carefully observed, no cases were seen that
resembled flat or hemorrhagic smallpox. The case-fatality rate was
about 10%, all in unvaccinated children between 3 months and 8
years of age. Epidemiologic and serologic studies indicated that a
few subclinical cases occurred; some 5% of unvaccinated close house-
hold contacts of clinical cases showed serologic: evidence of infection
but no evidence of disease or pockmarks.

7

11 1

4

2

12

86
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EPIDEMIOLOGIC FEATURES OF HUMAN MONKEYPOX

The vast majority of cases of human monkeypox occurred in children
living in small villages in the tropical rain forests. There was no
clearcut seasonal incidence, but more cases occurred in June through
August, the period of maximum agricultural activity and hunting.
The most interesting and important epidemiologic feature, however,
was the pattern of transmission. The sporadic nature of most cases
and the pattern of distribution of the disease indicated that human
monkeypox was a zoonosis. However, among 338 cases that were
intensively investigated in Zaire, there were 203 isolated cases (i.e.,
primary cases infected from an animal source), and 135 cases that
occurred in clusters of two or more cases (Table 16.2). The incuba-
tion period in three cases where exact data were available was 12-14
days—that is, the same as in smallpox. Extrapolating from evidence
that the extremes of the incubation period in smallpox were 7 and 19
days, it was found that the rash-to-rash intervals in the 135 cases that
occurred in clusters gave a bimodal distribution. Forty-two cases
occurring with an interval of 7 days or less were classified as
coprimary cases, possibly infected from the same animal source. The
rest, with intervals of up to 22 days, were classified as secondary
cases—that is, cases infected from a human source. There was
evidence of serial transmission from one case to another in 24 of the
103 secondary cases, but never was a chain of transmission main-

Table 16.2
Monkeypox Patients by Year, Origin of Infection, and Generation Rank*

Number of Cases Infected by Presumed Source

Year

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Animal

Primary

6

22

47

52

40

36

Co-primary

2

11

10

7

12

First

1

13

19

18

11

7

Human In Generation

Second Third Fourth

3

3 3 1

6

4

3 1

Total
cases

7

40

84

86

62

59

Total 2 0 3 4 2 6 9 1 9 4 1 3 3 8

*From Jezek and Fenner, 1988.

1
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tained for more than 4 generations.
Vaccination, which protects against monkeypox as well as it

protected against smallpox, had been continued in Zaire until 1980.
However, although the proportion of unvacciriated children steadily
increased from 1980, the maximum incidence of infection occurred
in 1984, and the incidence fell in 1985 and 1986, in spite of continued
intensive surveillance. Based on available data on transmission and
taking a "worst case" scenario, the probable rate of case-to-case
transmission in the total absence of vaccination was modeled. Al-
though in the model an occasional large outbreak occurred, and
some chains lasted for as long as 14 generations, the basic reproduc-
tive rate was less than one. This agrees with the intuitive extrapo-
lation from what is known of the history of the people of the affected
regions. It is reasonable to speculate that monkeypox has been
occurring as a zoonosis, with occasional secondary cases, for as long
as humans have been living in the tropical rain forests, but it has
never been recognized as an infectious disease like smallpox, which
caused epidemics whenever it entered a village.

THE ECOLOGY OF MONKEYPOX VIRUS

Laboratory studies showed that monkeypox virus had a wide host
range. Over a period of some 7 years, sera were collected from a wide
range of wild and domestic animals in the Zaire rain forests, in the
vicinity of villages where cases of human monkeypox had occurred.
As a result primates of 10 species, belonging to five genera, have
been shown to be infected with monkeypox virus under natural
conditions. Most of these are rain forest species; one that is not, and
may be significant as the probable source of infection of Asian
monkeys in transit to the laboratory, is Cercopithecus aethiops, the
species of African monkey most widely used in the laboratory. It
was difficult to see how primates, animals that moved in small self-
contained groups and had a relatively long life span, could be the
reservoir hosts of a virus that caused acute nonpersistent infections.
A large number of several species of commensal rats were tested, but
were all negative. However, positive results were obtained with a
high proportion of sera from four species of squirrel of the genera
Funisciurus and Heliosciurus (up to 49% of one collection of sera from
Funisciurus lemniscatus). Further, in 1986 monkeypox virus was
recovered from the tissues of a sick Funisciurus anerythrus that had
been captured in an oil palm plantation near a village. Studies of the
ecology of these squirrels shows that they occur in considerable
numbers in the agricultural areas close to villages in the rain forest,
They are often captured for food, especially by boys making their
first ventures in hunting.
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CONDITIONS RELEVANT TO HUMAN INFECTION WITH
MONKEYPOX VIRUS

Based on experience gained from the ecologic surveys carried out in
Zaire, a number of conclusions can be drawn concerning the natural
history of monkeypox virus. (1) Monkeypox virus circulates among
mammals inhabiting arboreal levels of the forest; terrestrial rodents
and domestic animals do not participate in the cycle. (2) Squirrels,
especially those of the genus Funisciurus, are important hosts and
circumstantial evidence indicates that they are the reservoir host in
the secondary forests surrounding human settlements. (3)
Monkeypox virus-specific antibodies were found in primates that
dwell in forest strata also occupied by squirrels. However, compari-
son of their lifespan and antibody prevalence rates with those of
squirrels suggested that monkeys were infected with monkeypox
virus by at least an order of magnitude less frequently than
Funisciurus. (4) There is no evidence that arthropods participate in
the circulation of monkeypox virus. (5) The absence of cases of
human monkeypox does not necessarily mean that the virus does
not circulate in wildlife in that area, since customs or nutritional
habits may restrict contact between infected animals and humans.

Conditions that facilitate the occurrence of human infections
with monkeypox virus include the enzootic circulation of the virus
in wild animals in the agricultural areas and forest surrounding
human settlements, the use of meat of wild animals as an important
source of animal protein, and close contact of humans with wild
animals, including such activities as trapping, killing, skinning,
playing with carcasses, and the consumption of raw or partially
cooked meat.

PREVENTION OF HUMAN MONKEYPOX

Vaccination with smallpox vaccine would undoubtedly be protec-
tive, but the disease is so rare (average annual incidence 0.63 cases
per 10,000 population per year in the highest incidence area in
Africa), and occurs among a population so much in need of other
forms of medical intervention (malaria 32.1, helminthiasis 27.6 per
10,000 per year), that the benefits of vaccination do not warrant its
expense. Control therefore depends on health education aimed at
changing habitual eating customs of the populations at risk (without
prejudicing the adequacy of their diet), so that they do not come into
contact with infected animals.
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THE FUTURE OF HUMAN MONKEYPOX

A striking feature of the incidence of human monkeypox since its
discovery in 1970 is that only one case has been reported from
countries of western Africa since 1978 and only two others since
eight cases were reported from four different countries in 1970-1971
(see Table 16.1). To some extent this may reflect the absence of
adequate surveillance in all countries except Zaire, but it is difficult
to believe that this is the complete explanation. There has been great
destruction of the forests in most countries in West Africa since 1970,
and it is possible that this has greatly diminished the wildlife source
of the virus, or the contact between man and infected animals.

Conversion of forest into agricultural land is less advanced in
Zaire, and the changes observed there so far may, if anything, have
increased contact between man and infected animals. Conversion of
the primary forest into secondary forest creates a favorable habitat
for various species of Funisciurus that appear to be reservoir hosts of
monkeypox virus.

On the other hand, intensified agricultural development turns
hunters into agricultural laborers and farmers and increases the
concentration of population on the newly exploited areas to the
extent that the surrounding forest no longer serves as an useful
source of animal protein. In these circumstances animal husbandry
is expanded, thus decreasing the chances of contracting monkeypox
from infected wild animals. In this sense human monkeypox may
become a "disappearing" disease.
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Seal Plague Virus

BRIAN W.J. MAHY

In 1988, beginning about April and reaching a peak in August,
several thousand dead seals were washed up on the shores of Eu-
rope. In the U.K. alone, 2,800 seals were found dead on the coast.
Most were concentrated in East Anglia, where more than half of the
seal population was affected. Towards the end of the epidemic, seals
also began to be washed up around the Irish Sea, and there were
considerable numbers found up in the Hebrides, the Orkney Islands,
and the north of Scotland. Deaths also occurred in the Netherlands,
Germany, and in various areas around the North Sea. The animals
that actually washed up probably represented a third of the total
numbers of dead seals. All the dead animals belonged to the species
known as common, or harbor seals (Phoca vitulina). Relatively few
deaths have been reported among seals in the United Kingdom since
the end of 1989 and it may well be that, like many of these plagues,
this particular episode has ended. A similar disease in seals in Lake
Baikal, Siberia, was seen somewhat earlier than the European epi-
zootic, in December 1987 (Grachev et al., 1989; Likhoshway et al.,
1989; Osterhaus et al., 1989a, 1989b). The disease was also found in
porpoises (Phocoena phocoena) (Kennedy et al., 1988) and more re-
cently evidence was obtained of a similar infection in Mediterranean
dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba) (Domingo et al., 1990).

The clinical signs that were found in the seals included respira-
tory distress and nasal discharge. On necropsy, there was severe
pneumonia, with evidence of bronchiolar damage and intracytoplasmic
inclusions in bronchiolar cells. The symptoms resembled those of
canine distemper; in addition, there were signs of central nervous
system involvement and damage.

In the past, the best known virus causing disease in seals was
influenza A (H7N7), a strain of which caused severe disease out-
breaks in early 1980 (Geraci et al., 1982). However, in 1988 the
disease was not due to influenza virus, and the first virus to be
isolated from the diseased seals was a picornavirus. This led to my
being telephoned and asked whether Pirbright Laboratory, the high-
security animal virus facility in England, could have a look at this
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picornavirus from seals to see whether it was related to foot and
mouth disease virus, a notorious picornavirus of livestock. Subse-
quently, a herpesvirus was also isolated from the seals, but the
disease symptoms suggested the possibility that a morbillivirus
could be involved (Osterhaus and Vedder, 1988). This proved to be
the case, as I shall describe.

Morbilliviruses are RNA viruses that form a genus within the
family Paramyxoviridae, which includes many viruses that cause
respiratory disease. The morbilliviruses include the viruses of
measles, canine distemper, and two diseases of livestock: rinderpest,
in bovine species, and peste des petit ruminants, in sheep and goats.
The virus I will discuss was called seal plague by Gordon Scott, of the
Centre for Tropical Veterinary Medicine in Edinburgh. He recently
delivered an interesting lecture about plagues over the centuries and
noted that there have been 32 plagues between 1977 and 1987 alone,
including a large number of animal plagues. An alternative name
that has been suggested for the disease is phocid distemper (Table
17.1).

If we do not confine ourselves to human disease, probably the
greatest plague of all time was rinderpest, or cattle plague (Scott,
1985). In South Africa during the 1920s, this virus was killing
roughly two million cattle every year. Rinderpest was so serious
that it led to the formation of the State Veterinary Service in the
United Kingdom in 1867, as well as the State Veterinary Services in
several other European countries. These actions eventually resulted
in the elimination of the disease from Europe by slaughter. Now
rinderpest is controlled by an excellent tissue culture vaccine devel-
oped by Plowright and Ferris (1962). So although rinderpest, or
cattle plague, was a very serious disease, it is now under control in
most parts of the world. It still causes occasional very threatening
epidemic waves in Africa and India, however. The cause of rinderpest,
of course, was the subject of a tremendous amount of scrutiny. I am
always rather amused by a contemporary picture of the famous
nineteenth-century microbiologist Robert Koch looking for the caus-
ative agent of rinderpest under his light microscope (Fig. 17.1). We
now know that he would not have been able to see it that way,
because rinderpest is caused by a virus which, as I mentioned,
belongs to an antigenically related genus of paramyxoviruses known

Table 17.1 Morbilliviruses

Virus Principal Host

Measles Man, monkey
Canine Distemper Dog
Rinderpest Cattle, other ruminants
Peste des petits ruminants Sheep, goats
Phocid distemper/seal plague Seals
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Figure 17.1 Koch looking for rinderpest (cattle plague) microbe

as the morbilliviruses. At present, this genus consists of four mem-
bers, but I am now suggesting, and will discuss evidence to show,
that there is at least a fifth virus, namely seal plague. There may also
be others out in the sea mammal population.

The morbilliviruses, measles of man, distemper of dogs (CDV),
rinderpest (RPV) in bovine species, and peste des petit ruminants
(PPR) of sheep and goats, form a very closely linked group, both
genetically and antigenically. Cross reactions occur in many of the
antigenic sites so that vaccines against one of these viruses fre-
quently protect against another.

Peste des petit ruminants is the least familiar of the group. It was
described as the fourth member of the group by Paul Gibbs and
others (Gibbs et al., 1979), we now know from genetic analysis that
it is distinct from the other viruses. PPR virus is found to cause
economically important diseases in sheep and goats in Africa and in
India (Shaila et al., 1989). In Africa, when one sees rinderpest virus
in sheep and goats, it seems to be an inapparent infection without
disease. Cattle can be infected by rinderpest virus from sheep, and
the cattle develop a serious disease. PPR virus does not infect cattle,
but appears to cause disease in the local species of sheep and goats.

The organization of the genomes of all the morbilliviruses is
similar (Barrett et al., 1991). These (as all paramyxoviruses) are
negative strand RNA viruses. In the conventions of virology, posi-
tive strand RNA is the kind that can code directly for proteins (in
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Figure 17.2 Measles virus RNA genome organization

other words, it can serve as a messenger RNA). The negative strand
is therefore the RNA strand with a sequence complementary to the
positive strand (imagining the positive and negative RNA as if they
were the two strands of a hypothetical double helix). As the cell has
no mechanism for copying negative strand RNA into a positive
strand, this function is carried out by a viral RNA polymerase, which
is contained in the virion. Paramyxoviruses differ from the similar-
looking orthomyxoviruses (such as influenza), which are also nega-
tive strand viruses, by having their genome in a single long piece of
RNA rather than in segments. The genome of morbilliviruses,
typified by measles, consists of 15,000 bases which encode six struc-
tural proteins, and at least two nonstructural proteins (Fig. 17.2).
The most prominent protein produced is the nucleocapsid (N) pro-
tein; a phosphoprotein (P) and two nonstructural proteins called C
and V are made from overlapping reading frames in the same gene
(Cattaneo et al., 1989). There are also a matrix (M) protein, involved
in viral assembly in the host cell; a fusion (F) protein, which is
important in viral interactions with cells, including transport and
release; a hemagglutinin (H), important in attachment to host cells;
and a large polymerase (L) protein. The only grossly noticeable
protein difference between the four morbilliviruses is that the N
protein of rinderpest migrates more slowly on polyacrylamide gels
than that of the other viruses; this seems to be true of all the strains
we have seen.

When we came to analyze samples from the seals, we began with
serum samples collected from sick or dead seals. Material like this
is often poor, and it is very difficult to know what the condition of
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the animals was at the time the samples were collected. The sera
were analyzed using two types of tests to detect antibodies, a virus
neutralization test and an ELISA test, both using rinderpest antigen
which was grown in cell culture. Antibodies to canine distemper
virus were tested in parallel by Osterhaus' group in Holland.

A striking observation was that a number of gray seal popula-
tions (Halichoerus grypus, a different species from the harbor seal),
which apparently had no disease, typically showed positive reac-
tions against morbilliviruses. This was not true of the harbor seals,
where we found both disease and antibodies. We obtained over
1,000 different seal sera from animals that had been found dead in
different areas around the coast of Europe. Selecting 180 represen-
tative sera from these, we found that 50 percent of the sera showed
positive neutralization tests against both canine distemper and
rinderpest viruses, so they appeared to have antibodies that would
inhibit either of these two viruses. Ten percent of the sera were
negative to both viruses. Some additional sera were positive for
either rinderpest or canine distemper, but not both. Although not
definitive, this suggested that the seal virus had antigenic determi-
nants which were shared with both canine distemper and rinderpest.

When we tested sera taken from harbor seals before the epidemic
began, we found no antibodies reacting with morbilliviruses. We
assume that these are examples of animals without exposure to
virus. There were also negative sera from sick or dead animals
during the epidemic; there, we assume, the animals probably died in
the early stages of infection before an antibody response developed.
Finally, there were healthy animals with low titers of antibody, and
sick or dead animals with high ELISA titers.

Using a different type of test, indirect ELISA (Bostock et al.,
1990), we could differentiate the other morbilliviruses from one
another. Relative reactivity of each antigen for the antibodies in the
seal serum could be determined by comparing dilutions of each
antigen. Antibodies to a goat PPR vaccine from Nigeria react very
strongly against PPR antigen, but show very little reaction against
rinderpest virus and only a small reaction against canine distemper.
By contrast, with a bovine rinderpest vaccine strain, there is consid-
erable cross-reaction against PPR, and a much stronger reaction
against rinderpest, but little reaction against canine distemper. The
seal serum, on the other hand, showed considerable cross-reaction
against all three of these morbilliviruses, again suggesting that the
seal virus is related to these viruses but is not one of the three.

Subsequently, sera collected from seals from other parts of North-
ern Europe were examined for the presence of antibodies using both
CDV and RPV indirect ELISA with protein A and anti-seal conju-
gates as well as virus neutralization tests for both viruses (Osterhaus
et al., 1989c). This study confirmed that the virus that infected
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European seals induced antibodies that cross-neutralized both CDV
and RPV. It also confirmed the specificity of the CDV and RPV
ELISAs for detecting the presence of antibodies to the seal virus and,
for sera collected after the onset of the epizootic, the correlation
between positive ELISA and virus neutralization tests was high
(Osterhaus et al., 1989c).

We went on to look more specifically by genetic hybridization
using cloned DNA for the nucleoprotein (N) genes from rinderpest
and PPR. This readily discriminates between the different
morbilliviruses (Diallo et al., 1989). We had already used this
method to advantage in studying a disease outbreak in Sri Lanka
which occurred in 1987 (Anderson et al., 1990), In that outbreak, we
were able to show that the virus causing a disease in goats there was
rinderpest, rather than PPR that had been introduced from India
probably by soldiers. This success made us confident that the test
could distinguish the viruses.

We took a series of morbillivirus probes, including cloned F and
N genes from the three animal morbilliviruses, and reacted them
with RNA extracted from spleen tissue of diseased seals. Controls of
known morbilliviruses gave the expected results, with specificity for
each virus. The seal tissue gave a slight reaction against the F gene
probe of canine distemper and rinderpest, but strong reactions
against the N genes of both rinderpest and PPR, which we would
never see if the seal virus were actually one of these two viruses.
There was some reaction against rinderpest F gene. These data
supported the hypothesis that we had a novel morbillivirus (Mahy et
al., 1988). More specific genetic probes that we prepared later seem
to bear this out. A virus was isolated in Hannover from tissues of a
diseased seal (Liess et al., 1989) and a specific cDNA clone represent-
ing the P gene was prepared from this virus (Haas et al., 1991). The
nucleotide sequence of this clone was found to share only about 80
percent homology with a similar clone derived from canine distem-
per virus. Whereas the seal virus P gene clone hybridized strongly
with tissues from many different diseased seals from various parts
of Europe, a P gene clone from canine distemper virus showed no
hybridization (Barrett et al., 1991a). Sequencing studies in other
laboratories confirmed the distinction between seal plague virus
and canine distemper virus (Curran et al., 1990).

We then tested a specific radioimmunoprecipitation assay. The
idea was to see whether the seal sera contained antibodies that
would specifically react with and precipitate the F proteins of canine
distemper virus or rinderpest, produced by introducing these viral
genes into cells. We did this because it appears, from a number of
studies, that neutralizing antibodies are directed primarily against
the F protein, and evidence from Norrby's group suggests that anti-
F protein antibodies alone will protect against canine distemper
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(Norrby et al., 1986). We found a lot of variation in the seal sera, but,
with some exceptions, most of the sera were able to immunoprecipi-
tate F proteins from one or more of the morbilliviruses.

Overall, there is a good correlation between antibody titers in
the rinderpest virus ELISA, and radioimmunoprecipitation assay
using the cloned rinderpest F gene. Neutralization titers against
rinderpest virus are also fa i r ly well correlated with
radioimmunoprecipitation assay against the N gene. The specifics
are not clarified because only recently have we been able to grow the
virus in cell culture. Now that the virus is finally cultivated in vitro,
more precise studies are underway to define its relationship to the
other viruses (Harder et al., 1991). All of this only goes to show the
difficulties of studying viruses in the process of emergence.

What is unusual is that we can see instances where sera from
gray seals, particularly, will be strongly positive against
morbilliviruses, but the seal, although presumably infected, is com-
pletely healthy and shows no evidence of disease. We suspect that
gray seals may not be significantly affected by this infection. One
possible scenario is that the virus has been present for some time in
the gray seal population, and its moving into the common, or harbor
seal, caused this particular epidemic (Osterhaus et al., 1989c).

Another possibility, which has been raised by Goodhart (1988),
is that neither species is the primary source of the virus. He noted
that another seal species, the harp seal (Pagophilus groenlandicus),
which is normally confined to the much colder waters up in the
north, for some reason in 1988 came down in large numbers to the
North Sea. Studies of harp seals collected in Greenland in 1985 and
1986 revealed antibodies to a morbillivirus in 12 out of 40 animals
tested (Dietz et al., 1989), which supports the Goodhart hypothesis.
The only other species that has been implicated and is known to have
been diseased is the porpoise. At least two or three porpoises have
been found with similar sorts of symptoms as were seen in the
harbor seals (Kennedy et al., 1988).

This is an example of a virus in the process of emergence. It is
also likely that this virus was a notable example of interspecies
transfer, perhaps originating in another species of marine mammal
(Likhoshway et al., 1989; Osterhaus et al., 1989a,c). There is every
evidence that the seal plague morbillivirus is present in the sea
mammal population, and there could well be other morbilliviruses
in these populations. For example, the disease in seals (Phoca sibirica)
in Lake Baikal, Siberia, was originally thought to be caused by the
same virus as is responsible for seal disease in other parts of North-
ern Europe. Using a panel of monoclonal antibodies against canine
distemper virus, however, the Siberian virus was clearly closely
related to canine distemper virus, unlike the European seal plague
virus (Osterhaus et al., 1989a). Once the seal plague virus was
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isolated in cell culture (Liess et al., 1989), monoclonal antibodies
were prepared against the virus. These gave a similar pattern of
reaction against sixteen different seal virus isolates (Harder et al.,
1991), but the Siberian isolate was different, reacted like canine
distemper virus, and could be easily distinguished (Barrett et al.,
1991), Visser et al., 1990). Molecular genetic studies also confirm
that the Siberian virus is more closely related to canine distemper
virus than to other seal plague viruses from Northern Europe (Barrett
et al., 1991). Indeed, it has been suggested that the Lake Baikal seals
may have been infected by land animals infected with canine distem-
per virus (Grachev et al., 1989). The number of viruses recently
found in dolphins and seals suggests that the sea mammal popula-
tion might contain a number of poorly characterized viruses that are
in many cases closely related to known mammalian viruses. This
population, therefore, may be a viral reservoir of considerable po-
tential significance. The patterns of interspecies transfer of these
viruses in marine populations are still largely unknown.
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Canine Parvovirus 2: A Probable
Example of Interspecies Transfer

COLIN R. PARRISH

The virus now known as canine parvovirus type 2 (CPV-2) first
emerged around 1978 as an epidemic disease of dogs. The attention
and concern it aroused when it first appeared was reflected by a
flurry of press stories in a variety of media. Even the National
Enquirer ran headlines of the sort "killer virus turns dog's heart to
sponges".

After this understandable initial reaction, the interest has waned.
There are reasonably good vaccines that control the disease under
most circumstances, and the virus itself is now accepted as an
endemic canine pathogen in most countries in the world. I will take
the opportunity here to describe this virus and what we know of its
origins.

The parvoviruses are a large group of very small viruses, found
in a wide variety of hosts. Among human parvoviruses are B19
virus, associated with erythema contagiosum (Fifth Disease of child-
hood), and human adeno-associated virus (AAV), but other mam-
mals also have a wide range of parvoviruses. There are two canine
parvoviruses; in addition to CPV-2, there is another parvovirus of
dogs, described around 1970 and now usually called minute virus of
canines (MVC), or CPV-1. It is not closely related to CPV-2. Other
naturally occurring parvoviruses of carnivores include feline
panleukopenia virus (FPV), which causes a disease of cats some-
times known as feline distemper, as well as raccoon parvovirus and
mink enteritis virus.

Canids, the members of the family Canidae, include foxes, dogs,
and jackals. Cats and their relatives, constituting the family known
as the Felidae, are classified in a separate family from the dogs and
their relatives (Canidae). Felids all appear susceptible to FPV, as are
the Procyonidae (the carnivore family that includes raccoons and
relatives). A parvovirus of raccoons has been known for many years,
and may be the same as FPV. It is not known whether pandas can
become infected with FPV, but I suspect not, which is interesting
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because some classifications place at least the lesser panda with
raccoons in the Procyonidae. There may be a poorly characterized
parvovirus of civets, another carnivore that is sometimes called a cat
but which is more closely related to the mongoose, and is in a
separate family from the Felidae. Not all carnivores have known
parvoviruses, although many species have not been tested. At
present, however, there is no known parvovirus that affects bears or seals.

Both European and American mink are infected by a parvovirus
called mink enteritis virus (MEV), which was first observed in
Ontario, Canada in 1947 as a cause of severe, often fatal, diarrhea in
ranch mink. Subsequently, the disease caused by MEV was seen in
farmed mink in many countries of the world, including Scandinavia.
Whether MEV was a new virus in 1947 (i.e., newly emerged in mink),
or whether its appearance was due to some change in a preexisting
virus of mink, was not known at that time.

I mentioned earlier that canine parvoviruses can infect various
members of the Canidae, including domestic dogs and their South
American relatives, as well as an animal called the raccoon dog
(Nyctereutes procyonoides), a primitive canine from Asia and eastern
Russia. At least one parvovirus infects foxes. Its identification is not
definite, but present evidence suggests that it is very similar to the
feline virus. This may seem surprising, because foxes are also
members of the Canidae. It therefore appears that the canine
parvoviruses infect the wolflike canids and the South American
canids, whereas the foxes are affected by the FPV-like virus.

EMERGENCE OF CANINE PARVOVIRUS (CPV-2)

Canine parvovirus type 2 appears to have emerged as a totally new
virus of dogs around 1976 to 1978 (Parrish, 1990). There is no
evidence for the existence of the virus before the early 1970s. A paper
that reports serological evidence for infection of dogs in Greece
around 1974 is the earliest report of the virus, and there is no
evidence for infection of dogs before that time (Parrish et al., 1988b;
reviewed in Parrish, 1990). Based on retrospective serological sur-
veys, which tested for antibody to CPV in stored sera from dogs, the
next confirmed positive we know of comes from Belgium and dates
from October 1976. Other similar studies have identified the virus in
sera from the Netherlands from 1977, in Australia from May 1978,
and in Japan from about July 1978. In the United States, the first
positive sera in domestic dogs dated from July 1978, and positives
were first found in sera collected in 1979 and 1980 from wild popu-
lations of coyotes and wolves, respectively. The rapid spread of the
virus in the coyote population after 1979 suggests that it was a recent
introduction in late 1978.
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CPV-2 spread globally within a year or two of its first emergence
in the dog population (Parrish et al., 1988b). Most of this spread
occurred during 1978. CPV-2 is now endemic in every country
where it has been tested for. More recently, slight variants, which I
have designated CPV-2a and CPV-2b, appear to have subsequently
displaced the original CPV-2 in the dog population (Parrish et al.,
1985; Parrish et al., 1988b; Parrish et al., 1991). Work on this virus in
my own laboratory began with a comparison of CPV-2 with the
previously known feline and mink viruses. The three viruses are
very similar. Initially, specific monoclonal antibodies were pre-
pared that could be used to distinguish CPV from the feline, mink,
and raccoon parvoviruses. This was possible since CPV has an
antigenic determinant that is not present on the other viruses. Con-
versely, another antigenic site is present on most feline, mink, and
raccoon viruses, but not on CPV.

DISPLACEMENT OF CPV-2 BY VARIANT STRAINS

Encouraged by these results with antigenic analysis, we decided to
analyze field isolates of CPV-2. As my laboratory became estab-
lished in research on this virus, people would send various tissue or
fecal samples to be tested for virus. The virus is present in feces of
infected animals, and it is probably through infected feces that the
virus is usually transmitted from infected to uninfected dogs.

As we began to characterize these field isolates using our mono-
clonal antibodies, something surprising turned up. The viruses
isolated from samples collected after 1980 all appeared to be anti-
genically different from the viruses that were collected before that
year. Additional monoclonal antibodies prepared against one of
these post-1980 isolates revealed the presence of a new antigenic
determinant in the later virus isolates, which was not present in the
pre-1980 isolates. This was not due to a geographic difference, as
these isolates had all been collected in the United States. Apparently
there was some sort of change in the virus type going on during this
period. Along with the antigenic change, there was also a corre-
sponding change in the DNA sequence, which is revealed by diges-
tion with the Hphl restriction enzyme and by DNA sequence analy-
sis. I designated the new virus CPV-2a (Parrish et al., 1985).

A collaborative study involving our laboratory and other scien-
tists in the United States, Denmark, France, Belgium, Japan, and
Australia showed that CPV-2a did not appear before 1979. Most
viruses that were collected in 1978 and 1979 were CPV-2, the original
type. By 1979 and 1980, a change of the virus type was beginning;
after that, the balance shifted rapidly. In Japanese isolates from
1980, CPV-2 outnumbered CPV-2a by 5 to 1. However, in Denmark,
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CPV-2a had already displaced the original strain by 1980, the earliest
year for which isolates are available. Only 4 out of 125 Danish CPV
isolates from that year that were tested with the monoclonal anti-
bodies were of the original type; the rest were type 2a. By the mid-
1980s, the shift was complete worldwide, with an apparently com-
plete replacement of the original virus type by CPV-2a.

More recently a further strain of CPV-2 has been recognized as
first being present around 1984. Provisionally designated CPV type
2b,, that virus has largely replaced the CPV-2a strain amongst dogs
in the United States. The CPV-2b isolates differ in only a single
antigenic epitope from CPV-2a strains, and genetically those viruses
differ by only two coding changes in the VP-l/VP-2 (coat protein)
genes (Parrish et al., 1991).

The reasons for the apparent global displacement of CPV-2 by
CPV-2a and CPV-2b in the dog population are poorly understood.
What were the selective forces that gave CPV-2a an advantage?
One possible mechanism might be antigenic selection, but there
seems to be efficient cross-protection between all strains. Dogs that
have recovered from infection by one virus appear to be completely
protected against infection by the other strain. It is possible that
dogs with a low level of immunity, such as puppies with declining
levels of maternally acquired antibodies, might be more
susceptible to the second strain, and perhaps this was able to drive
the displacement.

Another possible selective factor might be the stability of the
virus. CPV-2a or CPV-2b might be more stable than CPV-2, allowing
it to spread more efficiently. But, again, data are lacking. In
addition, most parvoviruses are very stable and very difficult to
inactivate under most circumstances, and CPV-2 seems to be no
exception.

CPV-2a and CPV-2b might also represent better adapted viruses,
and might have supplanted the original virus by replicating more
rapidly after infection and achieving higher levels in feces shed from
infected dogs. However, although natural infections could be differ-
ent, preliminary experimental studies have showed that all these
viruses replicate to similar levels and are shed in the feces in imilar
amounts.

DOGS AND CATS:
FACTORS INVOLVED IN HOST RANGE OF CPV-2

CPV-2 can be distinguished from the other parvoviruses by addi-
tional criteria besides its antigenic type (Parrish, 1990). Under suit-
able conditions, each of these viruses will hemagglutinate, or clump
red blood cells, with the range of conditions for the hemagglutina-
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tion (HA) reaction varying with the virus. Canine parvovirus can
hemagglutinate in solutions as alkaline as pH 8, while feline and
mink viruses do not hemagglutinate in buffers above pH 6.8. An-
other property, of course, is host range. Canine parvovirus is so
named because it was first isolated from domestic dogs. CPV clearly
infects dogs, but grows poorly in cats. Conversely, feline
panleukopenia virus grows well in cats but replicates only to low
titers in dogs. It is not entirely negative, however, and it appears
that FPV isolates can replicate in the dog at a low level of efficiency.
The virus produced in the dog is insufficient to initiate a second
cycle of infection when tissues from the first passage in dogs are
inoculated into further dogs. Unlike the situation in animals, CPV-
2 replicates very well in cat cells in tissue culture. On the other hand,
FPV replicates very poorly, or not at all, in dog cells in culture.

To determine what accounted for these differences in host range,
my laboratory performed genetic studies with the feline and canine
viruses. In order to understand these studies, it is first necessary to
describe parvoviruses in a little more detail. At about 20-22 nanom-
eters in diameter, parvoviruses are among the smallest viruses. In
fact, the name parvo is from the Latin word for small. The viral DNA
genome is about 5,000 bases long (about 5,130 bases for CPV-2),
encoding nonstructural proteins and capsid (coat) proteins. The
capsid protein comes in two forms, called VP-1 and VP-2; the genes
coding for each are partly separate but a considerable portion over-
laps. The nonstructural proteins are encoded at what by convention
is the left hand end of the genome, while the VP-1 and VP-2 are both
encoded in the right hand end. The viral DNA is protected by a
capsid, or coat, made up of a total of 60 copies of the VP-1 or VP-2
capsid proteins. As with most viruses, the capsid gives the virus
particle its shape, which has icosahedral symmetry in the case of
these viruses.

Using standard recombinant DNA technologies, we made re-
combinants in vitro between FPV (the feline virus) and CPV, with
different portions of the DNA derived from each virus. The most
informative recombinant virus consisted almost entirely of the FPV
genome, but a short segment (730 bases) of the capsid protein gene
was replaced with a segment from CPV that is common to both the
VP-1 and VP-2 genes of CPV. The resulting recombinant virus
gained the antigenic type of canine parvovirus, being recognized by
the CPV-specific monoclonal antibodies. The same recombinant
virus also gained the HA and host range properties of canine
parvovirus for tissue culture cells and for dogs (Parrish et al., 1988a).
This demonstrated that most of the host range properties of the virus
are encoded by a short region within the capsid protein gene.

The three-dimensional structure of CPV has recently been solved
by X-ray crystallography (Tsao et al., 1991), clarifying some of the
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basis for these differences. The viral capsid is comprised of 60 copies of
VP-1 or VP-2. Most of the differences between CPV and FPV are on the
surface of the capsid, and many of these differences are found in one area,
a raised region of the structure surrounding the three-fold axis of symmetry
of the virus. One of the structural differences located on this axis determines
the CPV-specif ic antigenic epitope, while one or more differences in this
region determine the FPV-specific epitope. The pH dependence of hemag-
glutination appears to be determined by a difference in amino acid residue
375. That amino acid residue is not on the surface of the virus, but is directly
below a surface residue which is on the side of a dimple at the
twofold axis of symmetry. This suggests that the dimple might be a
receptor binding site.

RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE PARVOVIRUSES OF
CARNIVORES

Tabulating all the differences in the capsid protein gene sequence,
those differences that distinguish the canine and feline viruses fall in
two or three major regions. The changes that are most significant in
terms of biological properties appear to occur in the region of the
capsid gene (VP-1/VP-2 common portion) represented by nucle-
otide positions 780 to 1,200. Of the four differences in that region,
three are coding changes, which alter the protein product, and one is
a noncoding change. My interpretation of the data from our recom-
bination mapping is that these changes are sufficient to determine
the antigenic site specific to canine parvovirus, as well as the HA
pattern of canine parvovirus and at least part of the host range of
canine parvovirus for dogs. In other words, only about four or five
changes, all localized to the capsid gene, are sufficient to make FPV
into a virus with biological properties like CPV. Changes at other
positions in the capsid protein gene appear to be the primary deter-
minant of the antigenic difference between CPV-2 and 2a. The
antigenic difference between those two viruses may well be due to a
combination of three or four nucleotide substitutions in the capsid
protein gene.

Having found that the capsid gene appears to determine host
range, we sequenced the capsid protein genes from a number of
different parvoviruses, including mink enteritis virus, raccoon
parvovirus, FPV, and the two CPV types, CPV-2 and CPV-2a, in
order to further characterize the relationships of these viruses by the
methods of molecular biology. A phylogenetic, or family, tree of the
carnivore parvoviruses, based on differences in their DNA sequences,
indicated that the mink, raccoon, and feline parvoviruses were not
readily distinguishable from one another and formed a single clus-
ter. In contrast, the canine parvoviruses formed a separate cluster,
with the CPV-2 virus isolates being distinguishable from the CPV-2a
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strain. I will later summarize what has been speculated about the
origin of CPV-2.

ORIGIN OF MINK ENTERITIS VIRUS (MEV)

Similar questions surround the origin of MEV. The first cases of
disease caused by mink enteritis virus were identified in 1947. It is
unknown whether MEV was then a new virus of mink or whether it
was preexisting. There are no pre-1947 mink sera that could be used
to resolve whether the virus existed in mink before 1947. Work in my
own laboratory supports the suggestion that MEV is a preexisting
virus that has been around for a long time but, for some reason,
underwent changes in virulence (reviewed in Parrish, 1990). We
found that mink could be experimentally infected with at least some
strains of other parvoviruses. Feline panleukopenia virus and rac-
coon parvovirus replicate quite efficiently in mink, and they can be
propagated serially in mink. Mink enteritis virus replicates to a
slightly higher titer, but the differences are not statistically signifi-
cant. However, the viruses show differences in their virulence for
mink. In mink, only MEV consistently caused extensive damage to
the intestinal villi, resulting in severe and often fatal disease. In
contrast, FPV isolates do not cause significant clinical disease in
mink.

There is an interesting parallel in the natural history of MEV. In
the 1970s and early 1980s, it was recognized that MEV had been
endemic for some time among farm mink in the United States and in
Scandinavia without much disease being reported. In the past few
years, there have been significant outbreaks of disease in both the
United States and in Scandinavia. The viruses isolated from those
outbreaks appear to be genetically distinct from the viruses that
were collected during the late 1970s and early 1980s. This may be
similar to the original emergence of MEV in 1947, where a low level
of mild disease had previously been occurring unnoticed for a long
time. It is possible that a change in the virus or in farming practices
resulted in the propagation of a variant virus type causing a signifi-
cant level of disease.

POSSIBLE ORIGINS OF CPV-2

It appears therefore that the emergence of MEV in the 1940s is a
different story from the emergence of canine parvovirus in the 1970s.
The mink virus probably already existed. Canine parvovirus ap-
pears to have emerged as a truly new virus type in the 1970s, and
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subsequently has become globally distributed so that it is now
endemic in dogs around the world.

Although the genesis of CPV-2 is unknown, there are several
possible hypotheses. One possible origin is a long existing virus of
dogs that was maintained in an isolated population. At the moment
there is no evidence for this, and, given the rapid spread of CPV
during 1978, it seems unlikely that the virus would have stayed
isolated for very long. There may have been a progenitor virus or an
ancestor virus that was less able to spread, and that was contained
for a longer period in an isolated population of dogs. If so, that virus
has not yet been identified.

Another possibility is a virus of a closely related species becom-
ing adapted to dogs. There are many wild carnivores that have been
little studied virologically, and that could have been hosts to a
progenitor of CPV-2. One intriguing candidate is the fox parvovirus,
which appears to be endemic in many populations of Arctic and red
foxes. The fox virus infects farmed fur foxes in Finland and several
other countries. A second possibility is the Asiatic raccoon dog,
already mentioned, which might have maintained a virus like CPV-2.

Another source of CPV could be chance natural variation of FPV
under conditions that allowed transmission to a dog, but this seems
unlikely. Another plausible version of this hypothesis that has been
put forward, but which has not yet been either eliminated or con-
firmed, is the possibility of a tissue culture or vaccine strain of FPV
mutating in tissue culture, and then spreading to dogs. In support
of this, we do know that both the feline and canine viruses can
replicate in feline cell lines in tissue culture. This suggests that if a
virus like CPV-2 had arisen from FPV under those circumstances, it
might have been propagated and later possibly spread into dogs by
a presently unknown route.

At the moment, there is no evidence for this origin. None of the
FPV vaccine strains studied to date has proved to be a direct ancestor
of canine parvovirus. Suggestions that some of the vaccine strains of
FPV had genetic similarities to CPV were not confirmed when we
sequenced the DNA of those particular strains.

Just a few appropriate mutations in the capsid genes would
probably have sufficed to convert FPV into CPV. Although its actual
origin is unknown, the relationship of CPV-2 to FPV suggests that
CPV-2 could have arisen from that virus, or another naturally occur-
ring carnivore parvovirus, and that a mutation or series of mutations
in the capsid gene conferred the ability to infect dogs. Whatever the
exact origin of CPV, it seems likely that some sort of interspecies
transfer then introduced the parvovirus into the dog population.
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Replication Error, Quasispecies
Populations, and Extreme
Evolution Rates of RNA Viruses

JOHN HOLLAND

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce non-specialists to recent
insights into the extreme genetic variability and great adaptability of
RNA viruses (those which have RNA genomes, or which utilize RNA
as an intermediate template to replicate their DNA genomes). This
topic has been reviewed in considerable detail recently, so this
chapter will present a summary and overview without excessive
elaboration or references. Readers are referred to the many reviews
in Domingo et al. (1988) and Holland (1992) for detailed references.

THE RNA BIOSPHERE

There is now support (see Cech, 1989 and Robertson, 1992) for the
hypothesis that the first biosphere on earth consisted of primitive
replicating RNA molecules, some of which had enzymatic functions.
Catalytic RNA molecules (ribozymes) have been widely investi-
gated recently and RNA self-replication appears increasingly fea-
sible (Cech, 1989; Robertson, 1992). RNA self-replication at best
would be an extremely error-prone process. But infidelity offers
obvious advantages in generating the extreme RNA genome diver-
sity necessary for the earliest stages of "life" on earth. Following the
earliest evolution, the greater chemical and genetic stability of DNA
would have allowed larger genome sizes and the regulatory sophis-
tication necessary for cells and organisms as we presently know
them. Thus, today's biosphere is DNA-based, and the only known
RNA "life forms" are RNA viruses. These depend on DNA-based
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host cells for their existence. Whether any existing RNA virus
genomes contain sequence vestiges of the earliest RNA life forms is
unknown (and probably unknowable), but it is clear that RNA
viruses are ubiquitous, extremely successful cellular parasites of
considerable disease importance. The majority of all plant, animal
and human viruses are RNA viruses. The reasons for this are not
immediately evident given the capacity for DNA to integrate and
recombine with host cell DNA, to utilize and modify host DNA
regulatory pathways, and so on. It is the author's conviction that
RNA virus genomes are successful because they are small, simple,
rapidly-replicating and efficient, but most importantly because RNA
genomes are genetically plastic and enormously adaptable to chang-
ing environmental challenges since they consist of extremely hetero-
geneous populations (quasispecies populations). This would ex-
plain the apparently bizarre genome replication strategies of
retroviruses, which reverse transcribe RNA genomes to produce
DNA proviruses, and of hepadnaviruses (such as hepatitis B virus).
The latter have virion DNA genomes, but they replicate via RNA
transcripts that are reverse-transcribed to produce DNA for viral
genomes. Such convoluted replication schemes allow the advan-
tages of both worlds; the genetic plasticity and adaptability of the
RNA world and the stable integration capacity and recombinational
and regulatory capacities of the DNA world. Thus, it is no surprise
that nearly all viruses that replicate in both plants and insects, or in
both animals and insects, are either RNA viruses, or else DNA
viruses that replicate via reverse transcription of RNA genomic copies.

WHY CANNOT DNA VIRUSES ALSO BE GENETICALLY
PLASTIC AND ADAPTABLE?

Some DNA viruses may have high mutation frequencies and great
adaptability (Smith and Inglis, 1987). Drake (1969) pointed out that
the spontaneous mutation rates of all living organisms tend to be
inversely proportional to the sizes of their DNA genomes. The
obvious reason for this is the need to increase fidelity of DNA
replication as the number of targets (genes) susceptible to lethal or
damaging mutations increases with the increasing complexity of
higher organisms. Thus, errors during DNA replication are usually
corrected by "proofreading" exonucleases associated with DNA
polymerases (these excise terminal mismatched bases) and by "mis-
match excision-repair" systems. Excision-repair, recombination re-
pair systems, and other repair systems also function for DNA dam-
aged by such means as oxygen-derived free radicals, by UV light, by
mutagenic chemicals, and so on. Therefore, DNA has a variety of
mechanisms for maintaining or restoring informational integrity
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(Radman and Wagner, 1986; Lahue and Modrich, 1989). In contrast,
RNA proofreading and RNA mismatch-repair systems have not been
confirmed to date. RNA synthesis appears to be inherently error-
prone and not corrected, whereas the products of DNA polymerases
(which are also intrinsically error-prone) are generally corrected.
Adelman et al. (1988) estimated the average DNA damage rate in
humans to be thousands of oxidative DNA "hits" per cell per day!
The long life span of humans attests to the efficiency with which such
damaged bases are correctly replaced by repair systems.

Despite the presence of host cell DNA proofreading/repair sys-
tems, some DNA viruses could have high mutation frequencies
(Smith and Inglis, 1987). This could be achieved in a number of ways
(e.g., absence or suppression of proofreading, sequestering of viral
DNA away from mismatch repair systems, replication of DNA as
single strands which cannot be subjected to mismatch repair, etc.).
The advantages to DNA (or RNA) viruses of high mutation frequen-
cies (and of high adaptability) are obvious. Hall et al. (1984) selected
"antimutator" strains of herpes simplex virus exhibiting mutation
frequencies orders of magnitude lower than those of wild-type
strains. The fact that wild-type herpes viruses had maintained quite
high mutation rates strongly suggests that much lower rates are
neither generally advantageous, nor selected in nature. This review
will focus on RNA viruses (and viruses replicating their genomes via
RNA templates), but similar principles may apply to some DNA
viruses as well (Smith and Inglis, 1987).

AVERAGE MISINCORPORATION FREQUENCIES OF DNA
AND RNA POLYMERASES

Quantum mechanics and quantum electrodynamics tell us that we
live in a probabilistic, rather than deterministic universe. There are
few completely-predictable processes even at the macroscopic level,
and polymerases copying DNA or RNA templates are subject to
inevitable probabilistic misincorporation errors. Mutations occur
for many reasons (e.g., mispairing due to rare (transient) tautomeric
forms of bases in the template or substrate; syn-anti rotation of the
substrate; depurination, deamination, protonation-deprotonation
of bases; polymerase slippage or "jumping" or "stuttering", oxida-
tive damage to bases, etc.). These events can vary with different
polymerases, with varying nucleotide pool ratios or pool sizes, pH,
temperature, pressure, oxygen levels, and other factors. The sum of
individual probabilities of all mutagenic effects must set upper
limits on the average fidelity level of any DNA or RNA replication.
We do not yet know the dimension of this limit, but studies of DNA
polymerases in vitro suggest minimal average error levels of the
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order of 1CH to 10'5 misincorporations per site prior to proofread-
ing/repair (reviewed in Loeb and Cheng, 1990). Proofreading and
mismatch repair systems can greatly increase fidelity, but the energy
cost is high (Radman and Wagner, 1986; Lahue et al., 1989; Fersht et
al., 1982). Likewise, in vivo and in vitro estimates of the average
error frequencies of virus RNA replicases and reverse transcriptases
also suggest misincorporation frequencies of the order of lO3to 1O5

(see reviews in Domingo et al., 1988; Holland, 1992). There is as yet
no evidence for efficient RNA proofreading. Thus, RNA synthesis
may generally be error prone, thereby assuring great diversity (and
adaptability) for all viruses that replicate RNA genomes (or RNA
copies of DNA genomes). However, some studies (Smith and Palese,
1988; Sedivy et al., 1987; Durbin and Stollar, 1986; Hahn et al.,
1989a,b) suggest much lower error rates at some sites (or regions) of
certain RNA virus genomes. However, even if some sites have low
mutation frequencies, high mutation frequencies at average sites
still produce quasispecies populations. Much more work is required
before it will be possible to provide firm data regarding minimum,
maximum, and average error rates of viral RNA replicases. Further-
more, we cannot yet eliminate the possibility of RNA proofreading
mechanisms capable of correcting basic RNA replicase error levels.
In any case, there is no RNA virus for which consistently low RNA
mutation frequencies have been reported, whereas very high fre-
quencies have been observed at many sites in a wide variety of RNA
viruses studied. It is important to note that DNA and RNA poly-
merases have mutational biases and these can differ. That is, certain
specific base substitutions are made with much lower probabilities
than others. For example, E. coli DNA polymerase I exhibits a C-A
mispairing frequency of 2 x ID'5, but the C-T mispairing frequency is
100-fold lower (2 x 10-7) (Fersht et al., 1982). So specific mutation
frequencies will often differ from average frequencies. It will be
assumed in discussions below that a reasonable approximation of
the average RNA virus replicase error frequency is of the order of
10-4 to ID-5 base substitutions per site, even though certain sites or
regions may have much higher fidelity while others may be muta-
tional hot spots.

EXTREMELY HIGH MUTATION FREQUENCIES OF RNA
VIRUSES

Average error frequencies of the order of 10~4 to 10~5 per site in RNA
virus genomes exceed by a millionfold or more the average (cor-
rected) error frequencies of their animal, plant, and human hosts.
This discrepancy is frequently reflected in rates of evolution, which
can also proceed up to millionsfold faster than that of their hosts.
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Obviously rapid evolution is facilitated if populations contain di-
verse arrays of mutants, and this is a characteristic of RNA viruses.
RNA genomes are always quite limited in size (and therefore in
information content). The average RNA virus genome is about
10,000 bases (10 kb) or less in size, so the number of genes (and their
protein products) averages less than 10. It is, of course, this size
limitation which makes possible very high mutation frequencies.
For example, a replicating virus genome of 10 kb size will produce an
average of 1 mutation per 10 replications if the replicase error
frequency averages 10'5 per nucleotide site per replication; it will
average 1 mutation per replication if the error frequency is 10-4, and
10 mutations per replication if the mean error frequency is 10"3. As
discussed above, RNA genome mutation frequencies measured to
date have varied, but the average is so high that enormous diversity
of RNA virus populations is the norm.

WHEN IS A VIRUS CLONE NOT REALLY A CLONE?

When it is an RNA virus clone. With error frequencies per site
averaging 10"5 or greater, we cannot envision an RNA virus as "a
virus" nor an RNA clone as "a clone" (i.e., a collection of identical
virus genomes). This is true even when nucleic acid sequencing
provides an unequivocal sequence for the entire virus genome. The
sequence obtained at each base position must necessarily be viewed
as an average or consensus sequence for that site. Many individual
genomes in an RNA virus clone may have different nucleotides at
that site (and other sites), so sequencing the mixed genome popula-
tion provides information only about the nucleotides most fre-
quently present at each site. Thus, RNA virus clones must be viewed
as quasispecies populations (i.e., as swarms of related mutants
rather than fixed entities). The quasispecies concept is reviewed in
Eigen and Biebricher (1988) and is discussed below.

CAN WE DETERMINE THE EXACT GENOME SEQUENCE OF
AN INDIVIDUAL RNA VIRUS GENOME?

No, there is an uncertainty principle working against virologists
seeking exact sequence information about an individual RNA virus
genome, particularly if it is desired later to study the biological
behavior of the sequenced virus genome and its progeny.

The most obvious way to attempt exact sequencing of an indi-
vidual RNA virus genome is via molecular cloning of cDNA copies.
Since DNA replication can be much less error-prone (due to proof-
reading and repair), DNA copies of an RNA genome can be ampli-
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fied with fidelity. However, all known reverse transcriptases are
error-prone so there will necessarily be uncertainty regarding the
fidelity of the cDNA copy that is cloned, amplified and sequenced.
It is unlikely that a high fidelity viral reverse transcriptase will be
found (i.e., one with proofreading/mismatch repair) since this would
lessen the adaptability of any retrovirus encoding it. Perhaps in
future years such a reverse transcriptase might be engineered. For
the same reasons, exact sequencing of one RNA genome cannot be
achieved by the powerful polymerase chain reaction (PCR) ap-
proach, even if a high fidelity DNA polymerase were used for DNA
amplification in vitro. Once again the investigator must begin with
the uncertainty inherent in reverse transcriptase copies of the viral RNA.

One might anticipate eventual employment of direct physical
methods for sequencing a single RNA genome (e.g., direct use of
scanning tunneling microscopy or atomic force microscopy), but
these may never provide sufficient resolution of biological materi-
als. Even if they do, exact, full-length sequence accuracy is unlikely,
and precise location and recovery of a single RNA molecule would
be daunting. Even if a single RNA molecule could be sequenced and
replicated with complete fidelity, uncertainty would still exist be-
cause the recovered genome came from a quasispecies swarm of
related variants (see below).

Finally, use of cDNA clones to generate infectious, replicating
RNA viruses (including retroviruses) has the obvious advantage of
starting with a defined DNA sequence, which can be specifically modified
for genetic studies. However, this does not eliminate the RNA se-
quence uncertainties in transcribed RNAs. Obviously, numerous
mutations will be introduced into the RNA virus population during
RNA polymerase transcription of the cDNA, and during subsequent
replication (by viral RNA replicase or reverse transcriptase) of the
transcribed RNA. Therefore, it must be understood that some uncer-
tainty always accompanies studies of genome sequences of RNA
viruses whether from diseased tissue or from laboratory clones.

MANFRED EIGEN'S QUASISPECIES MODEL FOR RNA VIRUS
POPULATIONS

Eigen, Schuster, and their colleagues have elaborated a "quasispecies"
model to describe distributions of related replicating RNA mol-
ecules that contain a wide variety of different mutations (see Eigen
and Biebricher, 1988). This model was originally developed to
explain the early evolution of life on earth among self-replicating
RNA molecules, but it has application to present day RNA virus
populations and perhaps to many DNA-based populations as well.
The essence of the quasispecies concept lies in the fact that RNA
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virus populations (even populations derived from clones) are usu-
ally very large populations comprised of many millions to many
billions of genomes, each of which has a high probability of being a
mutant with regard to the average genome sequence. In very large
and diverse quasispecies populations, every possible single-base
change is represented, and every possible two-base mutant combi-
nation and many higher order combinations are represented. This is
true even when the population is recently expanded from a single
virus particle (a clone), and even when RNA sequencing of the
population provides a definitive average (consensus) sequence for
the entire genome. This concept is counterintuitive to some and is
not accepted by all virologists. Another major tenet of the quasispecies
model is that the target of biological selection is not the single most
fit genome sequence present (i.e., the master sequence) nor any
single RNA molecules in the population. Rather, it is the entire
mutant swarm that is acted upon by selective forces, as well as being
the product of selection. There may be only one master sequence
that exhibits maximum fitness in any defined environment, or there
may be a number of equally fit master sequences. However, it is the
master sequences together with their inevitable (and unavoidable)
mutant swarms that are selected. When environmental conditions
change so that new master sequences are required, diverse
quasispecies swarms increase the probability that appropriate new
master sequences will be available to evolve away from the swarm in
which it originated. Master sequences and consensus sequences may
exhibit relative stability in some environments, or they may change
extremely rapidly, with some being present only for very short time
periods, as discussed below.

VIRUS RNA GENOMES CAN EVOLVE EXTREMELY RAPIDLY

As might be expected, as a result of high mutation frequencies, RNA
viruses can exhibit extreme rates of evolution. Remarkably, rates of
evolution of RNA viruses can exceed average rates of evolution of
their DNA-based hosts by factors of millions. Base substitution rates
of higher eukaryotes vary, but the average is apparently less than
1O9 base substitutions per site per year. In contrast, RNA viruses
such as poliovirus, influenza virus, HIV (AIDS) viruses, enterovirus,
Moloney retrovirus, foot-and-mouth disease virus, and others can
evolve at rates in excess of 1O3 base substitutions per site per year
(reviewed in Domingo and Holland, 1988; Holland, 1992). Thus, the
"molecular clocks" of RNA viruses can spin at blinding speeds as
compared to those of their hosts. This was clearly demonstrated in
an outbreak of poliomyelitis (Kew et al., 1981) caused by a Sabin
poliovirus vaccine strain (which was cloned by Sabin). During this
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1-year outbreak of polio, the viral genome underwent mutational
change approximating 1-2 x lO2 base substitutions per site per year
in infected humans (see also Kinnunen et al., 1990). Clearly the high
mutation frequencies of RNA genomes often allow very rapid evolu-
tion. It is not surprising that the host immune system has also
evolved mechanisms to allow extremely high mutation frequencies
in immunoglobulin variable region genes of pre B cells (Wabl et al.,
1985). These frequencies are of the same order of magnitude as those
of RNA virus genomes and the basis for this extremely low fidelity
of DNA synthesis at selected genetic sites is not yet known. Perhaps
proofreading and repair are suppressed during replication at these
sites, or post-replicative modification may be promoted. Regardless of
mechanisms, the advantages for immune system adaptability are obvious.

DO HIGH MUTATION RATES NECESSITATE CONTINUOUS
RAPID EVOLUTION OF RNA VIRUS GENOMES?

No, RNA virus populations can frequently maintain quite stable
master sequences and consensus sequences. This is true in nature
and in controlled laboratory experiments (see reviews in Holland,
1992). These "equilibrium populations" are still diverse quasispecies
swarms, but if the selective environment is not greatly altered, and
if the genome RNA master sequences are highly fit (as compared to
all other genomes in the mutant spectrum) then the consensus se-
quence can be maintained for long periods. We have observed
remarkable equilibrium stability of VSV genomes for hundreds of
passages in cell culture at low multiplicities of infection (Steinhauer
et al., 1989). However, changes in the selective environment can
quickly upset stable equilibrium populations and promote very
rapid viral evolution. For example, VSV passaged repeatedly at high
multiplicities is selected for resistance to the interfering effects of
defective interfering (DI) particles. However, these variants gener-
ate new DI particles and must then mutate to escape from these in
successive cycles. This "cycling" leads to recurring rapid changes in
viral replicase specificity and in genome RNA sequences at virus
(and DI) replicase recognition sites (O'Hara et al., 1984a,b). Thus,
the same virus population may exhibit either great consensus se-
quence stability or rapid evolution depending upon conditions. So
the evolutionary clocks of RNA genomes clearly can run very rap-
idly, or more slowly, or not at all for long periods. This can be
observed in nature also. For example, eastern equine encephalitis
virus in North America has undergone remarkably little sequence
divergence (0.7%) since 1933 (Weaver et al., 1991). At the other end
of the spectrum is the rapid, continuous evolution of HIV (Coffin,
1986; Temin, 1989).
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ARE THE NUMBERS OF DIFFERENT VIABLE GENOME
SEQUENCES RATHER LIMITED FOR A PARTICULAR TYPE OF
RNA VIRUS?

No, but it is obvious that there must be strict constraints on virus
genome size, replication strategy, genome organization, host range,
and so on, and this in turn constrains viral genome evolution during
any given interval of time. However, the number of all possible
viable mutants can never be tested in nature. Sequence comparisons
of some evolving related RNA virus genomes have shown that well
over half of all genome sites can accommodate mutations. This
means that for a 10 kb viral RNA genome, more than 45000 sequence
permutations and combinations must be tested to find all possible
viable mutants. (If possibilities for genome expansion and contrac-
tion by additions, deletions and recombinations, and reassortments,
are included, the situation is worse.) This assures that not even a
minuscule fraction of all possible viable RNA virus genomes has
arisen, nor can ever appear (to be tested for fitness), in our universe.
New virus sequences arise gradually and continuously, and are
sooner or later displaced by yet newer ones, but the possibilities are
limitless. The regular emergence of "new" viruses and "new" hu-
man, animal, and plant diseases should therefore come as no sur-
prise. It is inevitable, and must occur at irregular intervals.

CAN DIRECTIONS OF VIRUS EVOLUTION AND THE TIMING
OF NEW OUTBREAKS OF VIRUS DISEASE BE PREDICTED
WITH ANY CONFIDENCE?

No, this is not possible because the evolution of quasispecies popu-
lations of viruses is not deterministic, but probabilistic. During any
epoch of our biosphere, the numbers of possible new virus mutants
are finite and limited by the genome structures and sequences, and
the mutation rates and replication rates of all currently-existing
viruses. But of course these involve extremely large numbers.
Furthermore, "founder effects" in virus populations are often sto-
chastic (e.g., the chance infection of an individual by a single virus
particle that represents a rare mutant, or the early appearance of an
uncommon mutant in a replicating virus clone). Even when a single
VSV virus population was divided into aliquots and passaged in
persistently infected cells in nude mice (Spindler et al., 1982), rapid
sequence divergence occurred (up to 1% divergence in 12 to 15
weeks!). Clearly these in vivo passage conditions promoted extreme
virus population disequilibrium and rapid evolution. Many specific
environmental conditions can regularly select certain types of mu-
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tants (e.g., drug-resistant variants, antibody resistant variants, vari-
ants able to replicate in a certain cell type, etc.), but the overall
directions and timing of major evolutionary changes in virus popula-
tions cannot be predicted with any certainty. It is obvious, however,
that as virus host populations (or potential host populations) in-
crease, there is a concomitant increase in the probability of major
evolutionary changes in virus populations due to increased oppor-
tunities for replication, mutation, recombination, and selection. As
the world population of humans (and of their domestic animals and
plants) increase, the probability for new viral disease outbreaks
must inevitably increase as well. AIDS is not the first "new" virus
disease of humans, and it will not be the last. However, it is
unrealistic to hope to predict the time, place, or nature of future
outbreaks. Nobody could have predicted the AIDS epidemic, for
example.

CAN THE AVERAGE MUTATION FREQUENCIES OF RNA
VIRUSES BE GREATLY INCREASED BY MUTAGENESIS?

Apparently not. Eigen and Biebricher (1988) pointed out a threshold
relationship correlating the mean error rate in replication, l-q(where
q is the replicase fidelity rate) with the maximum length of a defined
genome sequence, Vmax/ that can be maintained reproducibly during
replication. This is not a fixed value; rather, it can vary with the
function o0 which represents the selectivity or efficiency of the
master sequence's reproductive advantage relative to the mean com-
petitive abilities of the mutant spectrum in a quasispecies popula-
tion. They suggest that maximum genome size, Vmax, is determined
by o~0 and mean replicase fidelity, q :

Selectivity functions are not known for any virus, and of course will
vary with different viruses and mutants, different host environments, and
so on. But in the range of O0 between 2 and 10, the natural log of a0 is not
far from 1; a0 for most RNA viruses may be in this range, since this would
limit mean replicase error rates to approximately the reciprocal of the
genome size. Since the high mutation frequencies (of the order of 1CH) often
observed for RNA viruses are in fact approximately equal to the reciprocal
of the genome length, this suggests that RNA viruses may often have an
average error frequency that is near maximal. That is, they may be near the
threshold for error catastrophe, beyond which loss of information content
will result from increased errors in replication. This can be tested using
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RNA mutagens. We have recently examined the quantitative effects of
various chemical mutagens on RNA virus survival and mutational adapt-
ability. Surprisingly, large increases in mutation frequency at single ge-
nome sites were never obtained with any mutagen tested. Severalfold
increases were the maximum observed at any level of virus survival after
mutagenesis (Holland et al., 1990). This suggests that RNA virus replicase
mean error levels are generally adjusted to provide near-maximal genetic
adaptability (quasispecies mutant distributions) without loss of informa-
tion content. This does not mean that mutagens cannot increase the relative
abundance of mutants nor increase the rate of virus evolution. In fact, they
do (Pringle, 1970), but they do so at the cost of reduced virus yields and
reduced mutant yields. Reduced virus yields after mutagenesis increase
the probability of emergence to dominance of induced mutants. They can
do this by promoting genetic bottlenecks, followed by frequent "founder
effects" for mutants in the surviving populations. Mutagen treatment
clearly increases rates of evolution of RNA virus populations (Clewley and
Bishop, 1979; Steinhauer et al., 1989), even though it usually reduces the
total number (but not the percentage) of mutants.

It should be stressed that such experiments necessarily deal with
average error levels and average effects of mutagens. Even in clonal
quasispecies populations of RNA viruses (with or without mutagens), there
may be a quasispecies distribution of viruses having different replicase
error frequencies. For example, the majority of temperature-sensitive (ts)
mutants of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) map to the large polymerase (L)
gene whether they were spontaneous or mutagen-induced ts mutants.
Pringle et al. (1981) have characterized one ts mutant clone of VSV that
apparently exhibits an increased average mutation frequency. It seems
possible that replicase fidelities of RNA viruses might undergo frequent
deterioration and improvement with the end result generally being the
adjustment of average error rate s to an optimal level (above, but close to, the
error threshold). This might vary somewhat with different virus strains,
but most RNA viruses are probably near the edge of error catastrophe
because this maximizes adaptability and competitive ability.

WILL HIGH RATES OF MUTATION AND EVOLUTION OF
RNA VIRUSES PREVENT DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE
VACCINES AND ANTIVIRAL DRUGS?

No, but they may often complicate such efforts. Some of the most
successful virus vaccines are for RNA viruses, such as poliovirus,
measles, mumps, and rubella. Even the vaccines for rabies and
influenza A viruses are effective in the majority of vaccinees, and it
is still too early to be pessimistic regarding the possibility of effec-
tive AIDS vaccines. How can vaccines be effective over many de-
cades for highly-mutable RNA viruses? First, if there are numerous
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neutralization epitopes, the frequency of variants resistant at all
epitopes should be so low that long time periods will be requested
for their stepwise generation. At any interval in their evolution all
virus genomes are constrained in the numbers and positions of base
and amino acid substitutions they can sustain within a given time
period because a large fraction of mutations will be lethal or debili-
tating. There are many amino acid sites which are, for long time
periods, either invariant or capable of providing only debilitated
mutants (until compensatory mutations restore fitness). An effec-
tive vaccine will generally exploit such sites and epitopes. Even
highly variable epitopes can be immunogenic if they are numerous
and/or if the immune response against them is able to abort or slow
natural infections so that large numbers of virus particles (and
resistant mutants) are never produced. The same is true for an
antiviral drug used for prophylaxis (or even for treatment if given
early enough). Even though drug-resistant mutants can be pro-
duced at high frequency (Domingo, 1989), a ten thousandfold or
greater early reduction in production of (sensitive) virus may often
allow an effective immune response to develop before significant
numbers of resistant mutants accumulate. In any case, it is clear that
vaccines against quite variable viruses have been very effective. It is
conceivable that optimal deployment of these might be able to
eliminate certain RNA disease agents (such as measles and the
polioviruses) from the human population. Even if resistant virus
strains were to arise and begin to circulate widely, they might lose
much (or all) of their disease potential due to vaccine-selected
mutations. Finally, if vaccine failures became common due to resis-
tant strains, the newer strains can then be incorporated into a poly-
valent vaccine. Regular updating of vaccine antigens is already
routine for influenza A vaccines and may eventually become neces-
sary for some of the less-rapidly-evolving RNA disease agents. In
general, drug-resistant and immune-resistant mutants of RNA vi-
ruses may cause frequent problems for prophylaxis and therapy, but
these should not be insurmountable. Obviously, these problems
become much more difficult for viruses (such as AIDS viruses) in
which the nature of the infection regularly leads to immune suppres-
sion coupled with persistent virus replication. But even here, com-
bined drug therapies together with polyvalent vaccines may ulti-
mately prove effective. In general, antiviral drugs and vaccines
should not select resistant virus mutants in the general circulating
virus population as long as the major reservoirs of infection are not
treated or immunized. For example, the antigenicity of yellow fever
virus in a rain forest canopy or of "wild-type" measles virus in
unimmunized third world human populations should not be af-
fected significantly by vaccine programs deployed elsewhere. On
the other hand, a successful effort to treat nearly all HIV-infected
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persons in the United States with AZT would be expected to lead to
wide circulation of AZT-resistant HIV strains (Richman, 1990). At
present, most sources of infection are untreated so most circulating
"wild-type" virus strains remain AZT-sensitive and resistance de-
velops in most infected persons only after AZT treatment of that
individual.

IN A WORLD OF RAPIDLY-EVOLVING (AND RAPIDLY-
INCREASING) POPULATIONS OF HUMAN VIRUSES, WHAT
CAN BE DONE TO IMPROVE CAPABILITIES FOR EARLY
DETECTION AND RESPONSE TO "NEW" VIRUS DISEASES?

Of course many (mostly costly) measures can be taken to increase
rapid response capabilities for serious outbreaks of "new" virus
diseases of humans that certainly will occur in future years. How-
ever, stochastically-spaced virus disease outbreaks represent only a
fraction of the problems faced by the burgeoning human population,
so early detection-response approaches must be kept relatively inex-
pensive, yet potentially effective in an emergency.

There is an existing excellent model for a worldwide virus
surveillance laboratory, the Yale World Reference Center for Arbo-
viruses at the Yale Arbovirus Research Unit. With additional re-
sponsibilities and capabilities, and with modest additional support,
this Center (or one modeled after it) could serve a vital function in
future outbreaks. The following approach is suggested as one
possibility for a World Reference Center for emerging viruses:

1. This Center should be a single worldwide "Emerging Virus
Surveillance Laboratory" (under WHO auspices), which would
be independent of all national governments, regardless of
(multiple) funding sources, and regardless of geographic loca-
tion.

2. Its accomplished scientists—physicians, epidemiologists, toxi-
cologists, and other suitably trained persons—would pursue
individual research interests in the absence of outbreaks, but
would have prior worldwide passport clearances to help with
investigations of new or unusual outbreaks of infectious dis-
eases, to provide information, and to transport tissue speci-
mens, sera, and other needed materials. Prior clearances pose
obvious (but surmountable) political difficulties.

3. Such a laboratory could provide worldwide information, tis-
sues, sera, virus isolates, DNA clones, and similar materials to
all qualified research laboratories, vaccine and pharmaceutical
firms, and others. They in turn would agree to provide the
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laboratory (and through it the world scientific community)
with all new data, clones, drugs, reagents, vaccine strains, and
other useful products as they become available during a new
virus outbreak of serious proportions.

4. This approach would supplement, not supplant, the roles of
existing governmental agencies (such as CDC). It could maxi-
mize early involvement of all laboratories with requisite ex-
pertise, and might, in a rapidly spreading outbreak, reduce the
effective response time below a critical level. Highly qualified
governmental agencies (such as CDC in the United States)
might frequently have problems gaining access in certain coun-
tries.

5. A single Center is preferable to multiple centers to reduce
costs, to eliminate competition-driven delays, and to provide a
single coordination and communication center. Support would
be augmented during a serious outbreak.

6. Finally, to promote international trust and cooperation, such a
Center should be available at all times for visits by qualified
scientists from all countries. Such a Center would not supplant
field stations or medical intelligence offices, but would coop-
erate with them and provide advanced isolation and identifi-
cation and communication capabilities.

It is impossible to predict whether serious emerging virus dis-
ease outbreaks during the next century will be slowly transmissible,
chronic disease outbreaks (like AIDS) or rapidly transmitted (like
influenza). It is equally impossible to know whether an "Emerging
Virus Surveillance Laboratory" would really be needed or effective
in near-future outbreaks. However, such preparedness at modest
cost seems a prudent precaution.

ARE RNA VIRUSES GOOD MODELS FOR EVOLUTION
GENERALLY?

Perhaps. They certainly can provide insights into basic principles of
evolution. Viruses lack many important features of higher organ-
isms (e.g., sensory and behavioral adaptations, chromosome segre-
gation, meiotic crossing over, sexual competition, etc.). Neverthe-
less, their vast populations, rapid growth, and extreme rates of
evolution offer opportunities for well-controlled studies that are not
feasible with other organisms. Powerful new techniques for rapid
sequence analysis of variants should help provide some definitive
evolutionary insights using RNA viruses as model systems.
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The High Rate of Retrovirus
Variation Results in Rapid Evolution

HOWARD M. TEMIN

The AIDS pandemic can be viewed as a paradigm of the emergence
of new diseases and of apparently new pathogens. In discussing this
pandemic, I first consider if the AIDS pandemic is unique, and then
I describe what properties of viruses, especially retroviruses, give
them the potential to give rise to apparently novel agents.

IS THE AIDS PANDEMIC UNIQUE?

I do not think that the AIDS pandemic is unique relative to other
epidemics when those epidemics are considered from the perspec-
tive of their time rather than in hindsight. In the past, major
epidemics frequently occurred when there were new patterns of
communication and transportation among separate populated areas
and/or new patterns of settlement. William McNeill, in his impres-
sive book Plagues and Peoples (1976), describes the occurrence of
major epidemics throughout history in terms of this hypothesis.

One of the first examples of urbanization in the ancient world
was in Athens during the Peloponnesian war. For defensive pur-
poses, all of the Athenian population was pulled behind walls, and
the city was supplied by ship. This congestion resulted in a great
epidemic in 430-429 B.C.E., described by Thucydides.

In the middle of the sixth century, when extensive sailing ship
traffic between India and the Mediterranean was established, there
was a great outbreak of bubonic plague in the Mediterranean coun-
tries. In the thirteenth century, Mongol horsemen roamed from
Burma and Yunnan all the way to Europe. McNeill believes that as
a result bubonic plague reached Northern Europe. As a conse-
quence, in 1346-1350, one-third of the population of Northern Eu-
rope died from bubonic plague, the Black Death.
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In the sixteenth century, after Europeans reached America,
there were devastating epidemics among the native peoples, result-
ing in a 90% population loss among American Indians in 120 years.

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, regular trade by
sailing ships between Africa and the Americas brought yellow fever
to the Americas resulting in regular recurring epidemics. In 1793 in
Philadelphia, then the nation's capital, social order broke down
entirely. Of a population of approximately 45,000, half the people
fled the city altogether (including all city officials except the mayor
and most federal officials), and over 4,500 of those remaining per-
ished.

In the early nineteenth century, with steamship travel becoming
regular between India and Europe, both bubonic plague and cholera
became worldwide. For example, in 1831,13% of the population of
Cairo died from cholera; and in 1832, more than 3,500 New Yorkers
died of cholera within a few months.

Accompanying the disruptions of World War I, twenty million
persons world-wide died in the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic.

Thus, it is not surprising that after World War II, with the
changes in urbanization, enormous population increases in Africa,
freer life styles in North America, and jet travel, a major new
pandemic occurred. If anything, the surprise might be that there has
been only one new pandemic (Temin, 1989).

HOW DOES A NOVEL PATHOGENIC AGENT SUDDENLY
APPEAR?

The answer to this question can be a historical description; that is,
for a new pathogenic virus, the answer could be "a precursor virus
infected members of species a and then as a result of altered or
special conditions xyz, the virus spreads in a particular locale to
members of species b, and causes disease in b". In some cases
discussed in this book, this description is available. However, it is
not yet clear what was the immediate precursor virus for HIV-1,
although HIV-2 appears to be directly descended from an SIV
(Dietrich et al., 1989; Allan et al., 1991; see also Chapter 12 in this
volume).

We do know, however, that viruses, especially RNA viruses, can
evolve very rapidly (Eigen and Biebricher, 1988; Domingo and
Holland, 1988; Domingo et al., 1985; Doolittle et al., 1989; Pathak et
al., 1990). I shall discuss, using retroviruses as an example, the
molecular basis for that rapid evolution and how the high rate of
virus genetic variation allows mutation-driven evolution.
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TYPES AND RATES OF RETROVIRUS VARIATION

There are two types of data relating to this question. One is nucle-
otide sequence data from virus isolates. The most extensive data is
from HIV-1 (Goodenow et al., 1989; Meyerhans et al., 1989; Vartanian
et al., 1991; Balfe et al., 1990; Simmonds et al., 1990). The polymerase
chain reaction was used to sequence repeatedly 350 base pairs (bp)
of DNA from several clones of HIV-1 amplified directly from patient
material. The data indicate that in any one AIDS patient, at any one
time, there are many different virus genomes. (Eigen has called this
distribution a quasispecies, although I think "population" or "swarm"
is clearer. A quasispecies is a population with particular properties
[Eigen and Biebricher, 1988].)

The other kind of data is direct measurements of the retroviral
mutation and recombination rates. Early quantitative experiments
involved a reversion assay at a single site in an oncoretrovirus vector
(Dougherty and Temin, 1988). A figure of 2 x 1Q-5 substitutions per
base pair per replication was found. Other experiments used a
forward mutation assay involving a change in electrophoretic mo-
bility of RNA from certain regions of another oncoretrovirus (Leider
et al., 1988). A similar rate of base pair substitution was found.

More recently a modification of the oncoretrovirus vector sys-
tem was developed to measure the rate of forward mutations in a
single cycle of retrovirus replication (Pathak and Temin, 1990a,b).
Briefly, a retrovirus shuttle vector containing a selectable marker for
mammalian and bacterial cells and sequences for replication as both
a retrovirus and a bacterial plasmid was constructed (shuttle vec-
tor); the vector also contained the lacZa peptide gene as a reporter
gene. This vector was used in a single cycle of replication as a
retrovirus, the proviral DNA was recovered as plasmids, and mu-
tants were selected and sequenced.

The results indicated rates (per replication cycle per base pair)
for base pair substitution of 7 x 10'6, for frame shifting of 1 x 10~6, for
deletion of 2 x 10-6, and for deletions with insertions of 2 x 10-6. A
high rate of deletion was also found previously (Dougherty and
Temin, 1986). However, recent work (Pulsinelli and Temin, 1991)
shows that these deletions are the result of mistakes in plus strand
strong stop DNA synthesis and transfer.

Additional sequencing indicated that in about 1 per 104 provi-
ruses, there was a 2% substitution rate over a 600 bp stretch. This
high rate of mutation is called hypermutation and apparently results
from an error-prone reverse transcriptase (see also Vartanian, et al.,
1991). An error in transcription or translation could yield such a
reverse transcriptase, which could then give rise to the hypermutated
provirus. (Other experiments showed that the rate of transcription-
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Figure 20.1 Alternative modes of retrovirus replication. Cells containing proviruses
(small boxes connected by straight line) integrated with cell DMA (zig-zag lines) are shown
replicating and producing viruses (small filled circle). The rate of variation is shown as very
high for hypermutation, high for usual retrovirus replication as virus, and low for
retrovirus replication as provirus.

translation base substitution errors is about 1(H per RNA molecule
[Yang and Temin, unpublished observations].)

A modification of this single cycle protocol was used to measure
the rate of recombination during retrovirus replication (Hu and
Temin, 1990a). The rate of recombination between two markers
separated by 1 kbp was about 2%. Calculation shows that this result
indicates a rate for a full-sized retrovirus of 0.4 recombinations per
replication cycle. However, restriction enzyme analysis of recombi-
nants using six additional nonselected markers indicated that ge-
nomes with a recombination between the selected markers were
likely to contain additional recombinations (Hu and Temin, 1990b).
Thus, recombination will rapidly scramble the genomes of related
retroviruses infecting the same cell.

These data indicate that retroviruses have a high probability of
undergoing a mutation or recombination during every viral replica-
tion cycle. In addition, in about 1 per 104 viral replications a
retrovirus will undergo hypermutation over part of its genome.
Finally, retroviruses can persist as proviruses and only change at the
rate of cell DNA. The figure (Fig. 20.1) shows these three modes of
replication. A further consequence of the existence of a proviral step
in retrovirus replication is the opportunity thereby given for recom-
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bination with cellular genes to introduce new sequences into the
retrovirus genome (Bishop and Varmus, 1985; Temin, 1988).

CONSEQUENCES OF HIGH RATE OF MUTATION AND
RECOMBINATION

A consequence of the high rate of mutation and recombination in
retrovirus replication is that many variant viruses will be present in
any retrovirus population. Any variant with a selective advantage
will increase, and successful variants can become "frozen" as provi-
ruses. In addition, retroviruses have a very high frequency of
phenotypic mixing. This phenomenon allows retroviruses to un-
dergo multiple mutations and recombinations before they are sub-
ject to selection (analogous to the effect of recessive mutations in
diploid organisms). Thus, at any one time there will be in a
retrovirus population a pool of variants that may be less than opti-
mal for the present environment, but that will be more fit in a
different environment.

Returning to our discussion of the origin of epidemics, we see
that when the human population changes, which results in a new
environment for viruses, a novel virus variant could easily spread
and cause an epidemic, for example, HIV-1 and AIDS.

It is important to realize that retroviruses are not the only
viruses with a high rate of mutation. All single-stranded RNA
viruses mutate at the same high rates, and thus they exist in infected
persons as populations of variants. However, single-stranded true
RNA viruses (not retroviruses) have neither the high rate of recom-
bination characteristic of retroviruses nor the ability to "freeze"
good variants as proviruses. (It is not known if these RNA viruses
undergo hypermutation, but analogous mechanisms might exist.)

The ability of viruses to evolve rapidly and thus take advantage
of new environmental niches is inherently unpredictable. Since
these mutational and recombinational processes are random, novel
combinations of characteristics insure that new viral pathogens will
appear when they have new opportunities to replicate.
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Evolution of Influenza and RNAViruses

PETER PALESE

This chapter and the one following will deal with the evolutionary
emergence in nature of human influenza viruses. There are three
major types of influenza viruses, designated A, B, and C, all of which
cause the disease we characteristically recognize as influenza, but
only influenza A has been associated with pandemics. There is a
uniquely rapid and uniform rate of evolution in influenza A virus
genes. At the other end of the spectrum, influenza C viruses exhibit
a much slower evolutionary rate, with coexistence in man of several
evolutionary lineages. Influenza B viruses appear to be intermediate
between influenza A and influenza C viruses in terms of their
evolutionary rate.

For influenza A, viruses with the HI hemagglutinin subtype
predominated from 1918 all the way to 1957. The earliest human
isolates available for analysis in the laboratory date from 1933, when
the virus was first grown in an experimental host system. In 1957, a
shift occurred from the HI to the H2 subtype. This subtype was
prevalent until 1968, when another shift occurred, to the H3 subtype;
these viruses are still the predominant type today. Finally, in 1977
there was the apparent reemergence of HI viruses. There is far less
diversity in influenza types B and C. The earliest available influenza
B isolate dates from 1940; unlike influenza A, there is only one major
hemagglutinin type. The first influenza C virus was isolated in 1947,
and distinct subtypes of the hemagglutinin have not been observed
with this virus either.

Unlike these, influenza A virus changes readily. The work in my
own laboratory, which I will discuss, uses the tools of molecular biology to
analyze the mutation rates of various genes of influenza viruses. One
can analyze changes in the hemagglutinin and neuraminidase, the sur-
face proteins undergoing the shifts, but if one wishes to study long-
term evolution of the human influenza A viruses, it is preferable to focus
on a gene that, unlike the surface proteins, is not exchanged by
reassortment. The NS gene, which is the gene coding for nonstructural
proteins, meets these criteria. It has the added advantage of being
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Figure 21.1 Most parsimonious evolu-
tionary tree for influenza A virus NS
genes. The length of the trunk and the
side branches of the evolutionary tree
are proportional to the minimal number
of substitutions required to account for
the differences in sequence. Nonintegral
numbers arise from averaging over all
possible minimal solutions. The broken
line connects the 1950 and the 1977 H1N1
strains. (From Buonagurio et al., I986a.
Copyright 1986 by the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science.)

short, only 890 nucleotides long, simplifying complete analysis.
NS genes of 20 strains were sequenced and the nucleotide differ-

ences—mutations—in their NS genes were analyzed and arranged in
a phylogenetic tree, using the procedure known technically as maxi-
mum parsimony tree analysis. The analysis itself was conducted in
collaboration with Walter Fitch. The procedure basically involves
using computer calculations to determine most probable evolution-
ary relationships of these sequenced genes by arranging the indi-
viduals in the order that gives the shortest pathways that will link
them (Buonagurio et al., 1986a).

This phylogenetic, or family, tree of the human influenza A
viruses possesses a main trunk with side branches (Fig. 21.1). The
main trunk contains changes that are conserved over time. Side
branches represent unique changes, leading to potential new lin-
eages. As one might expect, the distance between viruses is propor-
tional with time for influenza A viruses in humans. Examining
strains isolated between 1933 and the present time, the most dis-
tantly related strains are those separated by the greatest amount of
time. There is a very rapid evolution of the viruses as seen by just
testing this one fairly well-conserved gene. The one exception is the
reappearance of HI viruses in 1977. These HI viruses appear basi-
cally identical to the 1950 strains.
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Figure 21.2 Linearity with time
of number of substitutions in the NS
genes of influenza A viruses. The
abscissa represents the year of isola-
tion of the influenza A viruses used in
the analysis. The ordinate indicates
the number of substitutions observed
in their NS genes between the first
branching point formed bytheWSN/
33 and PR/8/34 sequences in Figure
21.1 and the tips of all branches of
the evolutionary tree. Aline, gener-
ated by linear regression analysis, is
drawn through the points. The slope
of the line is 1.73 (0.08 substitutions
per year). In addition to the se-
quences found on the trunk of the
evolutionary tree (filled circles), the
NS genes of the four new H1N1
viruses are also represented in this
graph (filled squares). (From
Buonagurio et al., 1986a. Copyright
1986 by the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.)

Another way of representing these data is to plot the year of
isolation versus the number of nucleotide substitutions (Fig. 21.2).
This gives two parallel lines. The first line represents all early HI
isolates and continues with the H2 and H3 isolates, to the present.
The second line represents the HI viruses isolated after 1977. This
system makes it possible to determine the evolutionary rate of
influenza viruses in nature. From the main trunk, since the number
of mutations is approximately linear over time, one can readily
calculate a rate of approximately 2 x lO3 changes per RNA base site
per year. The HI viruses, in the second parallel line, change at
approximately the same rate, despite having diverged. This empha-
sizes that two systems with similar mutation rates can proceed in
different directions. These evolutionary rates are much higher than
the rates for eukaryotic genes, which hover around lf>9 changes per
nucleotide per year, about one million times slower.

EVOLUTIONARY PATTERNS OF OTHER INFLUENZA TYPES

Using the same approach, sequencing the genes of different influ-
enza C viruses isolated between 1947 and 1984, we showed that
influenza C viruses change at a much smaller rate (Fig. 21.3). There
are 10 changes in the NS gene between the Taylor strain of 1947, and
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a strain isolated in 1954. However, Johannesburg 1966 virus, a virus
that was isolated almost 20 years later than the Taylor strain, shows
no NS gene sequence differences from the 1947 strain. This extreme
conservation of sequences has never been seen with influenza A
viruses (Bonagurio et al., 1986b).

In the HE gene (the influenza C equivalent of the hemaggluti-
nin), the changes are similarly slow, and do not occur at a constant
rate. There were a total of 110 nucleotide changes between the 1947
and the 1980 strain, but a 1981 strain differs from the 1947 strains by
only 29 nucleotide changes.

There are two main conclusions of this study with influenza C
viruses. First, situations occur in which there is little or no change
for approximately 20 years or more. Second, the increases are not
linear with time. From these data, we postulate a pattern for the
evolution of influenza C viruses different from that of A viruses.
Influenza A viruses exhibit rapid evolution, Darwinian style, in
which a parent sheds off variants, only one of which may be success-
ful (Fitch et al., 1991). The result is a slender evolutionary tree. In
essence, with the exception of the HI viruses, there is only one
evolutionary lineage of influenza A. In contrast, influenza C vi-
ruses have several cocirculating evolutionary lineages and the ge-
netic distances among isolates obtained in successive seasons may
be small. In other words, the influenza C viruses evolve slowly, and
several lineages can cocirculate in the population.

An analysis of influenza B viruses was also performed. The NS
and hemagglutinin genes obtained from different viruses were se-
quenced and a phylogenetic tree was constructed. Here, again
unlike influenza A, the branching order is not a function of time. For
example, a 1984 strain turns out most closely related to a 1973 strain,
but 1987 strains are much more distantly related. The interpretation
of the data for influenza B viruses is that there is more change over
time with influenza B than with influenza C virus and less than with
influenza A. In addition, there appear to be cocirculating evolution-
ary lineages of influenza B viruses similar to what was observed for
influenza C viruses.

Recently, the complete nucleotide sequence of an influenza C
virus has been completed, allowing us to compare all the genes of the
three influenza virus types (Yamashita et al., 1989). Comparing the
amino acid identities among the proteins of influenza A, B, and C
viruses, two points are notable. The protein that is most conserved
among the three virus types is the polymerase basic protein, FBI,
which shows a 60 percent sequence identity between influenza A
and B, and a 40 percent identity between influenza C and the two
other types. Second, in terms of divergence of these viruses, the
receptor destroying enzyme, neuraminidase, is present only in influ-
enza A and B viruses. In place of this protein, influenz  C has a
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Figure 21.3 Evolutionary model for the propagation of influenza A, B, and C viruses in
man. Dots lying on a horizontal plane represent influenza virus variants arising in the same
season (year). The branch lengths indicate average relative change from the preceding
season. The left part of the diagram shows influenza A virus. The variants arise from only
one lineage because of the dominating effects of favorable variants. The middle and right
of the diagram show, respectively, the cocirculation of multiple influenza B and C virus
lineages. Variation of influenza B viruses appears to be slower than that of influenza A
viruses and faster than that of C viruses. This is illustrated by the intermediate length of
the evolutionary branches of the influenza B virus pattern. For all influenza A, B, and C
viruses an arbitrary number of seven seasonal cycles is shown on the diagram. (From
Yamashita et al., 1988. Reprinted by permission of Academic Press, Inc.)

domain in its glycoprotein, which is coded by a 300 nucleotide
region and which has receptor destroying activity. This region is the
influenza C equivalent of the neuraminidase. It should also be noted
that a similar enzyme is also present in coronaviruses, a positive
strand RNA virus (and hence an RNA virus quite different from
influenza), which has interesting evolutionary implications (Vlasak
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et al., 1988). Finally, we recently determined (in collaboration with
Frederick J. Fuller's group in Raleigh, North Carolina) that the
P-alpha protein of the tick-borne Dhori virus shares between 27%
and 31% sequence identity with the FBI polypeptides of the influ-
enza A, B, and C viruses (Lin et al., 1991).

MEASUREMENT OF VIRAL MUTATION RATE IN TISSUE
CULTURE

These experiments were performed in order to better understand the
factors which determine the evolutionary rate of viruses in nature.
The evolutionary rate may depend on parameters such as mutation
rate, number of replication cycles, constraints on protein and RNA
structure, and on selective pressure. Clearly, it is a very complex
system.

In order to define the effects of individual factors, a system was
developed for measuring mutation rates in vitro (Parvin et al., 1986).
A single infectious influenza virus particle is placed on a monolayer
of susceptible cells in culture, giving a single plaque (a hole in the
cell sheet) in the culture dish. A plaque is caused by the progeny of
the original single viral particle. In a period of 40 hours, influenza
A virus undergoes five cycles of replication. The number of muta-
tions present in this plaque, representing the viral progeny of the
original single particle, is determined. Analyzing the individual viruses is
done by sequencing. Testing the NS gene, seven mutations were identified
out of a total of 100,000 bases sequenced from 100 individual viruses.
Assuming five replication cycles during this plaque formation, this yields
a figure of 10-5 mutations per replication cycle (Parvin et al., 1986).

The same approach with polio virus gave a different result. Despite the
sequencing of approximately 100,000 nucleotides, no mutations were found
among 100 poliovirus isolates. This would translate into a mutation rate at
least one-tenth than that of influenza A. Similar results were obtained by
Philip Sharp's laboratory, with a figure of 10'6 mutations per nucleotide per
infectious cycle, using a different method (Sedivy et al., 1987). John Holland
and his colleagues have reported much higher mutation rates for polio
virus, but the experimental system to measure the mutation rates is differ-
ent from ours and from that of Sedivy and colleagues (de la Torre et al.,
1990).

We also have recently analyzed the mutation rate of a retrovirus by the
same approach, starting with a cloned DNA of the Rous sarcoma virus
(RSV) genome (Leider et al., 1988). Retroviruses are more complex than
influenza or polio viruses because the virus first makes a DNA form, the
provirus, from the viral RNA. This requires the viral enzyme reverse
transcriptase. Replication of progeny viral RNA from this DNA uses host
RNA polymerase II. The involvement of two different polymerases, the
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host RNA polymerase II, and the viral reverse transcriptase, complicates the
estimates of the mutation rate. Rather than sequencing directly, it is
possible to take a shortcut by making RNA probes with the "standard"
sequence and then hybridizing them to the regions of interest in the viral
RNA. The hybrids are analyzed by a biochemical technique, denaturing
gradient gel electrophoresis. If there is a mismatch, indicating that one or
more bases of the progeny virus differ from the probe sequence, the
mismatched heteroduplex runs more slowly in this gel system.

For RSV, nine mutations were detected in 65,000 nucleotides screened.
This translates into a mutation rate of about 10'4 changes per replication per
nucleotide site, the highest rate of any of the viruses we have tested so far.
Thus, influenza A virus is intermediate and polio virus has the lowest rate
among the three viruses we tested in our laboratory.

In summary, human influenza A viruses show unique rapid evolution
with a uniform rate over a 50-year period. We can say that the NS gene
shows approximately 2 x 10-3 changes per site per year. Variation in
influenza B virus appears to be slower than that of influenza A virus,
but faster than that of influenza C viruses. Both influenza B and
influenza C viruses exhibit multiple cocirculating lineages in man. Our
studies on the genome structure of influenza viruses show that the FBI
(RNA polymerase) protein is the most highly conserved among influenza
virus genes. Other viruses, such as coronaviruses, may have an evolution-
ary relationship with influenza C viruses; perhaps these viruses share a
common ancestor at least for certain genes or domains of genes. An
evolutionary relatedness was also observed between the tick-borne Dhori
virus and the type A, B, and C influenza viruses. Finally, comparing the
mutation rates of different RNA viruses, a retrovirus was found to possess
the highest mutation rate, the overall rate being 10-4 mutations per nucle-
otide per replication cycle. In comparison, using similar analyses in tissue
culture systems, influenza A virus had a mutation rate of only 10-5 muta-
tions per nucleotide per cycle, and poliovirus was lower still.
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Factors Restraining Emergence of New
Influenza Viruses

BRIAN MURPHY

The segmented genome of influenza virus can readily undergo reassortment,
an exchange of genes between two virus strains coinfecting a cell at
the same time. As Webster discusses in Chapter 4, the evolution of
new pandemic influenza A strains appears to result from reassortment
of genes of human and avian influenza A viruses. The emergence of
new pandemic influenza strains is rare and has occurred most re-
cently in 1918, 1957, and 1968. Avian influenza viruses are very
common. It is likely that virtually every one of the enormous
number of ducks in the world becomes infected. Human influenza
is also common, with an estimated 100,000,000 infections in humans
annually. Both ducks and primates can be hosts for coinfection by
two influenza strains, both being susceptible, at least experimen-
tally, to infection with a number of different influenza strains of
either avian or mammalian origin. Avian influenza viruses nor-
mally replicate in both the respiratory tract and the gut of infected
waterfowl, with prolonged virus shedding and little overt disease.
Most human influenza virus strains do not replicate efficiently in the
intestinal tract of ducks, but can infect their respiratory tract. Con-
sidering this enormous potential for gene exchange between avian
and human viruses to occur, why do pandemic influenza viruses
emerge only infrequently? The question is crucial because, given the
many opportunities for new influenza reassortants to arise, the
factors that prevent a new avian-human influenza A virus reassortant
from efficiently infecting humans may well be the major determi-
nants of whether a pandemic can occur. In this chapter, I will
consider possible answers.

As Palese demonstrated, one can trace a linear evolution and
conservation of influenza virus genes, beginning from the first hu-
man influenza virus isolated in 1933, which is the oldest human
influenza strain that can be tested directly, down to the present.
Most of the genes are the same in all these strains. However, a major
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exception is represented by the gene that codes for the hemaggluti-
nin (H) protein. In each successive human pandemic influenza
strain, a new hemagglutinin subtype has appeared, sometimes but
riot necessarily with a concomitant change in the neuraminidase
protein. The pandemic of 1918-1919 was caused by an H1N1 virus,
which was replaced by an H2N2 virus in 1957. In 1968, that virus was
replaced, in turn, by an H3N2 virus that is still persisting in the
population today.

In contrast to the situation with the H protein, the same NS
(nonstructural proteins) gene has appeared in every human influ-
enza A strain. This is also true of most other genes of pandemic
influenza, subject to the occasional exception, such as the strain
responsible for the 1957 pandemic. As demonstrated by Kawaoka
and Webster, that strain arose from an exchange of three genes; in
addition to the hemagglutinin and the neuraminidase, it also dif-
fered from previously circulating human strains in its gene for FBI,
which is part of the viral RNA polymerase, or RNA copying enzyme.
Thus the H2N2 pandemic virus had three genes presumably of avian
origin, the H, N, and FBI genes, and the other five genes were from
the human virus. In 1968, only the H and FBI genes were derived
from the avian reservoir.

ABILITY OF AVIAN INFLUENZA STRAINS TO INFECT
PRIMATES

Notwithstanding these minor exceptions, the variety of human in-
fluenza strains is extremely limited in comparison to the great
diversity of avian influenza viruses. With all the genetic diversity in
the avian reservoir from which to select, it is natural to ask why
strains bearing a wider variety of avian influenza virus genes do not
ever appear in the human population.

Confirming the epidemiologic finding of a limited range of
influenza viruses in the human population, experimental studies
also demonstrate that avian influenza viruses vary greatly in their
ability to replicate in primates. An analysis of the factors respon-
sible for this will constitute the major thrust of this chapter.

One serious limitation in answering these questions is the diffi-
culty of designing suitable experimental systems. It is, of course,
neither wise nor feasible to conduct experiments with new influenza
viruses on human subjects, especially reassortant viruses containing
H genes not presently circulating in the human population. As a
result, most of what we know about influenza viruses in humans
comes from natural disease. A considerable amount of work has
been done in cell culture, with valuable information gained, but cell
cultures do not: offer the same challenge to a virus as does the whole
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organism. As a surrogate for human infection, we have concentrated
on an animal model using a primate, the squirrel monkey (Saimiri
sciureus), which is relatively easy to work with in the laboratory and
responds much like humans after infection with various human
influenza A viruses. Briefly, in this model, squirrel monkeys are
exposed to specific influenza viruses by inhalation and are tested for
virus in the lower respiratory tract a few days later. Quantities of
virus produced in various parts of the respiratory tract and duration
of infection can be determined, making it possible to define quanti-
tatively as well as qualitatively the relative ability of specific influ-
enza viruses to replicate in primates.

Comparing 10 avian influenza isolates for their ability to repli-
cate in the lower respiratory tract of squirrel monkeys, we found that
they varied in ability to replicate in the primate. While many strains
grew, most did so more poorly than the human influenza viruses
tested. Besides validating the model, this finding also further con-
firmed that not all avian influenza viruses were equal in their ability
to infect primates.

RESTRICTION OF AVIAN INFLUENZA VIRUSES IN MONKEYS

What is responsible for these differences in influenza strains? One
way to approach this question is by genetics, testing for viral genes
that cause a virus to be restricted in its ability to replicate in primates.

Influenza makes a number of protein products that perform
various functions. The information for all of these products is, of
course, coded in the eight segments of the influenza virus genome,
offering numerous possibilities for viral reassortment. The surface
glycoproteins inserted into the viral envelope, H and N, are impor-
tant in entry and exit from the host cell, and have been discussed
elsewhere. Below the surface, the M (matrix) protein is the main
structural component surrounding the core of the virus particle, and
is also required for virus maturation. The major internal component
of the virion is the nucleoprotein (NP), another structural protein
which is bound to the viral RNA as well as to other proteins. The
virus has its own RNA polymerase, with its three component pro-
teins designated FBI, PB2, and PA. Finally, there are two
nonstructural proteins of unknown function; both are encoded by
the same RNA segment, NS.

KEY VIRAL GENES RESTRICTING AVIAN INFLUENZA VIRUSES

The genetic approach we have used has been to make reassortant
influenza viruses containing specific combinations of genes from
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avian and human influenza strains (reviewed in Treanor and Murphy,
1990). These reassortants can then be tested in the squirrel monkey
to determine the effects of specific viral genes on replication in
primates. The first reassortants tested were single gene reassortant
viruses, standard human influenza strains containing a single gene
from a particular avian strain. Some of these replicated compara-
tively well. In these cases, the virus could be isolated from the
monkeys, to confirm that it had not changed significantly during
primate infection. Many other reassortants did not replicate well.
One such reassortant we tested showed highly restricted replication
in the monkey lower respiratory tract, yielding one ten-thousandth
as much virus as its human virus parent. This reassortant replicated
so poorly that it was not possible to isolate it from the exposed
monkeys.

Several reassortants containing the avian virus NP or M genes
were attenuated in squirrel monkeys, while the NS gene often seemed
less critical. This indicated that at least two genes in the avian virus,
NP and M, were capable of reducing replication of the avian-human
influenza A reassortant virus in primates. For the NP gene in
particular, every single reassortant that contained this particular
avian NP gene, irrespective of any other genes it possessed, showed
a restricted phenotype. Human influenza strains could be rendered
highly attenuated for primates simply by substituting the new avian
NP gene.

These results had all been obtained using one avian isolate,
derived originally from a mallard duck, as the donor for the avian
genes. In order to confirm whether these results were generally
applicable, we made and tested additional single gene reassortants
derived from a different avian donor virus, a strain isolated from the
pintail duck. Many of these reassortants, including all possessing
the avian NP gene, also showed restricted replication in primates.
Consequently, for this avian isolate as well, the NP gene of the
pintail virus conferred host restriction. Because these studies are
very complicated and involve primates, the number of such studies
is limited, but the results have been consistent. To generalize from
these data, the NP gene, at least in many avian strains, appears to be
attenuating for humans.

The M gene of this particular avian virus did not reduce viral
replication in primates, unlike the M gene of the other avian strain
we tested. To further clarify the role of the M gene, reassortant
viruses were derived that contained either the mallard or the pintail
M gene in a human influenza strain, using the same human parent
virus throughout. As in previous experiments, only the reassortant
with the mallard M gene was attenuated. The M protein genes of
these two avian viruses differ by only three amino acids, represent-
ing minuscule genetic divergence between the two avian viruses.
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But those few amino acid differences are sufficient to cause attenu-
ation for primates.

ROLES OF OTHER GENES IN HOST RESTRICTION

A third type of restriction was also identified. Certain combinations
of avian and human influenza A virus genes prevented replication in
primates. One virus with a particular constellation of polymerase
genes failed to replicate at all in the respiratory tract of the squirrel
monkeys. This virus was also unable to replicate in mammalian cells
in culture, indicating that for some presently unknown reason these
polymerase genes were not functioning appropriately in the mam-
malian cell in culture or in the respiratory tract in the monkeys.
However, the virus replicated efficiently in cells of avian origin,
indicating a profound effect of the host on the replication of such a
reassortant virus.

The NS gene may show a different subtlety. Recent work has
demonstrated that the NS gene exists as two versions, or alleles,
designated allele A and allele B. These two alleles differ in their
amino acid sequences by about 30 percent. Each allele, of course,
also exhibits some variation among different strains that possess it,
but these differences are much smaller, on the order of 10 percent.
Oddly, although avian influenza strains may possess either allele,
only the A allele is found in human influenza A virus isolates. A
possible explanation, which can be tested, is that viruses with the B
allele might replicate poorly in primates. Tests of the appropriate
reassortants confirmed that the NS B allele greatly attenuated the
virus as determined by quantity and duration of virus shedding in
squirrel monkey nasopharynx and trachea. The restriction of repli-
cation specified by the NS B allele was almost as great as that of the
NP gene, which is generally the gene that specifies the most restric-
tion. Reassortants with the NS A allele, as a control, replicated as
expected.

POSSIBLE RESTRICTIONS ON HEMAGGLUTININ AND

NEURAMINIDASE

There is also a very curious distribution of hemagglutinin (H) sub-
types in the human population. Although there are 14 known
hemagglutinin subtypes, only subtypes HI, H2, and H3 have been
associated with influenza strains infecting humans. Subtypes H4
through H14 have never been isolated from humans, or detected
serologically, despite the fact that these are widely distributed in
avian species. Similarly, in humans there is evidence of infection
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only with three of the nine known neuraminidase (N) subtypes,
namely Nl, N2, and N8. There is very little information about why
this distribution exists.

One obvious suggestion is that viruses possessing hemaggluti-
nin subtypes H4 through H14 are restricted in humans or primates.
Un fortunately, there is very little information on this subject, because of the
concern that a new pandemic virus could be created by placing new
surface glycoproteins, such as H4 and N5, into a human influenza
strain. The hemagglutinin is of special importance, since neutraliz-
ing antibodies are directed against this protein, and it is variation in
the hemagglutinin that allows new influenza strains to evade the
immune system and infect. Because of these safety considerations,
it is not permissible to study such recombinants in a normal labora-
tory. It could possibly be done under the highest levels of contain-
ment, called P4 or Biosafety Level 4 conditions, that are used for
working with the deadliest viruses, but such facilities are rare.

As a substitute, we have tested in our monkey model a few
naturally occurring avian isolates containing other H or N subtypes.
Some can replicate efficiently in the respiratory tract of primates, for
example one strain possessing hemagglutinin subtype H7. There is
therefore no obvious indication that viruses with at least some non-
Hi, H2, or H3 hemagglutinin or neuraminidase subtypes are unable
to infect humans. The possibility exists that such viruses might
eventually be seen in the human population.

CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, NP genes from two different avian influenza viruses
restricted replication of human influenza viruses in primates. Some
varieties of avian M genes, but not others, can also restrict replica-
tion. For reasons that are not clear and may vary with different
situations, specific combinations of genes from certain avian influ-
enza can restrict replication. Finally, the NS B allele, but not the NS
A allele, also severely restricts replication.

It is more difficult to make generalizations about hemagglutinin
and neuraminidase subtypes, but it is possible that viruses with
some subtypes, H4 or H14 or specific neuraminidases, might also be
restricted in primates.

These results allow some answers to the questions originally
posed about why pandemic influenza viruses do not appear more
often. The presence of attenuating genes in the avian virus popula-
tion is likely to be one reason for the relatively infrequent emergence
of new pandemic influenza viruses. The vast majority of reassortants
between avian and human (or mammalian) influenza viruses con-
tain a gene, such as NP or the NS B allele, or gene constellation that
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prevents the virus from replicating efficiently in primates.
However, even if most of the avian NP genes and the NS B allele

cause attenuation of the virus in primates, one can calculate that
some 25 percent of the resulting recombinant viruses would still be poten-
tially virulent for humans if one of the two parents is a human influenza
virus. The fact that new human influenza reassortants do not appear with
anything approaching this frequency suggests that there may be additional
restrictions, such as limitations on hemagglutinin subtypes that can func-
tion efficiently in humans. The net result of all these constraints is that for
any random reassortment between a human and avian influenza A viruses,
the probability of emergence of a successful new virus that can readily infect
humans is probably relatively small. On the other hand, there are avian
influenza strains that can replicate in monkeys to levels equivalent to
human viruses. Because many combinations of human and avian influenza
genes can function efficiently in primates, new pandemic influenza
viruses can emerge from time to time despite the numerous re-
straints imposed by the divergence of avian and human genes.
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Recombination in the Evolution
of RNA Viruses

JAMES H. STRAUSS

Recombination is a fundamental mechanism of genetic variation
that results from the reshuffling of genetic material by processes
including reassortment of chromosomes, breakage of a chromosome
followed by rejoining to a chromosome from a second parent, or by
a replicase enzyme switching strands during replication of the nucleic
acid. Recombination in viruses is now known to arise from all of
these mechanisms. The high frequency recombination characteristic
of influenza virus and other viruses with segmented genomes has
been well documented. This occurs by reassortment of the indi-
vidual segments to make new combinations during mixed infection
of cells with two virus strains. Within the past few years it has also
become clear that recombination also plays a role in the evolution of
viruses whose entire genome is a single piece of RNA. I will here
discuss evidence for recombination in such viruses and the role of
recombination in viral evolution.

RECOMBINATION IN THE ALPHAVIRUSES: WESTERN
EQUINE ENCEPHALITIS VIRUS

We have studied RNA viral recombination in the alphaviruses, a
genus in the family Togaviridae. Togaviruses are RNA viruses
whose nucleocapsid core is surrounded by an envelope consisting of
a lipid bilayer containing virally encoded integral membrane pro-
teins (hence the name toga, like the Roman cloak). The alpha virus
genus consists of about 25 members, with a wide geographic range
(Calisher and Karabatsos, 1988). There are biological differences
between the New World and Old World alphaviruses; New World
alphaviruses often cause encephalitis, while Old World viruses cause
arthritis and rash (Peters and Dalrymple, 1990).

The alphaviruses found in the United States include Eastern
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equine encephalitis virus (EEE), present in the eastern United States
and extending into South America, and Western equine encephalitis
virus (WEE), which is present in the western United States, extend-
ing north to Canada and south to Argentina. Highlands J virus,
which is very closely related to WEE, and is thought by some to be
a subtype of it, is also found in the eastern United States.

Sindbis virus is an Old World alphavirus having a wide geo-
graphic distribution in Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia, but it is
serologically most closely related to WEE. This has always been a
puzzle. Why should the closest relative of WEE, a New World virus,
be Sindbis, an Old World virus? The mystery is compounded by the
fact that the type of disease caused by WEE, a moderately severe
encephalitis, is more similar to the pathology of EEE than to Sindbis,
which is largely asymptomatic in man, although some strains of
Sindbis cause a typical Old World alphavirus disease characterized
by arthritis, rash, and fever. Furthermore, an evolutionary tree for
the members of the alphavirus genus can be constructed using the
amino acid sequences of the glycoproteins (Bell et al., 1984). On such
a tree, Sindbis and WEE are on the same branch, indicating that they
are very closely related. This agrees with the well-known antigenic
cross-reactivity between the two viruses, since the glycoproteins
carry the major antigenic determinants.

Nucleotide sequence analyses of Sindbis (Strauss et al., 1984),
WEE (Hahn et al., 1988), and EEE (Chang and Trent, 1987) have now
been completed throughout the region encoding the structural pro-
teins, the adjacent upstream domain, and the 3' noncoding region.
The data show clearly that WEE is, in fact, a recombinant virus, being
closely similar to EEE throughout most of its length, but the two
glycoproteins, E2 and El, have been replaced by glycoproteins from
a Sindbis-like virus (Fig. 23.1). The virus that resulted from this
recombination event has been quite successful, since WEE is widely
distributed from Canada through South America. Biologically, the
disease symptoms of WEE mimic those of EEE, the parent from
which most of the virus genome is derived, but are somewhat less
severe, and WEE can be thought of as attenuated compared to EEE.
The recombination event also altered vector specificity, since WEE is
vectored primarily by Culex mosquitoes while EEE is vectored pri-
marily by Culiseta mosquitoes.

The evidence for the recombination event is convincing (Hahn et
al., 1988). The capsid (coat) proteins of WEE and EEE show 85
percent amino acid sequence identity (Fig. 23.1), and the percent
identity is even higher (91 percent) in the C-terminal halves of the
proteins. On the other hand, the capsid proteins of WEE and Sindbis
show only 54 percent overall sequence identity, about the same as
the capsid protein similarities among other alphaviruses. Conversely,
the envelope glycoproteins show the opposite relationship, with 71
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Figure 23.1 WEE was produced by recombination between a Sindbis-like virus
and EEE. In the top part of the figure are shown schematics of the Sindbis genome,
the EEE genome, and the WEE genome. Shading is used to illustrate the part of
the WEE genome that is derived from a Sindbis-like virus. The nonstructural
proteins (nsP) are numbered I, 2, 3, and 4, and together are required for RNA
replication. The structural proteins are capsid (C) , envelope (E) 1, 2, and 3, and
a protein referred to as 6K. In the table below are shown the percent identities
when proteins from different regions of the three viruses are compared. Note
that the capsid protein and nsP4 of WEE are most closely related to EEE, whereas
the envelope proteins of WEE are most closely related to Sindbis (SIN).

percent sequence identity between WEE and Sindbis, and only 50
percent between WEE and EEE. Although it seems clear that EEE
was one of the two parents of WEE, Sindbis itself was probably not
the actual second parent, event though Sindbis is the closest known
relative to WEE. I suspect the true Sindbis-like parent is a New
World alphavirus that has not yet been identified. Although it is
very difficult to determine the exact time at which the recombination
occurred, the high sequence similarity between WEE and EEE, in
those portions that are common to both, indicates that this recombi-
nation event must have happened relatively recently. We originally
estimated that WEE arose between 100 and 200 years ago, based
upon the rates of sequence divergence commonly found in RNA
viruses (Steinhauer and Holland, 1987; Strauss and Strauss, 1988).
Recently, however, information on the rates of sequence divergence
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in alphaviruses has appeared (Burness et al., 1988; Shirako et al.,
1991; Weaver et al., 1991), and it seems clear that these viruses
diverge much more slowly than, say, poliovirus or influenza virus.
Thus, WEE probably arose much earlier than we initially thought.

That a recombination event occurred to produce a virus is not
surprising in itself. Recombination in various nonsegmented RNA
viruses has been repeatedly demonstrated in the laboratory. But this
is not the same as finding it in nature. Viruses are strongly selected
for rapid growth and transmission. To be transmitted, an alpha virus
infecting a vertebrate must achieve a sufficiently high viremia to
infect a mosquito vector before host defenses are activated. More-
over, for efficient virus production, the envelope glycoproteins must
interact specifically with the nucleocapsid core particle during bud-
ding of the virus from the infected host cell. A priori it would appear
unlikely that the glycoproteins of Sindbis could interact with the
capsid protein of EEE to give rise to virus that would replicate
efficiently. And indeed it appears that the interaction of the capsid
protein of EEE with the Sindbis glycoproteins was not optimal. The
WEE capsid protein is a slight variant of the EEE capsid protein, in
which a number of EEE amino acids have been replaced with their
Sindbis counterparts. To be more precise, in the C-terminal half of
the capsid protein there are only 7 differences between EEE and
WEE, and of these six result in the replacement of the EEE amino acid
with that found in Sindbis virus (Fig. 23.2). We believe that the
capsid protein of WEE evolved after the initial recombination event,
through selection, to a capsid protein that was better able to interact
with its glycoproteins—that is, with the glycoproteins of Sindbis
virus. The converse is also true. In the C terminus of the WEE E2
glycoprotein there are changes from the Sindbis sequence, such that
the new protein now resembles the EEE sequence more closely (Fig.
23.2). This suggests that after the initial recombination event, con-
tinued selection resulted in further adaptation between the dispar-
ate elements derived from the two parental viruses.

PLASTICITY OF THE VIRAL GENOME

How is it possible to generate viable new combinations by recombi-
nation if critical functions such as the interaction between capsid
and glycoproteins have already been optimized in extant viruses?
This question can be approached by using the techniques of molecu-
lar genetics to make recombinants or to alter the genome in other
ways. Alphaviruses contain several regions of sequence that are
highly conserved at the nucleotide level among the alphaviruses
examined (Strauss and Strauss, 1986). Even in these regions, many
mutations can be tolerated and produce viable virus, illustrating
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Figure 23.2 Evolution of the WEE capsid and E2 after the origin of WEE by
recombination. In the capsid of WEE following residue 157, there are only seven
differences from the EEE capsid. Of these, six residues are now the same as Sindbis, as
shown in the figure. The tick marks shown the location of these differences, and the
residue numbers and amino acids (in the single letter amino acid code) are shown below.
In the C-terminal 16 residues of E2, there are six differences between WEE and Sindbis,
and of these differences, four are now the same as EEE, as shown. We hypothesize that
the WEE that arose by recombination between EEE and Sindbis evolved in these two
regions so that the capsid and envelope protein 2 of the WEE recombinant could interact
more efficiently during budding.

that the alpha virus genome possesses great plasticity. For example,
deleting or altering many of the nucleotides in a conserved domain
at the 3' end of the Sindbis viral genome had only modest effects on
virus replication in chicken cells in culture (Kuhn et al., 1990).
Although some residues were critical, most were not. Moreover,
even very large deletions of the whole 3' nontranslated region,
except for a few nucleotides at the absolute 3' end, had only modest
effects on the ability of the virus to grow in tissue culture. Changes
at the 5' end of the RNA also often yielded virus that replicated well
(Niesters and Strauss, 1990a,b). The only major exception was that
changes directly at the 5' end were lethal, and that deleting either the
G or the C in a GC pair near the 5' end gave a temperature-sensitive
mutant.

Although many of the resulting viruses appear to replicate well,
none of these changes was truly neutral, in that these mutants are
outcompeted by wild-type virus in mixed infections. In addition, the
growth of many of the mutants in mosquito cells is much more
dramatically impaired than in cells of mammalian and avian origin,
and the mutants often grow much more slowly than wild type and
yield a thousandfold fewer progeny. The failure to grow in mos-
quito cells is of great biological importance because alphaviruses are
transmitted by mosquitoes and actively replicate in their arthropod
vectors. Furthermore, we also found that some mutants grew well in
mosquito cells but were severely impaired in chicken cells. These
data lead to two conclusions. 1) The fact that the effect of any change
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is different in mosquito cells than in chicken cells indicates that some
host cell components must interact with these mutagenized regions.
2) The requirement to alternate between a mosquito vector and a
vertebrate host imposes greater selective pressures than growth in a
single host, and may be one reason that all alphaviruses have re-
tained these highly conserved consensus sequences.

In the laboratory, we have also made various recombinants
between two alphaviruses, Sindbis and Ross River, and assessed
their ability to replicate in mammalian and insect cells (Kuhn et al.,
1991). As one would expect, the host range of the virus is usually
conferred by the structural proteins, the capsid protein and the
glycoproteins. Many of the recombinants were able to replicate
adequately in both mammalian and insect cell lines, but usually not
as well as the parents. The conclusion suggested by these experi-
ments is that although recombination probably occurs with reason-
able frequency in these viruses, often producing viable recombi-
nants, most of the recombinants are at a selective disadvantage
compared to wild type, and do not spread. But the potential is
always there.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH PLANT VIRUSES

At this point, a little more detailed information about the structure
of the alphavirus genome is in order (Strauss and Strauss, 1986). The
alphavirus genome consists of one piece of single-stranded RNA
about 11,700 nucleotides in size that is divided into two regions (Fig.
23.3). The first region encodes the virus replicase, the RNA copying
enzyme made by the virus that is required in order for the virus to
make progeny RNA. The replicase is translated starting near the 5'
end of the incoming viral RNA as a long polyprotein. This product
is then cleaved into three individual proteins, designated simply
nonstructural protein (nsP) 1,2, and 3, by a virally encoded protease
that is required for virus viability. There is a stop signal in the
genome after the information for protein 3, but the stop is sometimes
ignored (read through) to produce a fourth polypeptide, designated 4.

The second region of the genome consists of the 3' one-third of
the RNA. Here are located the genes for the structural proteins of the
virus, which are transcribed into a separate messenger RNA and
translated into another polyprotein; that polyprotein is cleaved to
yield the capsid protein and the glycoproteins, designated El and E2.

Studies of the Sindbis replicase and its processing by the pro-
tease led us to another remarkable example of apparent recombina-
tion in RNA virus evolution. Some time ago, we and others found
that there are three regions of protein sequence similarity shared by
Sindbis and a number of plant viruses (Ahlquist et al., 1985; Haseloff
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Figure 23.3 Sindbis, tobacco mosaic, carnation mottle, and brome mosaic
viruses are related. Schematics of the genomes of these four viruses are shown.
Three domains in the replicase genes that share amino acid similarity are
indicated by the three different types of shading (checkerboard, stippling, and
dark slanted shading, respectively). A helicase motif is indicated by the asterisk
and an RNA polymerase motif by the solid square. Leaky termination codons that
are readthrough are indicated by the open diamonds. All of these viruses
transcribe subgenomic RNAs that are messengers for the structural proteins that
form the virus particle. Note that brome mosaic virus has three genomic RNAs
(it is tripartite), whereas the other viruses illustrated have a single RNA molecule
as their genome.

et al., 1984), including tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), bromegrass
mosaic virus (BMV), and carnation mottle virus (Fig. 23.3). These
similarities involve large domains of 300 or 400 amino acids each and
surely indicate that these protein domains are homologous. The
genes are also organized a little differently in each of the plant
viruses. BMV has the same regions of sequence homology, but
unlike the other viruses, it has a segmented genome; two of the
proteins are on the same segment, while the third is on a different
segment. Carnation mottle virus has two of these three shared
regions, but one of them is truncated. All of these viruses produce
their capsid proteins by translation of subgenomic messenger RNAs
derived from the 3' ends of their genomes.

The genome organizations of these viruses and the homologies
they share suggest that all of them arose from a common ancestor.
During their evolution, the viruses not only underwent divergent
evolution, but also recombinational events. The basis for this state-
ment is the fact that despite the sequence similarities in their RNA
replication enzymes, these viruses do not resemble each other mor-
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phologically. Sindbis is an enveloped virus with surface glycopro-
teins, while TMV is a helical rod without an envelope, and BMV is an
icosahedron. Since the structural proteins that form the virion are
responsible for these differences, this suggests that the structural
proteins were derived from independent sources.

Furthermore, in addition to the regions that are more or less
fully shared among all these viruses, there are other domains that are
unique. The plant viruses, for example, contain genes that are
required for such specialized functions such as transmission by
aphid vectors and initiation of systemic infection. These genes have
no counterparts in the alphavirus genome. However, some of the
plant virus-specific genes resemble genes in other plant viruses that
belong to other virus families, with different replicase genes. These
partial relationships among viruses suggest that recombination events
are continually occurring.

Conversely, Sindbis uses a specialized protease, present in nsP2,
to carry out the cleavage of its nonstructural proteins to yield the
individual proteins from the longer precursor (Hardy and Strauss,
1989). By contrast, in the plant viruses, the replicase proteins are
produced as a unit that is never cleaved, and a protease is not
present. Thus, in TMV, the two nonstructural domains always
function together. The third domain, when present, simply adds to
the polyprotein. The cleavage of the nonstructural proteins carried
out by the alphaviruses therefore is interesting in view of the fact
that the other viruses manage without it. One explanation may be
that when proteins 1 and 2 are linked together in a domain, the
polyprotein serves a different function than when the proteins are
separated from each other. A second possibility is that separating
the proteins allows for greater regulation of the virus life cycle (de
Groot et al., 1990). This pattern might go back to the evolutionary
roots of these viruses, when these domains presumably functioned
together as a polyprotein, as they still do in the plant viruses. The
alphaviruses have since evolved a mechanism to separate the two
proteins, which may allow the virus to do things that its ancestor
could not, such as adapting to new hosts.

Further support for the notion that the cleavage of proteins 1 and
2 was a later evolutionary development comes from studies of the
Sindbis nonstructural protease gene itself (de Groot et al., 1990;
Hardy and Strauss, 1989; Shirako and Strauss, 1990). As stated, the
protease is in a region that is not shared with any of the plant viruses.
There is a domain of 460 amino acids in the N terminus of
nonstructural protein 2, which is homologous to a domain in the
plant viruses and which presumably performs the same function in
Sindbis RNA replication as the homologous TMV protein does in
plant virus RNA replication (Ahlquist et al., 1985). Recent studies
suggest that this domain functions as a helicase to unwind RNA
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during replication (Gorbalenya et al., 1988). Added on to the C
terminus of the helicase of alphaviruses is a domain of about 300
amino acids that functions as a protease. These two domains are
linked together by a sequence of approximately 15 amino acids,
which are variable among alphaviruses, and that might function as
a tether to link the two domains together. One can speculate that
during evolution an ancestral virus acquired the protease gene by
recombination with some other RNA, either cellular or viral, and in
doing so gave rise to a virus with new capabilities.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The comparisons of Sindbis and the plant viruses described above
seem to represent a form of cassette or modular evolution, in which
the different virus genes are evolving independently in different
viruses (Strauss and Strauss, 1988; Zimmern, 1988). I suggest that
modular evolution is going on all the time and is an important force
in the evolution of RNA viruses. Through recombination and
reassortment events, new combinations of virus can arise. Recombi-
nation can also lead to the insertion of new genes derived from host
cells. Certain of these new combinations may expand the host range
of the ancestral virus and lead to new replication strategies. Most of
the RNA viruses of greatest medical interest today have relatively
recent origins compared with the history of humans on the earth.
Not only do RNA viruses diverge very rapidly by nucleotide substi-
tution and point mutation, but it is clear that recombination can
contribute significantly to the establishment of new virus families.
These phenomena should not be considered merely a part of evolu-
tionary history, but important elements of a process that is still
ongoing today.
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Evolutionary Relationships of
Vectors and Viruses

BRUCE F. ELDRIDGE

In a recent paper on the evolution of bunyaviruses, Calisher wrote
that whereas creationism offers certainty without data, science of-
fers data without certainty (Calisher, 1988). If this is true of the
bunyaviruses, then what we can offer about the evolution of their
mosquito vectors is very little data and very little certainty. Even so,
we know more about the evolution of mosquitoes than we know
about many other arthropod vector groups.

MOSQUITOES IN THE FOSSIL RECORD

Insects have a long evolutionary history, stretching back at least into
the Carboniferous period, about 300 million years ago. We can say
a few things with a fair degree of certainty about the antiquity of the
Diptera, the flylike insects, and some authorities place the first
Diptera as no later than the Triassic period, about 200 million years
ago. There is no direct evidence in the fossil record to indicate when
mosquitoes arose. There are specimens of what look like mosquitoes
in amber, but the species cannot be identified with certainty, and
most of the modern species are not represented at all in the fossil
record. It is not until well into the Tertiary period, no more than
about 50 million years ago, that the fossil record tells us anything
about the origin of modern mosquitoes. Aedes and Culex are two
major genera of mosquitoes. The first recognizable Culex dates to the
Eocene epoch of the Tertiary period (roughly 40-50 million years
ago). The first Aedes date to the middle Oligocene epoch, about 30
million years ago (Edwards, 1932).

Mosquitoes probably preceded the origin of warm-blooded ani-
mals, and most entomologists feel that the blood-sucking habits of
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mosquitoes were already established by the time birds and mam-
mals arose. There is a small amount of circumstantial evidence for
that. Most mosquitoes that feed on warm-blooded animals have
receptors to help them locate their prey, but other mosquitoes com-
pletely lack these receptors.

VIRUSES AND THEIR VECTORS

From a medical point of view, arthropod vectors are arthropods that
transmit pathogens causing human diseases. These include various
species of insects and some ticks and mites. The present discussion
will be confined to mosquitoes, most of them in the genus Aedes.

There are specific criteria for the incrimination of vectors that
medical entomologists established many years ago (Barnett, 1962).
Some people have suggested that mosquitoes may transmit the AIDS
virus, but the presently understood relationship between HIV virus
and mosquitoes satisfies none of these criteria. Modern concepts of
vector-pathogen relationships involve more than just a physical
transfer of pathogens to susceptible hosts. In nearly all instances of
well-studied systems, there is a well-established biological associa-
tion between vector and pathogen, so that the vector may also be
considered a host for the pathogen. Such an association is lacking in
the case of the AIDS virus. This is why mosquito transmission of
AIDS seems implausible to most medical entomologists.

Mosquitoes transmit a variety of viruses to vertebrate animals.
The best known of these are the arboviruses classified in the families
Alphaviridae and Flaviviridae (examples are Western equine
encephalomyelitis virus, an alphavirus; and yellow fever virus, a
flavivirus). The California (CAL) serogroup viruses form a sub-
group of the genus Bunyavirus in the family Bunyaviridae. They
were discovered relatively recently and are thus less well known
than alphaviruses and flaviviruses. The current classification of the
CAL serogroup viruses is based on serologic relationships, deter-
mined by several methods, including the neutralization test (Calisher
and Karabatsos, 1988). CAL serogroup viruses found in the United
States are divided into three major subgroups, namely the Trivittatus,
Melao, and California encephalitis virus serocomplexes. Melao is
further subdivided into three major subtypes, Melao, Keystone, and
Jamestown Canyon (JC), each with a single variety. The California
encephalitis serocomplex includes the subtypes La Crosse, Califor-
nia encephalitis, and Tahyna (TAH). Finally, La Crosse subtype has
two varieties, La Crosse and snowshoe hare (Calisher and Karabatsos,
1988).
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CLASSIFICATION OF MOSQUITOES IN THE GENUS AEDES

The classification of mosquitoes is somewhat more controversial
than that of bunyaviruses, possibly because quantifiable methods
have rarely been used to classify mosquitoes. One of the most widely
used classifications of the genus Aedes was published by Edwards in
1932, and is based primarily on male genitalia (Edwards 1932).
Other systems of classification have used larval characters and other
adult characters, but none has replaced the classification of Edwards.

The Edwards classification, as later modified, divided the North
American Aedes vectors of CAL serogroup viruses into four subgen-
era, Ochlerotatus, Protomacleaya, Aedimorphus, and Aedes. Originally,
the mosquito Aedes triseriatus was in the subgenus Finlaya, but
subsequently other taxonomists stated that mosquito species in
Finlaya occurred only in the Old World and placed all the New World
species in Protomacleaya (Zavortink, 1972).

The subgenus Ochlerotatus dominates the North American Aedes
fauna. The subgenus is defined on the basis of whether or not there
is a basal lobe and an apical lobe on the largest structure of the male
genitalia (the gonocoxite). The subgenus Ochlerotatus also contains
most of the species that are vectors of the CAL serogroup viruses.
Based on other characters of the male genitalia, the subgenus
Ochlerotatus can be further divided into the species groups scapularis,
communis, stimulans, and dorsalis. For example, Aedes stimulans,
which is in the stimulans group, is an important vector of JC virus, in
the Melao serocomplex (Boromisa and Grimstad, 1986).

ORIGINS OF NORTH AMERICAN AEDES MOSQUITOES

Another important consideration in the reconstruction of evolution-
ary histories is zoogeography. There is a classic paper by Ross in
which he attempted to determine where the modern species of North
American mosquitoes had originated (Ross, 1964). Ross's conclu-
sion about the North American Ochlerotatus, which includes most of
the species relevant to this discussion, was that three species groups
were of tropical origin but had radiated into the Holoarctic region,
then down into Europe and into North America across the Bering
Strait. Two other collections of species, the atlanticus group and the
trivittatus group, were also considered to be of tropical origin but
were theorized to have entered North America directly from South
America by crossing what is now Central America. These two
groups are of interest because they are also vectors of certain CAL
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serogroup viruses.
Ross suggested that another subgenus, Aedimorphus, which in-

cludes Aed.es vexans, an important vector of Tahyna (TAH) virus,
came from central Asia and radiated into the tropics and, second-
arily, into Europe and North America. The subgenus Aedes, which
includes Aedes cinereus, another vector of a CAL serogroup virus,
probably was also of tropical origin and radiated into North America
(Ross, 1964).

For purposes of this discussion, it is important to note that most
Ochlerotatus came to North America from Arctic regions, while
species of other subgenera apparently arrived directly from the
tropics. The hypothesis to be examined here is whether this knowl-
edge can explain specific associations between vectors and indi-
vidual viruses in the CAL serogroup group.

TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES OF ASSOCIATING
VECTOR AND VIRUS

Before discussing the information relating to this question, it is
necessary to explain how the association of a mosquito species with
a specific virus is identified. The traditional method involves col-
lecting live mosquitoes, separating them by species and sex, placing
them in pools of up to 50 individuals, and then testing them for virus
by placing triturated suspensions of the pooled mosquitoes in verte-
brate cell cultures. Any virus grown is then identified by serologic
methods, such as a neutralization test, to classify the virus on the
basis of its antigenic characteristics. Grimstad recently pointed out
a number of problems with published data based on these proce-
dures (Grimstad, 1988), to which a few more can be added. One
problem is that data before 1970 often do not clearly identify the
individual viruses within the CAL serogroup, usually describing
them only as a California group virus. Often, the mosquito species
were not identified below the generic level. Also, the mosquito
species may have been misidentified, or the pools that were tested
may have contained a mixture of species. Numerical data also were
often lacking, so it is not now possible to calculate a minimum
infection rate. Finally, name changes of mosquito species may have
occurred. Ten or 15 years ago, it was not generally realized that
many groups of mosquitoes do not represent single species but are
actually groups of sibling species. The availability of modern mo-
lecular techniques has helped identify these groups, but it is not now
possible to go back and reevaluate these earlier reports.

There are additional cautions. An isolation of virus from a blood
engorged female mosquito may not represent an actual occurrence
of an infected mosquito, but indicates only that the mosquito had
ingested viremic blood. It is also difficult to interpret the many
instances of low isolation rates, such as 1 in 500,000 mosquitoes,
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which represent rare natural occurrences.

REPORTS OF VIRUS-VECTOR ASSOCIATIONS

With these caveats in mind, all literature reports of isolations of CAL
serogroup viruses from mosquitoes were reviewed, eliminating those
that were equivocal based on the technical grounds mentioned
above. There were more than 100 published papers where one could
identify both the virus and the mosquito species involved, and
where usable numerical data were available (Eldridge, 1990).

The question asked was whether there was a significant degree
of vector selectivity observable and to what degree the classification
of virus and vector correspond.

In the case of Trivittatus (TVT) virus, isolations came almost
entirely from mosquitoes that were in the scapularis group. In fact,
all were from two closely related species, Aedes trivittatus and Aedes
infirmatus. The former species occurs in the southern United States;
the latter is more common in the north.

In the Melao group (Melao, Keystone, and JC), Melao virus has
been isolated only from Aedes scapularis, another member of the
scapularis group. These isolations were made in the New World
tropics.

Keystone virus has been isolated from the eastern United States,
primarily from Aedes atlanticus and Aedes infirmatus. The latter
species is also associated with TVT virus in the southern part of the
United States. Aedes atlanticus is more common in the northern
United States. Although these two species belong to different spe-
cies groups, the two groups are closely related.

JC virus is still more interesting. The virus occurs all over North
America, and has been isolated from a variety of mosquito species.
Most of these represent snow pool Aedes of Arctic origin, such as
Aedes absseratus, Aedes communis, and Aedes stimulans. Another
species, Aedes cantator, is of Arctic origin but now occurs as far south
as the Carolinas. One species that doesn't fit this pattern is Aedes
cinereus, the only North American representative of the subgenus
Aedes.

The members of the California encephalitis serocomplex include
snowshoe hare (SSH), La Crosse (LAC), California encephalitis (CE)
and TAH viruses. SSH itself is an Arctic virus, found mainly in
Canada and Alaska. As one might expect, it is found mainly in
mosquitoes belonging to three Arctic groups of the subgenus
Ochlerotatus, although there have been reports of isolations from
other species. LAC virus occurs in Aedes dorsalis, but far more
commonly in Aedes triseriatus, which is a species supposedly of
tropical origin. There is also evidence for transovarial transmission
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(from mother to offspring) in this species. In fact, the first instance
demonstrated of transovarial transmission of an arbovirus by a
mosquito involved LAC virus in Aedes triseriatus.

CE virus itself, the prototype strain, is almost completely re-
stricted to two species, Aedes melanimon and Aedes dorsalis, both in
the subgenus Ochlerotatus and therefore of Arctic origin.

The most complex relationships are found in the case of TAH
virus, a California group virus that is not native to North America.
TAH virus is distributed widely over Europe and Asia, including
China. TAH virus has been isolated from a number of different
mosquito species, involving more subgenera than any other virus in
the CAL serogroup.

INTIMACY BETWEEN VIRUS AND VECTOR:
TRANSOVARIAL TRANSMISSION

The natural occurrence of transovarial transmission, in which a
virus infects the eggs of an infected female arthropod and in that way
can be passed down to the next generation, has been documented
many times. Transovarial transmission provides evidence of a long-
standing, close relationship between a virus and an arthropod vec-
tor. Analyzing patterns of transovarial transmission can be helpful
in sorting out relationships, because they can help differentiate
biologically significant virus-vector relationships from apparent
relationships based on rare occurrences or other factors discussed
earlier.

Demonstrating transovarial transmission in nature is difficult,
but isolation of virus from naturally collected eggs, larvae, or male
mosquitoes represents much stronger evidence of the phenomenon
than the artificial infection of female mosquitoes in the laboratory
and the demonstration of virus in eggs or progeny.

PREDICTION OF UNIDENTIFIED VECTORS

Can one use knowledge of mosquito evolutionary relationships and
viral origins to predict where new viruses can be found? Although
this field is still in its infancy, a recent example offers encourage-
ment that such knowledge could help direct future efforts.

A rather obscure mosquito, Aedes squamiger, occurs only on the
coast of California. Although a salt marsh breeder, and therefore
ecologically very different from the mosquitoes discussed so far, it is
closely related to the snow pool Aedes. If there really is an evolution-
ary relationship between the CAL serogroup viruses and the Aedes
mosquitoes of Arctic origin, one test of the hypothesis would be to
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obtain a CAL serogroup virus from a mosquito species that is a
descendant of a snow pool Aedes species.

To test this hypothesis, collections of Aedes squamiger were made
in 1988 and 1989 from a number of coastal areas in California. The
first ten pools of Aedes squamiger tested (from San Luis Obispo
County) yielded five isolations of a CE-like virus (Eldridge et al.,
1991).

This type of analysis has never before been attempted with
viruses and mosquitoes, and thus it is still a largely untried ap-
proach. It is based on a limited knowledge of evolutionary relation-
ships among mosquito species and among viruses. The utility of this
approach, and interpretation of the data, would be greatly improved
by the development of more refined taxonomic systems based on
modern techniques of molecular biology. However, this example
does illustrate that, as a working hypothesis, correlating the evolu-
tionary origins of viruses and vectors can be of predictive value and
could serve to guide rational approaches for identifying virus-vector
associations. If efforts in this area are ever to come to fruition, this
work will require scientists trained for it. One concern is that the
present critical shortage of vector biologists could well hinder future
developments.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EVOLUTION
OF ARTHROPOD-BORNE VIRUSES

Taken together, these data allow some tentative conclusions, albeit
admittedly speculative, about the evolution of the CAL serogroup
viruses. It would appear that the CAL serogroup viruses arose in
association with the ancestors of the present day Aedes that are now
in the subgenus Ochlerotatus. This is most likely to have occurred in
the tropics before the Pleistocene, after which populations of snow
pool Aedes were probably left on mountain tops in various places,
including Canada, by retreating glaciers. The current varieties of the
CAL serogroup viruses probably evolved in association with the
present day descendants of the snow pool Aedes as they speciated
after geographic isolation.

Some of the viruses may also have acquired secondary associa-
tions by horizontal transmission mechanisms (transmission between
individuals of different species, or if the same species, transmission
occurring simultaneously to different individuals), which may ex-
plain some of the apparent anomalies noted earlier. This may have
happened with TAH virus, which shows transovarial transmission
in Culiseta, a non-Aedes vector, as well as in Aedes vexans. A similar
situation may have arisen with LAC virus, which is now associated
with Aedes triseriatus, a mosquito of tropical origin. However, LAC
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virus is closely related to SSH virus, and LAC virus may have
evolved from a SSH-like ancestor. SSH virus is associated with
mosquito species of Arctic origin, as noted earlier.

In considering viral evolution occurring as a result of selection
over time, one must also consider the selective pressures exerted by
vertebrate hosts of these viruses. Possible physiological and eco-
logical factors which may be involved in both vector and vertebrate
host influences on viral evolution were discussed recently by Nuttall
et al. (1991). However, in assessing the relative roles of invertebrate
and vertebrate hosts on viral evolution, it is necessary to know the
relative roles played by horizontal (both to and from vertebrate
animals) and vertical transmission (invertebrate parent to offspring)
in the total virus ecology. In the case of many CAL serogroup
viruses, these roles are obscure. This is illustrated by a recent study
by Heard et al. (1991), in which they found that Aedes provocans, a
species frequently found infected in nature with JC virus, did not
transmit the virus effectively to laboratory mice.

Much more research is needed on viruses and their mechanisms
of infection of both vertebrate and invertebrate hosts at the molecu-
lar level. We also need to know much more about the systematics
and evolution of viruses and their mosquito vectors. Until more
detailed studies are completed in these areas, patterns of evolution
will remain speculative. Such research would be scientifically re-
warding and would have practical implications. They could increase
our understanding of how these viruses evolve and how interactions
with an arthropod could potentially affect the evolution of both
virus and vector, and could also provide a rational foundation for
future searches of presently unknown arthropod-borne viruses and
their vectors.
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Global Change and Epidemiology:
Nasty Synergies

THOMAS E. LOVEJOY

In the first 3 months of 1989, seven U.S. senators, in two groups,
spent the night out in the Amazon jungle swinging in hammocks.
One of the group, a certain distinguished senator from Pennsylvania
slept very well indeed, judging from the noises he emitted during
the night. The next morning, he explained to some of his compan-
ions, who did not sleep so well as a result, that he was not snoring but
was communicating with the howler monkeys. Were he writing this
chapter I am sure he would assert that he had been studying yellow
fever in the sylvan cycle.

This is only one example of how environmental issues have now
reached the national consciousness. As another example, a National
Forum on Global Change, cosponsored by the Smithsonian Institu-
tion and the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, was held in May
1989 in the National Theater in Washington and drew over 1,500
people (DeFries and Malone, 1989), which indicates that indeed there
is a great deal of appropriate concern throughout the country and
around the world about major changes in the global environment.
However rough the outlines of the future may be, it seems appropri-
ate to consider how these problems may bear on emerging infectious
diseases.

First, let me sketch in some of the aspects of global change that
are worrying some of us very much indeed (DeFries and Malone,
1989; Committee on Global Change, 1990). The largest single ele-
ment of it is a problem that has been building up for a very long time,
namely the increased levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and
its relation to what is called the greenhouse effect. Although in-
creased CC>2 in the atmosphere is not the only cause, it is certainly the
largest part of the problem. Put very simply, the levels of CO2 in the
atmosphere are considerably higher than they have ever been in the
history of our species, roughly 20 percent higher than in preindustrial
times. Carbon is an element that absorbs radiant energy, trapping
energy that otherwise would normally reflect off the surface of the
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earth, in fact, trapping that heat much as a greenhouse does.
For reasons I will discuss later, there is considerable imprecision

in estimating exactly how far into a greenhouse warming we actually
may be. The best estimates come from recent analyses of tempera-
ture data from seagoing vessels, going back into the last century;
these data are free of confounding effects due to growth of cities
around weather stations. Based on these data, I personally believe,
as do many of my colleagues involved in the question, that the
surface temperature of this planet is probably half a degree centi-
grade warmer, on average, than it was in preindustrial times.

That doesn't really sound like very much at all, but to give a
sense of scale, I should point out that the average difference in global
average temperature between the height of the glacial period and an
interglacial period is only about 5°C. So if, in fact, global tempera-
tures have already increased half a degree, this represents a step of
10 percent towards a magnitude of change that manifestly made
huge differences in the ecology of the planet.

To give some numbers, the level of CC>2 in the atmosphere was
estimated to be 200 parts per million (ppm) in glacial times. In the
interglacial period, it had increased to 280 ppm. As far as we can tell,
there is strong correlation between the temperature of the earth and
levels of atmospheric CC>2; indeed, this correlation is borne out by
general studies of planetary temperatures. The level of atmospheric
carbon dioxide is now at 350 parts per million.

There are other gases as well. The chlorofluorocarbons, notably,
have been implicated in thinning of the ozone layer, as well as
serving simultaneously as greenhouse gases. This strengthens even
further the argument that their use should be phased out as soon as
possible. We should carefully monitor other gases as well, including
methane, the natural cycling of which is really poorly understood.
Atmospheric methane is in very small quantities, but the quantities
are significant in terms of their ability to trap radiant heat. The
dependence of our species on ruminant animals may be one of the
major reasons for the increase in methane.

People try to project what increased CC>2, methane, and other
greenhouse gases will do to average global temperature. It is clearly
very difficult to project. A figure given at the National Forum in May
1989 was that a doubling of atmospheric CO2 could produce a 3°C
increase in average global temperature. There are enormous lags
built into the system, because the heat trapped by the atmospheric
CC>2 comes to thermal equilibrium slowly. In any case, this estimate
of 3°C is based on a doubling of atmospheric CC>2 levels over a 50
year period, and doesn't even count the other greenhouse gases.

What is in store, to the best of our knowledge, in terms of global
climate change? Most models show that most of the temperature
increase will be towards the poles, as opposed to around the equator,
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so that 3°C average warming could easily mean increases on the
order of 10°C in Canada. There will be also be concomitant changes in
rainfall. It is very hard to predict, but most models seem to show a drying
in the interior of continents during the summer months, which is
why in certain senses, anyway, the recent dry summers in the United
States can be considered a preview of the greenhouse effect. Not
necessarily the first sign, but a preview of the kinds of alterations in
physical climate that might be triggered.

What will happen in the tropics? That is even more vague, but
it is perfectly possible that there will be major changes in the way
moisture is distributed. Many of the other kinds of things we are
doing to the face of our planet may also affect regional climatic
processes. Conspicuous among these processes is the hydrological
cycle of the Amazon basin. Three independent lines of evidence, in
work done mostly by Brazilian scientists, demonstrate that up to
about 60 percent of the rainfall in the Amazon basin is internally
generated (Salati and Vose, 1984; Richey et al., 1989). The process
also depends on the enormous insulating capacity of the Amazon
forest vegetation, the way the vegetation breaks the fall of rain when
it drums down on the forest and the ability of the forest soils to
absorb a lot of that moisture so that it can return to the atmosphere
as evaporation or transpiration.

Carlos Nobre, a Brazilian scientist who has been a visiting
investigator at the University of Maryland, has been working on
general climatic models, trying to determine what would happen if
the Amazon forest were completely removed and replaced by pas-
ture. His preliminary results show dramatic increases in tempera-
ture and decreases in rainfall in the Amazon basin. Since the
Amazon basin is a source of rainfall and moisture throughout central
Brazil and elsewhere in South America, these changes could alter
fundamental physical conditions of that part of the world.

Is it ridiculous to think about the Amazon forest being replaced
entirely by pasture? I think not. When I first met Robert Shope in
Belem in 1965,1 would guess that the amount of the Amazon forest
that had been converted to such use was on the order of 2 to 3
percent. As of now, it appears that close to 15 percent of the Brazilian
Amazon forest has been removed, and this process is continuing at
the rate of about 3 percent a year. (Subsequent calculations show
these to be overestimates but the numbers are still substantial.)

Brazil's National Institute for Space Research released figures
estimating that 20 million hectares of Brazilian Amazonia went up in
smoke in 1987, of which 8 million hectares had been primary forest.
Even if those estimates were high by a factor of two, we are dealing
with a massive rate of change. And to oversimplify it, I think that
deforestation becomes an irreversible process long before. I suspect
that when about 30 to 40 percent of the forest is removed, the
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hydrological cycle is undercut, and there is continual drying to the
west. As it gets drier, the vegetation changes, and the amount of
moisture returned to the atmosphere is reduced, so it becomes a
runaway phenomenon.

And that, in fact, is one of the scary things about a lot of this
climate change. Once the tundra is warmed, will there be a major
input of methane into the atmosphere, which will create further
warming? Authorities on the subject, speaking at conferences like
the 1989 National Forum (DeFries and Malone, 1989), very fre-
quently use words like "runaway effect", "feedback", and "surprise
is lying out there for us".

One point should be clarified before I go on to discuss biological
effects on epidemiology, the nasty synergies of my title. People
often ask about our ability to predict specific effects of global change,
sometimes arguing that the uncertainty of these predictions means
that the threats are overstated. I feel that the general statements I am
making in this essay are well substantiated by specific examples and
data. But why do scientists argue about more specific predictions?
One problem, which will come up again and again, is the complexity
of world climatic and ecological systems. Another scientific limita-
tion for trying to figure out what might happen in any particular
place is that general circulation models, used to simulate climatic
conditions on the computer, are extremely coarse. There are three
major models, with numerous disagreements between models due to
technical limitations. The best current model is so coarse that
Panama, Japan, or the United Kingdom aren't big enough to show
up. This model uses 25,920 grid points on a computer, representing
a resolution to roughly five degrees latitude by five degrees longi-
tude, or 300 nautical miles by 300 nautical miles. To get it down to
one degree latitude by one degree longitude, you would have to
advance to essentially 2.5 million grid points. This would drive up
the cost of calculating the model by about five hundredfold. Ad-
vances in computer technology will eventually make this more
feasible, but there are other severe technical limitations of climate
data. Answers to the kinds of questions that a biologist or a special-
ist in infectious diseases would like to ask are always going to be
ahead of the capacity of the models to provide.

On the other hand, many of the kinds of effects of environmental
change are known because there are examples. All of the major
environmental problems, population, deforestation, loss of biologi-
cal diversity, global pollution, are really all part of one great inter-
connected problem and, in many senses, represent the greatest
challenge that faces human society. That challenge is very near.
What we are dealing with is a major change in the chemistry and
physics of the planet, as represented by the processes in the atmo-
sphere: how the atmosphere deals with energy and of what constitu-
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ents it is composed. I personally feel that that is nothing to worry
about, as long as biological systems are not affected. But with the
kind of temperature changes and climatic changes that are in the
offing, however imprecise we may be in predicting them, it is clear
that biological systems will be affected.

Endless examples demonstrate how even relatively minor
changes in ecology can cause epidemiologic effects. There is the
classic example of tree cutting bringing woodsmen in contact with
the Haemagogus mosquito and jungle yellow fever for which this
mosquito is a vector. Thomas H.G. Aitken, of Yale University,
brought to my attention the example of Lake Bayano in Panama (50
miles east-northeast of Panama City), which was created by a hydro-
electric project. Quite rapidly, the water surface was covered by
floating vegetation, particularly with "water lettuce", Pistia stratiotes.
Certain mosquito species thrived on this vegetation, among them
mosquitoes that are vectors for Venezuelan equine encephalomyelitis
(VEE). The obvious consequence: cases of VEE appeared. Virus was
recovered from three species of mosquitoes (Culex erraticus, Culex
ocossa, and Mansonia dyari), as well as from sentinel hamsters and
from humans around the lake (Adames et al., 1979).

In the Brazilian state of Rondonia, in the western Amazon, there
are between 400,000 and 800,000 cases of malaria, all associated with
the building of the infamous Brazil highway 364, and attributable to
the clearing of 20 percent of the forest in Rondonia in only 5 years.
Incidentally, never has so much forest been cleared or destroyed in
such a short time.

Just the chance juxtaposition of a disease organism with an
ecological situation can produce epidemics like the famous yellow
fever epidemic that hit Memphis in 1878, and ran the population
down to such a low number that the state insisted that it give back its
city charter the following year.

Alterations in temperature and rainfall patterns induced by
climatic change tie in a very coarse way to distribution of various
kinds of organisms, which can include changes in vector popula-
tions. To speculate a little, the tsetse fly has a very defined distribu-
tion in Africa. How much that is tied to actual physical conditions
I don't know, but, hypothetically, one could imagine that climatic
change could widen the geographical range of its favored environ-
mental conditions, thereby increasing the range of the tsetse fly.

Similarly, there would be changes in densities of host popula-
tions, alternate host populations, and vectors, which often make the
difference between whether a disease organism can take off to cause
an epizootic or not. There may be major changes in migration
patterns. The ability of migratory organisms to move diseases
around the globe has been a source of fascination for a very long
time; it is quite clear that temperature changes might cause new
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migrations. There are also likely to be major changes in populations
of migratory birds.

Eugene Morton and Russell Greenberg, of the National Zoo in
Washington, D.C., have been following the populations of North
American migratory passerine birds that hibernate in the tropical
forest. It is suddenly becoming apparent that populations of many
of those species have declined very dramatically in the last 10 years
(Rappole et al., 1983; Robbins et al., 1989). This may occasionally
upset the average bird watcher, but what does it mean to the rest of
us? It turns out that most of those migratory passerines are very
dependent on insect populations at the time they are raising young
and are a major evolutionary influence on insect behavior and
ecology. So even something as far fetched as conversion of Central
American forest to cattle pasture could, in the end, have a major
impact on the way viruses and other pathogens associated with birds
or insects might behave in North America.

In considering effects of climate changes on the scale of interac-
tions between species, it becomes impossible to really predict or
even imagine what will happen. And on top of all of that, you have
to throw in changes of seasonal!ty, and entire changes in structure of
ecological communities. Even if, for example, there were no global
warming associated with increased carbon dioxide levels, there
would still be changes in ecological communities, because higher
atmospheric CC>2 levels have an enriching, or fertilizing, effect on
plants. Different plant species will be affected differently. For
example, plants used to growing under conditions of water limita-
tion will benefit more from this effect because they can take in all the
CC>2 they require during comparatively short periods of opening the
stomata in their leaves during the day. All of these effects on
relationships amongst the plant species in ecological communities,
on top of effects caused by temperature and moisture changes, will
be profoundly disturbing.

Historical and paleoecological data give us a little insight about
this. If one charts, through pollen records, what happened to species
like the American chestnut, or hemlock, as those species attempted
to track their ideal climatic conditions, moving north and south with
the advance and the retreat of the glaciers, one finds that they did not
follow those changing conditions with the precision that one might
expect. In fact, there were different communities composed of
species that separated and moved at different rates, resulting in
different kinds of communities. It is fairly well worked out now that
tree species, moving in response to the advance or retreat of glaciers,
could move up to 5 miles per century. The kinds of climatic changes
we are discussing here are 40 times more rapid, which would require
a movement rate of 200 miles per century. This may be well beyond
the ability of many species.
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All of this adds up to a great deal of turmoil in natural ecological
communities. This is not to say that ecological communities are all
highly structured entities, without any other random elements. But
all these sudden changes probably add up to far greater chances of
new epizootics and epidemics.

Agriculture will also be harmed by global change, especially in
the poorer parts of the world, where gearing up an extension service
to put in and distribute the newly appropriate crops to the small
slash-and-burn farmer in the countryside is not really a viable
option.

In addition, the changes in growing conditions elsewhere in the
world will result in the transfer of the American agricultural focus,
north into Canada into areas of poor soils. All of this suggests the
possibility of nutritional problems in the future.

Another question, alluded to earlier, concerns the ozone layer
and its depletion, which will allow more potentially dangerous
ultraviolet light to reach us. I am not an expert on this problem, but
I have been privy to some studies for the Environmental Protection
Agency, which suggest that increased ultraviolet radiation can cause
immune suppression. Another nasty synergy.

As I stated earlier, we are dealing with a series of interconnected
environmental problems. In addition, the graph of human popula-
tion growth from the beginning of history until today is flat until
virtually the very end and then shoots up almost vertically. At the
same time as these massive population increases, atmospheric pollu-
tion, greenhouse problems, and deforestation are shooting up also.
The increase in population (essentially the pool of susceptibles for
infections) together with nutritional problems and ecological desta-
bilization make for some very frightening synergistic possibilities.

Lastly, in addition to these physical and ecological changes,
there are tremendous consequences for biological diversity (Peters
and Lovejoy, 1992). A workshop held in October 1988 on the conse-
quences of the greenhouse effect for biological diversity concluded
that, just about every way you looked at it, the problems were very
severe. That becomes a matter of great concern because biological
diversity is the great library of living systems that have come into
existence and art important subset of what is biologically possible.

There is likely to be serendipitous discovery with practical
application. One recent suggestive example (Fellows, 1989; Smith,
1983) involves a tropical day flying moth, Urania, which has episodic
migrations. The migrations are triggered by changes in levels of
specific compounds in leaves of the caterpillar food plant, Omphalia.
These compounds affect sugar metabolism and also appear to have
an effect on the polysaccharide coat of the AIDS virus, HIV (Fellows,
1989).

The loss of such serendipitous discoveries is, perhaps, the sim-
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plest demonstration of what global change will mean for our future.
If it continues, its effects will be profound. It may well become a
dominant force in epidemiology in the future.
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News Report of the Future

Nybalo, Basangani,
December 6, 1994—
The impoverished na-
tion ofChanga in Sub-
Saharan Africa is once
again a chaotic scene
of death and devasta-
tion. After a lull in the
long battle between
rebel factions in
Changa and the ruling
Marxist government,
tensions are again at a
high point. Terrorism
and destruction are
common, as rebels
battle for control of the
countryside surround-
ing the capital city.
Communities have
been plundered and de-
molished. Hundreds of
thousands of starving
Changans are fleeing
to the borders in search
of food and shelter. The
five-year civil war has
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I. PANDEMIC —New Virus?

THIS SPECIAL REPORT, a "News Report
of the Future" in three parts, covers the "su-
per-Ebola" Pandemic of 1994-95 and its after-
math. The articles are based on numerous in-
terviews, transcripts from the EIWG meetings,
and the top-secret Department of Health &
Human Services (DHHS) review.

Part I: PANDEMIC—New Virus? is the initial
report of the terrifying Ebola-like virus that
killed hundreds of Changan refugees before
spreading to every continent of the world dur-
ing a two-month period in 1994-95.

Part II: "Dangerously Inadequate" covers the
DHHS review and the conclusions of the EIWG,
and defines the major deficiencies in United
States and global tropical medicine/infectious
disease capabilities.

Part III: E/WG Chair Speaks Out presents a
retrospective analysis of the pandemic, assesses
the increasing risks of infectious disease out-
breaks, and outlines short- and long-term solu-
tions. Legters proposes a system of "listening
posts" linked to the world's major research
institutions. Legters maintains that a global
surveillance/training network is feasible and
cost-effective using currently available tele-
communications technologies.
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killed an estimated 200,000
Changans and brought to a stand-
still the economy of this mineral-
rich nation. The government has
been unable to cope with the large
number of malnourished displaced
persons, forcing the refugees to seek
asylum in the adjacent countries of
Basangani and Lubawe.

A United Nations-sponsored
peacekeeping force has been sta-
tioned in Basangani and Lubawe
for 2 years, but because of recent
medical events, the current sta-
tus may be in question. The mul-
tinational unit, consisting of Aus-
tralian, Kenyan, Swiss, British,
Italian, French, American, and
Malaysian soldiers, experienced
an outbreak of hepatitis earlier
this year, but has otherwise had
few serious medical problems
until now. The unexplained
deaths in the last week of five
soldiers who had returned to Fort
Bragg after their tour of duty and
the flu-like illness affecting other
recent returnees have mystified
health authorities.

In the border refugee camps
housing the Changan refugees,
sanitation is poor and the facili-
ties are overcrowded. Heavy
rains over the past month have
made roads impassable, and sup-
plies can only be airlifted into
the camps when flying conditions
are satisfactory. Strange illnesses
and deaths have occurred in at

least three Basangani camps.
Three hundred refugees and four
relief workers have died in the
past month, and countless others
are ill with a strange fever. Many
volunteer workers have given up
and returned to Europe and the
Americas, partly dismayed at the
futility of their limited effort, but
mostly terrified with the disease
and death that surrounded them
in Basangani. Some of these
workers have fallen ill at home
and now worry about whom they
might have exposed to the dis-
ease.

The governments of Basangani
and Lubawe are concerned about the
importation of this strange illness
into their countries. The World
Health Organization and other
medical institutions, including the
Pasteur Institute in Paris and the
Centers for Disease Control in At-
lanta, have been working around the
clock to find the agent responsible
for the deaths and illnesses. The
disease agent is unlike anything ever
seen before, different from Ebola,
Marburg, and Lassa, and extremely
difficult to isolate. The infection—
probably a virus—seems to have a
propensity to spread by both the
blood-borne and respiratory routes,
making it highly communicable. The
hemorrhagic manifestations and
multisystem involvement are simi-
lar to those seen with Marburg and
Ebola virus infections.

The places and circumstances described in the "News Report of the Future" are fictitious; the substance
of the article, however, is based on the presentations and discussion of participants in the
Plenary Session of the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene, Honolulu, HI, December 6, I 989, as they considered the hypothetical scenario. The
opinions or assertions contained herein are the private ones of the authors and are not to be
construed as official or reflecting the views of the Uniformed Services University of the Health
Sciences, the Department of the Army, or the Department of Defense.
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II. U.S. TROPICAL MEDICINE CAPABILITIES CALLED

Washington, D.C., February 10,
1995—A top-secret government
evaluation of the nation's ability
to respond to infectious disease
epidemics has produced a sober-
ing conclusion: the capabilities
of United States tropical medi-
cine are "dangerously inad-
equate." The report comes on
the heels of the December 1994
"super-Ebola" epidemic that
spread rapidly from the African
country of Changa to every con-
tinent of the world. In the United
States, the public has demanded
to know how such a disease could
reach American shores—and why
United States health authorities
were so unprepared to deal with
it. Reliable sources say that the

government's initial review has
been expanded to focus on four
major questions:

a. Why wasn't the disease dis-
covered and confined within
its region of origin (Central
Africa)?

b. Why were our national sur-
veillance and control efforts
so ineffective and inefficient?

c. Why were our medical experts
and facilities so ill-prepared to
diagnose and respond clini-
cally?

d. Was this situation unique, or
could a similar outbreak occur
with other diseases?

This reporter has just completed a 2-month, nine-country inves-
tigation into the consequences of this outbreak. Source material
comes from informants within the administration; from portions of
the top-secret review provided by a staffer who is dismayed by the
limited resources and capabilities within the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) to deal with the outbreak; and
from transcripts of the meetings of the 1994 Global Epidemic-Emer-
gency Interagency Working Group (EIWG).*

It is clear that multiple factors permitted, and in some cases,
actually encouraged, the spread of "super-Ebola" from continent to
continent in a matter of days. EIWG representatives and other
sources state that given the present deficiencies in our national and
international surveillance systems, similar multicountry epidemics
could occur with other viral, parasitic or bacterial diseases. The
EIWG concluded that "The United States is not prepared to anticipate,
identify or control the majority of the world's tropical diseases."

*The EIWG, an ad hoc committee convened by the United States Secretary of State during the second
week of the epidemic, was composed of representatives from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Department of Defense (DoD), and Department of State.
Representatives from the World Health Organization (WHO), United Nations Disaster Relief, and
various other international organizations participated in the almost daily EIWG meetings held during
the first weeks of the epidemic.

"DANGEROUSLY INADEQUATE'
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A Decade of Warnings

More than a decade ago, Yale University virologist Robert Shope
said, "It is not whether an epidemic will occur, but when!" Alarming
reports of declining United States, and indeed worldwide, capabili-
ties in the epidemiology, diagnosis, and treatment of tropical dis-
eases had already appeared by 1980. During the last 10 years,
concerned professional societies lobbied Congress, funded extensive pub-
lic information campaigns, and in the spirit of Glasnost, invited the Soviet
Union to join the United States in designing a worldwide surveil-
lance system. In 1987, a report by the Board on Science and Technol-
ogy for International Development (BOSTID) and the Institute of
Medicine outlined the deficiencies in United States capability, agency-
by-agency, and offered a detailed plan for recovery.** Yet despite
repeated warnings, the succeeding administrations continued to cut rel-
evant budgets. As one of our more outspoken senior senators admitted,
"Much of the decline in preparedness and effectiveness of the nation's first-
line medical defense systems can be traced to these ill-advised budget cuts,
which forced the termination of essential research and training programs."

The question now must be, I. Organizational Response Procedures
where are the deficiencies and 2. Surveillance and Disease Assessment

just how bad are they? My 3. Clinical Response and Management
investigation focused on five Resources Within the United States

major areas: 4. Manpower Resource Pool

5. WHO and International Response

Organizational Response Procedures

Epidemics of the scope and severity of "super-Ebola" require immediate
consultation and coordination of experts from many fields; rapid and
continuous collection of the most accurate and up-to-date informa-
tion; state-of-the-art means to communicate this information; and
procedures for insuring that responsible actions are identified, imple-
mented, and assessed. Overall, these requirements call for an estab-
lished and proven procedure, not one that is "jury-rigged" as a response to
an emergency. But the United States has no official, or even tradi-
tional, organizational procedure for responding to emergencies of
this type, even at the highest government levels. In past incidents
involving infectious diseases, the responses have varied widely. In

**Board on Science and Technology for International Development, Office of International
Affairs, the National Research Council, and the Institute of Medicine, National Academy of
Sciences (I 987). The US Capacity to Address Tropical Infectious Disease Problems. Washington,
D.C.: National Academy Press.
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one case, the United States Presi-
dent personally approved emer-
gency relief, and then assigned
jurisdiction to various agencies
(State, USAID, the Office of For-
eign Disaster Assistance
[OFDA],CDC, etc.). On another
occasion, the Secretary of State
responded directly to a request
for help from a foreign govern-
ment. In the latest case involv-
ing "super-Ebola," the United
States Army became the first line
of medical defense because of its
presence in the International
Peace-Keeping Forces.

Unfortunately, the blurred
lines of overall responsibility
continue into the actual imple-
mentation process. The relation-
ships that should obtain between
various government agencies
and their responsibilities in re-
sponding to national and inter-
national causes of this sort are
ill-defined, which results in
underutilization of the full capac-
ity of the government, including
the military, to deal with the
emergency. In situations where
infectious disease agents pose a
threat to the health of both hu-
mans and animals, the respec-

tive roles and responsibilities of
DHHS and the Department of Ag-
riculture remain ambiguous. This
means that valuable time is lost
as these organizations create a
response system de novo for each
emergency. More importantly,
competition for immediate and
long-term funding and duplica-
tion of efforts often surface at
exactly the moment when a uni-
fied response is most crucially
needed.

The EIWG found that:

a. There are no official definitions
or classifications for disease-re-
lated emergencies.

b. Responses to emergency situa-
tions are on an ad hoc basis.

c. There is no official process for
determining which organiza-
tion^) should assume administra-
tive, technical, or financial re-
sponsibility, either within the
United States or internationally.

d. The lack of a well-defined com-
munications network connecting
the various involved national and
international organizations con-
tributed significantly to the de-
lays in effective response ob-
served in this epidemic.

Surveillance and Disease Assessment

While the lack of a nationally organized response procedure contrib-
uted to the escalation and prolongation of the problem, it was the
lack of a surveillance system, both in Africa where the disease began
and at our own borders, that permitted entrance and spread of the
disease within the United States

EIWG representatives suggested that the greatest deficiency is
in the area of technical expertise for surveillance—the ability to
rapidly test specimens and advise clinicians and state health depart-
ments of the threat. Within the United States, medical surveillance
is based on data collection by public health personnel in the indi-
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vidual States. The forwarding of this information to the national
database at the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) is for the most part
on a voluntary state-by-state basis. Shortages of trained personnel in
logistics and technical support were found in all areas of surveillance,
from United States ports of entry to procedures for tracing contacts.

The report concluded that while there is a large cadre of United
States epidemiologists who have been trained through CDC's Epi-
demic Intelligence Service (EIS) program (over 1,700 since 1951),
there is no formal system for keeping track of these individuals or for
mobilizing them when CDC's present capabilities are exceeded. Only
under special cases are these epidemiologists available to conduct
overseas epidemiology activities. Furthermore, overseas emergencies
present unique problems and, as such, require that EIS personnel be
trained and updated for each specific disease and in-country situa-
tion. Likewise, specific financial, logistic, and technical support must
be provided. This leads to the question of who should finance CDC's
emergency overseas activities. At present, there is no centralized
long-term budget. Overseas activities are usually funded from within
various related programs, and these programs would be depleted
very quickly in an emergency.

Clinical Response & Management Resources Within the
United States

The EIWG's review of medical
and clinical responses to the "su-
per-Ebola" outbreak concluded
that the United States was un-
prepared to manage even small
numbers of people with such a
highly infectious and lethal dis-
ease. Almost all hospitals lack
even the basic biocontainment
equipment. Few, if any, person-
nel are trained in level-3 isola-
tion techniques. And most hos-
pitals, even when affiliated with
a major medical school, lack the
clinical expertise to diagnose and
provide medical care for persons
with unusual infectious diseases.
For many of the world's major
infectious diseases, there is a
critical shortage or total lack of
drugs for treatment, let alone

drugs and vaccines for preven-
tion. Even supplies of malaria
chemoprophylactic drugs are
dwindling as many drug compa-
nies stop production of these
Pharmaceuticals.

Other issues that surfaced but
were left unresolved dealt with
the procedures and facilities for
medical evacuation and/or quar-
antine of patients and contacts.
EIWG representatives noted that
there are no special or separate
treatment facilities available in
the civilian community. All Pub-
lic Health Service hospitals have
been closed during the last
decade, ostensibly for economic
reasons.

Military representatives on
the EIWG also noted that the
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Armed Forces are organized for
the defense of the country, not for
civilian medical emergencies.
They outlined the limited clinical
expertise available in the military;
the majority of the expertise is in
the Research and Development
(R&D) sector. The "super-Ebola"
epidemic strained the military
clinical capabilities to the break-
ing point. They were not opti-
mistic about assisting the civilian
community in the event of an out-
break in the future.

While the Army has deploy-
able field hospitals that could be
used for isolation purposes, these
are configured mainly for surgi-
cal care. The capacity to provide
for the isolation of patients is lim-
ited to routine nosocomial infec-
tions; it does not include the fa-
cilities and manpower to isolate
patients with exotic, highly com-
municable diseases. The field
hospitals would have to be rein-
forced with intensive care, pul-
monary support, hemodialysis,
and additional laboratory capa-

bilities in order to diagnose and
manage acute hemorrhagic
diseases and illnesses such as
malaria. There was a question of
whether sufficient clinical ex-
pertise could be pulled from the
Army, Navy, and one or two Air
Force medical centers in the
United States to s taff these
hospitals. Likewise, skilled se-
rologists, virologists, and para-
sitologists, as well as preventive
medicine support (entomolo-
gists, sanitary engineers, and en-
vironmental control specialists)
would be needed, and these are
in short supply within the mili-
tary. Similarly, diagnostic
equipment and supplies are
limited and probably could not
be shared with the civilian sec-
tor. Many military vaccines and
drugs are under IND restrictions;
while they can be released for
military use by the Surgeons
General of the military services
in emergencies, their availabil-
ity for use in civilian populations
is problematic.

Manpower Resource Pool

As the BOSTID-IOM report
warned in 1987, there is a paucity
of expertise in the civilian sector
in all areas of tropical medicine.
Many people who gained their
overseas experience during the
war years are retiring or have
died, and they are not being re-
placed by the present system. Few
young people are being trained in
the fundamentals of disease con-
trol; many medical students are
not even offered a course in

parasitology. An expert assess-
ing the personnel response
needed during the beginning of
the "super-Ebola" outbreak said,
"The four individuals sent to Af-
rica represented nearly all of the
professional capability within
the USPHS for this type of dis-
ease. There was no one left to
advise United States clinicians
and local health authorities."

Mil i tary representat ives
question where they would find
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suff ic ient expertise for both
United States and overseas epi-
demiology and clinical care.
Laboratory and preventive medi-
cine manpower presently exists
in the United States Army Medi-
cal Research Institute of Infec-
tious Diseases, the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research and
its overseas laboratories, and the
Naval Medical Research Units.
Of the two mili tary labs in
Africa, NAMRU-3 in Cairo has
some virology capability and
also biocontainment; Kenya has
malaria expertise. Medical ento-
mologists and virologists are

available in other Army and Navy
labs, but the requirements placed
on the military during this epi-
demic considerably exceeded ca-
pabilities. As a military repre-
sentative no longer with the Ser-
vice put it, "The bottom line is
that we have insufficient expert
manpower to sustain the appro-
priate levels of health care and
preventive medicine in several
sites simultaneously. What we
will wind up doing under these
circumstances is to put very jun-
ior, inexperienced people in and
hope they learn very, very fast."

WHO and International Response

During an infectious disease emergency, coordination among inter-
national organizations, including multinationals (WHO) and
bilaterals (experts and institutions in other countries) would be
essential. Additional academic, clinical, public health, laboratory
and other personnel could be mustered in this manner, and extra
logistical and financial resources identified and coordinated. An
international group, such as WHO, would have to take the lead, and
yet, as the EIWG representative from WHO observed, "WHO is
always running on a shoestring—an annual budget of less than $250
million—not enough to run a decent-sized city hospital, and it is
supposed to cope with the needs of 160+ member nations!"

III. EIWG Chair Speaks Out

To gain additional insights about the deficiencies that permitted this
outbreak to get out of control, and the changes which might be made,
we interviewed Dr. Llewellyn J. Legters, Chair of the Emergency
Interagency Working Group. Dr. Legters was asked to propose ideal
solutions and he emphasized cooperation, coordination, and com-
munications without any massive additional funding.
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Q: As Chair of the Emergency In-
teragency Working Group, or to use
the acronym, the EIWG, Dr. Legters,
are there any generalizations you
could make now that the epidemic
is over; any overall lessons learned
from the experience?
Dr, Legters: Well, to put it succinctly,
the outbreak has confirmed, in a very
dramatic way, just how ill-prepared
we are to detect global epidemic dis-
ease threats in a timely fashion,
and, once detected, to respond
appropriately.

Q: I suppose it's obvious why the
U.S. Government should become
involved in this kind of problem,
since the epidemic did involve the
United States directly; but surely,
there have been outbreaks like this
before that didn't spread to our
borders. Why should Americans
care?
Dr. Legters: You've implied by your
question that the United States has
self-interests that have to do with
protecting the health of United States
citizens from imported contagious
diseases, and that's certainly true.
Suppose, for example, that we had
had an international surveillance
system in place when AIDS first ap-
peared, one that recognized the clini-
cal presentation as being something
different. And suppose we had had
the capability then to isolate and
characterize HIV? Almost certainly,
we could have prevented a lot of
cases, if only because we would have
taken some actions earlier to protect
our blood supply. Besides that, tech-
nologically speaking, we have world
leadership responsibilities. The ap-
plicable medical technology should
be exported. It's the humanitarian
thing to do, and it's to our benefit,
because it probably contributes to
political stability. It certainly breeds
good will on behalf of the United
States.

Q: Does this outbreak mean that
the world can expect more disasters
like this in the future?
Dr. Legters: Well, certainly there
are a number of factors operating
that increase the risk. The human
population is growing rapidly, and
population pressures are resulting
in overcrowding in the urban areas
of most developing countries. The
same pressures are causing human
intrusions into areas that formerly
represented exclusively animal habi-
tats, increasing the potential for ac-
cidental transmission of zoonotic
diseases to humans. Civil wars have
produced massive dislocations of
entire populations in many areas and
the creation of refugee camps with
crowded conditions. Add to this the
factor of travel. Commercial jet air-
craft move a lot of people around
the world in a hurry these days.
"We" go there; "they" come here,
increasing the risk to United States
citizens of exposure to tropical in-
fectious diseases. All of these fac-
tors, taken together, increase the
threat of widespread, even more
devastating outbreaks than the one
we've just seen.

Q: When you say we are ill-pre-
pared to deal with this kind of emer-
gency, what exactly do you mean?
Dr. Legters: Well, first of all, to
respond quickly, we need to have a
surveillance system that can iden-
tify unusual disease occurrences
near their point of origin; a labora-
tory system that can quickly charac-
terize the causative agents; a report-
ing system that alerts the world
health community; and a way to in-
stitute controls. Of course, there are
already national and international
disease surveillance systems in
many countries and regions. But,
generally speaking, there are only
ad hoc arrangements for communi-
cating information about disease oc-
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Chair Speaks Out (cont'd).

currences and for cooperation among
agencies in epidemic disease diag-
nosis and control. Two sterling ex-
amples of international cooperation
in disease control include the
present system for global influenza
surveil lance and the smallpox
eradication program. The latter pro-
gram, in particular, was successful
precisely because of the outstanding
cooperation between First and Third
World countries.

Q: Earlier, you implied that the
U.S. didn't have sufficient trained
professionals to manage this sort
of problem. Would you elaborate?
Dr. Legters: It's true that there are
not enough experts in tropical
infectious diseases in the United
States. The BOSTID-IOM report
provides the most authoritative es-
timate. There are fewer than 2,500
Americans with research, clinical,
or public health skills in tropical
infectious diseases. Many of these
got into the field by accident during
World War II, and of course, their
numbers are decreasing rapidly. We
have a very limited training base
to replace such professionals. There
are only eight tropical medicine aca-
demic "centers" in the United States.
The reason is the lack of incentives
for people to undertake careers
in the field. The dollars are simply
not available to support any very
large research and teaching pro-
grams in tropical infectious diseases.
The question is, how many disasters
like this will have to happen
before enough dollars are
appropriated?

Q: Let's talk about training. What's
involved in training professionals
in this field?
Dr. Legters: With some exceptions,
medical schools in the United States

include practically nothing in the
basic science curriculum on tropical
infectious diseases. This situation
needs to be corrected, if only be-
cause the probabilities of seeing pa-
tients with tropical infectious dis-
eases in the United States are in-
creasing. Beyond that, I feel strongly
that the most effective tropical medi-
cine teaching programs are recipro-
cal. Third World students should
have opportunities to come to U.S.
institutions to learn technologies ap-
plicable to Third World problems;
U.S. students should have opportu-
nities to go to Third World countries
for "hands-on" experience in the di-
agnosis and management of trop-
ical diseases and doing field
epidemiologic investigations. With-
out doubt, the fullest appreciation
of the health and sanitation prob-
lems of Third World countries is best
gotten by living and working there.
Barring opportunities to actually
work overseas, the new interactive
videodisc (IVD) technology provides
a means of offering realistic clinical
and epidemiological training that's
almost as good as being there. I've
seen some IVD productions that are
truly remarkable for the realism of
the built-in clinical and epidemio-
logical decision making.

Q: You mentioned the importance
of training for Third World nation-
als in the United States. What sort
of training?
Dr. Legters: The United States leads
the world in the development of new
medical technologies, in diagnostics,
prophylactic and therapeutic drugs,
immunizations, et cetera. The best
way to transfer this technology is
through appropriate training. I
emphasize appropriate, not with
equipment they will never see
again after they leave the United
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States, but, for example, in things
like serodiagnostic tests using
dipstick or conventional ELISA
techniques. Such reciprocal pro-
grams are especially effective if
there is continued collaboration
after the formal training ends.

Q: That's fine, but this must be
very expensive in terms of faculty
time and energy, not to mention the
cost of travel.
Dr. Legters: Well yes, it is. People
who make careers of it surely have
to have a genuine interest in Third
World health problems and a fond-
ness for working there. And, in-
deed, one has to travel some or a lot.
But, I've already mentioned the po-
tential for simulation training using
IVD, and modern communications
have vastly increased our capacity
to maintain close contact with our
overseas collaborators without ac-
tually being there. To get back to
the specific problem of managing
the global epidemic emergency, as
I see it, modern telecommunications
are a principal part of the solution to
the problem of most efficient use of
our currently scarce manpower. If
you add the power of high defini-
tion television to capabilities for
teleconferencing between widely
separated locations around the
world, you can bring the informa-
tion to the experts, even if you can't
send the experts to the field.

Q: Surely, this isn't the first time
we've gotten concerned about the
potential of a global epidemic emer-
gency. Can you put the most recent
outbreak in -perspective?
Dr. Legters: United States interest
in tropical infectious diseases
waxes and wanes with our political
and military involvement overseas.
As I said, many in the United States

became experts while they were sta-
tioned in tropical countries in war-
time. During the deepest cold of the
"Cold War," the equivalent of my
EIWG was formed under Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) leader-
ship to deal with the perceived threat
of attack from biological warfare
agents. So, in fact, there are orga-
nizational models to guide what
we need to do, and there
are significant capabilities to do it.
Right this minute, however, these
serve smaller organizational or re-
gional purposes; they're not geared
to participate as part of a global
disease surveillance and control
network. That's why I'm proposing
use of telecommunications as a
critical organizational link.

Q: Can you give me some examples?
Dr. Legters: The Department of De-
fense maintains medical research
laboratories in a number of overseas
locations. These are linked through
the United States embassies by sat-
ellite communications with the
Headquarters at Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research. The CDC
operates global EIS programs in
eight countries. Various national
systems in the Third World reflect a
very high degree of competence in
infectious disease epidemiology
and control.

In the 1960s, the NIH sponsored
a number of International Centers
for Medical Research and Training,
in which various United States
academic institutions were affiliated
with counterpart institutions in
Third World countries. These served
as foci for research in tropical
infectious diseases and provided
training opportunities for United
States students. The NIH continues
to sponsor a similar program on a
somewhat smaller scale, called the
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International Centers for Infectious
Disease Research. In any case, to
serve our immediate purposes, and
to do this without massive additional
budget outlays, I believe we have to
organize what we already have in
place a little better and supplement
current capabilities by enlarging on
organizational models that worked
in the past, along the lines of the
ICMRTs. I hasten to add that the
ICMRT program did not provide the
strengthening of the Third World
clinical, laboratory, and epidemio-
logical facilities that is needed to
accomplish the purpose under dis-
cussion here. To do that, we need a
specific program to support and fos-
ter a global disease surveillance
and control network. An additional
element, not available in the past, is
a telecommunications systems nec-
essary to link the various organiza-
tional entities into a well-coordi-
nated network.

Q: Will your committee be making
any recommendations in this regard
and to whom will you make them?
Dr. Legters: In the aftermath of this
particular epidemic, the climate
seems to be right to initiate a set of
national responses that would pre-
pare us to cope with similar future
episodes. We will, indeed, be mak-
ing recommendations, and since the
EIWG was the creation of the State
Department, the recommendations
will be made to the Secretary of State.
First of all, we need to create an
Interagency Working Group with
representation from the several re-
sponsible federal departments
(State, DHHS, DoD), but we also
want to include private foundations
and academia. The group will need
to do more than simply prepare a
"lessons learned" report of this par-
ticular outbreak. They will need to

function like a think-tank, modeling
"worst case" scenarios and deter-
mining the resource requirements to
deal with these. Of course, if our
recommendations are to result in any
improvements, the Government will
have to act on them. The President
himself should identify a lead agency
within the Executive Branch, and
that agency should translate the rec-
ommendations into proposed legis-
lation and appropriations.

Q: Which agency should be given
the lead?
Dr. Legters: The federal agency best
suited to manage such a global sur-
veillance system is the Department
of Health and Human Services. The
CDC would serve as a primary con-
sultative resource and could respond
appropriately to reports of epidemic
disease.

Q: You've suggested that one of the
things we will need to consider is
strengthening our disease surveil-
lance activities overseas. Could you
be more specific?
Dr. Legters: The idea is not new
with me. D.A. Henderson, former
Dean of the Johns Hopkins School of
Hygiene and Public Health, has sug-
gested that for the modest sum of
around 75 million dollars, we could
create some 15 epidemiological re-
search centers (ERCs) around the
world that would serve as "listening
posts" to identify the epidemiologi-
cal events that might signal global
epidemic disease threats. We on the
EIWG agree with this proposal but
would take it a few steps further.
We should evaluate current over-
seas capabilities in this regard (e.g.,
the DoD overseas laboratories,
CDC's global EIS program, national
and international capabilities in vari-
ous countries of interest, etc.) with a
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view toward identifying geographi-
cal areas where there is no such ca-
pability and where, on theoretical
grounds at least, there is the great-
est potential for the emergence of
human pathogenic viruses with glo-
bal epidemic potential. We would
not want to duplicate already-exist-
ing capabilities; rather, by agree-
ment, these latter facilities could be-
come formally incorporated into a
global surveillance network. To be eco-
nomical, the centers would have to serve
other functions besides surveillance for
emerging viruses. They should prob-
ably also become involved in field
epidemiologic research activities di-
rected at disease problems of major pub-
lic health importance in the region
(e.g., malaria). And these centers
would be the logical loci for research
directed at development of rapid di-
agnostic reagents, such as IgM and
antigen capture systems, appropri-
ate for the region.

Still another function of the ERCs
would be training. There would be
formal linkages of the ERCs with
United States academic institutions, es-
pecially those with a track record in this
arena. As I said, the BOSTID-IOM re-
port identified eight United States aca-
demic institutions as tropical public
health centers. However, there are
certainly other United States insti-
tutions that have expertise and could
be recruited if federal support were
available. The affiliations should
include arrangements for reciprocal
training of foreign nationals.

As I've said, the key to an effec-
tive network is the telecommunica-
tion system. Among other things, it
would make consultative expertise
from the affiliated academic institu-
tions and CDC readily available to
the field and result in previously
unimaginable teaching opportuni-
ties.

Q: How realistic is the idea of tele-
conferencing among a network of
ERCs?
Dr. Legters: The experts say that if
you can get the image (words, data
or pictures) on a computer screen,
you can transmit it via satellite
anywhere in the world to someone
else's desktop computer. I men-
tioned that the DoD overseas labo-
ratories are already linked together
with the Walter Reed Army Institute
of Research via such a system. So
it's real and doable with present af-
fordable technology. There are still
problems in synchronous transmis-
sion of full-motion video; it will be a
few years before this can be done at
an affordable cost. NASA did set up
a "telemedicine spacebridge" in the
aftermath of the Yerevan earthquake
in 1989 that permitted Soviet doc-
tors to present their patients in full-
motion video to consultants at sev-
eral United States institutions, but it
was expensive.

Assuming teleconferencing
among a network of ERCs in various
locations, each affiliated with a
United States teaching institution,
imagine how exciting the daily or
weekly clinical or epidemiological
teaching rounds could become at
both ends. In the event of an actual
outbreak, the situation could be
presented visually as well as ver-
bally to the epidemiological consult-
ants at CDC, the decisionmakers in
the federal departments, and to Con-
gress. Key people in the decision-
making hierarchy could be kept
updated through the telecommuni-
cations system. Students in the
affiliated institutions could partici-
pate in the decision-making process
while viewing "live" reports from
the field, hospital, and laboratory.
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Q: As a closing comment, is there
anything else that needs to be said
about our preparedness, or lack of
it, to deal with similar future emer-
gencies?
Dr. Legters: The "quick fix" is to
organize the assets that are already
in place around the world to
perform the surveillance function
and to provide a "network coordi-
nator" and a communications sys-
tem that links them together for
this purpose. Longer-term, this net-
work of ERCs and the affiliated
training programs should be ex-
panded in number. I want to em-
phasize that the key to the effective-
ness of the network is state-of-the-
art telecommunications. Really, for
a very modest outlay of money, epi-
demics of this sort can be contained
closer to the original source. The
American public can be protected
from future disasters like this one.
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Surveillance Systems and
Intergovernmental Cooperation

DONALD A. HENDERSON

The recent emergence of AIDS and dengue hemorrhagic infections,
among others, are serving usefully to disturb our ill-founded com-
placency about infectious diseases. Such complacency has prevailed
in this country throughout much of my career. Indeed, it is a matter
of record that in 1969 the Surgeon General, in a speech given at
Hopkins, assured his audience that in this country we had effec-
tively probed most frontiers of knowledge in the infectious disease
field, that the remaining problems in this country were marginal,
and that attention should now turn to the chronic diseases. It is
evident now, as it should have been then, that mutation and change
are facts of nature, that the world is increasingly interdependent,
and that human health and survival will be challenged, ad inf initum,
by new and mutant microbes, with unpredictable pathophysiologi-
cal manifestations. Moreover, as we see with the Hantaviruses and
others, their manifestations may be the chronic diseases. How are
we to detect these at an early date so as to be able to devise appropri-
ate preventive and therapeutic modalities? What do we look for?
What types of surveillance and reporting systems can one devise?

Interestingly, some of these questions have been asked and
responded to at least once before. One such time was 1950, soon after
the onset of the Korean War. It was perceived then that a biological
warfare attack on civilian populations in this country was a realistic
possibility. A number of different microbial agents were candidates
and several of them could be readily dispensed in crowded centers
by a lone saboteur bearing no more than an innocuous appearing
briefcase. To stop such an act was seen to be impossible. However,
early detection was vital so that measures could be taken to prevent
spread, to treat, and/or to decontaminate. Alex Langmuir, then
head of epidemiology at CDC, the federal unit which is now the
Centers for Disease Control, proposed that a special unit be created
that: would be on 24-hour call to investigate immediately any un-
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usual disease outbreaks. Thus, the Epidemic Intelligence Service
(EIS) came into being. Young medical officers were trained in field
epidemiology and assigned to CDC, state health departments, and
universities. Requests for help were responded to immediately on
receipt of a request. The availability of resources that could be
quickly mobilized increased the reporting of outbreaks. And, in due
course, the states themselves strengthened their own capacity and
capability to investigate outbreaks. CDC's role in defining and
characterizing a wide range of new challenges is now well known,
from AIDS to Legionnaire's disease to toxic shock syndrome to the
problems of the 80/81 strain of Staphylococcus. What we don't
know—and fortunately so—is how rapidly and effectively a biologi-
cal warfare episode would have been detected and characterized had
it occurred.

To detect the new or emerging viruses, the challenge we face
bears some similarities to the challenge of 1950. We are uncertain as
to what we should keep under surveillance, or even what we should
look for. Moreover, the challenge differs in that the new or emerging
viruses may not occur as outbreaks, as would be expected with
biological warfare. Rather, new or emerging viruses may be mani-
fested by scattered single cases, such as presumably has happened
with AIDS and as now occurs with monkeypox. Secondly, and
taking a global perspective, it seems to me most probable that new
infectious entities of significance are more likely to occur first either
in densely populated areas where crowding and poor sanitation are
prevalent, or in tropical rain forests where man, monkeys and mam-
mals live in close proximity. In sharp contrast to the 1950 challenge
in the United States, such areas are minimally endowed with cura-
tive care facilities that might identify the unusual or unexpected
illness and, moreover, they are all bereft of sophisticated, let alone
competent, microbiological expertise and equipment.

Thus, the 1950 approach in the United States of creating a
national Epidemic Intelligence Service, while providing a partial
answer to detection of new entities, would not alone provide much
assurance in other countries that newly emerging viruses would be
detected in a timely manner. What therefore might be proposed?

A surveillance system to detect new and emerging viruses must
inevitably consist of the same three components as any surveillance
system. The first consists of units, customarily clinical, which are
capable of detecting unusual cases or constellation of cases. In a
tropical area this is an especially difficult task, given the background
level of diverse conditions that present themselves. As was illus-
trated by Wilbur Downs with respect to Lyme disease, an effective
unit must link clinical and epidemiological thinking. Such units are
few and far between even in the industrialized world and I need only
cite the prolonged delay in identifying the Thalidomide-phocomelia
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connection in Europe to further dramatize this point.
The second component: Having detected an unusual case or

group of cases, there must be a defined channel for reporting the
occurrence and a receptive, knowledgeable unit to receive it. This channel
is the second component of the system. Health centers and hospitals
throughout the world are customarily requested to provide no end
of data and reports to some central unit of government. Our experi-
ence during the smallpox eradication program and more recently in
the Expanded Program on Immunization (EPI) with respect to teta-
nus, poliomyelitis, and measles, indicates that most of these reports
go to statistical offices that serve only an archival function. They are
little concerned as to whether the reports are regularly received,
only whether they have transcribed the correct numbers of reports of
cases received. Rarely are analyses performed to assess whether
there are unusual trends in incidence of any disease.

Finally, there must be some sort of capacity and responsibility at
the national or regional or international level that is available to
respond to unusual events or request for assistance. Indeed, the
existence and responsiveness of such a unit itself serves to strengthen
reporting from the network of clinical units. This has been the
strength of CDC and its Epidemic Intelligence Service, but such a
resource, charged with responsibility for the surveillance of a nation's
health, is all but unique. Many illustrations could be offered, but let
me cite experiences in European countries. The well-known typhoid
epidemic in the Swiss ski resort of Zermatt was basically sorted out
by an epidemiologist from Paris's Institut Pasteur, acting outside
normal channels. And the origin of the 1965 epidemic of variola
minor, mild smallpox, in the United Kingdom, a laboratory-origi-
nated outbreak, was worked out by a CDC epidemiologist sent to the
United Kingdom as an observer. Admittedly, these events occurred
some years ago but the situation today is little improved.

In summary, we are not today well-structured or staffed on a
global level to detect either new or emerging viral diseases.

To identify the needs of a sensitive surveillance system that
would detect new disease entities within a reasonable time frame, I
found it helpful to consider different basic epidemiological charac-
teristics of a new disease that need to be anticipated. One manifes-
tation of a new entity might be an outbreak involving perhaps a
hundred to several thousand clinical cases over a limited time frame
and geographic area. If there were a number of associated deaths
with rash or hemorrhagic manifestations, recent experience would
suggest that even in some of the most remote areas these cases would
soon come to notice, and assistance with dealing with them would be
sought. I would cite the experience with Ebola and Marburg virus
disease in illustration.

The likelihood of such outbreaks being properly investigated
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and characterized would depend on national governments utilizing
appropriate expertise, but to do so they need assurance that compe-
tent assistance would be available to them and could respond in a
timely fashion. The CDC has come to be recognized internationally
as such a resource. Could or should the World Health Organization
(WHO) be in a position to discharge such a role? In principle, the
answer would appear to be in the affirmative. In fact, however,
WHO has pathetically few resources of its own that are not specifi-
cally committed to specific diseases such as AIDS or other categori-
cal programs. The Viral Diseases Unit at WHO headquarters in
Geneva, however defined, consists of no more than five persons.
Virus disease programs in most WHO regional offices are staffed by
one or two persons only. Inevitably, those who staff such units are
prized more for their administrative skills in bringing experts to-
gether rather than for their own professional expertise. Another
problem for WHO is its basic character as an association of fairly
independent regional offices, which generally are resistant to a
coordinate responsibility discharged by a central office. I therefore
see no option but to acknowledge CDC as an international resource,
to fund it appropriately, and to acknowledge its mandate in
legislation.

Another scenario for a new or emerging virus—less dramatic
and less likely to be detected—would be represented by large out-
breaks with few associated deaths and few of the dramatic
manifestations of hemorrhage or rash. Small outbreaks with high
case-fatality rates or hemorrhage and rash would similarly be
more likely to escape detection. Illustrative of such events are
perhaps the jungle-related yellow fever outbreaks of the 1920s
and 1930s and the variety of outbreaks detected during the
certification period of smallpox eradication. During the period of
certification of smallpox eradication, we actively sought to
obtain reports of possible smallpox cases. In such countries, hun-
dreds of suspicious illnesses were reported annually by health
service staff, news reporters, travelers, and private citizens. Most
were outbreaks of measles with associated deaths, some were
chickenpox involving adult populations, and some were typhus.
In general, they were brought to notice within a matter of a few
weeks to a few months. Had the national health services not been
seeking to receive outbreak reports and to investigate them, most
would probably never have come to official notice. The lesson I
would derive from this is that national Epidemic Intelligence Ser-
vice units, developed on the CDC model, would serve to encourage
outbreak reports and would serve a valuable surveillance function.
In part, these could be built in conjunction with the intensified
polio surveillance systems now in place throughout the Americas,
and which we hope will expand worldwide as the goal of global
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eradication is addressed. A few countries have already adopted
the EIS model with encouragement and training support from CDC,
It would seem logical and prudent to work with WHO in encourag-
ing the expansion of such services, at least to the largest countries
and those in the tropical rain forest.

A more difficult problem is posed by new or emerging viruses
that cause only sporadic cases, or comparatively few severe cases
over a limited time span. Such, presumably, was the scenario for
the emergence of HIV. This poses the most difficult problem of all.
Such cases might be identified and characterized at a reasonably
early date if seen in an adequately staffed and equipped clinical
center that was knowledgeable of tropical diseases and could
identify the unusual and unexpected. Unfortunately, there are few
such centers anywhere in the world, and, indeed, there are few
persons now with real expertise in tropical medicine in either the
industrialized or developing countries. In our own interest,
let alone the interests of populations living in the tropics, it would
seem prudent to foster the development of a network of units with
expertise in tropical medicine. Cost alone would necessarily curtail
the number that could be established, but with time and a mandate
to provide training, it should be possible to expand national capaci-
ties. Here we have much to learn from the agricultural sector.
Beginning with initiatives taken by the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations in the early 1960s, a network of international agricul-
tural centers has developed, funded by many governments and
agencies. In all, there are now more than 15 and these, in turn, have
stimulated the creation of a complementary network of national
centers. More than 50 United States academic institutions have
received core support to permit them to relate to and participate in
the international network. For health, there is exactly one compara-
bly supported international center, and only a handful of United
States academic centers that receive from NIAID (the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases of the National Institutes
of Health) extremely modest support for a few specific programs
in tropical medicine.

For purposes of improving a woefully inadequate surveillance
system, I would argue for the development of a network of interna-
tionally supported health centers, which, in developing countries, I
would recommend be based in periurban areas of major cities in the
tropics. The periurban areas are customarily where migrants and
travelers from rural areas are found. A clinical facility in such an
area would thus serve to provide a window on events in surrounding
areas. Preference, I believe, should be given to more densely
populated areas and those near the tropical rain forest. I would
propose that such centers have several components: (1) A clinical
inpatient and outpatient service for infectious diseases. (2) support-
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ing diagnostic laboratories, which, as needed, could serve as a locus
for research studies. (3) an epidemiological unit that might serve
as the national EIS resource and that would be engaged in a variety
of ongoing studies in a population "laboratory" of perhaps two
million to five million persons. By focusing research efforts within
a defined area, rapport could be developed with local leaders and an
invaluable data base would gradually accrue. In the course of
various studies pertaining to disease epidemiology and the efficacy
of interventions, observations of unusual events demanding special
in vestigation would inevitably come to light. (4) An education-
training unit for national as well as international staff. Finally, I
would propose that such centers be formally identified as part of a
network with designated counterparts in the United States (and
other countries). The network should include such organizations as
CDC, NIAID, and appropriate academic centers. It would be hoped
that such a network might be sponsored jointly by WHO, as well as
by other national governments, to assure the maximum of
stability and legitimacy.

In brief, if we are to have a surveillance system with reasonable
prospects for the timely detection of new or emerging viruses, an
investment in manpower and capital will be required. Strengthening
in mission, competence, and facilities is needed at three levels—
internationally, nationally, and in selected cities. A beginning has
been made or precedents established to address each of the
components of such a system, but without a coherent vision of the
whole. Thus, CDC serves now to respond to major or unusual
epidemics in a number of countries. CDC has fostered the develop-
ment of national EIS systems and has assisted in training of person-
nel. Finally, there are some centers in tropical medicine, although
none wholly adequate for the purposes we are describing. These
include the International Center for Diarrheal Diseases Research
(ICDDR, B) in Dacca, Bangladesh, a number of military medical
research units, and some national centers (e.g., Thailand). Thus,
there is precedent for formally undertaking a broader program. In
the best of all possible worlds, WHO would take a lead role but,
as I have noted, most would have to conclude that WHO, on its own,
would not do well in developing or managing a mixed research-
service network such as this. A consortium of donors, a Consultative
Group on Health (similar to the existing Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research), could be envisioned and in-
deed some discussions along this line are beginning to take place.

What might be this cost? Obviously, it would depend on the
scope of activity, and this could be infinite. Let me sketch a modest
core structure as an initial goal, which would begin to approach a
counterpart agricultural network that is now being funded.
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1. Fifteen broadly based tropical medicine centers of the
type I have outlined, each to be funded at the level of $10
million per year, 50% of which is to be provided by the
United States. Net cost: $75 million.

2. Expansion and funding of CDC epidemic response to
training facilities. Estimated cost: $10 million.

3. Core funding for 10 United States centers to participate in
the network of centers, at approximately $5 million per
year. Net cost: $50 million.

4. A special grants program of $15 million to address special
problems.

Adding all of this together, you derive a figure of $150 million.
That figure was not decided by accident. In 1969, a study performed
at CDC showed that the United States was spending $150 million
annually in vaccination and quarantine activities to protect itself
from smallpox. That was considered to be affordable. Today the
United States spends $0 on these activities. And bear in mind that
those were 1969 dollars, now worth more than $300 million.

Can we afford to invest in such a program? A better question is
whether we can afford not to invest in a program that could be a
determinant in our own survival as a species.
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Afterword:
A Personal Summary Presented as a
Guide for Discussion

EDWIN D. KILBOURNE

I would like to do three things. The first is to present an anecdotal
report of an outbreak of influenza from personal experience. Then,
I would like to pluck out a few highlights and quotable quotes from
the contributions to this book. Finally, I would like to make a series
of arguable categorical assertions. These were written when I was, as
yet, unencumbered with the wisdom of this book's contents.

In 1976,1 was sufficiently concerned about the emergence of two
pandemics of influenza within 2 decades that I brashly wrote an op-
ed article for the New York Times, in which I expressed this concern
and also made a prediction, that didn't seem too rash at the time, that
there would be another pandemic. Although we are still waiting, I
gather that many others share with me the concern that another
influenza pandemic is eventually going to happen.

What did happen was that 2 weeks after this piece appeared,
there was a flurry of excitement at Fort Dix because the swine
influenza virus suddenly appeared there among military recruits.
We believed that this swine influenza strain was related to the virus
responsible for the devastating pandemic of 1918-1919, and here the
virus appeared to be resurrecting itself. The specter of a new
pandemic was obvious, although illusory in this case. While I have
no wish to get into this somewhat emotionally charged arena again,
I think there are some instructive features about this example. Had
there not been good virologic surveillance going on at Fort Dix to
alert us to this influenza outbreak in the military, we would remain
ignorant, probably to this day, of the potential of the swine influenza
virus to come back, at least in partially resurrected form. The fact
was that there was a seasonal influenza epidemic that year, caused
by the A/Victoria strain (H3N2 subtype), and that buried under this
was a miniepidemic of the Fort Dix swine influenza strain, disguised
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in the large number of A/Victoria infections and indistinguishable
in the total epidemic curve. An analysis of this mimepidemic dis-
closed certain disturbing features. Of the 13 clinically well-documented
cases, five progressed to lung involvement, an alarming sign with influ-
enza, and there was one fatality in a previously healthy young male.
Afterwards, it was possible to determine that about 230 people had been
infected with this virus, based on serologic evidence.

Now the message here to me is not that one should not have surveil-
lance, but rather that one should be aware of the consequences of surveil-
lance and be prepared to take some action. I was delighted with Henderson's
proposal, which ends up making a response, because we have been talking
about detecting viruses and now, at last, we are talking about the probable
necessity of doing something about it.

I would like to glean some of what I see as the important points raised
in this book. One of the highlights is that many a rose is born to blush
unseen, as Morse implied when he talked about: viruses that may have
emerged before, but have not emerged to our notice. The swine flu example
is something we might easily have missed. Webster also reminds us that
viruses not only emerge, they disappear. One variety of equine influenza
virus (technically, the H7N8 subtype) has not been seen for 7 years, at least
not in North America. Where has it gone? Possibly into ducks. But, in any
case, we should be aware and count our blessings because occasionally
things go away as well.

Joshua Lederberg said, "We have drastically tampered with human
evolution." He also said that RNA and DNA, as units of evolution, are not
always neatly packaged in viruses, but that there is an evolutionary con-
tinuum, which I suppose includes the mitochondria, among other things.
Temin has pointed out the contrasting evolutionary rates of exogenous
retroviruses (high, as in the case of HIV) versus endogenous retroviruses
that have integrated themselves into the host germline (low). However, in
general, viruses are ephemeral and changing entities. Holland elegantly
reminds us that a particular virus, which we think of as homogeneous, is
really a heterogeneous population. The RNA replicase, by which RNA
viruses reproduce themselves, itself is subject to mutation, which con-
founds the issue and adds another dimension. The studies with monoclonal
antibodies that, under the right laboratory conditions, drive a virus popu-
lation to a very high rate of antigenic evolution, is a remarkable observation.
He also referred to the nonpredictability of the direction of viral evolution.
And, again, this is one of those things we are going to have to battle with
because, truly, these events are extremely difficult if not impossible to
predict. Temin sees new retroviruses emerging as a very rare event, despite
high mutation rates, because of the multiple factors of genetic changes that
may be necessary in evolving them. We have also learned from Temin that
the mutation rate of a virus can depend on the cell in which it is propagated;
Holland and Palese also have some information on this subject. As Strauss
has so clearly demonstrated, true genetic recombination can occur in single-
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stranded RNA viruses. Some RNA viruses, at least, can recombine blocks,
or cassettes, of information. For example, Western equine encephalomyelitis
(WEE) virus originated by recombination of two "cassettes" from two other
viruses, part of its genetic information—one cassette—coming from one
virus and a larger cassette from eastern equine encephalitis (EEE) virus. To
which I could add that we really haven't discussed at all the enor-
mous potential gene pool that rapidly reasserting or recombining
viruses have. Because they can reach into alien hosts, or seldom used
hosts, and instantly recapture genetic material, tedious continuous
mutation is not necessary for the very rapid evolution of these viruses. And,
of course, this process of recombining is what we think classically happens
with the introduction of pandemic influenza strains.

Many of McNeill's thoughts are highly quotable. First of all he
reminds us that man is a tropical animal outside of his natural niche.
I never quite thought of myself this way, but he is probably right. I
think that the implications are clear: we have, over time, deadapted
to a situation where, in the past, we were in daily intercourse with
parasites; now, we so seldom meet them that they harm us when we
encounter them again. I think this is one of the things Lederberg was
referring to when he spoke of tampering with human evolution.

McNeill also pointed out, and his message here was the same as
Fields's, that we cannot duplicate natural ecology, or natural eco-
logic circumstances in the laboratory. Therefore, our concern about
high viral mutation rates has to be tempered by the realization that
viruses have a critical necessity to adapt to their elegantly carved out
niches, which imposes certain limitations.

He also had a phrase, "the conservation of catastrophe", which
implied that man evolves from one state of vulnerability to another.
Again, the message is, as Henderson has reminded us, that the
infectious diseases are not dead and never will be. And we will
always be substituting one set of diseases or reactions with viruses
for another, depending on the changed ecologic circumstances.

Johnson pointed out the risk of the expanding, degenerating
urban environment. Having recently been in Seoul, where highrise hotels
border rice paddies, I know exactly what he means. Such places are highly
appropriate, as Henderson also suggested, for establishing surveillance. In
a similar vein, from both Johnson and LeDuc we have learned that we must
also pick the rodent of our choice. We must also consider interactions
between viruses. Some viruses, like the delta hepatitis agent, apparently
cannot cause disease by themselves, but can cause serious disease in
individuals infected with a helper virus. There has been some concern that
this might happen in the Orient with the delta agent, which requires
hepatitis B as a helper virus. Delta hepatitis agent is rare in the Orient, but
hepatitis B virus is not.

Shenk pointed out the exquisite dependence of DNA virus rep-
lication on enhancer promoter regions in cells, a level of specificity
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Figure 28.1 Hypothetical viral chimera. A maximally virulent virus would have the
stability provided by icosahedral structure, a segmented genome for adaptability,
surface spikes to optimize cellular attachment, pantropicity, and the capacity for
persistence through chromosomal integration. Genetic and structural constraints
operate to contain the emergence of an extremely virulent virus. [Reproduced
with permission from Kilbourne, E.D. (1985). Epidemiology of viruses genetically
altered by man - predictive principles. Banbury Report 22, Genetically Altered Viruses
and the Environment (B. Fields, M. Martin and C.W. Potter, eds.), pp. 103-117. Cold
Spring Harbor, N.Y.: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.]

in addition to surface receptors by which specific cells can be tar-
geted by viruses.

Dear reader, I am sure you will have your own list of highlights,
but that was mine. Forgive me for all the bright things that haven't
been included.

As an intellectual exercise, I will try to construct a virus of
maximal pathogenicity bearing in mind everything discussed here.
I think we might try to make it icosahedral for stability, so that it can
go through the gut and survive in vectors and so forth. We would
certainly want to give it a segmented genome, like influenza, to
allow easy reassortment of genes. I think we would like to give it
some surface spikes to aid cellular attachment and to facilitate
antigenic change. And, of course, we would endow it with a reverse
transcriptase, which would enable it to integrate with the host cell
genome. I have constructed such a virus (Fig. 28.1) and, as you can
see, it has lethal potential, but it is not going to make it despite the
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frown. Anything this lethal is likely to put itself out of business in
short order.

I would like to end with a few categorical assertions for future
consideration. When I first wrote these down I was sure that they
were surprisingly naive questions to ask after all this thinking, but
in fact I think they are still relevant. First, how do we define what a new
virus is? We haven't yet done so, particularly with the reminder of
John Holland and others that a virus really is a statistical consensus
of a genetically heterogeneous population, which, again, is in con-
stant flux. The definition of what is really new becomes quite
arbitrary and, I think, quite important. It must represent some
change from the median phenotype. I asked Joshua Lederberg when
a virus is new, and he answered, "When it matters". Perhaps that is
the best answer for now.

My next assertion is one that Robert May might quarrel with,
although I hope not. It is that viruses have evolved with a definitive
host to a relatively steady state and balanced relationship. As a
consequence, perturbation of virus-host balance in the individual
host usually reflects impairment of host resistance, rather than any
change in viral phenotype or intrinsic virulence. This is a very
complicated way of saying that more often than not, if you are
looking at individual patients, when one case is more severe than the
other, these reflect differences in host reaction, due to immunosup-
pression, age, or other factors.

On the other hand, when we consider epidemic disease, if we
recognize an epidemic as being more severe, then in that instance we
should suspect that a viral mutant is operating or that some peculiar
environmental changes have affected that virus host interaction.

My last assertion is that new viral diseases usually are caused by
old viruses, either infecting under changed ecologic circumstances-—
for example poliomyelitis and perhaps AIDS—or crossing species
barriers, as with Marburg disease. Conversely, new viruses can
cause old diseases, which influenza virus is constantly doing; a
disease with stable and characteristic manifestations for centuries is
caused, again, by continuously mutating agents that preserve, ap-
parently, enough of their structure to maintain their classical patho-
genicity.

Therefore, early detection depends on the detection of both viral
and disease changes, so both the virus and disease have to be under
surveillance. And since part of the purpose of all the work that went
into this book has to do with anticipating, if we are going to antici-
pate anything, which I hope we can do, we are going to have to look
at total ecologic surveillance, of virus, host, and environmental change.
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PREMISES

Facts, Reasonable Assumptions, and Historical Precedents as
a Guide to Surveillance and Control of Emerging Viruses

1) Any virus is the statistical consensus of a heterogeneous
population in constant flux. A "new" virus, therefore,
must represent change from a median phenotype.

2) Viruses have evolved with their (definitive) hosts to a
relatively steady state and balanced relationship. If inter-
specific transfer of viruses occurs, adaptive constraints
on viral virulence are removed.

3) Increased disease severity in the individual case usually
reflects impairment of host resistance rather than change
in intrinsic viral virulence.

4) Change in the mean severity of disease as manifest in
epidemics usually reflects viral mutation and/or environ-
mental changes affecting virus-host interaction.

5) New viruses can cause old diseases. For example, influ-
enza, a disease whose cardinal characteristics have not
changed for centuries, is caused by a constantly changing
virus.

6) "New" viral diseases usually are caused by old viruses
a) infecting under changed ecologic circumstances, or
b) infecting an unaccustomed species.

CONCLUSIONS

From the above premises,

1) early detection of new viral diseases demands both viral
and disease surveillance;

2) anticipation demands ecological surveillance of poten-
tial changes in virus-host relationships;

3) control depends upon planned response to detection.
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